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1. INTRODUCTION

Executive Summary

During the year in review, 366 antisemitic incidents were recorded, an increase of 59% over the previous twelve month period. This is an unprecedented percentage increase. From 2017 to 2018, there were increases in harassment, vandalism, threats by email, telephone and posters/stickers; a decrease in graffiti and postal mail; and the number of assaults remained the same.

There were 156 attacks, and 210 threats, higher numbers than were recorded in 2014, the year of the last major war in Gaza, when there was a significant spike in the total number of incidents. The rise in recorded incidents of verbal abuse, harassment and vandalism is especially concerning.

One neo-Nazi group, Antipodean Resistance, was responsible for 133 (36%) of the year’s total of 360 incidents, mostly consisting of placing posters, stickers, graffiti and murals in public places. Antipodean Resistance was also responsible for one more serious incident involving vandalism. The total number of incidents attributable to Antipodean Resistance rose from 50 in the previous year, a rise of 166%. However, the activities of Antipodean Resistance do not account for the significant increase in recorded incidents of verbal abuse, harassment and vandalism.

Jews continue to be verbally abused and harassed around synagogues on a regular basis, especially over the Jewish Sabbath of Friday evening and Saturday, and on Jewish festivals. These are periods when many Jews are congregating at, and walking to or from, synagogue. For antisemites, synagogues and the Sabbath are the easiest and most convenient places and times for them drive around in their vehicles on the lookout for Jews to target for abuse, harassment and intimidation.

The continued proliferation, from October 2016, through to October 2018, of Antipodean Resistance posters calling to “Legalise the execution of Jews”, posters warning of “Jewish Poison”, posters blaming Jews for non-white immigration, posters of the Ungeziefer (‘Vermin’) image used by the Nazis to portray Jews, and many forms of stickers, has created a situation where a tiny and peripheral group of maladjusted youths has had a disproportionate impact. Antisemitic posters and stickers have often been put up at universities, high schools, and areas where many Jews live.

There was a concerted effort by more than a dozen members of the far right Lads Society in NSW to infiltrate a mainstream parliamentary party, the National Party. The aim was to manoeuvre and manipulate the National’s policies in line with the extreme racist right, beginning with immigration, by promoting an end to Australia’s non-racially discriminatory policy and a return to the racially-based White Australia policy. The Lads Society is closely connected to Antipodean Resistance, sharing many members and a worldview.

There has been a noticeable emboldening of the far right, as has been occurring in much of the Western world. Many far right individuals in Australia who were formerly active against Islam and Muslims during 2015-2017 have now switched their focus away from Muslims and towards Jews. They have adopted the conspiracy theory that “the Jews” are plotting and orchestrating the genocide of the European races, which they refer to as “White Genocide”,...
through the “importation” of non-Europeans, especially Africans, Arabs and Asians, into Europe, North America and Australasia, in order to destroy European culture and to subjugate and decimate those of European ethnicity. These political activists have not just embraced antisemitism but many have also adopted Nazism and a veneration for Hitler.

Many of the principal themes in these expressions of antisemitism, especially online, involve a cross-fertilisation of concepts between the political Left and Right. For example, left-wing rhetoric exaggerating the power of a so-called “Jewish lobby” has helped to revive and stoke far-Right myths about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions. Conversely, symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism, which attribute negative qualities such as cruelty and blood-lust to Jews as a group, have frequently been deployed to characterise Israel or Israelis, or Jews outside Israel who simply support Israel’s right to exist.

Online there has been a surge in calls for the killing of Jews, for the extermination of Jews world-wide, and of images of Jews being killed – through stabbing, shooting and hanging. Most of this incitement occurs on Gab, a Twitter-like platform, which is a haven for extremists and racists. Many racists moved over to Gab when Twitter closed their accounts in December 2017. In October 2018, Gab suspended its whole platform, but only for a week, after the murder of 11 Jews in a synagogue in Pittsburgh, USA, by a man who had incited against Jews on Gab, and who subscribed to and promoted the “White Genocide” myth. However, other more popular social media platforms also continue to host pages where Jews are denigrated and demonised and incite against Jews.

Within the mainstream of Australian society there are elements that either express or downplay antisemitism. Within the media, the ABC continues to stand out from other media outlets, as it permits antisemitic comments to remain online and unmoderated; and permits those who make antisemitic comments on Facebook to continue to comment without facing bans. The people who were making antisemitic comments several years ago are still freely commenting on the ABC, using the same names. It is this toleration for antisemitism, and in fact an enabling of antisemitism, that is of great concern not only for Jews but in its effect of warping societal bounds of decency.

Holocaust minimisation continues mainly in the form of false comparisons between Nazi Germany and Australian government policy. This is often done in order to sensationalise political issues at home, but it is at the expense of the memory of the suffering and deaths of millions of people of all nationalities and ethnicities under Nazi control and grossly underplays the horrors of Nazi Germany.

The sale of Nazi memorabilia, although not illegal, continues in auctions and online. One egregious item was the production and sale of replica labels and canisters of Zyklon B, the blue crystal that turned into a gas upon exposure to the air. It was used in the gas chambers in Nazi death camps as one of the principal means by which the Nazi genocide against the Jewish people was carried out.

Within religious communities, notably Christian and Muslim, there has continued to be those individuals and groups who have over the years consistently either expressed antisemitic sentiment or have tolerated it on their social media pages. Some, like the Islamist group, Hizb ut-Tahrir, openly expresses hatred for Jews. Inter-faith dialogue remains an important means to promote mutual understanding and beneficial relationships.
The anti-Israel movement, although with much less wind in its sails nowadays, continues to attract rabid antisemites, especially online. Often these people are not only tolerated but are embraced. Conspiracy theories about Jews abound as do calls for the destruction of Israel. It appears that many are more concerned with hating Israel as a Jewish state than with supporting Palestinian Arabs.

In summary, although Australia remains a stable, vibrant and tolerant democracy, where Jews face no official discrimination, and are free to observe their faith and traditions, antisemitism persists. There are segments of Australian society which are not only hostile towards Jews, but actively and publicly express that hatred with words and threatened or actual violent acts. As a result, and by necessity, physical security remains a prime concern for the Jewish community (see under the following heading).

As the political far right increasingly becomes emboldened and more active, and as far right groups publicly denigrate, demonise and incite violence against Jews, it is incumbent upon political and other leaders to demonstrate that antisemitism, and all forms of racism, is not acceptable in Australia, and to ensure that policies, laws and other measures are adopted and implemented in order to effectively counter antisemitism.

“The Mutation of Antisemitism” - a video by Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks.
Current situation for Jews in Australia - Security

The Jewish community is the only community within Australia whose places of worship, schools, communal organisations and community centres need, for security reasons, to operate under the protection of high fences, armed guards, metal detectors, CCTV cameras and the like. The necessity is recognised by Australia’s law enforcement agencies and arises from the entrenched and protean nature of antisemitism in western and Muslim culture, resulting in a high incidence of physical attacks against Jews and Jewish communal buildings over the last three decades, and continuing threats.

Selection Criteria for Inclusion in the Report

All incidents and material in this report occurred between 1 October 2017 and 30 September 2018. All content reproduced in this report was published in Australia or is freely accessible online from Australia.

Antisemitic content (Chapters 3 - 8) includes only that which is clearly and overtly antisemitic, according to the ‘IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism’ (see section headed “Working Definition of Antisemitism” below). If there is reasonable room for doubt about whether anti-Jewish attitudes were a factor in the publication, the publication has not been included in this Report. Antisemitic content also includes anti-Israel content that uses clear antisemitic themes, including the denial of Jewish peoplehood and basic rights, within the meaning of the ‘Working Definition’.

The criteria used for inclusion of content in Chapter 2 ‘Incidents’ are more restrictive and are detailed in that chapter.

Antisemitism: Incidents and Discourse

Each year, since 1990, the Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ), the elected representative national body of the Australian Jewish community, has published the Report on Antisemitism in Australia.

The ECAJ records antisemitism in two broad categories: incidents and discourse. In general, incidents are what ‘is done to’ Jews, while discourse is what ‘is said about’ Jews. Nevertheless, it is recognised that the latter has a considerable influence on the former.

Incidents comprise eight categories: physical assault; abuse, harassment and intimidation; vandalism; graffiti; hate communication via email; postal mail; telephone; leaflets, posters and stickers. Discourse refers to public discourse in the mainstream and other media, in print and online publications, discussions at public forums, and any other public discourse where the content is antisemitic. In the annual antisemitism reports published by the ECAJ both types of antisemitism are covered.

Two other forms of antisemitism are discrimination and casual racism. Discrimination, for example, in employment, workplace, educational institutions, clubs, and elsewhere, is not covered in this report unless there is abuse or similar behaviour associated with the discrimination. Casual racism is included in this report, citing some examples, in Chapter 3: Mainstream Media, Politics and Society.
**The Term ‘Antisemitism’**

Antisemitism (often misspelled as ‘anti-Semitism’), despite its name, is not directed at Semitic languages or Semitic peoples as a whole. It is directed solely at Jews. The word ‘antisemitismus’ (‘antisemitism’) was coined in 1879 by the German journalist, Wilhelm Marr, to replace the traditional word Judenhass (“hatred of Jews”) which denoted hatred of Jews for religious reasons.

Marr subscribed to the pseudo-scientific theory that humanity consists of a hierarchy of races, and believed that Jews were immutably inferior to other people for biological reasons. Thus, ‘antisemitism’ expressed hatred of Jews on the basis of so-called “race science”, which has long since been discredited, rather than on the basis of religion or theology. The reliance on racial pseudo-science rather than religion was deemed necessary by Jew-haters because Europe was seen to be becoming less religious and more secular, and the anti-Judaism of Christianity was becoming less relevant.

The original spelling of ‘antisemitism’ was the German ‘antisemitismus’. It translated as ‘antisémitisme’ in French, ‘antisemitismo’ in Spanish, ‘antishemiyut’ in Hebrew, and so on, with no hyphen and no capital letters. Only English for some reason changed the spelling to include hyphenation and a capital ‘s’ to form the word 'anti-Semitism'.

Emil Fackenheim in his *Post-Holocaust Anti-Jewishness, Jewish Identity and the Centrality of Israel*, in ‘World Jewry and the State of Israel’ ed. Moshe David, p11, n2, stated: “…the spelling ought to be antisemitism without the hyphen, dispelling the notion that there is an entity 'Semitism' which 'anti-Semitism' opposes.”

See also [https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/spelling-antisemitism](https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/spelling-antisemitism).

See also below under the heading ‘IHRA: Spelling of Antisemitism’.

**What is Antisemitism?**

Antisemitism is racism against Jews. It is a prejudice and hatred spanning approximately 3000 years.

Racism and religious bigotry generally are the products not only of a fear of difference and aversion to “the other” but also of a reductionist mindset that craves simplification and cannot cope adequately with complexity. Rationality is cast aside for prejudice in the form of a series of generalisations about the presumed moral and other qualities of people based solely on their membership of an ethnic or religious group. The target of this prejudice is therefore not seen in all of his or her individual humanity, with a unique character and personal qualities, but rather as an anonymous “type”. Yet experience tells us that there are good and bad people within every ethnic and religious community, and that individuals are also a mixture of good and bad qualities.

In fact racism and bigotry are rarely the product of any kind of purely cognitive process. People who propound racist or bigoted beliefs are almost always motivated by emotional or psychological factors born of their own failures, or by a supervening interest, and will therefore persist in such beliefs even when there is overwhelming evidence to the contrary. The so-called “reasons” proffered for racist and bigoted attitudes towards entire ethnic or religious groups are necessarily no more than rationalisations.
Antisemitism has both ethnic and religious dimensions and differs from other forms of racism and bigotry. Over time it has mutated in order to adapt to changing circumstances. In pre-Christian and pre-Islamic pagan societies, Jews were berated for nurturing, rather than killing, those of their children who fell ill, and for mandating a day of rest each week. With the advent of rival forms of monotheism, Christianity and Islam, this cultural prejudice gave way to religiously based hatred. The Jews’ refusal to accept the theological claims of Jesus or Mohammed elicited indignation and demonization from their respective followers. Christian doctrine held Jews collectively to be eternally guilty of Deicide, a belief not officially abandoned until the second half of the twentieth century.

From the late 1800’s onwards, religious antisemitism was eclipsed by the anti-Jewish racial theories eventually embraced by the Nazis. These theories were put forward in the name of genetic “science”, but without the slightest evidentiary foundation. With the discrediting of Nazi racial doctrine, antisemitism went underground for several decades. It has now returned with a vengeance.

Contemporary antisemitism often takes the form of a denial of Jewish peoplehood and basic rights. To try to redefine the Jewish people as a non-people so as to suit the interests or convenience of others is not only dishonest but also an assault on the human dignity of every Jew. This is quintessential antisemitism. Given their relatively small numbers, the Jewish people have always been vulnerable, and for a long interval of 1800 years, were stateless, and could usually be victimised with impunity. Much of the rage directed against the modern State of Israel and the Jewish people arises from the fact that this is no longer possible. Antisemites see Jewish powerlessness and vulnerability as the natural order of things which they seek to restore. Thus, it is precisely when Jews defend themselves successfully that the rage against them is at its most intense.

It is therefore a mistake to equate antisemitism only with yellow badges, concentration camps and gas chambers, and to dismiss other forms of antisemitism as “lesser” manifestations or not as “genuine” antisemitism.

In summary, contemporary antisemitism is manifested through:

1. Religious anti-Jewish themes deriving from Christian and Islamic theological supersessionsim and supremacism

2. Racial antisemitism deriving from far Right ideologies, including Nazi and white supremacist ideologies

3. Political antisemitism disguised as anti-Zionism and the denial of Jewish peoplehood, history, rights and dignity, emanating from both the far Left and the far Right.
A Brief History of Antisemitism

Pagan antisemitism in the Greek and Roman world objected to Jewish exclusiveness. The rise of Christianity added a dangerous new and false accusation of deicide: that collectively, the Jews were responsible for crucifying Jesus. The early Christian Church developed the notion that the Jews were therefore a people rejected by God: children of the devil. (See John 8:44.) With the political victory of Christianity in the Roman Empire, these theological views were translated into social reality. With few rights and unrelentingly portrayed as being without honour, the Jews were to be preserved as a people to witness the triumph and ‘truth’ of the Church.

Demonisation of Jews by the Church and their resulting inferior social and political status were carried over into medieval Europe. The conspicuous success of Jews as money-lenders (a vocation forbidden to Christians, and one of the few vocations Jews were permitted to undertake) became a further factor in the growth of popular antisemitism. During the Crusades this antisemitism broke out into mob violence (‘pogroms’), which entailed the massacre of Jews and looting of their property. New anti-Jewish myths were developed: the ritual slaughter of Christian children, the desecration of the sacred Host and the poisoning of wells. These were slanders which persisted powerfully, especially in Eastern Europe, and continue to be propagated in many parts of the Middle East.

Jews were forbidden to enter trades or professions or own land. Frequently they had to wear a badge or a distinguishing garment such as a distinctive hat. They had to live in ghettos, which were sections of a town or city where Jews were segregated from the general population, and which they were forbidden to leave on pain of death. They were subjected to inordinate taxation, denigrating legislation, inquisition, censorship, forced baptism, compulsory attendance at church, frequent property confiscation and even expulsion.

The French Revolution and the emancipation of French Jews in 1791 seemed to promise a fresh beginning. But the liberalism of capitalist society in the nineteenth century prompted a backlash against the Jews. Conservatives denounced them as the “grave diggers of Christian society”; peasants and artisans, threatened by the growth of industry, feared them as “capitalist exploiters and rapacious financiers”. The new, pseudo-scientific doctrine of racial antisemitism drew on all these stereotypes and formulated a view of history as the struggle for racial supremacy between Jews and “Aryans”.

From here it was a short step to the paranoid belief in a Jewish world conspiracy which aimed to undermine societies, overthrow governments and seize power throughout the world. This was the claim of a document fabricated by a Russian secret policeman at the end of the 19th century and published between 1903 and 1905 as The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. Hitler found the entirely fictional Protocols “enormously instructive”. They served both as a primer for Nazi politics and as (false) documentary ‘proof’ of a Jewish world conspiracy. Two years after the Nazis came to power the Protocols became required reading in German schools.

As historian Raul Hilberg explains, “From the earliest days, from the fourth century, the sixth century, the missionaries of Christianity had said in effect to the Jews: ‘You may not live among us as Jews.’ The secular rulers who followed them from the late Middle Ages then decided: ‘You may not live among us,’ and the Nazis finally decreed: ‘You may not live.’”

https://www.nswjbd.org/What-is-antisemitism-/default.aspx
Working Definition of Antisemitism

The most widely accepted definition of antisemitism is the ‘Working Definition of Antisemitism’ adopted by the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) on 26 May 2016.

The IHRA is an intergovernmental body composed of:

- 31 member countries: Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States,

- 2 liaison countries: Australia, Bulgaria,

- 9 observer countries: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, El Salvador, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Moldova, Monaco, Portugal, Turkey, Uruguay, and


https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/countries-and-membership

In addition, the ‘IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism’ was endorsed and adopted by the European Parliament on 1 June 2017, and by the governments of Scotland and Wales, and many local governments especially in Britain.

The IHRA definition has its roots in the ‘Working Definition of Antisemitism’ formulated by the European Union Monitoring Commission (EUMC), now called the European Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), adopted in 2005, and distributed it to all its national monitors. The two definitions are almost identical.

Australia’s status in the IHRA was upgraded from Observer to Liaison status, in November 2017. “The decision, announced in Bern, Switzerland, follows three years of engagement by Australian diplomats and experts under the leadership of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and encouragement from Australia’s Foreign Minister Julie Bishop and Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull to deepen that engagement. Consideration of Australia’s upgrade in status included a review of Holocaust education, research and memorialisation. The review was undertaken by Australia’s experts to IHRA, the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, and diplomats from the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade’s Human Rights Branch. The level of Holocaust education activity in Australia was praised by members of IHRA.”

For the purposes of this Report, the ECAJ uses the IHRA definition of antisemitism.

The IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism is as follows:
WORKING DEFINITION OF ANTISEMITISM

Working definition: “Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities.”

Manifestations might include the targeting of the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish collectivity. However, criticism of Israel similar to that leveled against any other country cannot be regarded as antisemitic.

Antisemitism frequently charges Jews with conspiring to harm humanity, and it is often used to blame Jews for “why things go wrong.” It is expressed in speech, writing, visual forms and action, and employs sinister stereotypes and negative character traits.

Contemporary examples of antisemitism in public life, the media, schools, the workplace, and in the religious sphere could, taking into account the overall context, include, but are not limited to:

- Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.

- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.

- Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.

- Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II (the Holocaust).

- Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.

- Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.

- Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor.

- Applying double standards by requiring of it a behavior not expected or demanded of any other democratic nation.

- Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

- Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.

**Antisemitic acts are criminal** when they are so defined by law (for example, denial of the Holocaust or distribution of antisemitic materials in some countries).

**Criminal acts are antisemitic** when the targets of attacks, whether they are people or property – such as buildings, schools, places of worship and cemeteries – are selected because they are, or are perceived to be, Jewish or linked to Jews.

**Antisemitic discrimination** is the denial to Jews of opportunities or services available to others and is illegal in many countries.


### IHRA: Spelling of Antisemitism

Over the last several years there has been an attempt to hijack the term ‘anti-Semitism’, through use of its erroneous spelling, in order to de-Judaize it and to broaden it to include all peoples who speak a Semitic language, especially Arabs. The aim has been to discredit hostility towards Jews and to appropriate the term so that Arabs, and those who support Arabs or are anti-Israel, cannot be accused of being “anti-Semitic because Arabs are Semites themselves.” IHRA has produced the following item to ensure accuracy in the understanding and use of the term ‘anti-Semitism/antisemitism’, and to encourage the correct spelling of the term.

### Spelling of Antisemitism

The International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) would like to address the spelling of the term antisemitism, often rendered as ‘anti-Semitism’. IHRA’s concern is that the hyphenated spelling allows for the possibility of something called ‘Semitism’, which not only legitimizes a form of pseudo-scientific racial classification that was thoroughly discredited by association with Nazi ideology, but also divides the term, stripping it from its meaning of opposition and hatred toward Jews.

The philological term ‘Semitic’ referred to a family of languages originating in the Middle East whose descendant languages today are spoken by millions of people mostly across Western Asia and North Africa. Following this semantic logic, the conjunction of the prefix ‘anti’ with ‘Semitism’ indicates antisemitism as referring to all people who speak Semitic languages or to all those classified as ‘Semites’. The term has, however, since its inception referred to prejudice against Jews alone.

In the mid-nineteenth century, the derived construct ‘Semite’ provided a category to classify humans based on racialist pseudo-science. At the same time the neologism ‘antisemitism’,
coined by German journalist Wilhelm Marr in 1879 to designate anti-Jewish campaigns, was spread through use by anti-Jewish political movements and the general public. The modern term gained popularity in Germany and Europe incorporating traditional Christian anti-Judaism, political, social and economic anti-Jewish manifestations that arose during the Enlightenment in Europe, and a pseudo-scientific racial theory that culminated in Nazi ideology in the twentieth century. Although the historically new word only came into common usage in the nineteenth century, the term antisemitism is today used to describe and analyze past and present forms of opposition or hatred towards Jews. In German, French, Spanish and many other languages, the term was never hyphenated.

The unhyphenated spelling is favored by many scholars and institutions in order to dispel the idea that there is an entity ‘Semitism’ which ‘anti-Semitism’ opposes. Antisemitism should be read as a unified term so that the meaning of the generic term for modern Jew-hatred is clear. At a time of increased violence and rhetoric aimed towards Jews, it is urgent that there is clarity and no room for confusion or obfuscation when dealing with antisemitism.

https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/spelling-antisemitism

CST Definition of Antisemitic Incidents
The Community Security Trust (CST) of the UK - Definition of Antisemitic Incidents.
(As already noted, the concept of antisemitic ‘Incidents’ is more restrictive than the general concept of antisemitism.)

CST classifies as an antisemitic incident any malicious act aimed at Jewish people, organisations or property, where there is evidence that the incident has antisemitic motivation or content, or that the victim was targeted because they are (or are believed to be) Jewish.

Incidents can take several forms, including physical attacks on people or property, verbal or written abuse, threats against Jews or antisemitic leaflets and posters.

CST does not include the general activities of antisemitic organisations in its statistics; nor does it include antisemitic material that is permanently hosted on internet websites.


European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) – study on antisemitism

Although the following FRA study refers to Europe, many of its findings also apply to Australia. “FRA was established in 2007 as an EU Agency with the specific task of providing independent, evidence-based advice on fundamental rights.” FRA is the successor organisation to the former European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia (EUMC), established in 1997. The FRA report (extract below) includes studies from several human rights bodies,


Antisemitism can be expressed in the form of verbal and physical attacks, threats, harassment, property damage and graffiti or other forms of speech or text, including on the internet. Antisemitic incidents and hate crime violate fundamental rights, including the right to human dignity, the right to equality of treatment and the freedom of thought, conscience and religion. [...]  

### European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) – Council of Europe

All 28 EU Member States have been covered under ECRI’s country-monitoring work. According to ECRI, the following conclusions can be drawn concerning antisemitism in the EU:

- The situation concerning antisemitism is very diverse across different countries: levels vary considerably from one country to another and so do types, forms and expressions of antisemitism.

- Antisemitic incidents continue to occur in EU Member States and include violence; threats; insults directed at Jews going to the synagogue; harassment of rabbis; repeated attacks on Jews wearing symbols of their religion; hate speech; antisemitic bullying in schools; and damage to or desecration of property, including arson.

- Jewish people wearing visible symbols of their religion are the most likely to be targeted by antisemitic incidents.

- The main perpetrators of antisemitic incidents are ‘Islamists’ and radicalised young Muslims, including schoolchildren, as well as neo-Nazis and sympathisers of extreme-right and extreme-left groups. There have also been incidents of public antisemitic discourse on university campuses.

- Antisemitic stereotyping continues to be a reality in EU Member States.

- Antisemitism is often openly expressed, including in the media and in the context of sporting events.

- Some political parties in EU Member States are openly antisemitic.

- Antisemitic material continues to be published in some EU Member States, often with few or no consequences for those who publish it.

- Expressions of antisemitism on the internet are on the rise, as evidenced by the open expressions of antisemitism in online forums.
• Denial and trivialisation of the Holocaust are becoming more visible in general, and more common in some countries; glorification of the Nazi past is also still in evidence.

• Discussions surrounding property restitution laws sometimes spur antisemitic sentiments in some EU Member States because the general public does not understand why such laws are needed.

• Links are often made between policies taken by the State of Israel and members of Jewish communities at the local level, as well as Jews in general.

• Antisemitic incidents intensify during periods of increased conflict in the Middle East, and the nature and tone of the news coverage of the conflict are contributing factors.

• Antisemitic demonstrations are sometimes organised by far-right groups to coincide with events in the Jewish calendar or with anniversaries of historical events of significance to Jewish communities, especially in relation to the Second World War and the Holocaust.

• EU Member States actively implement programmes to combat antisemitism, including education programmes and initiatives to support Jewish culture.

• Representatives of Jewish communities report that these communities are well integrated into society.

• There are forums for dialogue to bring together members of Jewish and Muslim communities and local government representatives to promote mutual understanding and take joint action to combat intolerance. More such initiatives are needed.

• Several EU Member States have added education about the Holocaust to school curricula, but there is a need for more in-depth and good-quality teaching about the Holocaust.


**Contemporary Forms of Antisemitic Discourse**

Some expressions are easily identified as being antisemitic, for example, “God damned you Jews to hell”, “Yes it is true Jews run the world”, the "evil greedy money-loving nature of Jews", or “Hitler should have finished them off.”

Other comments are not as easily recognised as antisemitic. This can be because they are seen as ambiguous, or borderline, or coded, or disguised as mere political criticism of Israel, or because the connection to classical forms of antisemitism is not recognised. Not all people who harbour hostility towards Jews are open about their views. Often, antisemitic rhetoric is more subtle and less overt than that expressed by those who openly admit to being Jew-haters. Many will dog-whistle or speak or write ‘between the lines.’

The word ‘Zionist’ in the hands of antisemites is also typically a substitute for the pejorative use of the word ‘Jew’. A variation of that technique is the use of classical anti-Jewish motifs and themes in the expression of what, on the surface, may appear to be merely political opinions
about Israel. For example, where once it was said that the Jews seek to control the world, now it is said that Israel seeks to control the world; where once it was said that Jews lusted after Christian/gentile blood, now it is said that Israel lusts after Palestinian/gentile blood; where once it was said that Jews/Judaism were Satanic, now it is said that Israelis/Zionists are Satanic.

**Themes in anti-Jewish rhetoric**

Themes commonly found and expressed in anti-Jewish rhetoric in the period of review include:

- Jews as Christ-Killers; Jews and Judaism as anti-Christian and Satanic; Christianity as a Jewish plot to destroy the white race; killers of prophets; cursed by G-d; a cursed and damned people; the Chosen People concept mischaracterised, mocked and denied; the Talmud portrayed as evil; Jews as bloodthirsty for gentile blood; Jews as the enemy of humanity.

- Jews characterised as barbaric, bloodthirsty, cruel, dirty, evil, greedy, hateful, malevolent, money-hungry, murderous, nefarious, racist, selfish, and stingy.

- Jews as powerful, influential, and wealthy; Jews as having and exercising undue and disproportionate power and influence, usually against the interests of non-Jews, especially through the “Jewish Lobby” (aka Zionist or Israel lobby).

- Jews portrayed as plotting and conspiring to control the world through an international Jewish conspiracy, with Jewish control of international finance, media, and politics; manipulating terrorism and wars; aimed at subjugating the non-Jewish population of the world; an existential threat to non-Jews, with enormous power and drive aimed at world domination.

- Jews as ‘the other’, not ‘real Australians’, foreigners, with dual loyalty.

- Making false accusations of antisemitism especially in order to stifle criticism of Israel.

- Holocaust denial, minimisation, and denigration; Jews deserve to be killed; Hitler was right to kill Jews; the Jews must be killed.

- Israel as a racist and apartheid state; Jewish/Nazi analogy; Israel as a Nazi state; Jewish Star of David = Nazi swastika; Israeli Jews as terrorists; committing genocide against Palestinians, Arabs, Muslims, and other non-Jews.

**The Swastika - symbol of antisemitism**

A common form of expression of antisemitism is the swastika, often found on flags or in graffiti. The following shows that the swastika is a specifically anti-Jewish symbol.

- **Norman Cohn, author of “Warrant for Genocide”** (1967, 1996):
  “Well before the [1914-1918] war the Austrian writer Guido von List had taught, in a whole series of popular books on the ‘Germano-Aryans’, that the swastika symbolized the purity of Germanic blood and the struggle of the ‘Aryans’ against the Jews.” (page 127). Before WW1,
“Austrian racists developed the cult of the swastika, and foretold that some day Jews would be castrated and killed under the aegis of that ancient sun-symbol.” (page 195)

- James Waterman Wise, author of “Swastika: The Nazi Terror” (1933):
  “the Swastika – symbolizing hatred of the Jew. […] A word must be added as to the ultimate implications of the Swastika. Its threat is not limited to German Jewry, to political democracy, to world peace. It menaces the very basis of civilization. For, in essence, it is a return to the tribal mood and to the savage mind. Such, indeed, is its purpose and its boast.” (pages 9, 126)

- Swastika - Britannica
  “In 1910 a poet and nationalist ideologist Guido von List had suggested the swastika as a symbol for all anti-Semitic organizations; and when the National Socialist Party was formed in 1919–20, it adopted it.” https://www.britannica.com/topic/swastika#ref285600

“The Happy Merchant” / “Shlomo” - antisemitic meme

The cartoon character, later known as “The Happy Merchant” (and "Le Happy Merchant"), and more recently as “Shlomo” (Hebrew for Solomon), (and "Shlomo Shekelberg" and “Shlomo Shekelstein”), was created by A. Wyatt Mann (a pseudonym), an anti-Jewish and anti-black racist, in or before 2011. The character depicts a bearded hook-nosed male Jew, with a skullcap, rubbing his hands together in glee. It portrays Jews as greedy, deceptive, scheming, manipulative, conspiratorial, controlling – all antisemitic stereotypes. The character has been used on social media and elsewhere, and has been embellished with colour and backgrounds. Many examples are reproduced in this Report.

ASIO assessment 2018:
- Heather Cook, ASIO’s acting head, as reported in the Canberra Times, 2 Aug. 2018:
  “Ms Cook said Australia had experienced a rise in new, far-right ideology whose attractiveness to young people mirrored that of Islamist extremism. “Similar to radicalising factors in Islamist extremism, young people may be attracted to the type of ideology, messages and methods espoused and used by newer extreme right-wing groups.”

The Happy Merchant / Shlomo

Cartoon where the character first appeared
Quotes on Antisemitism

  “My Lords I am grateful to Lord Popat for initiating this debate, and I want to explain why. The greatest danger any civilisation faces is when it suffers from collective amnesia. We forget how small beginnings lead to truly terrible endings. A thousand years of Jewish history in Europe added certain words to the human vocabulary: forced conversion, inquisition, expulsion, ghetto, pogrom, Holocaust. Once hate goes unchecked, the road to tragedy is short.

My Lords, it pains me to speak about antisemitism, the world’s oldest hatred. But I cannot keep silent. One of the enduring facts of history is that most antisemites do not think of themselves as antisemites. We don’t hate Jews, they said in the Middle Ages, just their religion. We don’t hate Jews, they said in the nineteenth century, just their race. We don’t hate Jews, they say now, just their nation state.

Antisemitism is the hardest of all hatreds to defeat because, like a virus, it mutates, but one thing stays the same. Jews, whether as a religion or a race or as the State of Israel, are made the scapegoat for problems for which all sides are responsible. That is how the road to tragedy begins.

Antisemitism, or any hate, become dangerous when three things happen. First: when it moves from the fringes of politics to a mainstream party and its leadership. Second: when the party sees that its popularity with the general public is not harmed thereby. And three: when those who stand up and protest are vilified and abused for doing so. All three factors exist in Britain now. I never thought I would see this in my lifetime. That is why I cannot stay silent. For it is not only Jews who are at risk. So too is our humanity.”

  “Antisemitism is on the rise across the globe, including here in the United States. We must do everything in our power to ensure that our Jewish communities are able to live freely and securely, without threats of violence or attack.”

- **Moshe Kantor**, European Jewish Congress President and WJC Vice President, (5 June 2018):
  "We are witnessing a global process of radicalization of the political spectrum and the rise of a triangle of extreme ideologies: The far right, the far left and radical Islam. The common perception is that these radical movements have entirely opposing views. This is true to some extent. However, radicals often converge on certain unified goals and against certain political targets. Unfortunately, and with no surprise, the common element that unifies radicals seems to be their hatred of Jews.”

- **Julius Meinl**, WJC Commissioner on Anti-Semitism, (5 June 2018):
  “Anti-Semitism is unique in its durability and adaptability. Like the disease that it is, it morphs and transforms to ensure its survival from generation to generation. While most racism is predicated on the inferiority of the victim, portraying them as less intelligent, less capable, and less human, anti-Semitism uniquely portrays the Jews as supremely powerful, as controlling, as pulling the strings behind global capitalism or global communism, as being behind either a left-wing or right-wing bias – always dependent on the accusers’ own politics. And that is where anti-Semitism is exactly like all form of racism – in its total irrationality.”
- **Michael Gove**, British Minister for environment, food and rural affairs, (3 Oct. 2017):
  “At a time when people are casual, cruel and callous towards the fate of the Jewish people it is time for all of us to say that over the last 100 years if we have learned anything we have learnt one thing, which is that when there is prejudice and hatred directed towards the Jewish people darker times will follow, and it is our moral duty to say that what begins with the Jews never ends with the Jews. We stand with Israel. We stand with the Jewish community.”

- **Alan Dershowitz**, academic, lawyer and author, (8 Nov. 2017):
  “The core characteristic of antisemitism is the assertion that everything the Jews do is wrong, and that everything that is wrong is done by the Jews. [...] Well, to the unthinking antisemite, it doesn’t matter how the Jewish manipulation works. The antisemite just knows that there must be something sinister at work if Jews do anything positive. The same is now true for the unthinking anti-Israel bigot.”

  “But the hatred of Jews stems from the belief that Jews are a cabal with supernatural powers, in other words, it stems from the models of thought that produce conspiracy theories. Where the white racist regards blacks as inferior, the anti-Semite imagines that Jews have preternatural power to afflict humankind. [...] But the idea at the center of the long history of Jewish persecution is a conspiracy theory: that a wicked cabal of international Jews conspires to leech from and destroy mankind. [...] The conspiracy theory of anti-Semitism turns this on its head. The Jew becomes a magical creature: Brilliant, cunning, greedy, stealthy, wealthy, and powerful beyond measure. Anti-Semitism imagines a diabolic overclass to be exposed and resisted.”

- **Abraham Foxman**, the former head of the Anti-Defamation League, (20 Mar. 2018):
  “The 200 guys in Charlottesville were not created by [President Donald] Trump. They were always there. But we have created a condition where they knew that if they surface, they pay a price: jobs, social, family, etc. When you remove all the taboos, which this election and Trump has done — he’s removed all taboos that were built up — it energizes and it legitimizes. That’s new. Because these people now feel they can appear before cameras, wear brown shirts. They were not created. They were there. So there’s a new chutzpah.”

  “A 2014 global survey by the Anti-Defamation League found that there are more than one billion antisemites worldwide. This translates into about 70 antisemites for every Jew.”

- **Melanie Phillips**, journalist, (14 June 2018):
  “Anti-Semitism is based entirely on lies and demonization. It is paranoid and unhinged. It ascribes to the Jews a demonic power to control the world. It treats the Jews in ways applied to no other people, nation or cause.”

- **Anshel Pfeffer**, journalist, (19 July 2018):
  “I’m really not sure how best to define anti-Semitism. It’s the most ancient hatred which has proved extremely adept in evolving to life in the feverish conspiracy theory marshes of the internet. It’s the template for all hatred towards minorities but also unique in the way it sees Jews as both inferior and all-powerful. [...] Only one thing I can say for certain about anti-Semitism is that the best antidote to it is liberal democracy, moderate politics, and - for all the derision it now attracts from young firebrands and aging ideologues alike - centrism.”
  “The Internet has provided extremists with platforms that have given them the ability to insinuate themselves into the national conversation in a way that would have once been impossible. That is something those of us who monitor the rising tide of anti-Semitism that has spread across the globe must view with alarm. A world in which both Holocaust denial and crude anti-Semitic libels that target Israel is prevalent is one in which violence against Jews is inevitable.”

  “Vicious antisemitism has long been present on the radical Right. It has been growing also on the radical Left. And it’s a cornerstone of radical Muslim movements. Although these three sources of antisemitism in our world today come from very different traditions, they are increasingly sharing ideas and tactics, reinforcing a wave of hate, bigotry, and racism.”

  “Anti-Semitism is on the rise, all across Europe. Whenever anti-Semitism has been on the rise, you know that something bigger is going on. It is a sign that something is going wrong with society.”

- **George Fredrickson**, author of *Racism: A Short History*, Princeton University, 2002:
  “Anti-Judaism became antisemitism whenever it turned into a consuming hatred that made getting rid of Jews seem preferable to trying to convert them, and antisemitism became racism when the belief took hold that Jews were intrinsically and organically evil rather than merely having false beliefs and wrong dispositions.”

  “The late John Tyndall, one of Britain’s foremost fascist post-war leaders […] understood what many on the left didn’t: that the word ‘Zionism’ was being used in ways that had little in common with how most Jews define it – the belief that Israel should exist and that the Jews should have a state – and much more in common with how he and his fellow anti-Semites use the word, as a euphemism for a vast, malevolent Jewish conspiracy.” [p. 215]

  “Conspiracy theories claiming there is a hidden Jewish hand behind wars, revolutions and social or political unrest have been around for well over a century. After the Holocaust and the creation of Israel these theories tended to involve ‘Zionists’ or ‘Israel’ rather than ‘Jews’ – for reasons of political relevancy as much as taste – but they serve the same purpose and are built on the same way of thinking about the world. Conspiracy theories about Israel and Zionists simply wouldn’t exist in the way that they do were it not for the long history of conspiracy theories about Jews that preceded them.” [p. 249]

**Disclaimer**

All quoted comments throughout the Report are reproduced as in the original, without any correction of spelling or grammar. In addition, the name of the author of each post has been reproduced as it appears online and we do not make any representation that the name shown is authentic or accurate.

We do not make any representation that people or organisations named in this Report are or are not antisemitic.
2. ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS

Incidents Recorded

Antisemitic incidents are manifested through many different kinds of acts. As in the ECAJ’s previous annual Antisemitism Reports, incidents have been categorized as set out in Table 1 below. Incidents are divided into eight categories. Four categories relate to physical attacks against persons or property, and four categories relate to threats of physical harm to persons or property. The manner of collection of the data, and the criteria for inclusion in or exclusion from the tally, are set out in the sections of this chapter following the tables and charts.

There were 366 antisemitic incidents logged during the twelve month period, from 1 October 2017 to 30 September 2018, by volunteer Community Security Groups (CSGs), official Jewish state roof bodies, and the ECAJ.

In the previous 12 month period, ending 30 September 2017, these same bodies logged 230 incidents. There was thus a 59% increase in the overall number of antisemitic incidents over the previous year. From 2017 to 2018, there were increases in harassment, vandalism, threats by email, telephone and posters/stickers; and a decrease in graffiti and postal mail; and the number of assaults remained the same. There were 156 attacks, and 204 threats, higher numbers than were recorded in 2014, the year of the last major war in Gaza, when there was a significant spike in the total number of incidents. The rise in recorded incidents of verbal abuse, harassment and vandalism is especially concerning.

Table 1: Antisemitic Incidents Tally
Comparative 2013-2018, and % change from 2017 to 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident Type</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>% change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attacks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>physical assault</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abuse, harassment</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>+16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vandalism</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>+73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graffiti</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>+59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email/online</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>+364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postal mail</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>telephone</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>+110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>posters, stickers, etc</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>+132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>+59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Antisemitic Incidents Tally - state by state: 1 Oct. 2017-30 Sep. 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident</th>
<th>ACT</th>
<th>Tas.</th>
<th>Qld</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>NSW</th>
<th>Vic</th>
<th>Tally</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>physical assault</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abuse, harassment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vandalism</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graffiti</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email/online threat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postal mail threat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>telephone, text, fax threat</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaflets, posters, stickers, other threat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart 1: Antisemitic Incidents 2018 – by category
Attacks = physical assault, abuse/harassment, property damage/vandalism, graffiti
Threats = email, postal mail, telephone, leaflets/posters.

**Antipodean Resistance**

One group, Antipodean Resistance, was responsible for 133 (36%) of the year’s total of 366 incidents, mostly consisting of placing posters, stickers, graffiti and murals in public places. However, Antipodean Resistance was also responsible for one more serious incident involving vandalism. The total number of incidents attributable to Antipodean Resistance rose from 50 in the previous year, a rise of 166%. However, the activities of Antipodean Resistance do **not** account for the significant increase in recorded incidents of verbal abuse, harassment and vandalism.

**Collection of Data**

Data collected is restricted exclusively to incidents which were reported to, and authenticated and logged by, any one or more of the following:

- Jewish community roof bodies in each State;
- their respective Community Security Groups (if any);
- the ECAJ itself.

These are incidents involving physical attacks, intimidation, harassment or threats against Jews or Jewish institutions.
Criteria for Inclusion in the Incidents Tally


- there must be evidence that antisemitism was a factor in the act of violence, harassment or intimidation or that the attack or threatening action targeted a person or property because the person or property was identified as Jewish.

- certain anti-Israel incidents eg graffiti which targets a synagogue or Jewish school etc, are included as they indicate hostility directed at Jews generally.

- abusive, harassing or intimidatory antisemitic messages directed specifically to an individual person or organisation via the Facebook Message function are included, as they operate similarly to email.

Criteria for Exclusion from the Incidents Tally

Only Incidents involving violence or the threat of violence are included. Accordingly, other incidents are excluded for the following reasons, even though they may be motivated by antisemitism:

- An attack or threat against a person who happens to be Jewish is excluded unless the person is identifiably Jewish (eg a male wearing a Jewish head-covering) and the attacker makes a hostile reference to Jews in the course of the attack.

- Incidents of suspicious behaviour around Jewish institutions, which do not directly relate to a physical manifestation of violence, harassment, vandalism or threats.

- Incidents in which both Jews and people who are not Jewish are targeted.

- Discrimination on the basis of the actual or perceived Jewishness of the victim, whether in the workplace, educational institutions, or elsewhere, is excluded unless the incident includes violence, threats, abuse, harassment or intimidation against the victim. Incidents solely involving discrimination are recorded separately from attacks or threats.

- Negative or derogatory comments made about Jews, either to Jews or to others, in the workplace, educational settings, socially, or elsewhere, but which do not constitute violence, threats, abuse, harassment or intimidation are excluded, and are recorded separately.

- Publications with antisemitic content in the mainstream, online or social media are excluded if they do not rise to the level of physical attacks, intimidation, harassment or
threats against Jews or Jewish institutions. Such content is recorded separately in the section of this report covering Antisemitic Discourse.

- Facebook comments which are antisemitic, including those posted on the pages of Jewish organisations and individuals, are excluded unless the comments include threats, abuse, harassment or intimidation directed against a specific individual or individuals.

- Telephone calls, letters, email or graffiti which consist of criticisms of Israel or of political stances of the Jewish community which do not include specifically antisemitic comments are excluded (even though there is a realistic prospect that a proportion of these are motivated by antisemitism).

- Activities associated with the movement to boycott Israel, Israelis or supporters of Israel which have taken place and are arguably in and of themselves antisemitic are excluded unless they include threats, abuse, harassment or intimidation directed against a specific individual or individuals.

- Antisemitic emails which are sent to Jewish individuals and/or organisations which are a ‘form’ type of email (often an antisemitic rant of several pages in length which is forwarded to multiple Jewish recipients) rather than an email directly addressing the recipient are excluded and recorded separately.

Overall, the bias is in favour of exclusion rather than inclusion, which limits the ability for distortions to appear in the Incidents statistics over time and also protects the integrity of the data base.

**Under-Reporting of Antisemitic Incidents**

It is known anecdotally that many incidents of antisemitism in Australia occur but are not formally reported either to appropriate Jewish authorities or to the police. Thus, the statistics in this Report represent only a proportion of incidents actually occurring in Australia. It is not known how many incidents are not reported. However, a survey in Britain in 2013 provides some information on the issue of under-reporting.

“A 2013 survey of Jewish experiences and perceptions of antisemitism in the EU found that 72 per cent of British Jews who had experienced antisemitic harassment over the previous five years had not reported it to the Police or to any other organisation; 57 per cent of British Jews who had experienced antisemitic violence or the threat of violence had not reported it; and 46 per cent of those who had suffered antisemitic vandalism to their home or car had not reported it. It is likely, therefore, that most antisemitic incidents go unreported either to CST or to the Police, and that the true figures will be higher than those recorded in this report. No adjustments have been made to the figures to account for this.”

*Source:* “Discrimination and hate crime against Jews in EU Member States: experiences and perceptions of antisemitism (Luxembourg: Publications Office of the European Union, 2013)”. This is reproduced in the media release by the Community Security
In Australia, the problem of under-reporting of antisemitic incidents was highlighted by the publication in March 2018 of the preliminary findings of the ‘Gen17 Australian Jewish Community Survey’, conducted by the Australian Centre for Jewish Civilisation, at Monash University. It surveyed some 8,600 Australian Jews in 2017 and found that:

- “Almost one in ten respondents indicated that they had witnessed or experienced verbal insults and harassment over the last 12 months, with a high level of 31% indicated by Strictly Orthodox aged 18-39.”[page 67]. “A small proportion indicated they had witnessed (2%) or experienced (0.5%) physical attack over the last twelve months.”[page 70]

An article on the Gen17 survey, in the Australian Jewish News (AJN), (10 April 2018) noted that:

- “Based on answers provided by respondents, there were 43 physical attacks in the year before the survey, a worrying number, and far more than has been reported. Another two per cent said they had witnessed such an attack.”

The ECAJ Report on Antisemitism in Australia 2016 (the year being referred to in the AJN article above) had documented 12 incidents of physical attack that were reported. Yet when Jews were surveyed, the results showed 43 physical attacks, almost 3.6 times as many as reported.

**Trends in Incidents**

As has been the pattern in previous years, intimidation and harassment of Jews occurs regularly around synagogues on the Jewish Sabbath on Friday evenings and on Saturday mornings when Jews are walking to and from synagogue, and attending religious services.

There is often a correlation between spikes in violence in any of the various conflicts in the Middle East (and a concomitant increase in media coverage), whether or not the conflict involves Israel, and an upturn in antisemitic incidents. In addition, when issues involving Jews or Israel receive prominent coverage in the mainstream media, this often leads to a rise in antisemitic commentary and incidents.

**Effect of Antisemitic Incidents**

As stated in previous reports: “The effect of incidents of antisemitism on the quality of life of individual members of the Australian Jewish community should never be minimised. The psychological impact on members of communities affected directly by harassment and
intimidation can be serious, particularly as many of the threats have been directed against individual Jewish Australians in their homes, including survivors of the Nazi Holocaust.”

There is an established body of research that highlights the serious health effects exposure to racism can have on individuals, similar to other stress-induced disorders. Repeated exposure to it contributes to conditions such as hypertension, nightmares, post-traumatic stress disorder, even psychosis and suicide. On the links between racism and poor mental health and wellbeing, see, for example, Australian Psychological Society, Submission to the National Anti-racism Strategy Public Consultation 2012, Australian Human Rights Commission, Section 5, ‘The impact of racism on individual and community wellbeing’:

On the link between inflammatory racist words and violent behaviour causing physical harm, see the Report of National Inquiry into Racist Violence by the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (as it then was) in 1991, which concluded (at p. 144) that “the evidence presented to the Inquiry also supports the observation that there is a connection between inflammatory words and violent action”: http://www.humanrights.gov.au/publications/racist-violence-1991.

Police Responses

There were two concerns over police responses to antisemitic incidents, including harassment, vandalism and graffiti, one with ACT Police and one with Victoria Police.

ACT Police:
After a rabbi and his family were verbally abused outside their home (7 October 2017) by several males in a car, the rabbi gave the police details of the car (make, model, year, colour) and a photo of the car with its registration plate visible. The police said the registration plate was not clear enough to read. So the rabbi put the photo on his Facebook page, and the letters and numbers were identified, and given to police. Police then found the car, and spoke to the owner who admitted to being the driver but refused to give police the name of his friends who (so he alleged) yelled the abuse.

Victoria Police:
A house and car in Ballarat in Victoria were graffitied with swastikas and the words “Hitler Hitler” on 10 November 2017. The media reported that a house was “defaced with Nazi-inspired vandalism” and that there were “bright red swastikas and other anti-semestic (sic) messaging”.

![Image of graffitied house and car in Ballarat](image-url)
Upon enquiring with Ballarat police about the antisemitic and neo-Nazi graffiti, the ECAJ received the following email denying that such graffiti was antisemitic or neo-Nazi related. The email stated:

- “Hi Julie,
  I am the investigator in regards to the Burglary that occurred at 428 Joseph Street, Ballarat between the 11/11/17 & 12/11/17.
  For your knowledge and information it is not believed that the graffiti is anti-Semitism or neo nazi related and there is no evidence to suggest that is the case.
  If you have any other questions please don’t hesitate to contact me.
  Regards”

NB: the police officer’s name, email and identity number have been removed in the screenshot of the email.

**Incidents Excluded – Pig Entrails**

The Queanbeyan office of federal Labor MP for Eden-Monaro, Hon Dr Mike Kelly, was targeted by having pig entrails thrown at the front door, on 12 September 2018. The vandal was unidentified, and no motivation has been put forward. Because the consumption of pig meat is religiously prohibited to Jews, pigs, and their body parts, are not uncommonly used by antisemites when targeting Jews and Jewish facilities.

Mike Kelly’s office has previously been targeted by neo-Nazis – his Bega office on 27 February with Antipodean Resistance poster (“Reject Jewish Poison”) and again on 1 September 2018 with Antipodean Resistance swastika stickers. Kelly has been a strong supporter of the Jewish community and of Israel. Kelly’s wife and children are Jewish.

Given there is no evidence of antisemitic motivation for the pig entrails, this incident has not been categorised as an antisemitic incident, even though, on the face of it, it was most likely motivated by antisemitism.
Threats and Terrorism – how to kill Jews

In December 2016, a 50 year old man (whose name was suppressed by the court) in South Australia was “charged with advocating terrorism by filming demonstrations on how to kill Jewish people.” The Commonwealth prosecutor, John Clover, said “(The four videos) provide explicit verbal instructions as well as physical demonstrations with weapons as to how to kill Jewish people.”

Speaking Arabic in the videos, he referred to himself as a commander with links to Hezbollah (a Shi’a Muslim terrorist group base in Lebanon), and could be seen brandishing weapons. In one of the videos, which had been viewed more than 19,000 times, he calls for Jewish people to be attacked with knives. Police seized a knife, tomahawk, and a chainsaw from his home.

In September 2018, the man was found not guilty of advocating terrorism as he was suffering from paranoid schizophrenia at the time. Two forensic psychiatrists who assessed him agreed he was suffering from paranoid schizophrenia at the time.

On a video viewed around 19,000 times on Facebook, the defendant called for Jews to be attacked with knives. He stated, “When you come to a Jew, any Jew, even an old one who looks humble, pretending to be humble … strike him in the head, when you strike him in the head, he will not even sneeze, he will die.”

On 5 October 2018, the man, still unnamed, was ordered to be detained in prison in the mental health facility for another three years. He has been detained there since November 2015.

Arson and antisemitic threats - follow-up of incident:

Ricky White, a 27-year-old male on parole for setting alight a church at Taree, in northern NSW, according to 9 News (11 July 2018) “was convicted of offences related to making anti-Semitic (sic) threats of extreme violence and sexual assault against those who would later monitor the messages. In 2014, he and two others used his mobile phone to make a series of threatening phone calls to the Sydney Jewish Museum.”
LIST of ANTISEMITIC INCIDENTS

Some of the incidents during the period in review are listed below, in chronological order for each category. The expression “identifiably Jewish” refers to a person wearing traditional Jewish garb, such as a kippah (skull-cap) in the case of a male, the Jewish Star of David pendant, and the like. Images for some incidents, such as graffiti and posters, are in Chapter 8.

Assault

- A man on a top floor apartment next door to a synagogue spat on a Jewish woman and her child from his balcony, as they were walking to synagogue, in Sydney (11 Oct. 2017).
- A Jewish man was called a “Fucking Jew” and “You Jew cunt”. When he attempted to photograph the man’s vehicle, the man attempted to grab the phone and physically pushed him, in a carpark in a Jewish area in Melbourne (29 Nov. 2017).
- Eggs were thrown at Jewish congregants in the street in an area where many Jews live in Melbourne (Fri. 21 Sep. 2018).

Abuse, Harassment or Intimidation

- A Jewish couple walking home from synagogue were verbally abused by a man who yelled “You fucking Jews” a couple of times at them, in Melbourne (4 Oct. 2017).
- The male occupant of a passing vehicle yelled indecipherable abuse at people at a synagogue in Sydney (Fri. 6 Oct. 2017).
- A man yelled “Palestine!” towards people at a synagogue in Sydney (Fri. 6 Oct. 2017).
- A rabbi and his family were verbally abused with the words “Fucking Jews!” outside their home by several males driving by in a car, in Canberra (7 Oct. 2017).
- A driver of a vehicle passing a synagogue yelled abuse at the congregants, in Melbourne (10 Oct. 2017).
- A vehicle drove past Caulfield Synagogue with Two male occupants of a vehicle driving past a synagogue yelled abuse at congregants, in Melbourne (13 Oct. 2017).
- A male shouted antisemitic abuse from a vehicle while driving past the carpark of a Jewish school during pick up time, in Perth, and also verbally abused a young female student from the school while she sat at a bus stop (17 Oct. 2017).
• A driver of a vehicle began shouting antisemitic abuse including “Death to the Jews!” and “Heil Hitler!” at the driver of another vehicle in the vicinity of a Jewish school in Perth (18 Oct. 2017).

• The occupants of a passing vehicle shouted indecipherable abuse including the word “Jew” at people outside a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 21 Oct. 2017).

• A boy, one of a group of 4-5 teenage boys who stopped in front of a synagogue, in Sydney, yelled antisemitic abuse at the children playing in the courtyard, including “tell security I’ll be killing Jews” (Sat. 21 Oct. 2017).

• A Jewish woman and her husband and children were walking in a park near a street, when several people in a vehicle yelled out at the children “Fucking Jews” and “Hitler should’ve finished you off”, in Sydney (21 Oct. 2017).

• A visibly Jewish man in a shop was approached by another shopper while he was at the check-out, who called him arrogant for wearing a skullcap, when the Jew questioned him, the Jew was verbally abused, in Perth (23 Oct. 2017).

• The driver of a passing vehicle shouted “Fuck you” towards two Jews outside a synagogue, in Sydney (Fri. 27 Oct. 2017).

• A Jewish Labor councillor in Port Phillip Council, Melbourne, had 30 ten-cent pieces (30 pieces of silver) placed on his desk, reminiscent of the 30 pieces of silver that was paid to Judas to betray Jesus (15 Nov. 2017).

• A man yelled “Fucking Jews!” and “If I see him I’m going to slit his throat” towards people at a synagogue in Sydney (Fri. 17 Nov. 2017).

• A male Jew in his car was verbally abused by another driver who shouted abuse such as ”Filthy fucking Jew!” and said he was ”going to kill” him, then threw water at him, in Melbourne (24 Nov. 2017).

• The driver of a vehicle drove at a very high speed along the street outside a synagogue and almost hit a Jew, in Sydney (Sat. 25 Nov. 2017).

• A man stated “Don’t worry, I’m not going to bomb the place” and “You don’t own the world” towards a person outside a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 25 Nov. 2017).

• The occupant of a passing vehicle directed a gun gesture towards Jews outside a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 25 Nov. 2017).

• A man drove past a synagogue and shouted abuse at people at the main entrance, in Melbourne (1 Dec. 2017).

• A vehicle with two male occupants stopped in the middle of the road (holding up the traffic) and started shouting indecipherable abuse towards a person outside a synagogue, in Melbourne (4 Dec. 2017).
• A male in a vehicle drove past a synagogue and shouted abuse at people outside "Free the Palestinians", in Melbourne (9 Dec. 2017).

• The occupant of a passing vehicle shouted “Fucking Jews!” towards a synagogue, in Sydney (Sat. 9 Dec. 2017).

• The occupant of a passing vehicle shouted indecipherable abuse at people outside a synagogue, in Sydney (Sat. 9 Dec. 2017).

• The occupant of a passing vehicle shouted “A Jew!” in imitation of a sneeze, towards people outside a synagogue, in Sydney (Sat. 9 Dec. 2017).

• The occupant of a passing vehicle shouted “Jews!” towards congregants outside a synagogue, in Sydney (Sat. 9 Dec. 2017).

• A male made Hitler salutes and rambled about the SS, in an area of Melbourne where many Jews live (21 Dec. 2017).

• A male Jew was verbally abused while walking on the street with words of “Jewish dog” and “Fuck off!” in Melbourne (Sat. 23 Dec. 2017).

• The driver of a vehicle, as he passed a synagogue, rolled down the window and gestured with his middle finger, in Melbourne (Sat. 23 Dec. 2017).

• As a congregant walked away from synagogue, after the evening service, a male nearby shouted “I saw you coming out of the synagogue, you fucking Jew!” in Perth (2 Jan. 2018).

• Man spotted wearing a t-shirt with a huge black swastika surrounded by the words “National Socialist” and Nazi tattoos on his head, face and arms, outside a Jewish bakery hurling racist abuse and yelling “Sieg Heil!” in Elsternwick, Melbourne (3 Jan. 2018).

• The driver of a passing vehicle shouted “Free Palestine!” towards people outside a synagogue, in Sydney (Sat. 6 Jan. 2018).

• The driver of a taxi refused a booked trip to an identifiably Jewish family. The driver stated, “You Jew idiots!” approximately four times and then blocked the road with his vehicle in an attempt to prevent the family from entering another taxi. The family later received a text from the driver which stated “I hope you miss your flight”, in Sydney (8 Jan. 2018).

• A man of Middle Eastern appearance verbally abused a Jewish youth, near a Jewish centre and synagogue, chasing the youth for two blocks, approximately 100m down the road, yelling “Where are all the Jews? Where do the Jews pray? Where do they live?”, and stole the youth's jacket, in Melbourne (12 Jan. 2018).
- Two people, a male and female, sitting at the tram stop directly opposite a Jewish community centre gave the 'Heil Hitler' salute towards the venue, the male had distinctive swastika tattoos, in Melbourne (19 Jan. 2018).

- Two men walking across from a synagogue yelled “You bloody Jews!” as they passed the synagogue, in Sydney (Fri. 26 Jan. 2018).

- Occupants of a vehicle yelled abuse at congregants leaving a synagogue, in Melbourne (Fri. 2 Feb. 2018).

- The passenger in a car with three males inside at a shopping centre car park yelled out to a Jewish woman “You ugly fucking Jew!” He repeated it then said “Hitler had the right idea!” and gave the finger to her, in Melbourne (6 Feb. 2018).

- The driver of a passing vehicle shouted “Fuck you Jews!” and similar abuse to people outside a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 10 Feb. 2018).

- The driver of a passing motorcycle shouted abuse then raised his middle finger towards people at a synagogue in Sydney (Fri. 23 Feb. 2018).

- The occupants of a passing vehicle shouted “Jews!” towards Jews walking to synagogue, in Sydney (Sat. 24 Feb. 2018).

- A Jewish woman at a university in Melbourne, when responding to a question by a man, handing out "It's okay to be white" flyers, whether she was Jewish, when she responded that she was, he spat on the ground in front of her (26 Feb. 2018).

- A woman denied entry to a synagogue stated “Do you believe in G-d? Because G-d is going to strike you down. G-d will strike the Synagogue down. I will come back on Saturday and if you don’t let me in, G-d will strike the Synagogue down” in Sydney (28 Feb. 2018).

- A man on a train yelled at a student to “Get your fucking feet off the chair!”, then asked the student what school the student was from, when the student replied “Masada” (a Jewish school), the man stated “You are a Jew” and proceeded to make antisemitic comments, in Sydney (6 March 2018).

- The driver of a passing vehicle repeatedly shouted “Allahu Akbar” towards Jews at a Jewish school in Sydney (6 March 2018).

- The driver of a passing vehicle shouted indecipherable abuse at people outside a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 10 March 2018).

- Driver of a vehicle shouted abuse at people outside a synagogue in Melbourne (Fri. 16 March 2018).

- The driver of a passing vehicle raised their middle finger towards people at a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 24 March 2018).
• A man in a passing vehicle yelled verbal abuse people at a synagogue in Sydney, (5 April 2018).

• Following a Holocaust memorial ceremony at the university, a man approached a noticeboard where event organisers were placing up flyers commemorating the Holocaust. The man stated “I don’t know why you are putting these up”, before scrunching up a flyer and placing it in a nearby bin, in Sydney (18 April 2018).

• At a Jewish school, two men made gun gestures towards the school and the guards, in Sydney (24 April 2018).

• The driver of passing vehicle slowed down, and made an aggressive gesture out the window, towards people at a synagogue in Sydney (25 April 2018).

• The driver of a vehicle directed an abusive gesture to people at a synagogue, in Sydney (Sat. 28 April 2018).

• The driver of a vehicle accelerated towards two Jews, in overtly Jewish dress, as they were walking across a street towards a synagogue, in Sydney (Fri. 4 May 2018).

• The driver of a vehicle slowed down at the front of a synagogue and shouted indecipherable abuse towards congregants, in Sydney (Sat. 5 May 2018).

• The driver of a passing vehicle yelled “Free Palestine” towards people at a synagogue in Sydney (Sat. 19 May 2018).

• The driver of a vehicle yelled indecipherable abuse including the word “Jews!” while driving past a synagogue, in Sydney (Sat. 19 May 2018).

• A man walked past a synagogue and yelled “What you are doing to Palestine is wrong!” followed by indecipherable abuse, in Sydney (Sat. 19 May 2018).

• Driver of a vehicle shouted abuse at people outside a synagogue in Melbourne (20 May 2018).

• The driver of a vehicle stopped at a red light outside a synagogue, and yelled through an already open window “Fuck!” and other abuse, in an aggressive and loud voice, towards people outside the synagogue, in Sydney (Fri. 15 June 2018).

• A male driving past a synagogue put his middle finger up at a person standing outside, in Melbourne (Sat. 16 June 2018).

• A handmade felt Nazi flag with swastika was placed inside a car belonging to a Jew, in Sydney (20 June 2018).

• A Jewish student at a state high school in Sydney was harassed and bullied, including being given the Nazi salute, for over a month up to 25 June 2018, when a teacher witnessed the harassment and the school authorities took action.
Three men yelled at Jews walking near a synagogue, including “Free Palestine”, in Sydney (Fri. 29 June 2018).

The occupants of a passing vehicle shouted “Free Palestine!” in the direction of a kosher bakery, in Sydney (9 July 2018).

As a family were leaving a synagogue on Friday evening, a vehicle slowed down as it passed them, a passenger in the rear seat made a gun sign whilst imitating shooting with his hand and called them “Fucking Jews!”, in Perth (13 July 2018).

The driver of a vehicle yelled “Heil Hitler... I'm gonna kill all the Jews”, in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (Sat. 21 July 2018).


A female walking down the street passing a Jewish centre said "Don't trust those people. Jewish people should go back to their own country”, in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (29 Aug. 2018).

A man drove past a synagogue and yelled indecipherable abuse towards people outside while raising his hand out the window, in Sydney (Sat. 1 Sep. 2018).

The driver of a vehicle passing a synagogue yelled “Heil Hitler!” in Sydney (Sat. 1 Sep. 2018).

The driver of a vehicle passing a synagogue yelled “Free Palestine!”, in Sydney (Sat. 1 Sep. 2018).


The driver of a vehicle yelled indecipherable abuse outside a Jewish school in Sydney (6 Sep. 2018).

The driver of a vehicle yelled verbal abuse, including the word “Jew!” towards a Jew in the street, in Sydney (8 Sep. 2018).

The driver of the same vehicle yelled verbal abuse including the word “Jew!” towards another Jew in another street, in Sydney (8 Sep. 2018).

The passenger of a vehicle passing the front of a synagogue gestured his middle finger towards people standing outside the Synagogue, in Sydney (9 Sep. 2018 – the eve of the Jewish New Year).

A man driving past a Synagogue yelled “Wanker!” towards people standing outside the synagogue Sydney (11 Sep. 2018 – Jewish New Year, second day).
• Verbal abuse of "You fucking Jewish cunts" screamed at a group of religious Jews who were walking along the street in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (14 Sep. 2018).

• The driver of a vehicle slowed down as he passed the front entrance of a synagogue and pointed his middle finger toward the synagogue, in Sydney (Sat. 15 Sep. 2018).

• A man walking past the front entrance of a Synagogue said “Fucking security everywhere! Let the FBI know”, then the man was heard saying, “Find snipers to take out the Jewish security guards everywhere”, in Sydney (Sat. 15 Sep. 2018).

• The driver of a passing vehicle gestured his middle finger towards a Jewish school, in Sydney (17 Sep. 2018).

• The front passenger of a passing vehicle yelled “Fuck you Jews!” towards a synagogue, in Sydney (18 Sep. 2018 – Yom Kippur).

• The occupants of a passing vehicle yelled aggressive and antisemitic statements, including the words “Fuck you!” and “Jews!” towards people outside a synagogue, in Sydney (19 Sep. 2018 – Yom Kippur).

• The driver of a passing vehicle gestured his middle finger towards people at a synagogue, in Sydney (19 Sep. 2018 – Yom Kippur).

• A man yelled “Jew dog, take it off!” towards an identifiably Jewish, wearing a skullcap, exiting the train, in Sydney (21 Sep. 2018).

• The driver of a vehicle presented a rude gesture towards the synagogue, in Sydney (24 Sep. 2018).

Vandalism

• Rock thrown through a window, smashing it, at a synagogue in Canberra (28 Oct. 2017).

• Antipodean Resistance carved swastika and the letters “AR” into a tree at Wilson’s Promontory, near Melbourne (30 Oct. 2017).

• A mezuzah was removed from a synagogue entrance door, in Sydney (9 Nov. 2017).

• A man spilled coffee on the front door of a Jewish communal venue, then threw his coffee cup at the front door, in Sydney (16 Nov. 2017).

• A mezuzah was vandalised and removed from the front doorpost of a private Jewish residence, and the parchment ripped out, in Sydney (25 Dec. 2017).

• Four vehicles had swastikas and abusive words sprayed on them in a residential area in north Sydney with a large proportion of Jews (6 Jan. 2018).
Fence was vandalised at home of a rabbi in Canberra (16 Jan. 2018). The rabbi, his home and synagogue have been subjected to numerous antisemitic acts.

A man hit one of the synagogue’s lights with a golf club, as he passed the synagogue on foot, in Sydney (Sat. 3 Feb. 2018).

Four rocks were thrown into a Jewish school, resulting in some damage, Melbourne (22 Feb. 2018).

A swastika and Stars of David were carved into a tree using a knife, in north Sydney (24 March 2018).

Swastikas dug into the lawns at a golf club in Sydney’s eastern suburbs, where many Jews live (18 April 2018).

Eggs were thrown at the front door of a synagogue in Canberra (22 May 2018).

“Nazis Rule” and “Kill the Jews” engraved into footpath in a skate park in Bundaberg, Qld (4 June 2018).

A swastika and the numbers “1488” were carved into a tree in the National Park on a walking track, in north Sydney (17 June 2018).

A swastika was carved into a sign in the National Park on a walking track, in north Sydney (18 Aug. 2018).


Swastika carved into a sign (for the second time) in the National Park on a walking track, in north Sydney (4 Sep. 2018)

Swastika and “1488” carved into a second tree on a walking track in north Sydney (16 Sep. 2018).

Swastika carved into a tree, in Sydney (14 Sep. 2018).

Graffiti

Graffiti of swastika including on a tree, in Melbourne (8 Oct. 2017).


Graffiti of “Zion” was sprayed on the front window of a Jewish bookstore in Sydney (17 Oct. 2017).

Nazi graffiti of swastikas and “Hitler Hitler” sprayed on to a house and a car in Ballarat (10 Nov. 2017).
• Graffiti of large red swastika on a brick wall in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (18 Nov. 2017)

• Graffiti of “Hitler is the man” and “Hitler” sprayed painted on a residential building (where Jews live) and swastikas on the pavements, in north Sydney (23 Nov. 2017)

• Graffiti of swastikas and “Skinhead SS” in a public toilet in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (30 Nov. 2017).

• Graffiti of several swastikas at an overpass of train line, in Melbourne (15 Dec. 2017).


• Graffiti of a swastika and “SS” on a mural at a park in Sydney (18 Dec. 2017).


• Graffiti of “Gas Chamber” and swastikas at a primary school in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (2 Jan. 2018).

• Swastika graffiti on a bus stop in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (7 Jan. 2018).

• Graffiti of two Stars of David on the wall of a house, in an alleyway, belonging to a Jew, in Melbourne (10 Jan. 2018).

• Graffiti of "Turnbull Goldmans Jewboy in Oz 1st in oven" at Martin Place train station, Sydney (18 Jan. 2018).

• Graffiti of swastikas sprayed on council housing in south Melbourne (29 Jan. 2018).

• Graffiti of a mural by Antipodean Resistance, of the words “Ha Ha Happy Holocaust”, an Antipodean Resistance flag, and headstones with Jewish stars, (on International Holocaust Remembrance Day), in NSW (29 Jan. 2018).

• Graffiti of "Jews Out" twice, "Whites Only" and swastikas on children’s play equipment and bench in a park in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (1 Feb. 2018).

• Graffiti of several stencils of a swastika and the words “Antipodean Resistance” in South Bank, Brisbane (5 Feb. 2018).

• Graffiti of “Jew’s cunt” on a café billboard, in east Sydney (16 Feb. 2018).
• Graffiti of “Jew’s cunt” on a ‘For Lease’ sign outside a house in east Sydney (19 Feb. 2018).

• Graffiti of a swastika and “Harry’s a Jew” and “Lazy slobs from Jew sino Sydney do the right thing put it in the fucking bin” at a train station in Sydney (20 Feb. 2018).

• Graffiti of a swastika and the German word “Achtung” (‘danger’ or ‘attention’) were drawn on the windscreen of vehicle, in an area where many Jews live, in Sydney (8 March 2018).

• Graffiti of a swastika was sprayed on a synagogue’s fence, in Newcastle (8 March 2018).

• Graffiti of a swastika was painted on a tunnel wall, in north Sydney (12 March 2018).

• Graffiti of “Your no. 1 dirty Jew fan…. Mel Gibson. xox.” on a real estate agent sign in an area in Melbourne with many Jewish residents (13 March 2018).

• Graffiti of a swastika and the Nazi “S” on an office building in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (3 April 2018).

• Graffiti of a swastika and Star of David were hand drawn on a banner advertising a local business, in Sydney (5 April 2018).

• Graffiti of “Jew Scum” and a swastika on the fence in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (16 April 2018).

• Graffiti of “Not a Jew but a hypocrite Jew” on a poster advertising an IT business in an area where many Jews live, in Sydney (16 April 2018).

• Graffiti, in three sections, one with “1488” and a swastika; another with “Gas the Jews” and a swastika; another with a picture of the Israeli flag crossed out and the words “ISIS = Israeli Secret Intelligence Service”, at University of Sydney (17 April 2018).

• Antipodean Resistance mural of “AR BX Antipodean Resistance Bathurst” at Bathurst (14 May 2018)

• Graffiti of a swastika, drawn in permanent marker, on the inside of a door in the male bathrooms of the Sports and Fitness Centre, in Sydney (14 June 2018).

• Antipodean Resistance mural of the word “Adolf” in Adelaide (16 June 2018).

• Antipodean Resistance graffiti of a large swastika, “Sieg Heil” and “SS” in Bathurst (17 June 2018).

• Graffiti of “Hitler”, “Nazi” and swastikas were drawn on the windows of a shopfront, in area where many Jews live, in Sydney (17 July 2018).
• Graffiti of a swastika painted on a broken shelf, in a pile of rubbish for council collection, outside the home of a Jew, in Sydney (3 Aug. 2018).

• Graffiti of "Are jews honest or jews" written across railway bridge in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (7 Aug. 2018).

• Graffiti of "Are Jews Honest or .." on the back wall of a tram shelter, partially erased, in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (14 Aug. 2018).

• Graffiti of a swastika and “SS 88” were engraved in the cement on the footpath under a new bus shelter in an area many Jews live, in Sydney (15 Aug. 2018).


• Graffiti of a swastika in Melbourne (5 Sep. 2018).

• Graffiti of “Jews Drink Goyim Blood”, “GTKRWN”, “Gas The Kikes Race War Now”, RAHOWA”, “Jews Can Eat Shit”, and an antisemitic image of caricatured Jew, in north Sydney (Sep. 2018) [Note: GTKRWN is an acronym for ‘Gas The Kikes Race War Now’ and RAHOWA is an acronym for ‘Racial Holy War’].

• Graffiti on the wall, of a swastika, devil drawing, Star of David and the word “Die”, and graffiti on the mirror of “Hail Satan” above a Star of David, in women’s public toilet at Pyrmont in Sydney (16 Sep. 2018).

• Graffiti of a swastika at a bus stop, often used by Jewish school children, in Sydney (23 Sep. 2018).

**Email**

• Email to a Jewish organisation in Sydney: “[…] all the other big names are juuish as well (or their manchurian candidates thru ritual sexual child abuse) […] The Sabbatean juuss sacrificed other juuss in order to create Israel, the future capital of their world government. […]” and “[…] the bible was compiled by juuish rabbies who carefully selected and modified ancient text to brainwash you into a sheep.” (1 Oct. 2017).

• An email sent to a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney: “You should all be bombed and blown apart into little pieces. Jewish shit down the drain. Hitler was right.” (9 Oct. 2017).

• An email was sent to a Jewish organisation in Melbourne which called Israel “criminal” and called two Jewish MPs “corrupt scums” (10 Oct. 2017).

• Email to Jewish organisation in Melbourne with the text: “[…] CORRUPT SCUMS IN THE AUSTRALIAN PARLIAMENT like DANBY MP and DREYFUS MP ARE NOT ABOVE THE LAWS !!!!!! Neither is the so-called Jewish Community!!! Nor does the Jewish Community in Victoria or anywhere in Australia have any privileges over the Rest of Australian community. TO REFRESH THE MEMORY OF THE SO
CALLED JEWISH COMMUNITY IN VICTORIA AND ANYWHERE ELSE THE PHOTO ATTACHED SHOWS THE CRIMINAL ACTS COMMITTED BY ISRAEL. THAT IS THE TRUTH!!!!!!”(11 Oct. 2017)


- Email to Jewish community media outlet in Sydney: “So London can’t mention a geographical identification such as PALSTINE? And who in 1917 is gunna tell London they can’t, an orange-stall Jew or a country bumkin Israel-firster? [...]” (24 Oct. 2017).

- Email by Max Igan to a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney, defending convicted antisemite Brendon O’Connell: “Brendon O’Connell is correct. Israel is a terrorist state and the main source of instability war, and false flag terrorism in the modern world” (30 Oct. 2017).

- Email by Bob McDonald to a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney, defending convicted antisemite Brendon O’Connell: “Well this here Aussie finds Brendon O’Connell a Great Guy, legend probably better describes him, there is a lot of us here in Australia that believe in Him, We don’t believe in Israel Masons Treason or Jewish control our government {whats left of it} Brendons toenail is worth more than all our politicians put together here in Australia. Thanks” (30 Oct. 2017).

- Email by Bob McDonald to a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney, defending convicted antisemite Brendon O’Connell: “Fucking parasite supremacist jew cunts” (1 Nov. 2017).

- Email by Bob McDonald to a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney, defending convicted antisemite Brendon O’Connell: “Fucking parasite supremacist Jew cunts, the scum of the earth. For world Peace Destroy Israel the baby killing nation of parasites. Hitler was a Great guy he was right about the subhuman lying jew pigs. Fuck You asshole” (1 Nov. 2017).

- Several emails sent by a female to a Jewish organisation, with words about Mossad, Israel, bombs, making unpleasant accusations against the rabbi, in Melbourne (1 Nov. 2017).

- Two messages sent to the comments page of a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney, which included: "Fucking parasite supremacist Jewish cunts" (1 Nov. 2017).

- Email to Jewish organisation office (ECAJ) in Sydney by Robert Digney: “I have read the response by the Aust Jews to the 30 pieces of silver article, page 3 weekend Australian. What’s this?! More winging from the Jews who are in my view the arch racists of all. Crying anti semitism yet again to try to garner sympathy for themselves.. Jews are a closed shop organisation. This is a race favoured set up therefore can only be seen as a racist organisation. The most disgusting thing about the Jews is the continual winging about hard done by they are, - “somebody is picking on us again” Jew behaviour in Israel is despicable, fortunately the rest of the world sees this. As soon as the Jews get a bit of flak in the rough & tumble of life they start crying about unfair treatment & who knows what else. I have known a few jews in the course of my life &
I consider the 30 pieces of silver an apt portrayal of the Jewish way. The fact is that a lot of people see the Jews as a group not to be trusted. If Jews want the average man’s opinion of them to improve, the Jews have to change their ways, this has not happened in the last 2000 years & is unlikely too. I trust you appreciate the exercise of free speech, but as it’s not PC I doubt it. Robert” (18 Nov. 2017)

- Email by Richard Middleton to a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney including text “[...] no amount of propaganda from birth about ancient tribal roots [...] Opposing Zionist apartheid is no more “antijewish” than opposing South African apartheid was “antiDutch Reformish-ish” [...]” (22 Nov. 2017).

- Email by “Illuminatus Revealus” to a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney with the text of “We know history including your blood sacrifices, the innumerable abductions and murders of children, the greed and filth of your ways that had you exiled. You wormed your way into every fissure of opportunity to usurp power. Ulysses Grant, the Czars of Russia, the earliest venues of expression you manipulated to only your own ends while true talent went underground and died. No, you’ve come too far already. We know what you are by what you’ve done, and all the phony professors, Jesuit Christians and whores in msm won’t change a thing. You are chosen, means, YOU ARE CURSED.” (30 Nov. 2017).

- Email from “jasongeo2” to a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney, in reference to a SBS program on Jews in Melbourne, with the words: “Bunch of radical Morons. They need to be put on an island somewhere and they can live by themselves, why do they try to have a community around modern citizens, yet shun modern world or western life style. I say fuck them. Send them back to Israel or an island in the pacific, then let them all go to the same island. They can fend for themselves like wild African tribes in Africa who obviously are able to take care of themselves. Jews cant take care of themselves, ortho Jews need modern homes and modern comforts to live, while they collect welfare and pillage welfare programs setup for modern normal people.” (28 Nov. 2017).

- Threat to kill a Jew via a Facebook comment by Hamza Khan: “We will find you and we will kill you, goodbye for your time anytime” (16 Dec. 2017).

- Threat to kill a Jew via a Facebook comment by John Dillinger: “You’re a dead man walking next time your walking in sydney . Your gona need a bullet proof vest” (16 Dec. 2017).

- Threat to kill a Jew via a Facebook comment by Faisal Abbass Kiyani: “Hi yemani mother fucker if i find you i wana fuck you soon i will kill you with sharp knife i am coming to your gym” (17 Dec. 2017).

- A person requested a subscription to a Jewish organisation’s monthly mail-out of Jewish children’s books; the person provided their children’s names as “Jesus” and “Adolph”, in Sydney (18 Dec. 2017).

- Threat to kill a Jew via a Facebook comment by Sam Jabbar: “Hail hitler, wished he finished the job you jewish cunt. Robert martin is a hero a real man goin out to gaza and seeing it for himself but you just stay local like a pussy jew. Your lucky you are in
Australia or wherever and not Europe coz everyone from the uk to pakistan hates jews and wants them dead and burned to death” (19 Dec. 2017).

Email to a Jewish organisation (ECAJ) in Sydney from “Odin of odinv1488” with the text of “Has it ever occurred to you "international Jew" WHY anti Semitism is rising?? "its not what the German did to the Jew but what did the Jew do to the German" How about you step back and look at what it is that the 'international Jewry' is doing to the world, especially to the White Western World in the first place?. Because: "Slavery, exile, the loss of our homeland, oppression by cruel empires, destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem (twice), pogroms, blood-libels, show-trials, Holocaust." does not happen for no reason.... People do not like usury, greed, derision, subversion, infiltration, war, forced mass third world Muslim migration or diversity, nor multiculturalism and miscegenation propaganda...... to name a few, all things Jews do and force on us but NOT in Israel. We do not HATE Jews but they ARE a burden on the Western World with their hegemony and anti-white policies bestowed on us. This is bad not only for us whites but Jews too, if the West becomes black and Muslim, the US won't send Israel 3.5 billion dollars every year, nor will a black, Islamic Germany give Israel nuclear subs and so on...... think about it. The international Jew is like a parasite; and we are the host, if we get killed by said parasite, then so too will the parasite die. thats one way of looking at at. Have your best interests at heart, but at the same time, stop trying to wipe out white/European nationalists and destroy THEIR best interests, you won't succeed and this is what makes people not like Jews, it will be a bigger problem for Jews in Israel and the Jewish diaspora too if we are not there to 'protect you'. Try asking for "anti Semitism” laws in Saudi Arabia or black sub Saharan Africa..... see what their response is... Odin.” (23 Dec. 2017).

Email to Michael Danby MP “Stop spending my money on jew terrorist propagation Danby” by Michael Brown at Bermagui, NSW (8 Jan. 2018).

Email by Jason Phelan to an employee at a Jewish organisation in Sydney titled "Boycotting apartheid isreal” with the following words: “It appears all the cliches about jews are true. The #BDS movement is swelling as a result of your illegal occupation of Palestine. I'm just an average working Jo. An Aussie farmer. But I'm not afraid of you vial creatures. I am proudly and openly participating in the Boycott of Appartheid isreal. I have told thousands of gentiles about jewish genocidal treatement of the Palestinians in occupied Palestine. I will continue to publically write and make video proving jews engaging in hate crimes.

I will continue to expose mossads criminal false flag exploits and history of murder.. I will continue to write about jewerys deliberate attack on USS Liberty. I deliberate attack where Jews attempted to murder the crew of a US warship. Only cowards engage in treacherous false flag attacks. Says alot about jewish charicter and morals... Or lack there of. I will continue to expose institutionalized jewish crimes. Lavon. Pollard. Mexican Congress.

I will continue to proclaim the truth about the hollow hoax. I have exposed and published no less than 500 fake hollow hoax photos. I will continue to expose the lies of the gas chamber. Electrocution trucks. Gas trains. Jew soap. Jew lampshades. All easily proven lies. Just like the 'mah 6 million' lie. I will continue publishing evidence
of Judaism declaring war on Germany in 1933. So. Clearly I think you are full of shit and incapable of doing anything. A lazy self entitled parasite race is what your tribe is.

My name is Jason Phelan. I am in Darwin. And I know you're unable to do a damn thing about it. Because I know your tribe. Parasite sub human SKKKUM. And I'm not afraid. And to be honest I would get a great kick out of laughing at your pathetic demands and spitting in your face. Best Jason. PS. Haven't you heard. Filthy Jewish sub human skkkum was only created to serve us gentiles? FUCK YOU. […]” (1 Feb. 2018).

- Email sent to the company which does technical work for a Jewish website in Sydney “Just seen your website "jews down under" Never read such a bunch of lies from filthy untermensch in all my life. The holocaust was a fucking lie. You kike lovers should be ashamed.” (1 Feb. 2018).

- A convicted antisemite (Brendon O'Connell) unsubscribed from an online Jewish community news site in Sydney, leaving the comment “Because you bore me with your Jewish Supremacist tripe” (12 Feb. 2018).

- Email by Jason Phelan to an employee of a Jewish organisation “Oh vey, the horror.. Lol. The future of the IOF. Dead charred jew bodies and burned out military hardware. Embrace your future you parasite.” in Sydney (12 Feb. 2018).

- Email was sent to a Jewish organisation in Sydney criticising the Jewish exhibit on the Holocaust and Human Rights exhibition for not including the Palestinian narrative (16 Feb. 2018).

- An email was received by a Jewish organisation in Sydney which stated: “FREE PALESTINE you giant bunch of terrorists” in Sydney (24 Feb. 2018).

- A man contacted a Jewish restaurant via a shopping website enquiry form, stating (falsely): “Saw your rest other night looked you up and you make no secret that only Jewish people are welcome!” in Sydney (12 March 2018).

- An email to a Jewish organisation in Sydney included accusations of “Rabbi Satanists” repeatedly raping the individual who sent the email (14 March 2018).

- An email to a Jewish organisation in Sydney contained antisemitic conspiracy theories (19 March 2018).

- Email to a Jewish leader in Sydney by Michael Mazur: “[…] such is the intimidation in which radio hosts live out their miserable existences, and only a Jew could enjoy his reaction as evidence of such […] Hello Mr Hadley, I listened to that interview with your 'friend', and would categorically say that this is a Jewish beat up - they do these things themselves in 99% of instances, […] Clearly, Jews want a legislative knock on effect. But what might it be ? Let me guess, the beneficiaries will be the SSMs, who got the Jew chaperoned outcome they wanted last November, but will now have that transmuted into laws which intimidate everyday people from expressing ANY criticism at all lest it cost them their house - literally, as it's got ZERO to do with anyone making physical threats, which there's not. […] Btw, Mr Alhadeff is not your friend, he sees
you as a Goy, which literally means an item of human cattle. Try becoming a Citizen of Israel, and you'll soon see what you are to them. […]" (19 March 2018).

- A young Jewish woman in a lecture received antisemitic photos via airdrop, including one of Anne Frank in front of a pile of ashes saying “This isn’t even my final form” at a university in Sydney (11 April 2018).

- Email to a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney by “Noel Ignatiev”: “What do good ol’ boys in Queensland have to do with the Holocaust even if it did happen? Should we ban muscle cars as potential symbols of “white supremacy” or anything else that can be labelled symbols of masculinity popular with white men? You want to know who has racial supremacy? Ask yourself why we have or need holocaust museums everywhere and yet we dont see Holodomor museums. Ask yourself how come there are these massively funded Jewish interest groups everywhere in western countries and yet if white people dare get together and discuss their political concerns as a people they are shut down and vilified in media, just like they were at Charlottesville or Poland celebrating their independence day last year” (14 April 2018).

- A Jewish organisation received an online inquiry: “I just seen a report on the news that really moved me. It moved me to the toilet for a spew and a shit. This dottering old cunt kvetching about never forgiving Germany and shit like that. What a fucking silly old kike. The HOLOCAUST NEVER HAPPENED. It is just a filthy jewish HOAX. Adolf Hitler was an amazing man and done wonders for his country and people. God bless the mans soul. Gott mit uns Sieg Heil Seig Heil Sieg Heil ✠ ✠ ✠ ✠ ✠ ✠ ✠ ✠ ✠ ✠ ✠ ✠ ✠ ✠ ” in Sydney (20 April 2018 – anniversary of Hitler’s birthdate).

- Email by Brendon O’Connell, convicted antisemite, to a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney: “[...] My opinion is that Orthodox Judaism is 100 times more lividly insane, racist, homophobic, misogynistic and psychopathically murderous than National Socialism ever was – but seeing as Hitler was funded by Jewish run Wall Street bankers it’s no surprise. [...] It would seem that Jewish communitoes around the world are incapable of addressing the Jewish psychopathy that emanates from Orthodox Judaism, Talmud, Shulkan Aruk, and Zohar. [...]” (29 April 2018).

- Email by Brendon O’Connell, convicted antisemite, to a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney: “[...] %80 of religious Jews adhere to Rabbinic Pharisic Judaism. Orthodox Judaism. It considers the tanakh (Old Testament) as for children and grandma’s. The “real business” is with rabbinic interpretations of the Tanakh which turn it all on its head. The HATRED for “non Jews” in Jewish traditions and books is there for all to see now, but you remain in denial. Who decides who is a “Jew” in Israel? An Orthodox rabbi – who follows all those books of utter hatred. This is all over the net now. You do realise the W.A. police know what is going on don’t you? I was invited out for coffees with heads of counter terrorism. Serving Ministers. I’m trying to give you a heads up. Israel is no friend of “Jews”. It is a crime bunker dedicated to fulfilling the dreams of under worked and over paid bankers and financier’s who could not give a crap about ordinary people and ordinary Jews. But carry on – the cliff awaits. Throw insults at people who try to warn you about a simple concept called gravity.” (29 April 2018).
• Email by Brendon O’Connell, convicted antisemite, to a Jewish community media outlet in Sydney: “RABBI OVADIA YOSEF [...] THE GOY (NON JEWS) ARE OUR SLAVES! “Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no place in the world – only to serve the People of Israel.” [...] are you sure you want me to start quoting unredacted quotes from the Babylonian Talmud? Shall we talk about Rabbi Kook and how non Jews are ALL animals? [...]” (29 April 2018).

• An email was sent to a staff member at a Jewish school accusing Israeli intelligence services of operating in schools and youth movements to recruit spies, noting vile conspiracy theory videos blaming Israel for everything, and naming MP Josh Frydenberg as being a potential Israeli spy, and added that he is making a video regarding the use of Jewish day schools and Jewish youth movements as recruiting grounds for Israeli spies, in Melbourne (3 May 2018).

• Email via Facebook messages to a synagogue in Brisbane: “all your woman are ugly and smell like crayfish. I smelt the most revolting thing then realised it was a jew” by ‘Jewishi Hatter’ (21 May 2018).

• The same message was sent by ‘Jewishi Mortion’ to a synagogue in Brisbane (21 May 2018).

• Email via Facebook messages to a synagogue in Brisbane: “Walked past and smelled something horrible don’t know what it was maybe it’s all the bullshit you feed to the media” by ‘Jewfish wobbler’ (21 May 2018).

• Email via Facebook messages to a Jewish school in Brisbane: “Get out of Palestine you ugly Zionists your...” by ‘Jewfish wobbler’ (21 May 2018).

• Email via Facebook messages to a Jewish school in Brisbane: "I think this school is full of jewish scum and..." by ‘Jewishi Hatter’ (21 May 2018).

• Two Jewish organisations received an email containing an article "The Moral Decadence of Zionism" which contained anti-Israel beliefs, in Melbourne (16 July 2018).

• Email to a Jewish media site in Sydney by Neil Jamison stating: “Typical jewish lies. You’d rather spin chickens around your heads than help goy children. Hitler was right.” (1 Aug. 2018).

• Email to Vic Alhadeff, CEO of the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies, after media publicity of Shaoquett Moselmane refusing Vic Alhadeff admission to a Labour Party multicultural launch, from “Dogateer”: “vic, Why do you think you should be exempt from the rules the NSW Labor Party ? They obviously know what your real intention is , that you and the rest of you fake zionist jews are gathering information to pass back onto Israel. we know you'll never put Australia before the land you baby killers illegally occupy , so pleasefuck off you dirty parasite vermin” (15 Aug. 2018)
Postal mail

- Letter sent to a primary school in Melbourne, with a large number of Jewish students, by an anonymous parent, accusing the school of letting Jewish families have "priority and influence" over how Christmas was celebrated, that they were "fed up and offended" by the school's avoidance of the word Christmas, urged that "If those Jewish parents are offended by the mention of Christmas, they should consider sending their children to the nearby Jewish school" and said that "Pandering to the Jewish minority needs to stop." (reported on 22 Dec. 2017).

Telephone

- A voicemail was left on a synagogue’s answering machine, stating that “I think it’s hilarious that you guys are just a bunch of Jews”, in Sydney (Sat. 14 Oct. 2017).

- Phone call to major Jewish organisation in Sydney from a white nationalist asking "why do you Jews support closed borders for Israel and open borders for the West" (19 Oct. 2017).

- Phone call by a male to a Jewish community centre aggressively saying “You aren’t the chosen people!” and “Who do you think you are?” in Melbourne (15 Dec. 2017).

- A male phoned a synagogue several times and aggressively said things like "Why are they using masonic symbol on the Star of David?" in Melbourne (2 Jan. 2018).

- A phone call from a male to a synagogue in Sydney, asked whether this was a Jewish organisation. When told it was, the man stated “Oh, so you guys are a bunch of Jews, isn’t that funny. He then asked whether the person who took his call was Jewish. When told she was not Jewish, the man requested to speak with a Jewish person at the Synagogue regarding the conversion process. When told he would need to fill out a form, the man then stated “That is a typical Jewish response” and immediately ended the call (27 Feb. 2018).

- A Polish-born Australian man rang a Jewish organisation three times and yelled about Jews attacking the Poles over the Holocaust; he laughed about the staff member’s grandparents being murdered; he yelled about the Spanish, British and others expelling the Jews but that the Poles did not; and he claimed that all the Poles were victims, but not the Jews, who are "spreading lies"; and that “People of Judaic persuasion born in Poland... all wars, and the last two gulf wars, all about access to oil, same for Japanese... second world war repeat of first world war...”, in Melbourne (28 Feb. 2018).

- A female called a Jewish centre three times, very aggressive and abusive, that the Holocaust is a conspiracy, in Melbourne (15 March 2018).

- Phone call message to a Jewish organisation (ECAJ) in Sydney from a male who said: "Shove you, you lowest, you're a Jew. Nothin' lower. All killed, a few were left to be shown what scum of the earth you are. You fucking Jew, G-d, worse than the fucking Arab G-d” (26 April 2018).
A female Jew received a pre-recorded message about Al Nakba (Palestinian Day commemorating the establishment of Israel in 1948) on her voicemail, which contained a message was in Arabic, and also contained antisemitic statements and called for actions against Israel, in Melbourne (17 May 2018).

A series of 7 abusive phone calls over 3 weeks, by the same person, a male, to a synagogue in Canberra (9, 11, 17, 30 May 2018). One was recorded and transcribed:

Phone call message to Jewish organisation in Canberra, message left on the answering machine (17 May 2018): “I was going to talk, to find out about Zionism, but there’s nothing to find out about Zionism, except that it’s an evil thing. And I know where that evil thing has come from and how it came about. I’m starting to understand. What I want to know is your address. Cause there’s no talking on the phone so I’ll come and face it rabbi, face to face and see if I’m speaking to a man or some sort of horrible maggot. Yeah, that’s where I’m coming from, until explained differently. See you out the front of your so-called church.”

**Banners, Leaflets, Posters, Stickers**

- Large white sheet with the words “Only the Illuminati, Jewish media, sell-out government, and homosexuals want gay marriage!! “WAKE” “UP” SHEEPLE!! Research the New World Order sheeple. Baaaaahahaha” hung over a bridge crossing a motorway south of Brisbane (2 Oct 2017).

- Poster with text of “Lets put an end to hate. Stop the ⚜ supremacy. Join Austranati!” by David Hilton’s ‘Australian Traditional Nationalist’ (Austranati) in Brisbane (5 Nov. 2017).


- Leaflets promoting antisemitism and white supremacy by a group called 'Hussaric Dawn' were letterboxed in suburbs in Canberra (13 Dec. 2017).


- Placard at anti-Israel protest in Sydney characterising Jews as pigs and monkeys (17 Dec. 2017).

- Leaflets titled: “What have or are the Jews doing to destroy our world to make a NWO?” with a list of false claims including that Jews are the enemy of education, the family unit and human rights, and blaming Jews for creating ISIS, causing mass immigration, using Muslims, causing slavery, causing chaos, gay marriage, poisoning people, creating processed foods, making both parents work and make the education system flawed, and ending with “The Jews are the whole world’s enemy…. They are pure evil” distributed around Melbourne inner city suburbs (14 Feb. 2018).
• Posters stating “Open Borders for Israel – Diversity is our greatest strength” were located nearby to a synagogue in Sydney (17 March 2018).

• Stickers with “Hitler” and an image of Hitler doing a Nazi salute, around Adelaide (21 May 2018).

• Sticker with the words “Your Money”, a Star of David with the logos of major US corporations, on the star, two Israeli flags, a machine gun, hand grenade and rocket, on a City of Sydney pillar, outside the Sydney Town Hall, Sydney (10 June 2018).

• Sticker of “BBC” but with the ‘C’ replaced by a Star of David, on a City of Sydney pillar, outside the Sydney Town Hall, Sydney (12 June 2018).

• Nazi propaganda was found by a rabbi in a bin on the premises on the synagogue, in Melbourne (22 Sep. 2018).

Antipodean Resistance banner, posters and stickers:

A list of Antipodean Resistance incidents with banners, posters, and stickers appears below. Pro-Nazi material is included in the list of antisemitic incidents as the foundational belief of Nazism is antisemitism and the annihilation of the Jewish people. Excluded from this list is the one anti-Aboriginal poster and the numerous anti-homosexual posters as these are not targeting Jews and therefore are not antisemitic. All antisemitic and pro-Nazi posters and stickers appear in Chapter 8 Images. The list below is not exhaustive, as many other incidents are known but without the detail of specific date and type of posters or stickers.

During the period in review, there were 125 incidents of Antipodean Resistance banners, posters and stickers, composed of: 41 in Qld, 34 in Victoria, 24 in NSW, 20 in SA, 4 in Tasmania, 2 in WA. There were 8 incidents of AR vandalism and graffiti, comprised of: 5 in NSW, 1 each in Qld, SA, Victoria.

For all categories of incidents, Antipodean Resistance committed 133 incidents (comprised of 42 in Qld, 35 in Victoria, 29 in NSW, 21 in SA, 4 in Tasmania, 2 in WA.)
OCTOBER 2017:

- AR standard swastika stickers at University of Queensland, Brisbane (1 Oct. 2017).

NOVEMBER 2017:

- AR standard swastika stickers at a Polish festival in Melbourne (12 Nov. 2017).
- AR posters (“Reject Jewish Poison”, “Crush the Vermin”, “Stop the Fags”, and “Family or Faggotry”) and standard swastika stickers at a church and a Labor MP’s office (Jackie Trad), in West End, Brisbane, (13 Nov. 2017).
- AR posters (“Crush the Vermin”) and standard swastika stickers in Surfers Paradise, Gold Coast, Qld (13 Nov. 2017).
- AR posters (including new poster of “Fanatical Resistance”) and standard swastika stickers in Hobart CBD, Tasmania, including at a Greens MP’s electorate office, on an “Aboriginal Land” poster, and elsewhere (14 Nov. 2017).
- AR posters (“Nazi Youth” and “No Tolerance”) at University of Sydney (19 Nov. 2017).
- AR swastika stickers and waving the flag of Nazi Germany, and AR flag, at Mount Warning, NSW and at Maiala National Park, Brisbane, Qld (27 Nov. 2017).

DECEMBER 2017:


• AR poster “Reject Jewish Poison” and standard swastika sticker at Sunshine Coast, Qld, (20 Dec. 2017).

• AR poster “White Christmas” in Chippendale, UTS, NSW TAFE, Central, and on the north shore in Chatswood, 100s posters, in Sydney (22 Dec. 2017).


• AR posters “No Tolerance” and standard swastika stickers in Perth (23 Dec. 2017).


JANUARY 2018:

• AR posters (“Crush the Vermin” and “Australia Awake”) and stickers (“21st Century Hitler Youth”, standard swastika, plus a new sticker “Join the Fight”) at the Gold Coast (3 Jan. 2018).

• AR stickers (“21st Century Hitler Youth” and standard swastika sticker) in Cowirra, SA (5 Jan. 2018)


• AR stickers (“21st Century Hitler Youth” and standard swastika sticker) in Tea Tree Gully, and Rundle Mall in Adelaide (7 Jan. 2018).

• AR stickers (“21st Century Hitler Youth” and standard swastika sticker) in Eltham and Greensborough, Melbourne (7 Jan. 2018).

• AR posters (“Reject Jewish Poison” and “No Tolerance”) in King Edward Park, Brisbane (7 Jan. 2018).

• AR poster (“Australia Awake”) on a light pole in Wooloowin, Brisbane (8 Jan. 2018).
• AR posters (“Crush the Vermin”) and stickers (standard swastika sticker and “Join the Fight”) in Townsville, Qld (8 Jan. 2018).

• AR stickers (“21st Century Hitler Youth” and standard swastika sticker) in Moana Beach and Seaford, and again in Rundle Mall in Adelaide (10 Jan. 2018).

• AR banner with the words “White Revolution is the only solution. Antipodean Resistance” plus several AR flags on a bridge over the M3 in Victoria (10 Jan. 2018).


• AR poster (“Reject Jewish Poison”) and sticker (“21st Century Hitler Youth”) were put up at Jewish bakery, on the Gold Coast (13 Jan. 2018).

• AR posters (new “Comfort has Chained you”) on Kedron Brook Bikeway, in suburban Brisbane (15 Jan. 2018).

• AR stickers (standard swastika sticker) in Adelaide CBD and River Torrens (20 Jan. 2018).

• AR posters (two new posters “Take Cover” and “Happy Invasion Day”) and stickers (“21st Century Hitler Youth” and “Join the Fight”) on the Gold Coast, Qld (25 Jan. 2018).


FEBRUARY 2018:


• AR posters (“Stop the Hordes”, “Crush the Vermin”) and AR stickers at Magill in SA (10 Feb. 2018).

• AR banner “White revolution is the only solution” held up over the Greensborough Bypass in Melbourne (18 Feb. 2018)

• AR stickers “Join the Fight” around bus stops and railway stations on the north shore in Sydney (16 Feb. 2018).

• AR stickers “Join the Fight” placed throughout Sydney, including near two Jewish sites (16 Feb. 2018).

• AR banner “White revolution is the only solution” held up over the Greensborough Bypass in Melbourne (18 Feb. 2018).


• AR posters (“Stop the Hordes”, “National Socialism”, “Australia Awake”) at QUT in Brisbane (22 Feb. 2018).

• AR posters (“Reject Jewish Poison”, “National Socialism”, “Women’s Alliance”, “Reclaim your Future” – a new poster) and stickers “Join the Fight” at UQ in Brisbane (22 Feb. 2018).

• AR stickers (“Join the Fight”) placed near a synagogue in Sydney (23 Feb. 2018).

• AR posters (“Stop the Hordes” and “Crush the Vermin”) and AR stickers (“21st Century Hitler Youth”) at University of Adelaide (25 Feb. 2018).

• AR posters (“National Socialism”, “Nazi Youth”, and “No Tolerance”) at La Trobe University in Bendigo, plus the office of Nationals Senator, Bridget McKenzie, in Bendigo (25 Feb. 2018).

• AR posters (“National Socialism” and “Nazi Youth”) at Federation University in Ballarat Federation University in Ballarat (25 Feb. 2018).

• AR posters (“Legalise the execution of Jews” and “Australia Awake”) at Maroochydore High School in Qld (25 Feb. 2018).

• AR posters (“Reject Jewish Poison” and “Crush the Vermin”) around media sites on the Sunshine Coast, Qld (25 Feb. 2018).

• AR stickers (standard swastika) at Toowoomba (25 Feb. 2018).


• AR posters c 50 (“Reject Jewish Poison”, “The Jewish Question” (new), “Stop the Hordes”, “Liberate Yourself” (new)) at Bathurst, including at Bathurst High Campus (ie Bathurst High School) and Denison College (25 Feb. 2018).

• AR posters (“Nazi Youth” and “They’re Queer”) at the Footscray campus of Victoria University (25 Feb. 2018).

• AR posters (“Nazi Youth”) at the Federation University in Berwick, Melbourne (25 Feb. 2018).

• AR posters (“National Socialism” and “Fanatical Resistance”) in the CBD of Launceston, Tasmania (26 Feb. 2018).
• AR posters (“Stop the Hordes” and “Fanatical Resistance”) on the electorate office of a Greens’ Senator, Peter Whish-Wilson, in Launceston (26 Feb. 2018).

• AR posters (“Nazi Youth”, “National Socialism” and “No Tolerance”) and stickers (standard AR swastika, “21st Century Hitler youth” and “Join the Fight”) at Coolangatta and Kirra Beach (26 Feb. 2018).

• AR posters (“Stop the Hordes”, “National Socialism” and “Fanatical Resistance”) at Western Sydney University and Castle Hill High School (26 Feb. 2018).

• AR posters (“Nazi Youth”, “National Socialism”) at La Trobe University in Mildura (26 Feb. 2018).


• ARWA posters (“ARWA” and new “Uniting Women”) at Brisbane Girls Grammar School and elsewhere in Brisbane (27 Feb. 2018).

MARCH 2018:

• ARWA poster (International Women’s Day) at New Farm, Brisbane (8 March 2018).

• AR standard swastika stickers and “21st Century Hitler Youth” stickers at University of Adelaide and the Southern Australian Museum (10 March 2018).

• AR banner drop of “White Revolution is the ONLY solution” over Eastern Freeway, over the M3 and over the Greensborough bypass in Melbourne (11 March 2018).

• AR posters (“Nazi Youth” and “Fanatical Resistance”) in Hobart (17 March 2018).

• AR posters (“Stop the Hordes” and “They’re Queer”) and standard swastika stickers in Semaphore, SA (30 March 2018).

• AR stickers (“Join the Fight” and “21st Century Hitler Youth”) in the Brisbane Botanical Gardens (31 March 2018).

APRIL 2018:

• AR posters (“Fanatical Resistance”, “Australia Awake”, “Family or Faggotry”) at the University of Adelaide and Botanical Gardens (15 April 2018).

• AR stickers (standard) at the front of the Maroochydore State School, on the Sunshine Coast (17 April 2018).

• AR stickers (“21st Century Hitler Youth” and “Join the Fight”) in Daisy Hill, Brisbane (20 April 2018).
AR posters (“Reject Jewish Poison” and “420 Raise It”) on a synagogue in Adelaide (20 April 2018).

AR posters (“420 Raise It”) Greens and Labor offices, and surrounding area, in Adelaide (20 April 2018)

AR posters (“420 Blaze It” and “420 Raise It”) and stickers (“21st Century Hitler Youth”) in Brighton, Melbourne (20 April 2018).

AR posters (“Stop the Hordes”, “National Socialism”, “Australia Awake” and “Subhuman Pets”) in Brisbane CBD and nearby suburbs (20 April 2018).

AR posters, around 70 new posters (‘Hitler and Jews’ with images of Hitler and swastika, and two caricatured Jews and a Torah scroll with Star of David), in Green Square and Zetland, Sydney (20 April 2018).

[Note: 20 April is the anniversary of Adolf Hitler’s birthday]

MAY 2018:

AR posters (“National Socialism” and “Nazi Youth”) in Bathurst (14 May 2018).

AR swastika stickers in Blackburn, Melbourne (14 May 2018).

AR stickers (standard swastika and “Join the Fight”) in Queens Park Toowoomba (25 May 2018).

AR banner drop over the M3 and in Greensborough, Melbourne (May 2018).

AR cards and pamphlets in Adelaide (May 2018). (Cards are a new form.)

JUNE 2018:

AR stickers (standard swastika and “21st Century Hitler Youth”) at a Catholic school in Toowoomba (12 June 2018).

AR posters (“No Tolerance”) in Elizabeth, Adelaide (12 June 2018).


AR posters (“Reject Jewish Poison” and “Nazi Youth”) in Cobar, including at the office of the Nationals state MP, Kevin Humphries (12 June 2018).

AR posters (“Stop the Hordes”, a new one “Resist Jewish Poison”, “National Socialism”) at University of Adelaide and surrounding suburbs (15 June 2018).
• AR posters (“No Tolerance”, “Fanatical Resistance”, “Liberate Yourself”) at Charles Sturt University, in Bathurst (17 June 2018).

JULY 2018:

• AR stickers (swastika and newish) in Katoomba, NSW, including at Blue Mountains College and Hinkler Park (3 July 2018).

• AR posters (“Reject Jewish Poison”, “Crush the Vermin” and “Nazi Youth on Campus”) at the University of Adelaide (11 July 2018).

• AR posters (“Crush the Vermin”, “No Tolerance”, “Australia Awake”) in Adelaide CBD, including in Synagogue Place (12 July 2018).

• AR posters (“Nazi Youth on Campus”, “No Tolerance”), at Evanston and Trinity College, in Adelaide (14 July 2018).

• AR stickers (two new stickers of “Eternal Struggle” and with Death’s Head) at Box Hill and Carolyn Springs, Melbourne (21 July 2018).

• AR stickers (“21st Century Hitler Youth”) in Brisbane and the Gold Coast (21 July 2018).

• AR posters (“Fanatical Resistance”, “Family of Faggotry”) and stickers (“Join the Fight”) in Townsville, Qld (21 July 2018).

• AR stickers (“Eternal Struggle” and with Death’s Head) in Dandenong, Noble Park and Oakleigh, in Melbourne, including on a halal butcher sign (the first time Muslims have been targeted), (28 July 2018).

• AR stickers (standard swastika, “Eternal Struggle”, and Death’s Head) Swinburne University, Melbourne (29 July 2018).

AUGUST 2018:

• AR posters (“Stop the Hordes”, “National Socialism”, “Nazi Youth”) and stickers (“21st Century Hitler Youth”) in Home Hill, Qld (2 Aug. 2018).


• AR stickers (Death’s Head, “Eternal Struggle”) at Boronia and Ferntree Gully, in Melbourne (6 Aug. 2018).

• AR stickers (Death’s Head, “Eternal Struggle”, “21st Century Hitler Youth”) at Middle Brighton and surrounds, including at a Jewish school, in Melbourne (7 Aug. 2018).

• AR posters (“National Socialism”) and stickers (“Join the Fight”) at RMIT in Melbourne (12 Aug. 2018).
• AR posters (“Liberate Yourself”, “No Tolerance”, “Fanatical Resistance”, “Subhuman Pets”) and stickers (“Join the Fight”) at Killara High School, north Sydney (18 Aug. 2018). AR claimed there were 50 posters and several dozen stickers.

• AR standard swastika stickers in a park and near a TAFE in Toowoomba (19 Aug. 2018).


• AR stickers (“21st century” and standard swastikas) at Kawana on Sunshine Coast, Qld (25 Aug. 2018).

• AR stickers (Death’s Head, and “Eternal Struggle”) in Frankston, Parkdale, Aspendale, and Mordialloc, in Melbourne (26 Aug. 2018).

• AR stickers (standard swastika) at office of Jackie Trad MP, in Brisbane (26 Aug. 2018).

• AR stickers (“Eternal Struggle”, Death’s Head, and standard swastikas) in Chapel Street, Melbourne (28 Aug. 2018). AR claim over 100 stickers were put up.

SEPTEMBER 2018:

• AR stickers (standard swastika) in Bega at Court House, newspaper office, radio station, petrol station, several businesses, a refugee welcome sign, office of federal Labor MP, Mike Kelly (1 Sep. 2018).

• AR sticker on a shop sign in an area where many Jews live, in Melbourne (1 Sep. 2018).

• AR stickers (standard swastika, and Death’s Head) in Chapel St, Melbourne (4 Sep. 2018).

• AR posters (“National Socialism”) and stickers (‘Join the Fight’ and standard swastika) at RMIT Bundoora campus, Melbourne (5 Sep. 2018).

• AR stickers (swastika) at office of Jackie Trad, state Labor MP, in Brisbane (5 Sep. 2018).

• AR standard swastika stickers in north Sydney (9 Sep. 2018).

• AR stickers (“Eternal Struggle” and Deaths Head), in Caulfield, Melbourne (10 Sep. 2018).

• AR stickers (standard swastika, and new “21st century Youth” with a woman) in Kawana, Sunshine Coast, Qld (11 Sep. 2018).
- AR stickers (standard) in New Farm, Brisbane (22 Sep. 2018).

- AR posters (“Fanatical Resistance”, “Comfort easy prey”) at University of NSW (23 Sep. 2018). AR claim 80 posters were put up.


AR made several claims during the year, but without providing evidence, images, dates or specific locations. These claims have not been included in the listing and counting of incidents. For example, AR claims to have “hit” suburbs multiple times in Adelaide in April 2018; claims to have posteried in Adelaide citing “The Parade, Brompton, Port Adelaide, Rundle Mall, The University of Adelaide, Birdwood and multiple areas across the Hills” in May 2018; and claims to have to have put up over 1500 posters and stickers in 15 Melbourne suburbs, excluding university campuses, in August 2018.

Images

Death threats made via Facebook page to a Jew (Avi Yemini) in Melbourne

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hamza Khan</th>
<th>John Dillinger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:32 AM</td>
<td>8:19 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We will find you and we will kill you, goodbye for your time anytime</td>
<td>Your a dead man walking next time your walking in sydney . Your gona need a bullet proof vest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 December 2017</td>
<td>16 December 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faisal Abbass Kiyani</th>
<th>Sam Jabbar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:24 am local time</td>
<td>11:16 pm local time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT 11:13 PM</td>
<td>Works at Fly Emirates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi yemani mother fucker if i find you i wana fuck you soon i will kill you with sharp knife i am coming your gym</td>
<td>Hail Hitler, wished he finished the job you jewish cunt. Robert martin is a hero a real man goin out to gaza and seeing it for himself but you just stay local like a pussy jew. Your lucky you are in australian or wherever and not europe coz everyone from the uk to pakistan hates jews and wants them dead and burned to death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 December 2017</td>
<td>19 December 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Images of some graffiti, posters, leaflets stickers, and electronic message:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td>25 Dec. 2017</td>
<td>Graffiti:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>Sep. 2018</td>
<td>[“Gas the Kikes Race War Now”]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelaide</td>
<td>21 May 2018</td>
<td>Sticker:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brisbane, Sydney</td>
<td>5-6 Nov. 2017</td>
<td>Poster:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>11 April 2018</td>
<td>Via phone:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sticker: Adelaide, 21 May 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Poster: Brisbane and Sydney, 5-6 Nov. 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What have or are the Jews doing to destroy our world to make a NWO?
- They created ISIS (Israel Secret Intelligence Service) to obtain the Middle East through wars
- Mass immigration into European Countries, America and Australia to depopulate the white race. Do you notice that Israel won’t accept migrants but pushes them out!!!
- Are using Muslims especially their opponent the Arabs (Ishmael) to overpopulate these countries
- Slavery to Jews by taxes, mortgage, etc
- Cause chaos on these countries to adhere to their racist tactics, thus giving people no voice for their human rights.
- Equality in all diverse matters especially gay marriage thus making the family unit a thing of the past.
- Poison us through vaccines, processed foods, medications etc
- Make life harder so both parents are working, thus pushing our children into early childcare centres. Also the education system is flawed so they can educate our children to think how they want them to think... it's all psychological influences.

Please look up these following documentaries if you want to be awake to the truth; if we don’t stand up together, we as a nation, race will be minimised and will become nothing:
1. Europa - The Last Battle
2. The Greatest Story Never Told by Dennis Wise
3. Communism through the back door by J Rizoli or Dennis Wise

THE JEWS ARE THE WHOLE WORLD’S ENEMY.... THEY ARE PURE EVIL.

Leaflet: Melbourne 14 Feb. 2018

Leaflets by 'Hussaric Dawn', Canberra, 13 Dec. 2017
3. ANTISEMITISM in the MAINSTREAM MEDIA, POLITICS and SOCIETY

“The Holocaust did not begin in the gas chambers - it began with words.”
- Professor Irwin Cotler, former Canadian Minister of Justice

Introduction

Even within western liberal democracies like Australia, antisemitism persists. Mostly, it is found on the fringes of society, within the political and religious extremes, and it is commonly condemned by political and community leaders, and in the media. Racism, including antisemitism, becomes a more serious problem for a society’s moral integrity and inner cohesion when it moves from the fringes into the mainstream of society and is not repudiated by society’s leaders (or, worse, is validated by them). This sends a signal that human beings can be demonised and vilified, threatened and attacked with impunity, on the basis if their race, ethnicity, religion, or other attributes.

Antisemites, and other racists, will usually attempt to have their views publicly and widely proclaimed. This can occur through the mainstream media, in articles, news reports, and especially through social media commentary. When leaders in politics, the media, academia, business, clergy, or ordinary Australians, either publicly support or silently ignore antisemitic sentiment and acts, the message this conveys to racists is: ‘Go ahead with your racism, we won't stop you’.

The expression of antisemitic hatreds in the mainstream media or in other public contexts, if not publicly contradicted and condemned by political and community leaders, has the effect of lending legitimacy and acceptability to such hatreds. This can lead to an emboldening of those who are hostile to Jews to go further in acting against Jews, and thus creates an atmosphere of intolerance, bigotry, fear and violence.

The significance of antisemitic comments online is two-fold:

- The fact that such comments are allowed to remain online demonstrates the online host’s (eg media) tolerance for antisemitic comments, and/or a lack of knowledge, insight or capacity to identify antisemitism.

- The contents of the comments reveal the extent of antisemitic hatreds that exist even in a relatively tolerant society like Australia.

As observed by Professor Irwin Cotler, the planned and deliberate murder of six million Jewish men, women and children in the Holocaust did not begin in Auschwitz but began in the years prior to the first executions, through the propaganda, the laws, and other acts of the government of Nazi Germany. The genocide in Rwanda in 1994 which saw 800,000 Tutsis brutally murdered in just three months, did not begin with the first machete hacking, but began when public radio broadcasts called the Tutsis “cockroaches”, before calling for them to be killed en masse. Racism vilifies and dehumanises its targets before an audience that consists of the rest of the community. It is a form of mass psychological conditioning that breaks down the common ethical norms that apply in inter-personal relationships, and gives license and impetus to acts of violence and, in the most extreme cases, to mass murder.
Categorisation of content
In this chapter, antisemitic statements have been categorised according to which media outlet or political figure/entity published the statements. This categorisation is not meant to infer or imply that any particular media outlet, politician, or party is or is not antisemitic.

“Echoes” symbol
The triple parentheses in written content, also known as an (((echo))), is a symbol that has been adopted as an online stigma by antisemites, neo-Nazis, and white nationalists to identify individuals believed to be of Jewish background and to target them for online harassment. (See Cooper Fleishman and Anthony Smith, ‘The Neo-Nazi (((Echoes))) Symbol Is Officially Hate Speech’, Mic, June 6, 2016: https://mic.com/articles/145459/the-neo-nazi-echoes-symbol-is-officially-hate-speech#.fsudNvyrJ). Many posted online comments reproduced in this chapter adopted this symbol as a part of their expressions of hatred against Jews as a group.

MAINSTREAM MEDIA
The mainstream media, print and online, visual and audio, can be influential in transforming or reinforcing people’s beliefs about a range of issues. In addition, the internet iterations of mainstream media publishers make possible an enormous volume of public commentary on media articles.

All media are selective in what issues they cover, how issues are portrayed, and the slant given. For example, in the article “Trump’s support for a two-state solution is being ignored” (December 11, 2017) in The Australian, Jennifer Oriel explains how discussion of Trump’s decision to recognise Jerusalem as capital of Israel was being covered in parts of the media:

- “The global media outrage about Trump’s Jerusalem statement is fake news. Rather than address the substance of his statement, media pundits are engorging themselves on apocalyptic conspiracies featuring all the usual stereotypes about Jewish finance and Zionist intrigue.”

ABC
The Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) is the Australian national broadcaster, and is publicly funded. It is composed of television stations, radio stations, a website, and Facebook pages. The ABC is a major source of news and information for many Australians, enjoying a high level of public trust. When the ABC tolerates, knowingly or unwittingly, antisemitic content for unreasonably lengthy periods of time, it has the effect of giving perceived official legitimation to antisemitism. With few exceptions, the posted comments reproduced below remained on the ABC’s social media pages when they were last checked on 25 October 2018.

ABC News: Facebook comments: Abuse
ABC News · October 23, 2017
Community leaders allegedly assisted a school principal, who had been accused of abusing girls in her care, to escape to Israel in the dead of the night.

- Ben Räddatz Nah that's unlike Jews Being sneaky and stuff.
• **Hank Ambrose** They'll just say their great grandmother's cat's fleas were victims of the holocaust and get away with it.

• **Daniel Peckham** Cue the stooges who pull the anti Semite card.

• **Clayton O'Brien** Cue the douche who screeches "anti semite" at the sound of criticism of jews

• **Clayton O'Brien** [...] Also reminder that jews mutilate baby dicks, and the orthodoxy suck the blood off after doing so.

• **Daniel Peckham** It use to be the term anti Semite meant someone who hates Jews, now anti Semite means someone who Jews hate for holding them to the same human standard as the rest of us.

• **Abu Yamaan** Another Jew abusing someone. This time not a powerful movie producer but a teacher. Same concept though, if you are goyal (not jewish) then you are fair game to Jewish perverts.

• **Kelsie Harfouche** Surely this community does not commit crimes. They control the law and judiciary so how can they commit crimes....... 

• **Peter Cookè** In other news, gas stocks have risen dramatically

• **Peter Lynch** Another Jewish cover up will they use anti semetism as a weapon?

• **Luca Shadilay** Oy vey shut it down. The goyim know

https://www.facebook.com/abcqanda/posts/10154766469186831
Q&A · October 24, 2017
“When it comes to the climate wars, it is time the Labor Party sued for peace” says **Josh Frydenberg**

• **Rosa Dando** He is a Jew there the best at lying

• **Rosa Dando** When are you going to F&ck off and live in israel for ever and don’t return to Australia Josh Jewdenberg

https://www.facebook.com/abcqanda/posts/10154766451621831
Q&A · October 24, 2017
[...] Of the lesser-known tier-two ministers, the standout is **Josh Frydenberg**.

• **Rosa Dando** Jewdenberg

• **Yani Abu Haigh** Israelisuckupenberg
• **Rosa Dando** A JEW for leader of the Liberal Party then Prime minister NO NO NO NO way never

• **Andy Mcglone** Another Zionist plant

---

**ABC News: Facebook comments: Cancellation by Lorde**


**ABC News** · January 1 · 2018

The Grammy-winner had cancelled a concert in Tel Aviv after appeals by pro-Palestinian activists.

• **RC Mac** […] the credits in the next movie you watch and you will find 3/4 of the production crew and 100% of the sponsors have Jewish names. It's a vital part of their ability to effect American policy and public opinion. That and their slow generational infiltration of Washington with Hebrews, people sympathetic to Israel's agenda and people who have been outright bought out. You want to know what happened to America over the past 30 years? Israel happened.

• **RC Mac** And just for the record Trump is a New York Billionaire. You don't get there without being in the Jewish pocket. There's a man who owes lots of Jews lots of favours.

• **Redmond Baxter** Cultural Marxism is a conspiracy against non-semites.

• **Vanja Deželić** well done lorde, fightinh against nazis is always a plus!

• **Trevor McManus** Donald has paid back his wealthy Jewish supporters […]

• **RC Mac** Trump is a New York Billionaire. You don't get there without being in the Jewish pocket. There's a man who owes lots of Jews lots of favours.

• **Tom O'Dea** The state of Israel and the concept of Zion are 2 of the most evil things on this planet right now. […]

• **John Chylinski** ...Israel needs to stop its policy of Lebensraum, then maybe they won't need to be boycotted...

• **Redmond Baxter** Anne Frankly speaking, this is a farce, young lass, follow your heart, you know it's true.

• **Wolfgang M. Guzman** ZioNazis spouting bane as always

---

**ABC News: Facebook comments: Holocaust Remembrance Day**


**ABC News** · April 13 · 2018

Israelis paused to the sound of a siren on Holocaust Remembrance Day, commemorating the six million Jews killed by the Nazis during World War II.
- **Peter Signorini** The Zionists learned *much* about how to repress the people that they now over-ran to become the new Oberfeuhlers!!

- **Rania Al Hajeb** Hitler was no angel and what he did to the jews was extremely barbaric. However the Zionists are no better in what they are doing to the Palestinians. […]

- **Norbert Hummer** The holocaust is a big money making business. Fact

- **Alexandra Ricard** Willing to sit still for the victims of a disturbing and tragic historic ethnic cleansing while committing one of their own. Smacks of hypocrisy.

- **Dave Chittleborough** Where's the rememberance for all the Palestinians slaughtered by the Jews?

- **Dave Chittleborough** I just don't understand how after everything that happened to the Jews they are happy to do the same to others.

- **Jeremy John** The Jews haven't learned they are still killing the Palestinians and taking there land

- **Jorell Phoenix** Hypocrisy at its best....... Israel will be remembered for its persecution of Palestinians and cannot hide behind the holocaust of previous Jews for their actions.

- **Ritchie Arnold** The Zionist pigs committing genocide against the Palestinians are the racists.

- **Peter Lyttle** We're talking about god's chosen people here, their special!

- **Stacey Alkhalayleh** Their home land haha the Zionist are from Europe they are occupiers not chosen people and it's not their home land. WW11 was planned for the sole purpose of destroying Palestine and handing it over to the occupiers it has been a plan from the beginning. […] However, they plan and Allah plans too..

- **Chris Burke** If they (the Israelis) could build crematoriums and get away with killing millions of Palestinians believe me they would do it without blinking an eye.

- **Khurram Hayyat Hashmi** Once again Jew's will be vanish from earth completely..

- **Norbert Hummer** 6 million jews killed during WWII but 3 million still left after it. The numbers don't add up. The jews were only 1 % of the population in EU.

- **Ivan Požega** Wondering why these nationless people are still peddling the six million figure? Everything is six. It's their favorite number.

- **Hana El-Huraiby** Someone added a azero by accident 😞

- **Kevin Kowlessar** Isreal and the Nazis have become united. It is a shame what a little time does to people thinking skills.
• **Ahmed Khaleel** [...] Take your Holocaust dramas away and stop milking sympathy. That what happens when they own the media everywhere..

• **Faysal Alzunni** Unfortunately they didn't learn anything and they do the same to Palestinian by killing them and take their lands by force and as Hitler said I kept some of them to see why I killed them.

• **Christopher van Pelt** They stopped to remember the lie that has made us feel guilty for years. How could 6million jews be killed when there weren't even 6million living in Germany at the time. The holocaust is the biggest lie of the 20th century. Just search Holohoax on youtube there are 100's of vids and evidence saying it was all made up.

• **Christopher van Pelt** What about when they changed the figures to 3million, then it was 1million, now they are sticking with the symbolic figure of 6million. I would show you the proper death figures from the German red cross death books that state there were only 270,000 killed in all camps. [...] 

• **Joel Smith** Even though Einsatzgruppen applications closed 73 years ago, it seems we still have people wanting to join 😐

• **Cemsay Cake** With what they are doing to people today makes their past suffering mute, they are starting to be as bad as the nazis

• **Zouheir Haoui** They wonder why they got killed, because they are criminals and a threat to society. Hellfire is waiting for them at the time of their death, a really painful death in hell. We have 100% evidence that God is going to torture them for their injustice, cruelty and racism towards humanity.

• **Erling John Stoldt** More Germans and Russians died in that 'Bankers War', but who cares about them?

• **Licia Di Mario** Fair enough, now they should think about the Holocaust of Palestinians

• **Adrian Straw** Pity that they are doing the same thing to Palestine

• **Thiru Nagan** And then they continued the Holocaust they have been inflicting on Palestinians for 70 years

• **Brett Freeman** 6 million Jews got together to promote more propaganda. Apparently over 40 million died, why do only Jews matter? If you think because they were singled out you have no clue about history. gays had to wear a pink triangle, gypsies had to wear a brown and pink triangle. Everyone was labelled and everyone was punished equally, yet only the Jews matter.

• **JP Gagnon** Then they resumed their genocide on Palestinians.. hypocrisy 101

• **Mia Shouha** While they commit their own genocide and preside over an apartheid state.
Mujahid Beeharry Banu Israil (Israel) in the Holy Quran is in reference to the sons of Ya’coob (Jacob). Quoting the Quran is very good indeed, we are informed how mischievous the sons of Israil were.. cursed by Almighty God, cursed by Dawood (David) and Isa Ibn Maryam (Jesus), who was also a Bani Israeel. Disobedience to Musa (Moses) and Harun (Aaron).

Glen Gonzales I hope they would stop doing what the Nazis did to them to the Palestinians...

Richard Woolley What about the genocide they are inflicting on Palestine!

Stephen Cassidy Naera What about the 46 million others that died in the war.

Brook Shearer UMMMMM YOU'RE TRYING TO WIPE OUT AN ENTIRE GROUP OF PEOPLE YOURSELVES FFS.

Brian Edwards Oh the brutal irony. Zionism is to NAZIsm as Coke is to Pepsi.

Hayat Hamdan While raining bombs on Palestinians, committing their own genocide.

Macciza Macpherson When is the one for the Palestinians being exterminated...??

Pankaj Atkan After commemoration, back on footsteps of Hitler.

Clara Taylor And the holocaust in Palestine, just saying.

Mick Giltinan And resume committing genocide themselves

Ann Jarjoura Um seriously. Let's not forget that the so called victims are barbarians doing horrible things to innocents after taking another race of people land. Genocide

Max Xim Pray to the palestine that been kill by the isrealzionistnaziregim

Maria Rasul And the Israeli killing millions of their neighbors sadly they didn't learn learn anything

Mukarram Ali Khan I love hitler for this.

Hana El-Huraiby Somebody tell 'em it wasn't 6 million

Rita Coronis The 6 million figure, was Hitler created 6 million jobs, they don't really know how many Jews died, they the Zionists used that 6 million figure, about how many Jews died, yeh that will do, so the number of Jews that died was 6 million, only a few hundred thousand Jews died during Hitlers reign, the holocaust was a hoax, all B.S......!!!

Hana El-Huraiby Rita Coronis I'm with you on that. And they weren't gassed.

Brent Baker They learnt nothing.
• **Jorge Hernandez Sainz** The real palestinian holocaust

• **Shadá Irby** Holohoax Staged agenda

• **Doug Schache** "six million" ?

• **Art Guckman** Six Gorillion

• **Fouzie J Kodsi** 6 million lies

• **Evan Lane** happy holohoax day

**ABC video - Meet The Jews Rejecting Israel For Berlin** | Foreign Correspondent
ABC News (Australia) · Published on Aug 28, 2018
Berlin was Holocaust headquarters — but for young Israeli Jews it’s the paragon of cool.

• **Shane Brbich** […] The “Jews” didn’t seek refuge in Israel! It was handed to them (illegally) by Churchill through the Balfour declaration authored by our Zionist masters the Rothschilds... Everyone is waking up to the anti Semitic propaganda ... maybe our media should too Oh... that’s right it’s all owned by the same people

• **The Silver Spade** It will become like the 30s again! BECAUSE of Jews!

• **Albus Regnum** Jews preach for multicultural societies and they keep israel jewish ...they know multiculturalism only divides society they use it as a weapon

• **The Antagonizer** What is it about Jewish behavior that causes a rise in anti-Semitism? Many Jews use their media and political power to turn White majority countries into White minority ones in revenge for the "Holoco$t."

• **Joan Solomon** You get that when people describe themselves as a "chosen people", and treat other people as sub-human, describe them as animals, do not employ them, except in gulags, of course...And on, and on....

• **Sumonbilla Pani Poth** Nazism and Zionism always remain close buddy. Because of their common goal sending Jew back to Holy land , but non of them was religious 😂

• **Shiksa Knows** She’s a Jew, it’s what they do.

• **Joan Solomon** Well, That's nice, but don't let them run your government. Last time that happened, a lot of people were killed by the gulags, etc.

• **Anti Sheep** Listen hear ABC I don't hate Jews but I believe that Zionist have hijacked the religion and it doesn't help to keep spreading Zionist propaganda about WW2

• **paul Parker** Israel is a pariah state which needs to be wiped out !!!!!!
- **w** time to tender for more efficient shower system, uh, shoah?

- **Rick W** Jews murders 30 million Christians in the 20th century. You will soon pay your debt for this. The clock is ticking and justice will not be denied!

- **bill hanna** Hollowoods holocaust....BDS....911 TRUTH...The Goys know?

**The Australian**
The Australian newspaper in general strictly monitors its content, including online comments by the public. However, some posted offensive and antisemitic comments have remained online for extended periods.

**The Australian: comments under articles**


*Article: “Greens accused of anti-Semitism after ‘30 pieces of silver’ slur”* (Nov. 18, 2017)

- andrew - You need to learn more about how they view those who are not Jews and that they believe they are to rule the world. Start with looking at Zionism....

- Terry D - Moreover, it was the Jewish Priests/Leaders who gave Judas the thirty pieces of silver to betray the Son of God with a kiss.


*Article: “Public displays of antisemitism on rise, according to new report”* (Nov. 27, 2017)

- Harry - Plus, do Jews still regard themselves as The Chosen People of the God of All the Universe? Quite supremacist, that, eh?

- Harry - Erm, where in Australia is the "Thank You" monument, erected by Jews to honour all the Gentiles who died and were made lame, and the Gentile families who bore the burden of these losses, in the fight against Nazism?

- Keith - This is the usual reply that I have come to expect from the Zionist Israeli Lobby. The "we are the never wrong crowd and everyone is agin us". […]


*Article: “Ambassador should have attended Jerusalem embassy opening: Jewish leaders”* (May 17, 2018)

- R. Ambrose Raven - How successfully the Zionists have groomed Australian media and Australian politicians. […]

72
Article: “Liberals split on membership of UN Human Rights Council” (June 21, 2018)

- Keith – […] I note that the Jewish lobby in Australia, the political arm of Israel and its overseas foreign intelligence gathering, is seeking our withdrawal from the UN Human Rights Council. […]

- Keith - Pathetic. Face facts. We are not at the beck and call of the Jewish lobby groups and Israel. Many do not like the vile killing of their unwanted neighbours who are treated like vermin.

The Australian: Facebook comments: Antisemitic flyers

Leaflets describing Jews as the enemy of education, the family unit and human rights, have been distributed around Melbourne’s inner west. Alarm at anti-Semitic flyers

- Dennis Smith Well the Jews are there own little community whom do worship the dollar. Thats just the way they are. But no need for this sort of stuff.

- Dennis Smith I have......Every county in Europe over the last 1000 years they have been evicted from. Tell me why Axella.?

- Bob Smith A group of Poms, Aussies and Jews are in prison.. One day the guard says "today ve are going to have a game of cricket... De Aussies will bat... England with bowl... And de Jews will be de Ashes"

- Harry Flasher Oy Vey! Spot the Zionist false flag story...they'll be painting swastikas on synagogues tomorrow

- Ahmed Rafihi Smart people where is my leaflet I want some to distribute

- Ahmed Rafihi oh wait did you try and kill Jesus

- David Hilton But are they factually incorrect?

- Dallas Wolf Where is the lie though?

- Shaun James Truth hurts

- John Jones The goyim know.
A mum is furious at her son’s high school assignment where he was tasked to create a comic about Hitler.

- **Dave Riley** She did nazi that coming. She is now fürher-ious.
- **Hayden Braun** This is out of mein kamfert zone
- **Pamela Isley** This assignment is terrible, Anne Frankly I find your jokes in poor taste

In Israel the threat of war is real and never far from people's minds.

- **Nobita Sizuka** If you being destroy like noah follower you will say my prophet a liar because we will fight you till you hide behind gharqad tree!!!
- **Lizzie Leishman** No just the intelligent part that doesn't buy MSN Zion biased and owned by Isreal supporters media
- **Kate KotsopoulosBloemer** all instigated by the Rothschild which most of the population is oblivious to this regime they control everything
- **Mustafa Ozonuk** Channel 7 how much did Israel pay you for this propaganda story. Let me think is your boss Jewish.? I invite you to speak the truth.
- **Khoder Agha Haytham** Obviously the Zionists are a threat to world stability they masterminded every conflict in the world and their western puppets led by the US implement and Cary their tyranny around the world
- **Bashir Bohsali** Isis in training! Isreali secret intelligence service
- **Harry Munt** Sounds like a (((them))) problem
- **Sam Mira** We don’t need Jews in Australia at All
- **Justin Lee** We live under jewish subversion! NSW and QLD premiers- Juden......, last Prime Minister- Juden.

---

**Special Broadcasting Service (SBS)**
Most of the antisemitic discourse on SBS were comments posted on the SBS Facebook pages which linked to documentaries, programs and articles on SBS TV and the SBS website. With few exceptions, the comments remained online when last checked on 25 October 2018.

**SBS: Facebook comments: Anne Frank**
https://www.facebook.com/SBSWorldNewsAustralia/posts/1720941851258790
[Note: This entire post and its comments were later removed, by 15 Feb. 2018]

SBS News · October 18 · 2017
The [Anne Frank Center for Mutual Respect](https://www.annefrankcenter.org) says the costume "trivialises the suffering of millions during the Holocaust". 'Offensive': Retailers under fire for selling 'Anne Frank' Halloween costume

- **Karim Patrick** nothing bigger than "6 million"? Maybe if we ignore china, the soviets and the genocides in Africa, but that would be racist wouldn't it?

- **Anthony Williams** The Holocaust™ was a hoax.

- **Anthony Williams** Roy there weren't 6 gazillion Jews in Europe during the time of this alleged Holocaust™ Further, the global population of Jews actually increased during the second world war.

- **Kevin Herbert** The Ann Frank Diaries have been proven to be a hoax....
• **Kevin Herbert** [...] no-on disputes Ann Frank died in a work camp in 1944, which the Germans were forced to do when the German Zionist federation in early 1939 publicly announced that in the event of war, Jews would side with Germany's enemies - thereby making all Jews enemy aliens...now why would the GZF do that? [...]  

**SBS: Facebook comments: Turnbull/Netanyahu meeting**


[Note: This entire post and its comments were later removed, by 25 Oct. 2018]

*SBS News* · October 31 · 2017

Malcolm Turnbull hailed the nations' deep ties and shared values after meeting with his Israeli counterpart Benjamin Netanyahu - בֶּנְיָמִין נתניהו in Jerusalem.

• **Amri Daud**

• **Helen Patterson** any psychotic argument will do to defend a white supremacist colonial ideology that props up a terrorist military theocracy underpinned by an ideology with striking parallels to nazism

• **Emin Gungor** Turbull is a jew, what do u expect? lol

• **Klaudiusz Cewkowicz** They got jewed, simple as that

• **Geoff Barker** The greatest Jew that ever lived would hate what Israel has done to the place. Especially since 75% of Israel's are not even practicing Jews.

• **Sedat Ongel** STOP THE LIES! THE GENOCIDE HASN'T STOPPED AND STILL CONTINUING TO THIS DAY! WE WILL GET REVENGE ONE DAY!

• **Craig Harrison** daily genocide, what else do you call what they're doing in Palestine

• **Joel Smith** [...] "The Hour will not be established until you fight with the Jews, and the stone behind which a Jew will be hiding will say. "O Muslim! There is a Jew hiding behind me, so kill him." Sahih Bukhari (52:177)

• **Osman Ujanik** When you lose popularity in your country and risk losing the next election you meet with Jewish lobby groups and even the greater step is meeting with the illegal zionest states’ leader.. all leaders around the do it and win their elections [...]
• **Raahil George** Satan's spawn

• **Kevin Herbert** Deep ties????????.If it weren't for the fact that the Zionist controlled US Fed Reserve bank has a stranglehold on the wholesale funds lending rate to our 4 big banks, then our leaders would jettison theses Kazar crims in a flash.....

• **Adam Watson** Netanyahu talks like the devil and he controls the JEWndited States of America

• **Andy Gray** ask Netanyahu what he thinks of a goy?

• **Ben Routley** Israel are the biggest terrorists on the planet!

• **Pauli Christie** The rogue State of Zionist Israel is an ongoing crime against humanity. 

• **Karim Qasim** Zionist-Christian your believes is a myth . Turnbull If you do not have a religion or principles at least, be free and not slaves of the Zionists

• **Bill Strike** Witch one is a Jew

• **Tara Zimms** The Talmud Laws values ? ......

• **Saul Beckett** Suck up Jews are

SBS: Facebook comments: “Polish death camps”
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/posts/1842890355730605
SBS News · February 1 · 2018
The bill would make the use of phrases such as “Polish death camps” punishable by up to three years in prison. Poland slammed by Israel after passing controversial Holocaust bill

• **Victor Pashkevich** At the same time denying the atrocities they themselves are committing ON PALESTINE OV VEY!!

• **Sam Mouakkassa** Aren't Jews heavily compensated already for the not to mention tragedies. What more do the Jewish want

• **Osman Ozzi Erol** Wait let’s all stand for a minutes silence for the victims of the holocaust because Israel not getting its way.

• **Trevor Scrimshaw** What about Israeli death camps?

• **Jibriil Somal** They are doing the exactly same thing to poor defenseless Palestinians no sympathy from me

• **David Leight** I kbow 21 Israel's where responsibly for 9'11 could be a one off

• **Ron Nahmod** Get use to it Bibi because we are already talking about Zionist death camps..
SBS: Facebook comments: Holocaust Remembrance Day
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/posts/1926751490677824
SBS News · April 13 · 2018
Traffic came to a halt as drivers left their vehicles to take part in Holocaust Remembrance Day.
Thousands across Israel pause to remember Holocaust victims

- **Fouzia Halimi** Sickening hypocrites! They take part in Holocaust Remembrance day while ignoring the reality of how many holocaust they have done against innocent Palestinians so far!!! 😞

- **Oize Ljubovic** ahhahahhahahahahha Free Palestine. jews genocide 70 years is much more evil. Hitler is evil for U but U R not evil for world.STOP LIES LOL

- **Ben Pocock** Hypocrites. When is remember Palestine day?

- **Damouni Haitham** How many Holocaust the Zionist have done against Palestinian so far 😢

- **Dan Hew** The people who suffered from holocaust are committing another holocaust themselves. So sad

- **Miguel Sanchez** muh 6 gorillion

- **Sam Baig** What about Palestinian Holocaust?

- **George McAulay** […] They use the terrible slaughter of the Holocaust to wave the victim flag as they visit their own Holocaust on men, women and children of Gaza.

SBS: Facebook comments: the Holocaust
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/posts/1943525572333749
SBS News · April 28 · 2018
Seven decades on from the Holocaust, Germany is confronting a "new phenomenon" of anti-semitism. What is fuelling a new type of anti-semitism in Germany?

- **Elsie Pattison** Like the Military Industrial Complex, Rothschild, Brexit, the Illuminati, who also fund these atrocities that have been happening to the middle eastern and African children and families?

- **Deb Rohrig** Might be because of the way they are treating Palestine

- **Franco Italia** The treatment of Palestinians is fueling a rise in enough is enough Israel has no history just a criminal record

- **Billy Fangs** liars, thieves & murderers will always find good & true humans taking a stand against them....& the synagogue of satan is the pinnacle of evil in this world
• **Ralph Davidson** Probably decades of zionist cruelty, brutality and injustice

• **Leon Elia** Fake news lies and hate from the far right pc racist bigot brigade sweetie. Now do us all a favour and go and play on a train track.

• **Muhammad Ismail Chughtai** The behavior of Israeli Zionist’s against Palestinians is proving that the Great Genius of Germany “The Adolf Hitler” was absolutely right to save his motherland.

• **Michael Cooper** Maybe the Germans figured out ‘The Holocaust tm’ is a sham and the zionist jews have been looting them blind since ww2 ended....

**Judy Lovell** Define zionism.

• **Helen Patterson** Judy Lovell easy, it’s akin to Nazism. A ‘chosen people’, a ‘superior race’ with genocidal hatred of an ‘inferior race’ which must be ethnically cleansed or exterminated’ so that the chosen ones can steal their land for ‘lebensraum’

• **Nicko Chillin** Because the keep killing innocent Palestinian women and children!

• **Carmel Allfrey** The oppressed will become the oppressor...

• **Cheryl Scott** Maybe its their holier than thou attitude to the rest of humanity.

• **Lisa Davis** The Zio bots that crawl around in these threads are like ants at a picnic. In so many ways.

• **Myra Mcleod** Could be zionists treatment of palestinians,....

• **Erika Trölsch** Maybe its the relentless Jewish-liberal Marxism poisoning the minds of the Deutsche volk ? ..

• **Wam Moir** What is new about anti-semitism? Jews are at the base of the bible and we all know what a racist, sexist and bellicose book that is.

**SBS: Facebook comments: Iran’s nuclear files**

[https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/posts/1946535972032709](https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/posts/1946535972032709)

*SBS News · May 1 · 2018*

"We're going to show you Iran's secret nuclear files": Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
- **Salim Vlove Dhne** The good thing is in the world war there will be no Israel left 😊😊
- **Tomislav Tomas Trpkovski** Hitler should Live a bit Longer...
- **Joel Smith** There's always someone that missed out on herding people into gas chambers and has to live with the disappointment 😊
- **MJ Meehan** Iran is the only country in the world not under the yoke of the rothchilds IS - RA -EL

**SBS: Facebook comments: Iran’s nuclear program**
https://www.facebook.com/sbsnews/videos/1946658448687128/

SBS News · May 1 · 2018
Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu claims his spies have uncovered proof Iran secretly pursued a nuclear weapons program and lied to the UN about it.

- **Richard Zhou** What is this shifty Jew selling? A new microwave oven or a nuclear powered dishwashing machine? It’s a big joke and I’m not buying
- **Wahid Bahram** Shut up Jewish Dog!
- **Jonathan Whitmore** You need to stop lying to everybody that you're a Jew Revelations 2:9 tells us who you are
- **Tony Jones** God will punish and exile His Chosen People for another 2000 years - starting in 2025.

**SBS: Facebook comments: Outback Rabbis 1**
https://www.facebook.com/SBSAustralia/videos/10156405756658686/

SBS Australia · May 23 at 10:00 AM · 2018
“'I’ve been here 25 years and I haven’t seen a Jew yet.’ A traditional Orthodox Chassidic Rabbi enters an Aussie pub in search of ‘lost Jews.’ Outback Rabbis.

- **James Valeros** Careful. They may try and claim it as a holy land, and then evict you from your own home.
- **Patrick Wallace** Jews are no good.
- **Kevin Herbert** Only those Jews who support the Greater Israel Plan....which these Chabad rabbis do.....so get lost you racist ethno supremacists......cheap PR doesn't cut it in 2018
- **Pete Clayton** They do indeed drink, just only when someone else is shouting
- **Nicko Chillin** Oh please we dont want their psychosis here!
• **Aaron Freeman** Looking in the wrong place look for the town loan shark, drug dealer or brothel

• **Jeremy Elias** more weird SBS Jew documentaries for you.

**SBS: Facebook comment: Outback Rabbis 2**

[https://www.facebook.com/SBSAustralia/videos/10156405783183686/](https://www.facebook.com/SBSAustralia/videos/10156405783183686/)

*SBS Australia · 23 May at 5:30 PM · 2018*

Did you hear the one about the Outback Rabbis? Tonight 8.30pm on SBS.

• **Kate Roth** after the way the Israeli Jew have decimated the poor Palestinians why would anyone want to be associated and the same goes for any religion. They are such hypocrites and cause so much world wide destruction of humans and animals. […]

• **Alissa Boulanger** Lunatics. No wonder why they want to blow up the entire Middle East.

**SBS: Facebook comments: Adass community**

[https://www.facebook.com/SBSAustralia/posts/10156441959198686](https://www.facebook.com/SBSAustralia/posts/10156441959198686)

*SBS Australia · June 6 · 2018*

The Melbourne Adass Jewish community is so ultra-reclusive and self-sufficient it even founded its own private ambulance service.

• **Jack Darrell** they are 5th column

• **Christine Jones** Watch out - learn from what the jews have done in palestine. This is insidious.

• **Liza Geddes** just scrolled back & nothing anti Jew mentioned. Mind you I reckon the Zionists should all go back to Eastern Europe

• **Fractal Franki** rich kunz

• **Steve Sapsford** Jews are firm believers in apartheid just look at Israel ,you must remember we are goy and not the chosen ones .

• **Cam Armstrong** They will probably build a wall next and claim its their land.

• **Rach Kate** Continued ethnic supremacist mentality. They have their own police in NY too.

• **Sohash Sowaili** They did this segregation in Germany and Hitler did not like them for that!

• **Mikey Francis** and they wonder why every hundred years they get targeted, what a shoah.
Sydney Morning Herald (SMH): Facebook comments: Lorde
https://www.facebook.com/sydneymorningherald/posts/10156250213671264
The Sydney Morning Herald · January 1 · 2018
The ad criticises Lorde for joining "a global anti-semitic boycott of Israel" but still performing in Russia.

- **Damian Diamond** its not antisemitic to be antizionist zionism has nothing to do with Judaism thats just a word that allows them endless sympathy while they do something similar what was done to them to someone who had nothing to do with their genocide

- **Greg Garth** And after all, they are the chosen people.

- **Rita Alba Johnson** Really and what did they do to Jesus

- **Thomas Christou** Israel will be playing victims for at least another century.

- **Scott Jansma** When you get the largest insurance payout in human history, your own country it’s time to stop blaming everyone, thinking everyone is against you and shut up.

- **Burcu Yaroglu** Oh please playing the victim card once again under the excuse of anti-semitism

- **Benjamine Johnson** shhhhh dont mention those who cant be (((mentioned)))

- **Nate Newmo** Long live Israel. We will reign over the Middle East until we destroy the world 😏

- **Wayne Bear** The Jewish Only state was founded by Atheist Socialists & Communists. Israel's first founded the Jewish only Communist party in Palestine in 1909. Actually, Judaism forbids Jews migrating to Palestine until their messiah comes. He hasn't come yet. The issue is Jewish racism excluding the native & still 70% majority Palestinians.

- **Paul Kinder** The 'chosen people' get a bit stroppy with people choose not to agree with them.

- **Angus Papas** Israel is the reason we have terrorism in the world.

- **Ray Bear** The Hebrews are not happy. Praise the Lorde!

**MASTREEM POLIS**
In general, this covers individuals and parties holding seats in any parliament in Australia, regardless of political leanings or size. This section includes acts and discourse by representatives of political parties. It also includes comments made by the public on the social media pages of politicians. The Facebook pages of political parties and of politicians are open for posted comments by members of the public. It in no way suggests that those parties or politicians are antisemitic, rather it shows that antisemites seek to have politicians and parties hear their racist views.
Australian Greens – Facebook comments

Some posts by the Australian Greens attracted antisemitic comments which remained online. https://www.facebook.com/Australian.Greens/photos/a.188144713662.125246.6442438662/1015514600123663/?type=3

The Australian Greens, May 15 · 2018

We condemn in the strongest possible terms this latest example of the Israeli military’s excessive use of force. […]

- Dianne Clark Lobby groups strangle hold on both Lab and LNP. Check out Michael Danby...
- Eugene Wang The israelis have forgotten what the nazis did to them 80 years ago, they are repeating the evil upon other people.
- Hony Johan I remember when the Israelis where stealing male children and torturing them a few years ago.
- Doc Augusta Jason Selman illegal under international law, but that not something the IDF Gestapo care much for. And here’s an even better idea - stop the IDF criminal policy of “collective punishment” so beloved by the Nazis, and give back the land the western imperialist created Zionist regime stole from the Palestinians. Simple moral fact - historical suppression of one culture is no excuse for the descendants of victims to become butchers of another group of victims. But morality is not a strong point of modern Zionist terrorism, is it?

Senator Fraser Anning – “final solution”

Senator Fraser Anning, of Katter’s Australian Party, Queensland, in his maiden speech to Parliament on 14 August 2018, stated:

- "the final solution to the immigration problem is of course a popular vote".

Since the Hitler era, the term ‘final solution’ has referred to the meticulously planned annihilation and genocide of the Jewish people, which resulted in the murder of six million Jewish men, woman and children. The origin of the term ‘final solution’ derives from the order given by Hermann Goering on July 31, 1941 to senior SS official Reinhard Heydrich to prepare to execute “the intended final solution of the Jewish question”. In 20 January 1942, the Wannsee conference was held to work out how to implement the “final solution” to murder every Jew the Nazis could lay their hands on. When queried on his use of the term ‘final solution’ Anning stated that “It was never meant to denigrate the Jewish community, it is two words and if that offends anyone unfortunately that is the way it has to be.”

https://www.facebook.com/senatorfraseranning/videos/2088486808147247/

Senator Fraser Anning · September 27 · 2018

We need to let the Australian people have a vote on immigration.

- Joanna Monash Why do the j-oo’s control our foreign and immigration policies Anning? Why do their monopoly over the media and banking/money creation.... control the western world.... let alone Australia?
Jack Nash

Senator Fraser Anning, September 27, 2018
I will be joining ALA candidate for Eastern Metro, Avi Yemini at the Rally for Free Speech. A fundamental tenet of a free and liberal democracy is free speech. We have seen the ongoing censorship of a number of conservative political commentators like Avi and myself. If you think this communist like censorship is wrong I look forward to seeing you there.

Vince Ree
Common goals: Subservience to Jewish global totalitarianism. Yeah, nah.

Vince Ree
Avi is textbook Jewish usurpation of right wing populism. To the Jews, non Jews are literally cattle,. What kind of similarity is that?

Ashley Ericson
I thought Fraser was a good choice. Till I noticed he supports cunts like Avi, or ANY joo for that matter. Who do you think is behind censorship?

Senator Richard Di Natale – Twitter comments
https://twitter.com/RichardDiNatale/status/939620879918436352
Richard Di Natale Verified account @RichardDiNatale
This week, I asked a question in Parliament on why Malcolm Turnbull has refused to criticise Trump’s decision to recognise Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, when the rest of the world has condemned it. [10 Dec. 2017]

david j hodder @deejayhodder 38m38 minutes ago
Replying to @RichardDiNatale
One Does Not Get to Where He is, ...Without Their Help #auspol
Malcolm the banker turnbull is a zionist puppet he was indoctrinated at the pit of zionism 'goldman sachs' his true masters are not the Australian people but the racist disgusting zionist in Israel and USA.

Shaoquett Moselmane MP – discriminating against Jews

Shaoquett Moselmane is a NSW Labor upper house MP, and Opposition Whip. He refused entry to a leader of the NSW Jewish community, Vic Alhadeff, CEO of the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies, at the launch of the Labor Union Multicultural Action Committee on 13 August 2018. The new Committee is to be a bridge between ethnic communities and the Labor Party and union movement. Alhadeff had received an invitation from the NSW Labor General Secretary, Kaila Murnain, to attend the launch.

The Labor Union Multicultural Action Committee itself did not invite any representatives of the Jewish community to the launch, but representatives from other ethnic communities and organisations were invited. More than ten other ethnic community organisations expressed outrage at the discrimination and exclusion of the Jewish leadership and community.

Moselmane has a history of immoderate rhetoric. In March 2013, in a speech in parliament, Moselmane compared resistance to the Israeli occupation of southern Lebanon with that against Nazi Germany. In May 2013, Moselmane verbally attacked Australian supporters of Israel by calling them “cancerous” and "malicious" when he stated in parliament “I accept the right of people to express their views, even when they are wrong, naive, ill-informed, indoctrinated and blinded by the power of a political lobby group that is cancerous, malicious, and seeks to deny, misinform and scaremonger.”

In addition, it came to light, on 17 August 2018, that Jewish community media outlets (Australian Jewish News and J-Wire) had been excluded from, ie not invited to, the Multicultural and Indigenous Media Awards, for Australian journalism, held in State Parliament. These awards were established by Moselmane in 2012 and ran until 2016.

Tamara Smith MP – false Holocaust analogy

Tamara Smith is the Greens MP for the NSW state seat of Ballina. She posted a pair of images that were meant to be an analogy. Both were apparently of incarcerated children. The meme had been going around social media. The top image was titled “Germany, 1944” and depicted Jewish children incarcerated in a Nazi concentration camp. The bottom image was titled “America, 2018” and depicted modern era children behind bars.

Both images were labelled incorrectly. The top photo was not taken in Germany in 1944, but in Auschwitz in Poland on 27 January 1945, by a Soviet photographer when the Soviets liberated Auschwitz. The bottom photo was not taken in America in 2018, but in Hebron, in the West Bank, under Palestinian Authority control. The children in the second photo had not been incarcerated, but were waiting to be fed at an Islamic soup kitchen, in the week 16-22 August 2010.
Apart from the fact that the content was mis-described, Smith’s post minimised the Holocaust by implying that people being locked up in America today are in a comparable situation to Jews who had been deported to Nazi concentration camps. The people depicted in the first image were European Jews who had been incarcerated in order to facilitate their murder, in a program of Nazi genocide. The people depicted in the second image were assumed by Ms Smith (incorrectly) to have been incarcerated for illegally entering the USA, and to be waiting to be deported back to their home country.

https://www.facebook.com/TamaraSmithMP/photos/a.715703138500332.1073741829.714739331930046/2109929529077679/?type=3&theater

- Tamara Smith, MP · June 23 at 1:30 PM · 2018

In response to outrage over the post, Tamara Smith toured the Sydney Jewish Museum, at the invitation of Vic Alhadeff, CEO NSW Jewish Board of Deputies. Smith stated that the Holocaust exhibit as “one of the most powerful exhibits she has ever seen”. Ms Smith said that the tour reminded her of the “unspeakable horror of the Holocaust that still reverberates for the Jewish people today. I want to thank Vic for being so incredibly generous and open-hearted”.

Bob Carr – Twitter comments
Bob Carr is a former NSW Premier, and Foreign Minister, and an outspoken critic of the Jewish communal leadership in Australia and of Israel. In response to a tweet by Carr on Israel, in April 2018, ‘HSoujiro’ posted several antisemitic comments on Carr’s Twitter post.

https://twitter.com/bobjcarr/status/986399962698141697
Bob Carr Verified account @bobjcarr Apr 18
Will discuss case for Palestinian state in line with Oslo Accords & UN resolutions, an end to settlements, secure borders for both states. Permanent status issues like boundaries and right of return to be resolved in negotiations between the parties. (2/2)
10:24 AM – 18 Apr 2018
• HSoujiro @InfowarsChina 20h20 hours ago 19 April 2018
  Replying to @bobjcar
  FYI

The Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarion Mafia (Updated) ...

The Secret History of the Khazarion Mafia (KM) and its evil plan to hijack the whole World is now revealed for the first time.

veteranstoday.com

• HSoujiro @InfowarsChina 20h20 hours ago 19 April 2018
  Replying to @bobjcar
  trump is dancing with the wolves who works for him by surrounds him, & that "Jerusalem move" puts a spot light on to BB & his Rothschild political Zionists controlled Israeli gov! make em felt like rat crossing the street! trump plays games all d time! beware

• HSoujiro @InfowarsChina 20h20 hours ago 19 April 2018
  Replying to @bobjcar
  Please tell them, as the world awakening to the Rothschild political Zionism Cult & BB's evil manipulation on our colonialists Neocon warmongers to do his dirty biding to never stop the perpetual wars & continue baulkanizations d rest 4 muslim nations, they days r numbered!Bjail

Clive Palmer

Clive Palmer, a multi-millionaire businessman, is the leader of the Palmer United Party (PUP) (formed in April 2013, deregistered in May 2017), and was a federal MP 2013-2016 for the PUP. In February 2018, Palmer announced his intention to relaunch the Palmer United Party and to stand for federal parliament.

Clive Palmer – Jews “kicked out of 109 countries”

On Clive Palmer’s own Facebook page, which describes Palmer as the “Leader of Palmer United Party”, was posted the following antisemitic text and image of known antisemite Mel Gibson implying that Jews deserved to be expelled from countries. In addition, many antisemitic comments and images were posted underneath Palmer’s post, including ones inferring that Palmer will now be murdered because of his antisemitic post but that it will be made to look like suicide.

https://www.facebook.com/CliveFrederickPalmer/photos/a.841434132542792.1073741828.80722379247301/1892846580734870/?type=3&theater
Clive Palmer · May 9 · 2018

"They've been kicked out of 109 countries, Taylor. How can that be a coincidence?"

"Wow, Mel, you're so smart."

Rene Allos OYYYYYY YEEEEYY SHUT IT DOWN

Jock McTavish John Hartman (((milkers)))

Katie Brennan HELL YEAH NOW WE'RE COOKING WITH GAS

Jimmy Siljanovski Shhhh... (((they're))) always watching...

Jock McTavish welllll.....Clive is smart..... he never actually named (((them))).... for the record, there's a few more than 109 ..... 

Gino Zito (((smith)))

Rob Hay Smithstein*

Angus Moore the absolute madman has NAMED THE ZOG

David Hilton That's awesome.

Thomas Hopper WOKE

Shane Usher CLIVE STATUS : NAMED THE ((()))

Bjorn Anndal Well not exactly true, 109 times from a fair few dozen countries, some of them multiple times. https://www.biblebelievers.org.au/expelled.htm

Harry Duncan Pawan Deo OY VEY SHUT IT DOWN

Luke Breen startd on the jewposting.

Pedro Vaz The (((press))) is faced with a dilemma. Attack him or ignore him. Both have positives and negatives.

John Treble Oy Vey it's like anudda Shoah

John Stuppos Clive is /ourgoy/
- **Daniel Thompson** *rubs hands profusely* got coинфffffff?!

- **Pedro Vaz** And the Jews take aim at the Gentiles especially if they are White. "Nationalism for us, Internationalism for the Goyim" - The Way of The Jew

- **Euan French** jews

- **Mike OB** I give it 6 million likes

- **Joseph Cormier** WHO IS (((THEY))) :^)

- **Ahmed El Amri** OUR (((GUY))))

- **Simon Ward** oh my clive is a bad goy

- **Saxon Beale** clive knows about (((them)))

- **Isaac King** he named (((them)))

- **Daniel Read** did clive just name the jew?

- **Benjamin Valentino** CLIVE TO MAKE AUSTRALIA NATSOC

- **Simon Ward** i know cant believe it, such a bad goy

- **Lucas Edlington** apparently clive palmer is memeing the jew now, golden age coming soon

**Clive Palmer** · **May 9** · 2018, Facebook comments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><img src="image1" alt="Clive Palmer" /></th>
<th><img src="image2" alt="I DON'T KNOW WHO'S JEWING WHO ANYMORE" /></th>
<th><img src="image3" alt="LARGE NOSED MAN RUBBING HIS HANDS TOGETHER AND SMILING" /></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clive Palmer</strong> · <strong>May 9</strong> · 2018 posted by · <strong>Rene Allos</strong></td>
<td><strong>Clive Palmer</strong> · <strong>May 9</strong> · 2018 by · <strong>Mathew Anderson</strong></td>
<td><strong>Clive Palmer</strong> · <strong>May 9</strong> · 2018 by · <strong>Sam Allenby</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Clive Palmer" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Imagine being so disgusting there have to be laws to try to stop normal people from hating you t" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="SHUT IT DOWN" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clive Palmer</strong> · <strong>May 9</strong> · 2018 by · <strong>Mort Shekelstein</strong></td>
<td><strong>Clive Palmer</strong> · <strong>May 9</strong> · 2018</td>
<td><strong>Clive Palmer</strong> · <strong>May 9</strong> · 2018 by · <strong>John Neiberding</strong> and <strong>Ian Peter</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Clive Palmer – “Protocols of the Globalist World Bankers”
https://www.facebook.com/CliveFrederickPalmer/posts/2076014419084751

Palmer posted an image with the antisemitic theme implying there is a Jewish conspiracy to promote “social degeneracy”. The image includes Bill Shorten, Labour leader of the federal opposition, holding a book titled the “Protocols of the Globalist World Bankers”. This title is a variant of the actual booklet “Protocols of the Elders of Zion” in which it is falsely claimed that Jews control the world through government, media and banking. In addition, many antisemitic comments were posted underneath the image.

- Clive Palmer · September 14 · 2018

- Brodie Smith Add Frank lowy

- Paul Andrew Another jew behind the 911 attacks.

- Ross Manley the whole nation is infested ,controlled,corrupted and rapidly being destroyed ... by these parasites.. [image of Frank Lowy]

- Jack Romeyn The unions who have money like the corporations they try to suppress are funding Bill Shorten as he reads from the Protocols of the Globalist World Bankers to reach Communism and overthrow the Globalist World Bankers and remove the need for unions. Wow, I know who I'm voting for now

- Jackson Walsh it's not antisemitic. go back to israel

- Mathais Grey OY VEY SHUT IT DOWN

- David Sendt 109 countries can't all be wrong
• **Ross Manley** Christ Almighty God is the greatest 'anti semite' of All so we are in Gods company.. tick tock for the Christ killers of all time tick tock Revelation 2:9 […] I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan.

• **Ross Manley** the goyim know tick tock tick tock

• **Ross Manley** really, lets see what Christ Almighty God has to say about these satanic criminals.. already exposed and condemned to annihilation by God Himself tick tock tick tock Revelation 2:9 King James Version (KJV) 9 I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan.

Four images were posted by Ross Manley. One image is of Jewish businessman Frank Lowy. Two photos show Malcolm Turnbull and Bill Shorten at Jewish events. Another photo is of two Jewish MPs, Michael Danby and Josh Frydenberg.

**Clive Palmer - Palmy Army – “Holocaust”**
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1988264098160092/
Palmy Army is a closed Facebook group started by Clive Palmer, former federal Qld MP, on 22 Feb. 2018. Palmer is an administrator of the group. Some members have been posting Holocaust denial or minimising posts, including the one below, posted on 26 February 2018, a survey which asks whether “The holocaust happened and it was good” or “The holocaust didn’t happen.”

The image below, posted on Palmy Army between 22-27 February 2018, shows Palmer as a Nazi SS officer about to kill his political opponents who are in a gas chamber.

https://www.buzzfeed.com/bradesposito/palmy-army
MAINSTREAM SOCIETY
Although most Australians are tolerant and easy-going, and observe the Australian ethos of giving people a “fair-go”, there are segments of society which exhibit and express antisemitism in various forms. Some of the issues during the period in review are outlined below. See Chapter 8 for some relevant images in colour.

Amnesty International Australia (AIA)
AIA to its credit attempted to disabuse its followers against making comparisons between Israel and the Nazis. As the posts below indicate, however, AIA did not delete these sorts of comments.

Amnesty International Australia · February 6 · 2018
Nothing Ahed has done can justify the continuing detention of a 16-year-old child. Please spare a moment to speak up for Ahed and all children like her.

- Ros Ross […] Those Palestinians imprisoned in Gaza in Occupied Palestine are no different to the Jews in the Warsaw Ghetto. If you support Israel then you support the Nazis and condemn those who fought against their occupation in Warsaw.

- Carl Hallstrom This is a truly awful situation rigged up by the Israeli government Gestapo. -yes they are committing the same crimes as inflicted on them

Amnesty International Australia Hi Carl and John, Comparing the Israeli government to the gestapo is too much. However the restriction of rights for Palestinians, and the occupation of Palestinian land must stop. If you get the chance please sign the petition to free Tamimi.

- Antonio Cutri Amnesty International Australia What difference is there between the two? Uncle Zio is no other but a copycat of the SS. Different name with a different coat. SAME ATROCITIES

- Rita Nasi Shades of Adolf. Stop the invasion of Palestine.Remember the invasions of world war 2 and the risultin consecuequences .

- Moamz ElKurdi […] chosen people..more like chosen srr8 to hell

- Graham King Israel, born out of terrorism and nothing has changed. They spend a lot of time trying to write Palestine out of history then forget their own by creating a holocausr.

- Frances Paterson I don't know if it still happens but the Israelis made their "guest workers" wear pink crescents sewn onto their clothes. Did they all forget the yellow stars?

- Frances Paterson You are an untermench then.

- Con Geo Typical of the nazi regime of the so called Israeli government! They did not learn from the evil of the holocaust! Oppressors and denegrators of humanity! […]
• John Fitton If Jesus came to Israel and preached peace and love for our 16 year old daughters who oppose gross injustice Netanyahu and his Zionists would nail Him to the cross

• Paul Warrillow Williams You would think the Jews of all people would have sympathy and empathy for people being "locked up" as children especially!! 😞😞😞😞

• Dukey Downes Learnt well from the Nazis didn't they?

• John Fitton […] did you agree with the Nazis by any chance .....because thats what you Zionists are .....Jewish Nazis conducting a new holocaust

• William Kilpatrick they learned that from Hitler

Amnesty International Australia · April 15 · 2018
Palestinian teenager Ahed Tamimi was sentenced to 8 months for slapping a soldier […]

• Les Macdonald […] You are like most Zionists. You have an inbuilt capacity for fabrication and lying to yourself to convince you that the actions you are taking against the Palestinians are justified. THEY ARE NOT> You are participating in ethnic cleansing and all Zionists will one day be held to account!

• Fin Bayne The Rothschilds Baking controls the worlds money, they also established Israel and finance it. It was in fact a Rothschild that wrote the Balfour Declaration in 1917 that established the Jewish Homeland that is now Israel.

• Torild Karlsen […] American jews has a big power and controls politians in USA. The world still feel guilty with what happened to the jews under ww2.

• Christopher Bwm Bet you’s didn’t know Israel is doing what nazi Germany did to them but with Palestinians & the innocent civilians in Jordan. The big difference is the nazis, gassed their enemies, but the Israelis are starving theirs to death.

Amnesty International Australia Hi Chris, while little comparison to the Nazis, there are huge miscarriages of justice occurring that must be stopped - and this can be done by getting the message out and raising awareness.

• Gregory Clark Israel now just a Nazi Zionist State. A disgrace.

• Greg Mitchell To be fair, it is a long list of atrocity. Hitler would be proud.

Amnesty International Australia · May 15 · 2018
Israeli forces have killed more than 50 Palestinian protesters in Gaza, injuring countless others including children.

• Chris Fisher […] You mentioned the Holocaust and say never again but, it is happening again and the perpetrators are the Zionists.
• Thomas Horgan In your dreams. Who runs the banks?

• Ron Renton The israelis are worse fascists than the nazis!

Australia Post – Hitler’s antisemitism due to Jews being wealthy and stingy
Australia Post was selling a book on WW1, *World War I, the definitive guide to the war that changed the world*. c. January 2018. The book included an inaccurate explanation for Hitler’s hatred of Jews, thus glossing over and whitewashing the Nazi racial theories that were the ideological basis for the genocide of European Jewry, and the killing of millions of others due to their racial background. Australia Post withdrew the book from sale after it was alerted to the fact. Towards the end of the book, there is a photograph of Hitler, accompanied by the words:

• “In addition, Hitler had developed resentment for Jews, because they seemed to be well of (sic) in relation to the rest of the population, but kept their wealth to themselves and were disinclined to show benevolence. Thus, Hitler had his targets for vilification, which he would use to whip up a frenzy of hatred and blame.”

‘Burn the Jews’ - AFL Football Tippers

The ESPN AFL Footy Tipping competition has a list of names of “Tippers” with their score. It was noted on 11 July 2018 that the name of one “Tipper” was “Burnthejews”. This was checked, then reported to ESPN AFL authority, and the tipper’s name ‘Burnthejews’ was removed and the tipper was banned.

‘NO JEWS’ - vehicle plate
An approved application for a personalised vehicle registration plate of ‘NO JEWS’ was posted on Instagram, on 28 August 2018. The post was reported and the application was then withdrawn. The approved registration plate was:
Casual Racism / Antisemitism
The Australian Human Rights Commission (AHRC) states: “Casual racism is one form of racism. It refers to conduct involving negative stereotypes or prejudices about people on the basis of race, colour or ethnicity. Examples include jokes, off-handed comments, and exclusion of people from social situations on the basis of race.” Some examples of casual antisemitism during the period in review follows.

Primary school – Hitler salutes
Several boys at a state primary school in Sydney were strutting around giving Hitler salutes. This act was often seen by a Jewish student at the school. Reported 12 October 2017.

Patrick Bartley - “Yid mates at Caulfield”
Patrick Bartley, a journalist with The Age, made antisemitic comments about the manager of the Melbourne Racing Club, Jake Norton by referring to Norton and his “Yid mates at Caulfield”, during a Spring Racing Carnival luncheon on 13 October 2017.

"I'm not Jewish, but..." – Jews are stingy
A Jewish man and his wife were at a shopping centre in Victoria and needed a trolley. While waiting for an old lady who was trying to get a trolley, the old lady became grumpy about having to put a coin in to obtain a trolley. She turned to the waiting couple (unknown to her that the man was Jewish) and said: "I'm not Jewish, but..." (6 November 2017).

Eddie McGuire – Jews as stingy
During an episode of Millionaire Hot Seat on 30 November 2017, TV presenter Eddie McGuire used an offensive antisemitic stereotype during a chat with one of the contestants, McGuire said, “So you have a Jewish father and a Scottish mother. I reckon it would have been hard getting pocket money from them.”

Rebecca Murr – “Hitler should of wiped the whole race out.”
In January 2018, on the “Bondi Local Loop”, a buy and sell Closed Facebook group with over 65,000 members, the following discussion occurred. Rebecca Murr is a graphic designer with her own company, Saba Design, based in the eastern suburbs of Sydney. Afterwards, Murr was removed from the group. Someone posted that a landlord was a “slimy prick” who threatened a tenant and stole money. Rebecca Murr posted that he was “probably a fucken Jew.” Someone objected. Rebecca Murr posted that “Hitler should of wiped the whole race out.” Someone posted that Rebecca Murr was a “keyboard warrior”. Rebecca Murr posted that “you can come to my place if you want me to say it to your face and then I’m will knock your teeth out.”

Jeff Sparrow – minimising antisemitism
In his article “On the fear of a ‘foreign invasion’” (8 Aug. 2018), Sparrow wrote:

- “Ever since 9/11, the mainstreaming of Islamophobia has facilitated a revival of classical antisemitic rhetoric, with all the old canards about Jews now directed at Muslims.”

Sparrow is incorrect to claim that “all the old canards about Jews [are] now directed at Muslims”, as claims made against Muslims differ markedly from claims made against Jews. Sparrow’s claim in effect minimises antisemitism, and its continued existence. Anti-Islam/Muslim sentiment and acts do not need to be compared to antisemitism in order to demonstrate their wrongfulness.
Richard De Chazal – Jews “so disgusting”
https://www.facebook.com/richard.dechazar

Richard De Chazal is a prominent fashion photographer who has won awards for his work. On his Facebook page, on 29 June 2018, De Chazal posted an antisemitic caricature of a Jew with the text “Imagine being so disgusting there have to be laws to try to stop normal people from hating you”. This meme (image and text) is often posted by Nazis, white supremacists and other antisemites. De Chazal added “Give back Palestine !!!” above the image. When some comments on this post raised objections to the antisemitism, De Chazal mocked the objections by writing “poor misunderstood adolf 😒”. After much criticism about the antisemitism, De Chazal claimed that “i actually had no idea it was pointedly jewish !”. He then edited his post by changing his words, but kept the antisemitic image online.

- Richard De Chazal · June 29 at 10:45 PM ·

Imagine being so disgusting there have to be laws to try to stop normal people from hating you

Holocaust and Nazi Minimisation and Relativisation

Regardless of whether or not that is the intent, or whether or not it is targeting Jews, downplaying the seriousness of the Holocaust coarsens public debate and tends to desensitise people to the evil of antisemitism. Making comparisons of laws, public policies and conditions in democratic countries like Australia with the systematic and planned murder of six million Jewish men, women and children is morally repugnant, trivialises the Holocaust, minimises the crime that was the Holocaust, and is offensive to the millions of Europeans who lived and suffered under the Nazis, and their descendants. There were several incidents of Holocaust minimisation or inappropriate Holocaust rhetoric during the period in review. The perpetrators were political and community readers and other well-known public figures. Their actions and comments do not necessarily mean or imply that they are antisemitic. They do, however, indicate very poor judgment, at least. The examples can be supplied on request, but have not been reproduced here because they are on the lower end of the scale of seriousness of antisemitic discourse.
Nazi Memorabilia
The display, promotion and sale of Nazi and Holocaust memorabilia, although not illegal, is often seen as offensive and distressing, especially by Holocaust survivors and others who lived under the savagery that was Nazi Europe. Such items can be used to promote or glorify racism, bigotry, hatred and even violence. Many auction houses will not sell Nazi or Holocaust memorabilia, but some do. There were several incidents involving the display or sale of Nazi/Holocaust memorabilia during the period in review. Nazi memorabilia was for sale at:

- **Melbourne Arms & Militaria Fair – Zyklon B canisters**, 14-15 April 2018
  Replica cans of Zyklon B, the crystal used by the Nazis to gas Jews and others, in the Nazi death camps, and labels of Zyklon B, were being sold at the Melbourne Arms & Militaria Fair in Melbourne. The stall holder selling the Zyklon B canisters was also the manufacturer of the labels. Other Nazi items such as SS helmets and daggers were also being sold.

- **Paddington Antique Market**, Brisbane, 2 January 2018
  Nazi badges, medals, daggers, hats

- **Melbourne Arms and Militaria Fair**, 7-8 July 2018
  Nazi items for sale, included Nazi flags, uniforms, badges and pins, gas masks and miniature Nazi model sets.

- **Nazi flag bandanas**, Kununurra, April 2018
  A store in Kununurra, WA, was selling bandanas with the Nazi flag on them, in April 2018. The store worker who put them up apparently had no idea what the image meant. Once the store owner was alerted to the fact, the items were withdrawn from sale.

- **Gumtree - replica Waffen SS uniform**, in Victoria, 27 July 2018
  Nazi items including a replica Waffen SS “Prinz Eugen” tunic, and uniform and a Metal NSKK Sleeve Diamond.

- **Gumtree - authentic 1942 Nazi Germany Flag**, in Adelaide, 28 August 2018
  Described as: an “Authentic World War 2 Nazi flag made in 1942 to celebrate the Triparte. Some wear, very nice flag”.

**Australia Day – Nazi flag and swastika**
On Australia Day, 26 January, 2018, a private party was held in Kalgoorlie in which a large Nazi flag was flown and a swastika inside a map of Australia had been cut into the lawn. These were targeted at the Aboriginal community, many of whom have voiced concern about the date of Australia Day. An image of the group posing with the homemade Nazi flag was posted on Facebook on 27 January 2018 with the caption, “Stay white Australia, Happy Victory Day”.
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Nazi and Antisemitic Apparel
There were several reports of sightings of people wearing Nazi insignia and symbols on their clothing or body while in the public space. Prominent among these symbols was the swastika.

Swastika shirts, SS tattoos
Spotted in Elsternwick, Melbourne, a male wearing a t-shirt with the Iron Eagle and a swastika on it, and a female wearing a Nazi Deaths-head on her t-shirt, both were heavily tattooed with “SS”, swastikas and Nazi symbols, on 13 December 2017. The man and woman were identified as being the same people on page 203 in the 2017 ECAJ antisemitism report.

“Death to all who take”
Man on a tram seen wearing jeans with the words “Death to all who take” above the Jewish Star of David, in Melbourne, on 22 February 2018.

Nazi armband
A man was spotted wearing a Nazi armband on his arm, as well as a Confederate flag cloth badge on his jacket, and a Soviet Union communist badge on his hat, in Moorabbin, Melbourne, on 28 September 2018.

Teespring
Teespring is a US based company selling customised t-shirts. In 2018, (accessed on 26 Sept. 2018) they had their own Australian line named ‘Proud Boys Australia’ selling t-shirts with images of the Nazi Sun Wheel, the antisemitic caricature “The Happy Merchant”, and other images, selling for between $27 and $31. As well, under the “Happy Merchant from Proud Boys Australia” line were “Happy Merchant” t-shirts ($30), a hoodie ($53), a coffee mug ($20), a bag ($27), and stickers ($8), were advertised.

‘Happy Merchant’ products from Proud Boys Australia
**Pro-Nazi Businesses**

**White Pride ad**
Steve Stranks, who runs Southern Pride Boxing Club in Beaufort, in regional Victoria placed an ad in the local newspaper: “Wanted: People interested in white pride and right wing politic’s (sic) to form an alliance. Beaufort Area.” c. 1 November 2017. Also in Stranks’ gym are an American Confederate rebel flag, Confederate-era state flag of North Carolina and a ‘White Pride World Wide’ Celtic cross emblem in the background.

![Wanted ad](image)

**Simon Hickey - Smerff Electrical**
https://smerffelectrical.net/
Smerff Electrical, an electrical company in Brisbane, owned by Simon Hickey, promotes neo-Nazi, white supremacist, and antisemitic images and words on its company website. Smerff’s logo includes the alt-Right image of “Pepe the frog” with a “SS” badge on his collar, standing in front of the gates of Auschwitz with the words “Arbeit” from “Arbeit Mach Frei” (“Work Makes Free”) and a Nazi crematorium smokestack. Smerff Electrical had been a sponsor of the neo-Nazi website “The Daily Stormer” until its demise. The two images are on the home page of Smerff Electrical, accessed on 14 November 2017.

The Smerff Blog page includes the following comment:
“Jewish media slanders the Smerrf. Why they must attack anybody who questions their Holocaust religion”
https://smerffelectrical.net/jewish-media-slanders-smerff

**Simon Hickey – avenge death of Hitler**
“Second Hand Air Conditioners”, another business and website owned by Simon Hickey, of Smerff Electrical, came to attention on 14 November 2017 for images displayed on the homepage, including an ad for ‘The Daily Stormer’, a major neo-Nazi website, and pro-Hitler text.

![Daily Stormer](image)

The approximate translation of the Hebrew is:
*The lying media are traitors and will soon be swimming to Israel. All hail Trump. We avenge the death of Adolf Hitler*
University - Socialist Alternative omit antisemitism from anti-Nazi resolution

At the National Union of Students (NUS) National Conference 2017, two Socialist Alternative members (one from Sydney University, one from Melbourne University) moved and seconded a motion (ETHNO 11.7: We stand against the Antipodean Resistance) condemning the neo-Nazi group Antipodean Resistance. However, despite the two prime targets for hate and propaganda by Antipodean Resistance (AR) being Jews and homosexuals, the Socialist Alternative motion omitted any reference to Jews or antisemitism. Antipodean Resistance posters have called to “Legalise the execution of Jews”, accusing Jews of poisoning Australian society, and accusing Jews of being behind non-white immigration into Australia, since December 2016, and often at universities.

Instead, Socialist Alternative, named the targets of AR as being: “demonising LGBTI people throughout the equal marriage postal vote”, “put up posters demonising Muslims”, “At Monash and Melbourne Uni they plastered posters which told Chinese international students that they would be deported, and which were designed to look as if they were produced by the student union and the university” and “put up posters linking homosexuality to pedophilia”. While AR has certainly put up hundreds of vile anti-homosexual posters of various themes over the last two years, AR only put up one type of anti-Chinese poster on one day (24 July 2017) at two universities, and has not put up any anti-Muslim posters (the closest was to put swastika stickers on a billboard advertising Sydney University which had two Muslim women on the billboard, in April 2017).

The motion pledged to oppose racism, the far right and Antipodean Resistance. Yet, if Socialist Alternative cannot or will not, or refuse to, name Jews as targets of neo-Nazis, then any SA claim to oppose racism is hollow, and shows SA’s own racial bias.

University - “It’s okay to be white” flyers

At Melbourne University on 26 February 2018, two males were handing out “it’s okay to be white” flyers. When walking past a Socialist Alternative, one of them shouted “at the socialists, telling them they’re racist, anti-white pigs and so on.” A female Jewish student asked them what they thought about the Holocaust. They replied to the effect that “the Holocaust could not have happened because the Jews could breathe, as there were two metre vents in the buildings, and that if there was a Holocaust, then the Russians did it.” One of the males asked the student if she was white or Jewish, and when she responded that she was Jewish, he spat on the ground in front of her and said “Gross!” Security escorted the two males off campus and confiscated the flyers.
University - destruction of Holocaust awareness posters
At the University of Sydney on the 18th April 2018, a male student ripped down a Holocaust awareness poster. This student and his act was videoed.

Poster ripped down and thrown in bin

Screenshot of student who ripped down poster

University - Honi Soit glorifying violence and terrorism
On 28 May 2018, a media release by the Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS) expressed concern over the front covers of two editions of Honi Soit, the University of Sydney student newspaper. The first cover was from the Queer Edition of Honi Soit, on 16 April 2018, which displayed a graphic of a Molotov cocktail, alluding to and endorsing violence as a legitimate form of protest, with the text: “queer anger is queer power; the fight isn’t over yet”. Under the image, one of the advertised featured articles was “Queers for Palestine”.

The second cover was from the Wom*n’s Collective edition of Honi Soit, in May 2018, which displayed an image of a rifle-bearing Hamida Al Taher, who carried out a suicide attack in Southern Lebanon in 1985 and killed more than 50 individuals, including Israeli and Lebanese soldiers.

AUJS condemned “the use of these graphics which show blatant disdain for Israeli victims of violence and has left Jewish students feeling isolated and alienated” and that “the glorification of violence has no place on our campuses.”

In response, Honi Soit ran an article on the complaint, on 29 May 2018, titled “Autonomous Honi Soit editions accused of anti-semitism”, despite AUJS not making any accusations of antisemitism – AUJS’ concern was clearly named as support for violence. In the article, SRC officers voiced their support for violent resistance and condemned AUJS for supporting Israel’s existence. The University of Sydney’s Student Representative Council passed a motion, 11 to 10, condemning AUJS on 6 June 2018 for complaining about the publication.

An excerpt from the Wom*n’s Officer’s report at the SRC meeting on 6 June 2018 read:

• “Israel is an apartheid, genocidal, settler colonial regime and it has been the stance of the Women’s collective to oppose the existence of Israel and support Palestinian resistance for some years.”
University – Dress-up: Nazi soldier and Jewish prisoners
Ten students at Charles Sturt University (CSU) in Wagga in NSW during a celebration at a local hotel on 14 June 2018 dressed up in offensive dress-ups – one set of students wearing Ku Klux Klan robes, with one student in blackface, and the other set of students in Nazi concentration camp uniforms with Star of David cloth badge and another student dressed as a Nazi. Photos of the students were posted on Instagram, and elicited many likes.

CSU investigated the incidents and issued misconduct penalties to a number of the students involved. Penalties ranged “from exclusion to suspension including a requirement to complete the University’s Indigenous Australian Cultures, Histories and Contemporary Realities subject as well as engage with Indigenous and Jewish communities. CSU Vice-Chancellor Professor Andrew Vann said, “As a University we will not tolerate or condone this behaviour, we will however work with students during their suspension to further educate them on the cultural impact of their actions. All students involved in the incident have shown remorse for their actions and been offered ongoing counselling and support.”

University – Dress-up and "Happy Hanukkah from Auschwitz!!"
Students from St Mark’s residential college, at the University of Adelaide, dressed-up in striped concentration camp-style pyjamas, with a yellow Star of David attached to their chests, fake tattooed numbers on their arms, and wearing a caricature hook nose - reported in the media August 2018. A corresponding online message was "Happy Hanukkah from Auschwitz!!"

University – Jay Tharappel “curse on the Jews”
Jay Tharappel, a former tutor in human rights in the Department of Political Economy at the University of Sydney, and current PhD candidate, in July 2018, wore an ‘Ansar Allah’ badge, with the slogan of the Islamist militant Houthi movement in Yemen:

- “God is great, death to America, death to Israel, curse on the Jews, victory to Islam.”
4. ANTISEMITIC ORGANISATIONS and ONLINE ANTISEMITISM

“The internet has become a cesspool of cyberbullying, bigotry and hate speech.”

Introduction
For reasons of space, this Chapter provides only an intimation of the number of antisemitic organisations and the volume of online antisemitic content generated or elicited by them which is freely and directly accessible to any member of the public. If all of the data collected by the ECAJ for this Chapter had been included (over 470 pages, excluding information on Antipodean Resistance), the Chapter would have been ten times lengthier. Some of the images published on the online sites cited in this chapter are reproduced in the colour section of this report, namely Chapter 8 Images.

Organisations
There are many types of groups and organisations operating within Australia which openly espouse and promote an antisemitic, and sometimes white nationalist or racist, ideology. Many of them are small outfits, with maybe just a website or a Facebook page, run by a handful of people, or one or two individuals, while others have a larger membership. However, their influence or popularity can be out of all proportion to their meagre numbers of members.

These organisations and groupings are primarily focused on articulating and promoting societal fears, hatreds and resentments, the targets of which vary according to social conditions but have typically included groups seen as ‘the other’ such as immigrants, Asians, Indigenous Australians, Muslims, Africans and, the perennial ‘other’, Jews. Some groups subscribe to conspiracy theories about a monolithic Jewish people who conspire together to exercise inordinate power over the world’s governments, banks and media. The level and type of activities engaged in by these hate groups varies, as does their public profile. Some ‘stick to themselves’ as a support group of like-minded people, while others have stood candidates in elections for government.

Left-wing antisemitism tends to be expressed in anti-Zionist or anti-Israel terms, but frequently does so by deploying the tropes of classical antisemitism. Many left-wing antisemites are vocal and/or active in the anti-Israel movement. (See Chapter 7 – ‘Antisemitism in the anti-Israel Movement’.) However, there is an overlap between the far Right and sections of the far-Left when it comes to Jews and/or Israeli. For example, the prominent neo-Nazi, Ross May, aka ‘The Skull’, attended anti-Israel Al-Naqba Day protests in Sydney for two successive years, and marched under a Hezbollah flag. Nazi-style Jew-hating comments are frequently posted on pro-Palestinian social media pages of Left wing organisations, and elicit supportive posted comments.

The far-Right in Australia comprises many varied groups. Often these groups split and form new groups with other like-minded individuals. This is a recurring theme within the far Right. Several years ago, some in the far-Right publicly took on a predominantly anti-Islam stance, and were politically active against Muslims. Nonetheless, they usually maintained an anti-Jewish ideology and agenda, often also with anti-non-white, anti-immigration and anti-multiculturalism beliefs. It was not uncommon for them to “blame the Jews” for “Muslim immigration”. More recently, many of these formerly anti-Islam activists have become openly antisemitic and pro-Nazi.
**Online**

Since the advent of the internet, avowedly antisemitic organisations and individuals have been able to express and propagate their views on websites, Facebook pages, video channels, Twitter and even via online mainstream media sites.

The internet has caused a revolution in producing, disseminating and accessing information. Before the internet, information, whether in articles, studies, opinions, advertisements, or propaganda, was published in books, newspapers and leaflets. There were financial costs involved in paying for paper and printing and often extensive hours of labour were involved in production. There were physical limits to distribution. As well, with the mainstream print media, clear editorial, professional and legal standards applied.

The internet, on the other hand, provides a relatively cheap and easy means of publication, giving anyone with a computer a potentially global reach. Items posted on the internet, whether on websites, videos, Facebook, Twitter/Gab, are accessible not just in the local area or country, but throughout the world. With the internet, racism and vilification are easily and widely propagated, often with few restraints, and often anonymously. Internet publishers operate with far less stringent editorial guidelines and standards than those which constrain publishers in the print and electronic media.

The law has yet to catch up with technological developments, and the law’s reach over content on the internet is imperfect. This is especially true for matters of bigotry, hatred and vilification on the internet. Websites ostensibly espousing an anti-racist agenda often fail to uphold their own principles when it comes to vilification of Jews, whether directly or with regard to the State of Israel.

Another problem is ignorance by ISPs and social media platform providers about the meaning of the language and signals used by antisemites. For example, it took some time for them to recognise that the triple parentheses – or stylized (((echo))) symbol - is an online signal used by white supremacists and antisemites to identify and single out Jews (or people they suppose are Jewish) on Twitter and other social media.

However, there has been a concerted effort over the years by many organisations and individuals to counter hate on the internet. This has included efforts by Jewish organisations and others, as well as (albeit with some reluctance) by social media platform providers and internet service providers, such as Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Youtube and Twitter. For example, in December 2017, Twitter disabled thousands of accounts promoting hate. However, many of those people then moved over to Gab, a Twitter-like platform which permits hate speech in the name of freedom of speech.

“**All Jews must die**”: A prime example of a link between online antisemitism and violence is the mass shooting in a synagogue in Pittsburgh, USA, on 27 Oct. 2018 by Robert Bowers. As reported in *The Australian*: “[…] a gunman shouting “All Jews must die” […] The gunman, named as Robert Bowers and linked to neo-Nazi activity online […] was not known to law enforcement authorities before the shooting […] Bowers, 46, was quickly linked to a series of virulently anti-semitic posts on social media. Some of the posts blamed Jewish refugee groups for encouraging immigration and “bringing in invaders that kill our people […] Bowers was described as an active poster on Gab […]”. (Emphasis added). Bowers shot and murdered at least 11 Jews in a synagogue during a religious service.
Content

Many organisations and individuals use two or more online platforms eg website and Facebook, Twitter/Gab, and videos. The content in this chapter, although far from comprehensive, aims to highlight a broad range of organisations and individuals and the hate they produce or elicit online. Some examples are from the online content of actual organisations, while other examples are simply online content of lone individuals.

Codes for “Jew”

For various reasons, including attempts to evade a crackdown on racist speech by some platform providers, antisemites will often use coded words and symbols in referencing Jews.

A popular one is the (((echoes))) symbol around the name of a person who is or is thought to be Jewish or around an entity considered to be controlled by Jews eg (((media))).

Older terms such as ‘cosmopolitans’ and ‘globalists’ or ‘internationalists’ are still in use. Newer terms such as ‘Cultural Marxist’ and “European-Style Socialist” (coined by neo-Nazi Andrew Anglin) are increasingly being used. “ZOG” refers to “Zionist Occupied Government” implying that Jews control the government.

References to ‘Rothschilds’ are often code for ‘Jew’. Some references to ‘Soros’ are also code for ‘Jew’, although given Soros’s public prominence, it is legitimate to critique the politics and actions of George Soros without using him as a code for ‘Jew’.

To avoid being picked up by online automatic hate speech monitors, the word ‘Jew’ is often spelt as ‘Joo’, ‘Ju’ and other variants. The intensely derogatory word ‘kike’ for Jew, although originating in the USA, is now being used online by Australian antisemites.

The slogan ‘GTKRWN’ stands for Gas The Kikes Race War Now.

The number/s 14/88 have a special meaning. The number 14 denotes the 14 words of the White Supremacy credo by David Lane (“We must secure the existence of our people and a future for White children”), which is often accompanied by the claim that ‘the Jews’ are orchestrating white genocide. The number 88 corresponds to HH, ie Heil Hitler. “14/88”, and its variations, is one of the most popular white supremacist slogans.

A new trend has been for antisemites to use Hebrew and Yiddish names and words online as a means to mock and denigrate Jews eg “MosheShekelRod” or “Shabbos Shekels”. Hebrew and Yiddish expressions are often incorrectly deployed to convey the false message that Jews see gentiles as inferior and hold them in contempt.

The commonest example is use of the ancient Hebrew word “goyim” which simply means “nations” (“goy” is the singular, meaning “nation”), and universally translated as “gentiles” ie non-Jews. Antisemites often falsely claim that “goy/goyim” means “cattle” in order to promote the myth that Jews believe they are superior to all other peoples. In addition, the use of Hebrew or Yiddish is aimed at expressing the antisemitic idea of a Jewish conspiracy eg “Oy vey, the goyim know”.

105
FEATURE: Advocating the Murder and Genocide of Jews

Over the period in review, one of the prominent ideas being posted in the street and online in words and images was advocating the murder of Jews and the genocide of the Jewish people. This is the most egregious form of antisemitic propaganda, and is often accompanied by denigrating, demonising, and dehumanising depictions of Jews, and also by outlandish conspiracy theories about Jews. The antisemite’s purpose is to concoct a pretext, however false and bizarre, for the murder and genocide of Jews. Following are a few examples of those who advocated the murder and genocide of Australian Jews by other Australians during the period in review. There are many others who have posted similar messages who appear to be Australian, although this cannot be verified.

Antipodean Resistance:
Antipodean Resistance is a neo-Nazi group. Through its street activity and propaganda material, notably posters and stickers, as well as online postings, Antipodean Resistance calls for the death of all Jews and glorifies the Nazi genocide of Jews, as evidenced in the four images below. As there is extensive material on AR in this chapter, both its genocidal intent and its demonising and denigration of Jews, the information appears in the one section, further below, under the heading ‘Antipodean Resistance’.

Ryan Fletcher:
Ryan Fletcher lives in Victoria and is a former Senate candidate for the HEMP party in 2013. Since then, Fletcher openly espouses and promotes anti-Jewish views and neo-Nazi type anti-Jewish conspiracy theories. He writes articles which are posted on the ‘XYZ’ far right website, and often alongside his own cartoon illustrations. Fletcher is prolific online, especially on the Gab platform. Over forty pages of antisemitic posts, text and images, by Ryan Fletcher were collected during the period in review.

Many of his posts call for the killing of all Jews. A small sample of these posts follows. Of note, “GTKRWN” is an acronym meaning “Gas The Kikes, Race War Now!”. “Kike” is a derogatory word for “Jew”.

GAS THE KIKES, RACE WAR NOW, 1488 BOOTS ON THE GROUND!
**Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 22 days · Jan. 2018
I want kikes drowned in Zyklon B. #GTKRWN

**Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 17 days · 21 Jan. 2018
The kike should have NO fucking right to exist! #GTKRWN

**Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 17 days · 21 Jan. 2018
Enjoying a #covfefe before work, and realising killing kikes is kool. Hail Victory and #GTKRWN #AltRight #UniteTheRight #WPWW #PurgeTheParasite

**Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 16 days · 22 Jan. 2018
KILL ALL KIKES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

**Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 16 days · 22 Jan. 2018
Dissolve kikes alive in hydrochloric acid! #GTKRWN #JewsAreCancer #Jews #WhiteGenocide #AltRight

**Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 16 days · 22 Jan. 2018
#Israel, the homeland of #Kike subversion, should see the global Jewish diaspora repatriated there and then #NukeIsrael. #GTKRWN

**Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 17 days · 3 April 2018
#KillEveryKike #GTKRWN

**Ryan Fletcher #VotePatrickLittle @Racial_Ryan** · 14 days · 30 April 2018
Killing #Kikes is Kool!
#White #Revolution is the ONLY solution! #GTKRWN #Jews

**Ryan Fletcher #VotePatrickLittle @Racial_Ryan** · 13 days · 1 May 2018
If you don't support #gassing the #kikes you're apart of the problem...
#White #Revolution is the ONLY #solution! #GTKRWN #Jews #Shoah

**Ryan Fletcher #VotePatrickLittle @Racial_Ryan** · 18 hours · 21 May 2018
The #purging of EVERY single rat faced #Kike on the planet and beyond is the MOST #virtuous action that can be taken at this point!

**Ryan Fletcher #VotePatrickLittle @Racial_Ryan** · 17 hours · 21 May 2018
Normalise #Kike killing sentiment, in the same way #Cannabis use is tolerated now!
FUCK EVERY RAT-FACED KIKE FUCK!
#Repatriate ((THEM)) to #Israel and #NukeIsrael already!

**Ryan Fletcher #VotePatrickLittle @Racial_Ryan** · a day · 22 May 2018
The only good #kike is a dead kike!
#GTKRWN #FuckZOG #NukeIsrael #Jews

**Ryan Fletcher #VotePatrickLittle @Racial_Ryan** · 3 hours · 12 June 2018
Accept nothing less, than the eradication of the #Jew. #Shoah the #SheenyCurse!
Kill the #Kike! #NukeIsrael #GTKRWN
The following six images were posted by Ryan Fletcher on his Gab account. Each image shows and glorifies the killing of Jews, either by hanging, shooting and knifing. All the images were posted in 2018. These images are also posted online by many other people.
“Yatzie” and “Tilly Oakum”:
https://gab.ai/Yatzie/posts/30504716
“Yatzie” posts on Gab, an alternative to Twitter. In one post and conversation “Yatzie” without even mentioning the word ‘Jew’ announced his goal was to deport “Asians, Africans and Arabs/Muslims” and to annihilate all Australian Jews. “Yatzie” often posts about the activities of Antipodean Resistance and Blair Cottrell. Note the ((( ))) symbol to indicate “Jews”.

- u Yatzie  u @Yatzie  Australia PRO · 8 hours ago · 31 July 2018
  Who am I? I'm an Australian. [...] What is my goal? My goal is to [...] Push to do a Mass Deportation of Asians, Africans and Arabs/Muslims from Australia's shores. [...]  

- Tilly Oakum @Inlikeme
  While you're deporting all that excess biomass, you missed (((something))) ...

- u Yatzie  u @Yatzie
  Wasn't going to deport them. Don't want them nor their children coming back. I hear the deserts are quite nice this time of year

- Tilly Oakum @Inlikeme
  Please - shark bait, fertilizer or landfill. Frankly turning them into Weet Bix for Aussie kids would probably be their finest hour lozl

- u Yatzie  u @Yatzie
  Gonna make it a surprise.

Others:
- Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO 8 days · 3 June 2018
  Kill Jews

- MosheShekelRod (#NaziGhost) @MosheShekelRod · an hour ago · 17 Sep. 2018
  There's only one topic, the gassing of every kike on the planet. Everything else is secondary.

- MosheShekelRod (#NaziGhost) @MosheShekelRod · 7 months · Dec. 2017
  Brendon O'Connell lured to NZ and arrested on "character grounds".... tick tock you fucking kike vermin! https://kek.gg/i/5m2QHh.gif

“Natural Justice” image:
This has been posted online by many people, including Australians, as well as a variant form:

[Image] 2018 Is the year this and white sh*t ends
by Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO · a day · 5 June 2018
Targeting Jews and Jewish organisations

Jewish individuals and organisations are often targeted with antisemitic comments on their Facebook pages, especially if they are prominent people or Jewish community organisations. The following items have not been included as incidents, but rather as antisemitic ‘discourse’. Targeting Jews online with antisemitic rhetoric is common on the internet. Some of these comments are reproduced below.

Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ)
November 27 · 2017
- Kenny Dobson VII Oy vey a jew caught lying, what else is new?

January 14 · 2018
- Darren David Difficult in the extreme to remember something that didn't happen [ie the Holocaust]
- Aren Onebier Joens NEVER FORGET THE TWELVE GORILLION GOYIM
- Joasia Zuccamus What about the 66 million + the bolesheviks murdered?
- Ayana Rand What's the difference between the Holocaust and a cow? You cant milk a cow for 70 years.
- Brandon Goldwater Rememba da 600 gorrilian goyim
- Oguz Yildiz Why should anyone care about the supposed holocaust when Jews recognise neither the Armenian genocide nor the Holodomor, the later of which was far more devastating the holocaust ever could have been, and orchestrated by the Jew Lazar Kaganovich?

April 22 · 2018
- Hayden Grayson Oy Vey [in response to an article on Antipodean Resistance]

May 1 · 2018
- Kathleen Tükorehu Write my name down on my list of “anti-Semites” on the left to shame now if you want Julie Nathan, we all know smearing anti-Zionist leftists is all you care about.

May 4, 2018
- Brian Warner Go put your heads in the oven you filthy kikes!

June 14 · 2018
- David Lane Turnbull is a jew. Adolf didnt finish the job.

August 7 · 2018
- Franklin Sanders Bolshevik communists cultural marxist progressive frankfurt school critical theory globalist rootles cosmopolitan elite have to be stopped
Response to the ECAJ’s criticism of Senator Fraser Anning’s reference to “the final solution to the immigration problem” in his maiden speech:

**August 15 · 2018**
- Willem O’Brien Oy vey how dare the goyim try to save their nation! Think of the jyuuuz

**August 28 · 2018**
- Grant Roberts While all you other Jews are subjugating the west and encouraging Liberalism and diversity […]
- Anoshirvan Jafari Those who control the media, banks and the politicians will control and destroy the nation for their own tribal agenda. Australia for all Australians by heart.

**NSW Jewish Board of Deputies**

**January 5 · 2018**
- Kassem Chalabi Freedom of speech only to attack Islam, have you heard about the holocaust in Gaza

**January 18 · 2018**
- Aron Akca How did 6 million die when only 3.2 registered Jews in Europe at the time?
- Ronny Depp heil

**January 19 · 2018**
Vandals target Jewish community spraying swastikas on cars
- Aron Akca Zeig heil

**Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS)**

**April 22 · 2018**
- Hayden Grayson Oyyy Vey
  - Hayden Grayson Don't get me wrong, I think Israel has a right to exist, just not on the basis of "Us Joojoos need a place of our own ya feel".

23 April 2018
- Hayden Grayson dude is the z word like the Jewish n word? what a historically rich and downtrodden culture you are.
  - Hayden Grayson filthy fuckin zigger

**Chabad of North Queensland RARA**

4 September 2018
- Paul Risque Fiasco Beckett Leave Cairns, this is no place for ZIONAZIS

On Beckett’s own page, he posted:
- Paul Risque Fiasco Beckett · September 4 · 2018
  The NAZIonsist murderers of women and children in Palestine are attempting to bolster their cult in North Queensland, give them a boisterous welcome, one they wont want to relive.
Michael Danby MP

October 21 · 2017

- Nicholas Stephens Ethnic vote chasing!!! No Jew should be a member of parliament nor be part of the destruction of Australia by the political parties.

Online Hate Prevention Institute (OHPI)

July 22 · 2018

- Mark Hollingsworth I believe all Zionist are Jewish supremacist & antigentile. that trick you supremacist play is not working anymore calling it anti-Semite. […]

July 22 · 2018

- Daryl S Morris And what do you do about current Israel acting like Nazi's..

OZ Israel

https://www.facebook.com/OZ-Israel-1850308668571231/

November 3 · 2017

- Matthew Shrubsole Oy the Australian goyem are ready to be bled dry then. Last i checked he wasn’t a Jew, so tf is he doing wearing a cap?

- Matthew Shrubsole […] Guess we know who is pulling the strings in the Australian government then. Banks and Jews like clouds and rain. Christopher I was wondering what that little fuck with the ratshit beard in the corner rubbing his hands together muttering “muh holy land” was about

Jews Against Fascism

July 22 · 2018

- Bacob Berman Surprised you don’t know what hand sign I’m doing. Not only shit at protesting but researching as well. Up the chimney Jew boys.

“Bacob Berman” is a pseudonym on Facebook of Jacob Hersant/Herman, an active member of Antipodean Resistance.

Australian Jewish Association

AJA is a conservative / right wing Jewish group.

November 28 · 2017

- Sani Mohamad You people are not human being bunch of animals on earth killing children and woman.

- Naseem Inaya Bunch of dirty gangsters creating an apartheid settler state.

3 April 2018

- Toby Cook Oy veh! I’ve been a bag goy! They banned me. lol

- Toby Cook Oyyyy veyyyyyy the anti-Semitism card
• **Ilene Tyrrell** IT’S A FUCKIN DISGRACE, TO SQUASH HIS RIGHT TO EXPRESS HIS VIEWS. Who’d expect anything else from the (((jewbook)))) May see you when it’s over 😎

• **Matt Lowe** Where is their HQ Tobes? Another place to crack open.

• **Toby Cook** I’ll suss it out bro!

12 April 2018
• **Tobias Cook** Oyyyy veyyy. Muh 6 gazillion! This is fabricated

April 19  ·  2018
• **Shayden Ismat** Nice try there Shekelberg.

• **Vincent Mangogh** Oy vey, it's anoda shoah

• **Josh McCallum** ((( T H E M )))

• **Andreas Dorsch** Oy vey

• **Todd Hopper** Your country is Israel this is Australia

• **Todd Hopper** Six gorzillion blades of grass were exterminated

• **Vincent Mangogh** It's anodah shoah

**Avi Yemini**
Yemini is a member of the Jewish community who espouses right-wing political views and operates a Facebook page.

October 17  ·  2017
• **Joey Abbude** Spew hitler didn’t finish what he started

• **Neall Gormick**
December 19 · 2017
- Sam Jabbar Hail hitler, wished he finished the job you jewish cunt. [...] Your lucky you are in australia or wherever and not in europe coz everyone from the uk to pakistan hates jews and wants them dead and burned to death

April 16 ·
- Zidi Jutt Worst creation on the planet Jewish dogs 🍼
  Zidi Jutt Worst creation on the planet
  Jewish dogs 🍼

Targeting Jews on non-Jewish sites
In the following two posts, note the use of the (((triple echoes))) around a name or entity to indicate and signify that the person or group is Jewish.

- baeumler @baeumler PRO · 10 hours · 29 April 2018
  Everyday in Every White Country
  (((Julie Nathan))) is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry. Antipodean Resistance: The Rise and Goals of Australia's New Nazis

  baeumler @baeumler PRO
  11 hours

  Everyday in Every White Country

  (((Julie Nathan))) is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry.

  http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2018/04/20...

- Lastindependentthinker @FullyLIT PRO Donor · 3 months · Feb. 2018
  ((They)) are setting up shop in ((their)) next target: ECAJ opens office in Canberra and changes its structure ECAJ opens office in Canberra and changes its structure
Check out this sick group... I might start the Australian Goyim Council, bet I would be shut down ,its a joke in Australia the jew has his way here, infested in politics banking etc, if you say anything they cry and play the victim, the Australian Goyim Council is needed to expose the over representation of the jews. They are roughly .5% Australian population yet have the most power. [Render is referring to the ECAJ]

Antipodean Resistance
Antipodean Resistance (AR) was formed in October 2016 in Melbourne. It comprises a small number of active members, mostly in their teens or twenties. However, the small numbers mask their intense and concerted activities. Antipodean Resistance members take great pains to conceal their identities. They take photographs of themselves but cover their faces and hair with identical white skull masks (the Nazi SS Totenkopf – death’s head) and Akubra hats. Groups of Antipodean Resistance members were formed in other cities and regional towns during 2017 and 2018, particularly in Sydney, Brisbane and Adelaide, also in small but active cells.

AR’s openly espouses National Socialism (Nazism) as an ideology. Its views are white supremacist, antisemitic, anti-homosexual, and antagonistic to ‘non-white’ immigration. The group expresses veneration for Adolf Hitler and celebrates April 20 as the anniversary of his birthday. Antipodean Resistance has gained publicity and notoriety through its campaign of plastering posters and stickers in targeted public spaces, such as universities, high schools, organisations’ offices, the offices of political parties and Members of Parliament, and in neighbourhoods with large numbers of Jewish residents.

Antipodean Resistance has an online presence predominantly through its website. AR had a Twitter account which was closed in a crackdown on hate groups in December 2017, and AR opened a Gab account in November 2017. AR also posts videos online. In general, AR only posts about its activities on Gab, and reports on its activities on the website.

Antipodean Resistance – antisemitic ideology:
Neo-Nazism, like Hitler’s Nazism, is a race based ideology. At its core is the idea that all people are categorised and defined by their biological “race”, from which their moral, physical and intellectual qualities are derived. Nazis believe, without the slightest scientific basis, that humanity consists of a hierarchy of biological races, that nature has made some races “higher” than others. They believe in the existence of a white-skinned, northern European “Aryan race”, which they deem to be the highest “race” of all, morally, physically and intellectually. They conflate Jewish peoplehood with the myth of a biological “Jewish race” to which they attribute high intelligence but low moral and physical qualities. They regard Jews as “sub-human”. In addition, Nazi ideology subscribes to conspiracy theories that “the Jews” manipulate and control governments, finance and media, with the aim of totally dominating the world.

Nazism therefore designates “the Jews” as the most dangerous threat to the “natural supremacy” of the “Aryan race”. Nazis thus believe in an existential and eternal battle between biological races, most especially between their imagined “Aryan race” and their imagined biological “Jewish race”. Nazis believe that for “the Aryan race” to assert its “natural supremacy” and triumph in this apocalyptic battle, Jews must be annihilated from the earth. Neo-Nazism, like its earlier incarnation under Hitler, is thus a totalitarian and genocidal ideology.
Nazi inspiration for Antipodean Resistance propaganda:
There are three images by AR that have been taken directly from Nazi Germany:

1. The "Legalise the Execution of Jews" poster was composed of a photo taken at Vinnitsa, Ukraine, in July 1941, of a Jew about to be shot by a Nazi. Antipodean Resistance super-imposed its SS Death's Head mask and Akubra hat onto the Nazi, and super-imposed an antisemitic caricature of a Jewish head onto the Jew.

2. The image of the grub-like creature in this AR poster was taken from a Nazi propaganda poster (The Vermin) published on 28 September 1944 in Der Sturmer.

3. A photo taken on 19 April 1945, after the liberation of the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp, of a British soldier using a bulldozer to push the bodies of the dead into a mass grave, was altered by Antipodean Resistance. In the photo, Antipodean Resistance replaced the soldier's head with the Antipodean Resistance SS Death's Head mask and Akubra hat. The altered image shows that Antipodean Resistance aspires to murdering Australian Jews on a massive scale.

AR Poster: ‘Legalise the Execution of Jews’
20 April 2017

“German soldiers of the Waffen-SS and the Reich Labor Service look on as a member of an Einsatzgruppe prepares to shoot a Ukrainian Jew kneeling on the edge of a mass grave filled with corpses.” Source: United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/pa5355
AR Poster: ‘Crush the Vermin’ 5 July 2017. The message of this poster is that the “Jewish vermin” must be crushed underfoot. The dollar sign and the hammer and sickle sign in the eyes of both posters indicate the twin “Jewish evils” of capitalism and communism – according to Nazi ideology.

Title: Das Ungeziefer (“The Vermin”) The symbol of Jewry on top of the world, with a Jewish Star of David above containing the text "DU SOLLST DIE VÖLKER DER ERDE FRESSEN" ("You shall eat (gobble up) the nations of the earth.")
http://research.calvin.edu/german-propaganda-archive/sturmer.htm

AR image on Iron March – 8 June 2017 Text: “Antipodean Resistance [arrow]” and “Australian Jewry [arrow]”

“A British Army bulldozer pushed bodies of Bergen-Belsen Concentration Camp victims into a mass grave, Germany, 19 Apr 1945; note driver had to cover nose and mouth with handkerchief.”
Source: Imperial War Museum.
https://ww2db.com/image.php?image_id=6171
Antipodean Resistance – incitement to murder and genocide:
The genocidal race-hate Nazi ideology of Antipodean Resistance is reflected in its propaganda posters, stickers, murals and graffiti, in Antipodean Resistance targets, and in Antipodean Resistance statements online.

The three Nazi-inspired images above are all calls to murder Jews: “Legalise the execution of Jews” poster, ‘Crush the Vermin’ poster (utilising the Nazi image of the Jews as “Das Ungeziefer” ie “The Vermin”), and the image of corpses of Jews in the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp captioned as “Australian Jewry”.

In addition, the poster “Blaze It” glorifies the burning of Jews in Nazi crematoria and calls for the killing of Jews. The adoption by Antipodean Resistance of the slogan of “GTKRWN” (Gas The Kikes, Race War Now) (as posted on their sub-forum on the now defunct Iron March forum) is a call for the genocide of Jews.

As a precursor to murder and genocide, Antipodean Resistance dehumanises and incites hatred against Jews:

- Two Antipodean Resistance posters demonise Jews through the idea of “Jewish poison” (“Reject Jewish Poison” and “Resist Jewish Poison”), blaming Jews for “Multiculturalism” and “Degeneracy”.

- Another poster (“Stop the Hordes - Keep Australia White!”) blames Jews for “non-white” immigration into Australia, with the message that “the Jews” are the hidden hand behind it; the message is that this is a “Jewish plot” to destroy the white European races, with the implied message that it is the white European races who need to defend themselves by eradicating Jews.

Jacob Hersant/Herman, a leading member of Antipodean Resistance, under the pseudonym “Bacob Berman” posted the following on a Jewish Facebook page on 22 July 2018:

- “Up the chimney Jew boys”.

All these posters, and other antisemitic posters and stickers, were put up in many places across Australia during the period in review – see Chapter 2 Incidents for a full listing.

Antipodean Resistance - Targeting Jews:
Antipodean Resistance has targeted Jewish facilities such as synagogues, Jewish schools, and suburbs and streets where Jews live, with posters and stickers. Antipodean Resistance has named five prominent Australian Jews on its website, using them to demonise all Jews:

- Peter Wertheim, co-CEO, Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ)
- Vic Alhadeff CEO, NSW Jewish Board of Deputies (JBD)
- Julie Nathan Research Officer, Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ)
- Andre Oboler CEO, Online Hate Prevention Institute (OHPI)
- Dvir Abramovich CEO, Anti-Defamation Commission (ADC)

Wertheim was described as “This racial alien thinks he has the right to order around our government and legal system.” Alhadeff was accused of being “the jewish powers that be [who] kvetched loud enough that their puppets in the government finally did something”. Nathan was
said to be “part of a group known for cutting non-jewish babies with razors in order to bake the blood matzos for Passover”. Oboler had his photo posted on the website.

These examples show that Antipodean Resistance members believe that Jews are “racial aliens”, ie are not Australian; control the government and laws; that the government is a Jewish puppet; and that Jews murder gentile babies in order to consume their blood.

Antipodean Resistance incites hatred and violence against Jews, with the aim of laying the necessary political and psychological groundwork for the murder and annihilation of Australian Jews.

Antipodean Resistance - website
http://antipodean-resistance.info/index.html
Antipodean Resistance posts a monthly report of the group’s activities on the website. Extracts of some of these follow.


- **November 2017 Action Report** - Nov 30, 2017

Our fans over at the Executive Council of Australian Jewry have compiled a report (which they do annually) on ‘anti-semitism’ in Australia. Worth noting here is that we take up a large portion of this report, and accordingly, anti Jews incidents are up almost 10%! Antipodean Resistance is largely responsible for this increase, though of course this report compiles literally any complaint they get, so long as they can say it is anti-semitic. Many of the ‘incidences’ are random Facebook comments, or *anti-Jewish terrorist attacks* in supermarkets. [...] Keep this report in mind next time you think of listening to Jews about how mistreated or persecuted they are. These kikes have such a massive persecution complex that they will go over every single last little thing and make a huge deal out of it, to the extent where they will call the most nauseating leftist piece of filth (as seen in the image below) anti-semitic because he wakes up every morning and kisses the feet of Palestinians, and not of Jews. [...] Jews have the resources to compile these lists, and within moments of being published, manage to get journalists to report on them extremely favourably in several major news outlets. A powerless, persecuted minority, for sure.

In addition, we have some worrying rhetoric from the ECAJ:

**ECAJ urged:** “For a diverse society such as Australia’s to be socially cohesive, it is imperative that those in positions of influence within Australia publicly condemn anti-Semitism and other forms of racism, and support legal and other measures to counter all forms of racism, especially those which involve violence or advocacy of violence.”

By ‘other measures’, could they be meaning violence, or even terrorism?

We at AR believe that the ECAJ should be banned as a terrorist organisation before they kill someone, because as Anne Aly has told her comrades at the ABC, ‘*it only takes one person*’, right? Just to be safe. [...] Of note in this article is that of the 4 people who condemned our activity, 2 of them were Jews. It’s funny how at the first sight of ‘anti-semitic’ actions, journalists scurry over themselves to contact a mere ‘civil rights group’ (a downright laughable term some media use to describe the ADC) and plaster their copy pasted kvetching about how nasty those anti-semites are all over the article. And as for that cuck mayor, she’s just
another establishment politician who is only too happy to condemn a youth activist group because a man with a big nose and a funny hat asked her to.


- **March 2018 Action Report** - 30 March 2018
  “[…] The audio included in the video comes from recent radio talks about us, and how Vic Alhadeff and his unholy alliance of Jewish lobby groups and other organisations want to change laws in order to prevent the supposed ‘incitement of violence’ on our posters. This is obviously quite ridiculous as we’ve never incited anyone to violence and have not been involved in any acts of violence. Naturally, that won’t stop the Jews or any other corrupt politicians and similarly natured rats from trying to push their agenda, using anything they like as an excuse. […] But hey, it’s not like the jews are known for being natural born liars, right? While they’re mostly pushing to change the laws in New South Wales right now, we can guarantee that they won’t stop there. In the future when speech is criminalised, remember that it was jews both here and overseas that took a leading role in pushing for that change.”


- **April 2018 Action Report** - Apr 30, 2018
  A few interesting articles were also released on us, including one by our #1 fangirl Julie Nathan. It’s always worth taking note the language these jews use in their articles in an attempt to deceive the average reader, slipping blatant lies into most viewers minds unnoticed.

Antipodean Resistance has connections to groups overseas who have committed terrorist acts and/or are proscribed terrorist organisations.

This use of and/or is a way for them to very deliberately deceive people without technically being incorrect about what they say. Like how if we wrote

*Julie Nathan is part of a group known for cutting non-jewish babies with razors in order to bake the blood matzos for passover and/or writing for Times of Israel.*

we would technically not be incorrect.

They are of course trying to push the ridiculous ideas that we are terrorists and being a National Socialist is illegal. This is far from the truth, especially given that we have a perfectly clean record of no violence committed. Similarly, we do not have connections to groups that have actually committed terrorist acts, nor have we ever endorsed any acts of terrorism. It just goes to show that we are correct when we call out the Jews for being natural born liars. It is in their nature to defame their opponents through insinuating falsehoods. It’s not hard to see why some desperate people turn to terrorism when the global system is actively destroying our history, culture, and identity, enforcing debt slavery upon our people, destroying our environment, importing millions of non-whites and allowing them to have a free-run raping, robbing, and violently attacking us. Every act of terrorism against the West is the natural result of the jew-traitor system’s rules and actions.

*Julie Nathan is part of a group known for cutting non-jewish babies with razors in order to bake the blood matzos for passover and/or writing for Times of Israel.*
Queensland continues to proudly conduct our activism, undeterred by the ugly face of the Jewish State that stands before us. [...] We paid the Brisbane Freemasons a visit, letting the Jews who frequent this building know that there are those of us who reject their poison and stand against it.”

May 2018 Action Report - May 30, 2018
Another non-white officer was whining about how he didn’t like the message, and in the same vein as the filthy Jews tend to talk about multiculturalism, the officer was mentioning how “it’s such a multicultural country now… where is it going to end?”. Every officer on site was practically the same as any other Jew or butthurt lefty online. [...] As per usual there was more Jewish butthurt over our posters, covered by our buddies at the ABC.

June 2018 Action Report - Jun 29, 2018
Recently, many racially conscious Australians in NSW have been concerned that the Jewish powers that be (namely Vic Alhadeff) kvetched loud enough that their puppets in the government finally did something, and that was to increase the power of our “hate crime” laws. [...] These laws were not tuned to protect you from Ahmed and his explosive temperament. They were brought to fruition because they want to make it as hard as they can for the likes of Whites to awaken and reclaim this country from the likes of these Jews and politicians. [...] Notice how these communists follow the age old Jewish tradition of taking what someone else has created, and destroying it. [...] Oy vey goyim! These hate facts will certainly shake many to the core! Get the police and government! Shut it down!!!

August 2018 Action Report - Aug 30, 2018:
“The Eternal Jew in CARF, instead of following a sensible model of having people contribute together for a common purpose that they all believe in, thinks that he can make a nice easy buck by selling their stickers to Marxists and other undesirables. [...] This wouldn’t be complete without showing their kike mentality through their blatant shilling for the gullible goyim to buy their stickers. [...]”

September 2018 Action Report - Sep 30, 2018
The main action of this month in NSW was the posterig at UNSW, populated heavily with Jews and thus is full of degenerate events and Jew-centric gatherings. One of the main targets within the campus was the Goldstein hall, but beyond that there’s also a building dedicated to the B’nai Brith, named ‘Shalom College’. For those who are unaware, the B’nai Brith is the father organisation for the criminal Anti-Defamation
League in America, as well as the SPLC, ADC, and other Jewish organizations all over the world. The ADL was founded to protect Jews and Jewish interests after the filthy kike Leo Frank was lynched as mob justice after the murder of a 13 year old girl. With approximately 80 posters displayed around the campus, it’s no doubt that the Jews on campus are now well aware of our presence, not to mention all the other degenerate denizens.

Antipodean Resistance – Twitter/Gab
https://gab.ai/AntipodeanResistance
AR’s Twitter account (opened on 6 Feb. 2017) was shut down on 19 Dec. 2017. Anticipating this, AR set up a Gab account on 18 Nov. 2017, which is still in use. The following are some posts by AR on the twitter and Gab accounts. AR had 1,076 followers on Twitter, as at 13 Dec. 2017, and 726 followers on Gab as of 26 Oct. 2018.

https://twitter.com/NS_Australia/status/934946965456072705
  • AntipodeanResistance @NS_Australia · Nov 27
    The report mentions an increase of anti-Semitic incidents in Australia by almost 10% in the last year. Let’s get those numbers up!

https://twitter.com/NS_Australia/status/942362444831346689
  • AntipodeanResistance @NS_Australia · 38m · 17 Dec. 2017
    National Socialism is the only genuine REVOLT against the modern globalist system. Mural done by the Sydney chapter.

https://gab.ai/AntipodeanResistance/posts/17651399
  • Antipodean Resistance @AntipodeanResistance · 2 hours · 10 Jan. 2018
    White Revolution is the ONLY solution.

https://gab.ai/AntipodeanResistance/posts/18855132
  • Antipodean Resistance @AntipodeanResistance · an hour · 29 Jan. 2018
    A new mural has been put up in New South Wales in remembrance of the 6 gorillion lives lost in the holocaust.

Comment:
Oy vey Chaim da goyim are striking back!!

https://gab.ai/AntipodeanResistance/posts/24131328

To celebrate Hitler's birthday in Adelaide, activists have put up posters on the Beit Shalom synagogue, the Greens and Labor offices, and surrounding area

Comment:

Let the Kikes know they aren't wanted! ;)

For further information on AR, see chapter 2 for incidents perpetrated by Antipodean Resistance members, chapter 8 for Antipodean Resistance material eg posters, stickers, murals and graffiti, and chapter 10 for a lengthy article on the group, also at http://www.abc.net.au/religion/antipodean-resistance-the-rise-and-goals-of-australias-new-nazis/10094794

AR has produced one anti-Aboriginal poster, one anti-Chinese poster, one poster against Jews, Chinese and Africans. Most posters are either anti-Jewish or anti-homosexual.

Australia First Party

“QANTAS decrees faggot month with strap-on float in Mardi Gras” by John Hood, March 5, 2018

“...This is what kikes are trying to turn your son into. Are you letting your kids watch Jewish “entertainment”? If so, not only are you a failure as a parent, but you’re also a retard. [...] I checked out the series – the core cast is made up entirely of gook girls and Jew boys. [...] There is no excuse for paying (((people))) who hate you to brainwash your children into becoming miserable degenerates and actively (often cheerfully) contributing to the destruction of their entire kind. Disney fought the Jews half his life, but he dies it was all over. Disney today is nothing more than a propaganda vehicle for the kikes, just like the alternatives.”

Baeumler

‘Baeumler’ appears to be a member and/or supporter of Antipodean Resistance. He posts on Gab. Baeumler also posted about ECAJ (see Targeting Jews section above).

The Cunts helping the Caravan in are a bunch of Smug New York Jews Wake Up White Man. The Jew is your Mortal Enemy.

It makes perfect sense. The Jews run the News so people instinctively hate journalists.

The Holocaust. Six Million Lies
• **baeumler @baeumler PRO** · 10 hours · 29 April 2018
There are no Good Jews.

• **baeumler @baeumler PRO** · 4 hours · 2 May 2018
A country has the Jews it deserves. Just as mosquitoes can thrive and settle only in swamps, likewise the former can only thrive in the swamps of our sins.

• **baeumler @baeumler_ Read SIEGE. PRO 6 hours** · 15 May 2018
The Solution to the JQ.
To kill a parasite, you need to bring the host close to death to rid it of the infection.

• **baeumler @baeumler PRO 2 days** · 15 May 2018
More reasons to hate Jews, like you really needed any.

• **baeumler @baeumler PRO · 9 hours** · 17 May 2018
There hope for Gen-Zyklon?

• **baeumler @baeumler PRO 6 hours** · 17 May 2018
Jew Hate is Moving into the Mainstream - Maybe there is hope after all.

• **baeumler @baeumler PRO 6 hours** · 17 May 2018
Fucking Jews demand a AntisemitISM NKVD Commissar to Round up and Imprison anyone who Points out the Jews are fucking menace. If they get their way I will see y’all in the Gulag.

• **baeumler @baeumler PRO 4 hours** · 17 May 2018
We will not rest till we have enslaved the entire Jewish race. World War II was just a test run. With genetic testing there will be nowhere to hide for semitic vermin.

• **baeumler @baeumler PRO 15 hours** · 26 May 2018
We have been massively Jewed. The only amazing thing is that the "masses" aren't rioting in the streets with pitchforks, chasing the "Elites" out of the country.

**Blair Cottrell**
Blair Cottrell is the former leader of the United Patriots Front, a predominantly anti-Islam group. Cottrell is a white supremacist and an antisemite, and has previously stated on Facebook that “Jews are the parasites” (12-7-2014); “They [Jews] will give off the impression that they are hard done by, complain and create imaginary adversity for themselves in order to pass new legislations [sic], which make it illegal to speak out against or question Jews. […] It all contributes to their ambition of international dominion over non-Jews.”(1-5-2013); that “There should be a picture of this man [Adolf Hitler] in every classroom and every school, and his book [Mein Kampf] should be issued to every student annually.” (10-5-2013). In 2017, Cottrell was convicted of inciting contempt toward Muslims after staging a mock beheading in Bendigo in 2015, but is appealing the conviction.

**Blair Cottrell – Twitter**

• **Blair Cottrell @blaircottrell89** · May 2
How flattering for Adolf Hitler that he remains the enemy of the current world-powers even 70 years after his death.

- **Blair Cottrell @blaircottrell89 · May 7**
  Funny how virtually no right-winger other than the (((official))) few can get verified on Twitter or even stay active on Facebook for very long, yet every Leftist drone remains totally active & verified, while they claim to be ‘fighting the state and rich private corporations’.

- **Blair Cottrell @blaircottrell89 · Jul 7**
  Some call it communism, I call it Judaism.

- **Blair Cottrell @blaircottrell89 · 18 Aug 2018**
  Interesting that Wikipedia says that the Protocols of Zion is “an anti-Semitic fabricated text.” In truth there is no proof that it is authentic, but there’s also no proof that it’s not. Is the rush by ‘intellectuals’ to declare it fake the greatest proof of its authenticity?

**Blair Cottrell - Facebook**
https://www.facebook.com/realblaircottrell/
Comments by others on Cottrell’s posts follow.

- **Eddie Khoury** Its all juden anyway

- **Diane Nolan** Wrong- it’s Luciferians.... masquerading as Jews.

- **Paul Floyd** Yes! Then there is also the issue of the ((((carcinogens)))) which seem to prompt and spread the cancer as a healthy body with plentifully white cells is not in their self interest. 😎

- **Trè Bloodstone** And yet these ((((carcinogens)))) magically morph into white blood cells when transported to another body, called Israel 🇸🇮

**Blair Cottrell - video**
Cottrell produces his own videos. One is provided here, with some of the comments underneath. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkfD67tn8vw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkfD67tn8vw)

- **The Globalist Agenda Behind Mass Islamic Immigration (Blair Cottrell)**
  Gr8brit · Published on Jun 22, 2018

COMMENTS:

- **jml1958** · The sheep are being led to Agenda 21/30 New World Order. All I get back is " well we have to remove Islam first, then we deal with the Zionists" You won't be around to deal with the hell the Zionists will unleash, that's part of the plan.

- **Daniel Joshua** · Zionist jews and race traitors first Islam after

- **jml1958** · […] It just seems crazy to me for everyone to go charging towards a sore (Islam) that has been inflicted upon us by the head of the snake, Zionists et al, while the head of the snake is waiting to unleash a hell on earth that we cannot begin to imagine.
• **john Conrad** · Morals and dogma a book by Ambert Pike the leader of masons in cofederate time said ww3 will be between muslims and Christians so Jews can rule the world..

• **Stephen O'Brien** · The globalists are zionists. Stop supporting Israel. They are using you.

• **Pete Maloney** · Trump and Putin and BREXIT are all about taking down the plan of global conquest as laid out in the book 'The Protocols of the Elders of Zion" [...]. Christian vs Muslim to destruction leaves the Jewish banker total control of the earth. This is the 200 year old Protocols Plan. Read the blueprint of the destruction of the West !!!!!!!!

• **Rhys Tomos** · (((Western Powers)))

**Brendon O'Connell**
Brendon O'Connell came to public attention in 2009 when he videoed himself harassing and racially abusing a young Jewish university student in Perth. O'Connell subsequently was charged, convicted under WA race hate laws, and sentenced to prison. In November 2016, to avoid a court appearance, and the possibility of returning to prison, O'Connell fled Australia and went to Iran, then to Malaysia. In October 2017, he was arrested upon entering New Zealand, and detained. O’Connell continues to produce and post videos.

**Brendon O’Connell – video 1**
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tr4tsQW3WOc&feature=share](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tr4tsQW3WOc&feature=share)

• **Latest Update From Prison!! Zionist Whistleblower Brendon O'Connell**
  **Zionist Report** · Published on 18 Nov 2017

COMMENTS, posted in Nov. and Dec. 2017:
• **Southern Pride** · Kikes at it again.

• **SharpEdgeOperator** · The Neocon American Zionist imperialist are in charge of US and Australian legislators. The Talmudic agenda is in the end game. 1st amendment has been thrown out and it is a crime to criticize Israel.

• **Mike Spearwood** · (((the West)))

• **Mike Spearwood** · (((YouTube)))

• **horsefaceemily** · Welcome to the new ju order , were next !.

• **Grand Negus** · dem joos knocking down the numbers

• **Randy McChunderNubs** · yet another time it happens. KIKES.

• **Ginger Nutz** · New Zealand is where all the (((elites))) are planning to escape to.
• Αγαθοδαίμων Δαμάσκιος · JewTube Sucks!

• matthew thomas · Somebody ran out of gas in 44/5. Pity

Brendon O’Connell – video 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHCl90Mf5Tw

• "Fakers" · Australian White Nationalist Coddled By Alex Jones
Brendon O’Connell · Published on May 14, 2018

COMMENTS:

• Brendon O'Connell · Its a pretty good trick - - - - turning Israel into the friend of the so called, "ultra right". But then Jewish Power has ALWAYS been both sides of the same Rothschild power banker cult.

• Bitter Transcendence · [...] this subversion and push for multiculturalism, immigration and miscegenation is all dictated by world Jewry in ALL European Nations.

• Bitter Transcendence · [...] National Socialism is the only answer if we wish to preserve our Nations, culture and racial characteristics. The greatest opponent to this is World Jewry, through their control of finance, the Mass Media(and therefor the political process) and Academia(favouritism for Jews).

• pedro baez · All western Governments have been brainwashed and controlled by the Rothschild Zionist

• Plain Press News · (((far left and far right))) are both controlled oppositions.

• Plain Press News · 'sharia bashing' vids are all endorsed by the (((rebel media))) and other (((alt right media approved by the chosenites))) and they never get censored. Whilst talmud bashing vids gets censored and ur channel deleted because YouTube itself is more (((suited for the agenda of the chosenite)))

• JustCause2Video1001 · The Jews blaming others to control the masses while (((they))) break all the laws! 2000 yrs and counting....will it ever end?

• Ryback Smith · Hey bro.................nothings more evil than Jews.

• Brendon O'Connell · You do "get it" dont you? What happens to rats? Who work for police? Who work for Israel and the Jewish mob in Melbourne? What happens? I'll tell you what happens? They get OODLES of publicity and lotsa money! Dear me, what a RAT. Disgusting. Shameful. Un-Australian. Imagine, good Muslims have their countries decimated by out of control rat neo-cons and here are the Israeli Firstre Rat White Nationalist movement trying to make things worse for them. What a rat. Disgusting.

• John Lemon & The Sourtones · Are all those 5th column jew lobby groups who fight for open borders everywhere except the Ultra Nationalist State of Israel not organized and run by the jew? You're talking Shill talk.
Chris Roubis
Chris Roubis lives in NSW. He has several social media accounts, including under fake names such as Chris Roland and others. Roubis has several websites, most notably Jew World Order, NSW Police Force shame, Southern Highlands NSW, and Free Psychic Readings Australia. Roubis is a conspiracy theorist and antisemite. Just a very small sampling of Roubis’ online activity follows.

Chris Roubis - Jew World Order:
http://www.jewworldorder.org/children-go-missing-every-year/
  - Why do Children go missing every year
    October 2nd, 2017 Awake Goyim
    Why do Children go missing every year
    Jewish Blood Libels and Child Sacrifices to Satan, Moloch.
  - October 7th, 2017 Awake Goyim
    ROTHSCILDS CRIME SYNDICATE = JEWISH RUSSIAN MAFIA = RED MAFIYA = RED OCTOPUS = JEWISH MAFIA = LINKED TO MOSSAD + CIA + AIPAC + ADL + FEDERAL RESERVE + Jewish Russian Red Mafiya or the “Red Octopus” with Links ROTHSCILDS CRIME SYNDICATE + Mossad + CIA

Chris Roubis – Facebook:
  - Chris Roubis · December 5, 2017 ·
    CONFIRMED... Jewish Messiah is Satan.
    The Star of Remphan/Molech/Satan - NOT the Star of David
  - Chris Roubis · December 31, 2017 ·
    “Why was the Holocaust story invented? Who benefits from this falsification of history?” This article will answer these questions. RENEGADETRIBUNE.COM
  - Chris Roubis · January 16 · 2018
    The Hidden Cult : the Jewish Ritual Murder
  - Chris Roubis · January 16 · 2018
    [...] Jews waging war against Islam and Christianity by getting Christians to do battle with Arabs. Jewish Divine Right to Rule Over Goyim The Talmudic Jews waging war against Islam and Christianity by getting Christians to do battle with Arabs. Jews No.1 Enemy .. CHRISTIANITY jewtube is shutting... YOUTUBE.COM

Chris Roubis as Chris Roland – Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/chrisrolandi
  - Chris Roland · May 7 · 2018

You can’t walk with God holding hands with the JEWS !!!
John 8:44
Christopher Shortis
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100011677254820

Chris Shortis was a member of the United Patriots Front. In 2017, he was found guilty, along with Blair Cottrell and Neil Erikson, of “inciting contempt, revulsion or ridicule of Muslims” by a Victorian court. He professes to be a Christian, although his views are repugnant to mainstream Christian teachings. The following Facebook post and comment by Shortis shows his Holocaust denial and deicide claims against Jews.

Christopher Shortis, November 12, 2017

- Dean Smallcombe Politician rule #1 - When you become politically desperate, mention the holocaust.

- Christopher Shortis 6 grillion

Christopher Shortis, January 10, 2018

Hard facts
1. No faithful Moslem has cursed Abram (Abraham) the prophet.
2. No faithful Moslem has cursed Jesus Christ though deny he is God’s son.
3. Jews curse Christ through the Talmud (Christ in hell boiling in semen and shit) Gitten
4. Jews conspired with Romans to have Christ crucified!

Guess which one of these two evangelical Christians defend, bless and say that the scriptures below relate to Israel and of Jews in general.

David Hilton

David Hilton formerly used the pseudonyms ‘Moses Apostaticus’ and ‘Trad Nash’ online, particularly on Facebook and Twitter. Hilton’s real identity was exposed in 2017. During the period in review, Hilton maintained several main online identities – ‘Australian Traditional Nationalist’ (Austranati) (on Facebook) and ‘Civilisationism’ (on Twitter, until the account was suspended c. January 2018, then on Gab). His Facebook page uses the address ‘Mapostaticus’. Hilton is based in Queensland. Hilton’s articles are also published on the xyz.com site (see the XYZ entry further below).

David Hilton: Facebook

- David Hilton · May 25 · 2018

- Kaiser Schimdt (((Empire))) kills Christ

- Senjin Van Kweef Jews killed christ not the romans

- David Hilton Damn straight.

- Ernest R O’Hara Jews put out the hit the Romans carried it out Senjin

- David Hilton · May 27 · 2018

Here's a transcript of my latest video in lieu of YouTube censoring it immediately. CIVILISATIONISM.NET The synagogue of Satan — CIVILISATIONISM Many Christians today believe that Judaism is based on the Bible. It is not. Indeed, Jesus
warned us in Revelation that Judaism would play a major role in Satan's deceptive plan for world control during the Last Days.

- **David Hilton** And Brendon O'Connell. I'm sure the Executive Council of Australian Jewry have had their lawyers go through my stuff with a fine-toothed comb. The only way we'll get rid of this toxic censorship of the truth is to stop fearing it.

**David Hilton: Australian Traditional Nationalist - Facebook**

https://www.facebook.com/Austranati/

https://www.facebook.com/Austranati/photos/a.358324446456561.1073741829.357642854633722/412848655779808/?type=3&theater

- **The Australian Traditional Nationalist · November 5 · 2017**
  Someone didn't like our poster, I wonder why, very aesthetic photo though.
  "Want to end hate? Stop the ☯ supremacy. Join Austranati!"
  "Twas a beautiful morning in Brisbane today.

https://www.facebook.com/Austranati/photos/a.358324446456561.1073741829.357642854633722/417429671988373/?type=3

- **The Australian Traditional Nationalist · November 18 · 2017**
  Spicy memes is what grew the right. Spicy memes will help spread the truth today!

David Hilton: Australian Traditional Nationalist - Twitter

https://twitter.com/theaustranati

ATN joined Twitter in August 2017, and describes itself using the white supremacist and antisemitic slogan of David Lane, although replacing “white” with “Anglo-Celtic”:

- ✠Austranati✠ @TheAustranati · Nov 6 · 2017
  White supremacists caught telling the truth in Brisbane and Sydney.
  #letsputanendtohate
  [poster: "Let's put an end to hate? Stop the ☯ supremacy. Join the Austranati!"]
The synagogue of Satan

Many people will be enraged at the argument I’m making in this video and will accuse me of mindless hatred of the bleeps. I have to call them bleeps, because Google has teamed up with the ADL to develop an AI which identifies keywords such as ‘bleep’ and censors content they don’t like. That should tell you something. This video will no doubt get me accused of ‘anti-Semitism’, as though I’m motivated by some irrational Freudian hatred of a successful group because I’m too lazy to clean my room. Or something.

The state of Israel was founded by the Luciferian banking family the Rothschilds as part of their plan for a globalist One World Order under their direct control. The symbol chosen for the state of Israel’s flag had been associated with the Rothschilds for centuries. It isn’t a ‘Star of David’. It’s the banner of Remphan, the god which, along with Moloch, idolatrous bleeps have worshipped for millennia. [...] The Luciferian cabal driving this agenda are planning for a one-world system with its political, economic, technological and religious power centred in Greater Israel. [...] It was this group, comprised of the rabbis of Israel, who murdered Jesus.

http://civilisationism.net/the-synagogue-of-satan/

David Hilton: Civilisationist - Gab
https://gab.ai/civilisationist

- David Hilton @civilisationist · 4 months · 16 Feb 2018
These Jewish supremacists just can't help themselves.

- David Hilton @civilisationist · 4 months ago · 12 March 2018
They'll have us wearing yellow crosses on our arms soon, goys.

- David Hilton @civilisationist · 3 months · 15 March 2018
It's almost like young Jews have had it so easy ruling the goyim they've forgotten how to tone it the fuck down. https://dailystormer.name/huffington-post-editor-c... 

- David Hilton @civilisationist · 3 months · 19 March 2018
Christian Zionists have been useful fools in the cabal's plan to engineer World War III.
• **David Hilton @civilisationist** · 2 months · 18 April 2018
  The cabal plan on creating a world government in Jerusalem after they cull the goyim with World War III. [http://civilisationism.net/new-world-order/](http://civilisationism.net/new-world-order/)

• **David Hilton @civilisationist** · 2 months · 19 April 2018
  Friendly reminder that Israel did 9/11. [https://www.xyz.net.au/israel-did-911/](https://www.xyz.net.au/israel-did-911/)

• **David Hilton @civilisationist** · 3 months ago · 21 April 2018
  The central banking debt farm has been key to building the power of the globo-Zionist cabal. Soon they won't need it anymore, and we cattle will go to the abattoir. [http://civilisationism.net/global-debt-farm/](http://civilisationism.net/global-debt-farm/)

• **David Hilton @civilisationist** · 2 months ago · 27 May 2018
  YouTube censored my video exposing Judaism almost immediately. They don't want the normiecons realising they're dupes for Zionist supremacism. [The Synagogue of Satan](http://civilisationism.net/global-debt-farm/)

**John Design**
[https://twitter.com/ICNFU](https://twitter.com/ICNFU)
John Design’s Twitter page was brought to the attention of ECAJ.

[https://twitter.com/ICNFU/status/936423946278248448](https://twitter.com/ICNFU/status/936423946278248448)

• **johndesign_ps @ICNFU** · 1 Dec 2017
  This is what is happening. Read it. The Protocols of the Elders of Zion

[https://twitter.com/ICNFU/status/966546173312958464](https://twitter.com/ICNFU/status/966546173312958464)

• **johndesign_ps @ICNFU** · Feb 22 · 2018
  I'd say Hitler was nicer than the Rothschilds.

‘Kvetch 1788’
This person posts on Gab and lives in Melbourne. The word ‘kvetch’ is Yiddish for complain.

• **Kvetch 1788 @kvetch1788** · 17 days ago · 20 July 2018
  I often wonder why people are so averse to the Islamic takeover of the west. We're already ruled over by one foreign desert tribe that wants us dead. Aside from some faggots being turfed off of buildings and women forced back off tinder into modesty (both positive things) What's the fucking difference? An illusion of freedom isn't freedom at all.
Don't get me wrong, I would prefer to send them all back to the desert and turn every speck of sand into radioactive glass. But as it stands now. All western nations are vassal states of Israel. And there's a case to be made that many of the problems plaguing our thoroughly judaised society would cease to be an issue if it was the other sandniggers lording over us.

theres a very simple response to this 'with jews, you lose'

Sounds to me like you're a kike Or worse, a philo-semitic shabbos goy. in either case. add me to the list you filthy fucking ovendodger.

worthless bluepilled jewloving cocksucker. thinks israel is his greatest ally, guess what. the Jews think you're not even human. you're more like cattle. and you're such a dumb fuck that I think they're right.

Now that you're here, do you have a moment to discuss a (final) solution to the Jewish question?

These QLarpers, always ignoring the obvious truths. An Iceberg sunk the titanic. Ice (((Berg)))

We can always rely upon Andrew Bolt to act like a pathetic cuckservative, to always punch right, and to lick the boots of his Jew overlords that he loves so dearly #ausfam

WTF I love peace now. Give peace a chance 😊

[...] Nuclear strikes for the kikes 😊
Lads Society
The Lads (sic) Society is linked to both the far right United Patriots Front (UPF) and to the neo-Nazi Antipodean Resistance (AR). The Lads Society is antisemitic, white supremacist, and pro-Nazi. However its public output is carefully orchestrated in order to promote a more benign image of the group. In many ways, the Lads Society is simply a front organisation for Antipodean Resistance, acting as a conduit to funnel members to AR.

The Lads Society is ostensibly a men-only social club. It began in Melbourne on 10 September 2017, and a club was established in Sydney in April 2018. The ‘clubhouse’ in Melbourne is situated in the suburb of Cheltenham, and the premises were leased by far right activist and ex-UPF member Thomas Sewell. One of the founders of the Lads Society is former UPF leader Blair Cottrell. There are plans for clubhouses in Brisbane and Perth.

A Facebook post by the Lads Society, dated 24 October (2017), exposed by Andy Fleming, a Melbourne-based anarchist and author of the ‘slackbastard’ blog, is of a photo of several books recommended for reading, including: the fascist Oswald Mosley’s ‘The Greater Britain’, and Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. http://slackbastard.anarchobase.com/?p=41981

Members of the Lads Society who have been publicly identified include Blair Cottrell (leader of the UPF), Tom Sewell (UPF), James Buckle (Firearm Owners United), Jacob Hersant (Antipodean Resistance), Stuart von Moger, Thomas Brasher (aka Thomas Hopper), Oscar Tuckfield, Michael Heaney, Mark McDonald (formerly of the Nazi group Squadron 88), Nicholas Walker (aka Niklaus Velker), Joel Harley, Stuart Churchill (aka Stuart Durand). Other members’ identities are known but have not been made public, as yet.

In July 2017, members of the Lads Society were hired to provide security to Lauren Southern and Stefan Molyneux, two visiting Canadian white supremacists, during their speaking event in Melbourne.

In 2018, members of the Lads Society infiltrated the Young Nationals in NSW as part of a plan to infiltrate established political parties in order to subvert them and move their policy positions to the far right. This was under the direction of Clifford Jennings, a neo-Nazi from the far right group The Dingoes and New Guard Facebook group, who joined the Nationals in December 2017. Other infiltrators included Thomas Brasher (aka Thomas Hopper), Oscar Tuckfield, and Nicholas Walker. They were supported by Stuart Churchill, Justin Beulah, and Lisa Sandford. In April/May 2018, several Young Nationals’ executive members became suspicious of what appeared to be branch stacking. The infiltration was publicly exposed by ABC journalist Alex Mann and the White Rose Society (WRS) in October 2018. As a result, the Nationals have suspended the memberships of those involved, pending further investigation.

According to Andy Fleming, “‘The Lads Society’, which has taken the place of the now-defunct UPF, is intended to fulfill the dreams of its founder Tom Sewell and ex-UPF fuhrer Blair Cottrell: to create a fascist cadre.” http://slackbastard.anarchobase.com/?p=42788

Ryan Fletcher

Ryan Fletcher lives in Victoria. He makes antisemitic posts on Gab, writes articles published on the XYZ website, and creates antisemitic cartoons. See the Feature section above for his calls to murder Jews and for the genocide of the Jewish people. Fletcher’s two gab sites are https://gab.ai/Racial_Ryan · https://gab.ai/ryanfletcher1589

- **Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 22 days · c18 Jan 2018
  When you wish Zyklon B was just a little more pure...
  #GTKRWN #ANTIFA #Niggers #Muslims #WhiteGenocide

- **Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 20 days · Jan. 2018
  The Jew is not just a parasite, it is a facilitator, funder and organiser of other parasites (i.e. blacks, muslims, communists, pervert coalitions). The fact that a "racist" (i.e. a hetero-White who identifies this as a problem) is regarded more horrid than a child molester indicates how bad things have got. We either delouse the parasites or perish!

- **Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 17 days · 21 Jan. 2018
  When you realise how intrinsically evil the kike is, and watching stock footage of (((their))) emaciated corpses being bulldozed into mass graves becomes some very satisfying viewing!
  #GTKRWN

- **Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 12 days · Jan. 2018
  I hope "duh evil Right-Wing groups" go out and "flex their muscles" by lynching some Apex Gang niggers and gassing some kippah wearing (((ruthless cosmopolitan elite))) kikes!
  #AustraliaDay #AltRight #UniteTheRight #RWDS#GTKRWN #DingoTwitter

- **Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 7 days · 30 Jan. 2018
  #Jews are worse than cancer, ebola and the bubonic plague mixed together!
  #GTKRWN

- **Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 3 days · 23 Feb. 2018
  If you don't support another #pogrom for the (((oven dodging ruthless cosmopolitan elite))), then you are foundationally a shitty human being!
  #GTKRWN

- **Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 3 days · 23 Feb. 2018
  Oven dodging #kikes get out of /our/ countries you blood sucking pieces of shit!

- **Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · a day · 18 April 2018
  Those (((SEMITES))) need a smacking alright!
  #AltRight #UniteTheRight#NatSoc #GTKRWN#AnuddaShoah #Kike #Jew

- **Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 5 days · 8 May 2018
  Always remind your kids about the #kikes in control of the mass media who're trying to corrode their minds with #Talmudic propaganda.

- **Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan** · 6 hours · 3 June 2018
  No shit he's a #Zionist lowlife. Shabbos goy @TommyRobinson can keep kissing #kike arse, #White gentiles are waking up to the agenda of #ZOG (which is #WhiteGenocide). #NoMoreWarsForIsrael
Ryan Fletcher @RyanFletcher1589 · 10 days ago · 13 July 2018
I need a #Hitler...
#NatSoc #WPWW #FourteenWords#WhiteRevolution #GTKRWN #HailVictory

Ryan Fletcher @RyanFletcher1589 · 5 days ago · 18 July 2018
The #Jews psychopathological belief that (((they))), and (((they))) alone, are humans (chosen by their tribal #God #Yahweh) while #Gentiles (non-Jews) are regarded as #Goyim (animals) is something that justly requires a piercing poke from the #Stoic sensibility of #WhiteNationalists

Ryan Fletcher @RyanFletcher1589 · 17 hours ago · 27 July 2018
May every #kike die an agonising death!
#GTKRWN #Juden #Israel #ADL #SPLC #Jews

Ryan Fletcher @RyanFletcher1589 · 12 hours ago · 30 Aug. 2018
Fight the #Jewish #deception in the #media, #government and #finance by tuning into based pundits like @Cantwell who're waking /our/ folk up from their #kosher coma. The ONLY solution to #Talmudic #pollution is #WhiteRevolution!

Ryan Fletcher @RyanFletcher1589 · a day ago · 2 Sep. 2018
The #coalition of #Communist #Black #Islamist alphabet spectrum #perverts destroying #White #Western #Civilisation is orchestrated by the #Jew. (((Their))) insidious infiltration of /our/ institutions is #killing the #White #race so #Talmudic #elites can destroy the finest of the #gentiles rendering the rest into a #debased #deracinated herd.

Ryan Fletcher @RyanFletcher1589 · 3 days ago · 8 Sep. 2018
Correct it's a (((Cohencidence))). It can't possibly be the (((ruthless globalist European style socialist cosmopolitan transnational parasitic coastal urbanite circumcisers))) that start with J and End in W.

Ryan Fletcher @RyanFletcher1589 · 14 hours ago · 16 Sep. 2018
Legalize the killing of #kikes Repatriate the #Jews to #Israel and #NukeIsrael

They told you that we were monsters
Ryan Fletcher @RyanFletcher1589 · 10 days ago · 13 July 2018

IT'S OKAY TO HATE KIKES
Ryan Fletcher @RyanFletcher1589 · 10 days ago · 13 July 2018
Shermon Burgess

Shermon Burgess has been prominent in several far Right groups, including anti-Islam groups, such as ‘Reclaim Australia’ (RA). In May 2015, Burgess formed and led an offshoot of RA, the ‘United Patriots Front’. Since then, Burgess has moved politically from being anti-Islam to adopting Nazi-style antisemitism, and came out in early-mid 2017 as an outright antisemite and neo-Nazi. Burgess posts on Facebook, Twitter, Gab and videos.

Shermon Burgess - Facebook

- **Shermon Burgess · August 20 · 2018**
  This is a letter written by one of the most evil Zionist families to Karl Marx AKA Herschel Mordecai (founder of Cultural Marxism) they have been planning and implementing our enslavement and demise for some time now.

- **Shermon Burgess · August 21 · 2018**
  Will you fight for Folk and Nation? Or will you bow down like a coward and be enslaved by the Zionist Central banking system along with the politicians they own and control who are implementing the New World Order all around you?

Shermon Burgess - Twitter

- **Shermon Burgess @shermon_burgess · Feb 13 · 2018**
  Fighting corporate Zionism and debt slavery is not "anti-Semitism". It is however Counter-Semitism to oppose it and stop White Genocide.

- **Shermon Burgess @shermon_burgess · Feb 13 · 2018**
  Wake up, your whole reality is controlled by Jewish Zionism. #auspol #MAGA

- **Shermon Burgess @shermon_burgess · Feb 16 · 2018**
  The Truth - Zionist Jews who run the Central bank/EU/UN flood White nations with hordes of Islamists to implement #WhiteGenocide

- **Shermon Burgess @shermon_burgess · Feb 17 · 2018**
  Israel - The nation that sends Western soldiers to die in foreign nations for their Oil and banking profits. While Jews sip wine n laugh.

- **Shermon Burgess @shermon_burgess · Feb 27 · 2018**
  If your religion involves flooding all White Countries with mass Immigration to wipe out an entire race.... You might be a Jew! #auspol

- **Shermon Burgess @shermon_burgess · Mar 11 · 2018**
  #auspol #DingoTwitter Exposing Islam and Zionist Jewry in one easy to follow video.

- **Shermon Burgess @shermon_burgess · Mar 26 · 2018**
  Attack Banks not Muslim's say the Commies. So I expose the Zionist Jews running the banks and they still scream Nazi. These ppl r braindead.

- **Shermon Burgess @shermon_burgess · Apr 3 · 2018**
  The solution to the World's downfall is simple, keep Jews out of Banking/Media/Education. Then watch the wealth of a nation thrive.
- **Shermon Burgess  @shermon_burgess  ·  May 10  ·  2018**
The Zionist J*ws wouldn't be running the world's governments and banks if people had of listened to this man.

- **Shermon Burgess  @shermon_burgess  ·  May 22  ·  2018**
The Zionist Central bank using its Government puppet to impose a cashless society in Australia.

- **Shermon Burgess  @shermon_burgess  ·  May 30  ·  2018**
  #auspol Welcome to Australia where a tiny 125gram packet of blueberries is nearly $10 coz Zionists run the country.

- **Shermon Burgess  @shermon_burgess  ·  May 30  ·  2018**
  National Socialism is growing rapidly around the world, the Zionist and their ANTIFA pawns can't stop us now.

- **Shermon Burgess  @shermon_burgess  ·  May 30  ·  2018**
  Capitalism is not a good way to counter Communism. Both are Jewish ideologies set to pit ppl against themselves so peace is never achieved.

**Shermon Burgess - Gab**
https://gab.ai/Shermon_Burgess

- **Shermon Burgess @Shermon_Burgess  ·  11 days  ·  31 May 2018**
  We must get rid of Free Masonry and Jewish power ~ Brendan O'Connell

- **Shermon Burgess @Shermon_Burgess  ·  6 days ago  ·  20 Aug. 2018**
  Australia it is time to show these traitors who is boss, fuck the corrupt ZOG System. I will see you there.

- **Shermon Burgess @Shermon_Burgess  ·  a day ago  ·  25 Aug. 2018**
  Australian politics is an absolute mess. The Zionist Jewish bankers have fucked us 7 ways to Sunday.

- **Shermon Burgess @Shermon_Burgess  ·  a day ago  ·  25 Aug. 2018**
  Meet the Kosher Jewish Australian Cuckervatives - Mitch Van Dam, Harry Jackobasch, Dan Evans and Kane Miller. Working for Zionist money interests and attacking Ethno-Nationalists by acting like ANTIFA trying to stop their rallies and calling anyone who does not agree with them a "NAZI".

- **Shermon Burgess @Shermon_Burgess  ·  13 hours ago  ·  25 Aug. 2018**
  Hitler was right, Jews have infiltrated Media Banks and Hollywood in order to shape public opinion, control the money system and rule the world.

- **Shermon Burgess @Shermon_Burgess  ·  4 days ago  ·  28 Aug. 2018**
  All National Socialists in Australia get to this rally on Saturday if you can make it. I am going to publicly name the ZOG. Civic Nationalists won't because they are full of Zionists. But I will name these fuckers on Saturday.
Shermon Burgess - Videos
Burgess produces his own videos, mostly where he is expounding his views. Only a few of the antisemitic comments under the videos are reproduced here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOEzkkjMtAM
Going straight to the Source for TRUTH / Shermon Burgess Published on Apr 17, 2018
  • Shermon Burgess · The Zionist jews are the greatest enemy Of mankind.
  • Shermon Burgess · I noticed in both the Bible, Jesus was betrayed and killed by Jews. The Qu'ran states how the Jews are greedy and nothing but pigs and should be killed. They are hated in both the Bible and Qu'ran.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KhOg4Qhi_4
Wake up Goyim / Shermon Burgess Published on May 28, 2018
  • Dr Mengele Alpha Zionist Jew no it isnt ! Its to earn your shekels being a fucking HASBARA TROLL havent you a blood moon child sacrifice to attend to pedo jew bitch lol oy vey oy vey the goyim are waking up and there is nothing you can do about it kike cunt
  • Paul Commodore Great viewing- now I'm off to shower with soap made from Jews and read my book under a lampshade made of rabbi circumsteins skin while leaning on my pillow stuffed with Jewish hair. Oy vey.
  • Schlomo Kikelber Have you made a gab profile yet? Its the most concentrated platform of jewwise folks I have seen since I have been networking.
  • White Ice Tv Yea and the Talmud says allot of what they think of Whites. There is a reason why Patrick Little calls the chosenites as a "psychopathic, genocidal people"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=di8YJ3xEPvY
Voting is an illusion not a choice / Shermon Burgess Published on Jun 1, 2018
  • Guy Incognito jew world order has to be stopped
  • Dr Mengele The jewish filth is trialling cashless society in western australia […]
  • white slave owner Lets round up these oven dodgers. ..woodchipper for all of them...

‘Snow Flake’
https://gab.ai/SATeamSnow
‘Snow Flake’ is understood to live in Adelaide.

  • Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO 2 months · April 2018
    Goy's haven't learnt not to mess with Jewry, let's get them to fight each other again. Let's get the Goys to kill ANOTHER 100 million of their own kind. Then they will be so weak they will be enslaved.. UK, USA, Europe and Australia for world Jewry...
• **Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO a day** · 26 May 2018
  Fight the Jew like the Mongoose fights a snake

• **Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO a day** · 26 May 2018
  Who gives a damn about a puny 6million? If it was 10million jews i still wouldnt care

• **Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO 7 days** · 4 June 2018
  Jews did 911

• **Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO 2 days** · 9 June 2018
  They are right, get rid of this kikery. Jewish Drs love goyim forskins they consider it their passion.

• **Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO 7 hours** · 9 June 2018
  Solve the biggest and costliest UN problem in one afternoon by dropping a Nuclear bomb on Jerusalem. #infinite supply of #jooashes to snort

• **Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO 2 days** · 9 June 2018
  I BEEN SNORTING SO MUCH JEW ASHES IVE MISSED TO YEARS #jooashes ABC 2020 news reports

• **Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO a day** · 11 June 2018
  Use the enemies in the white nations as cannon fodder to storm the police stations. Use riots to terrorize Jews.

• **Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO a day** · 12 June 2018
  Who keeps sending, funding and helping muslims enter the west? The Jews, so eliminate the Jews and muzzies will fall in line. Pety terrorism and gang violence isnt a big deal, the constant raping of the wealth by Jews is the 1st and formost problem to solve before any other. #jews no.1 problem.

• **Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO 12 hours** · 17 June 2018
  AU dossier of normie jews to terrorize
Racist reactions to Socialist Alternative – Melbourne Uni

Socialist Alternative at Melbourne University condemned the far right activists handing out “it’s okay to be white” leaflets at the university on 26 February 2018. The post elicited many antisemitic comments.

Socialist Alternative Melbourne University · February 26 · 2018
Our campus alt-right are currently leafleting with “it’s ok to be white” leaflets outside the library. They are asking students if they are white or Jewish, yelling about how the holocaust never happened and the gas chambers were built by the Russians after the war and how leftwing people should be “removed by force” from the campus. You might recognise the guy in the motorbike gear because he loves to walk around campus doing Nazi salutes. Stop by our stall at the library to get involved with the campaign against far right.

- Joasia Zuccamus The Joos killed 66 million+ people around WW2 in the holodomor Thank god for the Joos - they put a big dent in white numbers
- Tom Stec It's not denial if it didn't happen.
- Sefir Malthus Its in the hands of less than 1% of the population. You know who else is less than 1% of the population in america? jews. I'll let you do the math. Ending white privilege starts with ending jewish privilege.
- Jared Smith And why were there Jewish refugees?
- Riley Isles Because they are a parasite on Germany and are responsible for many things like: -Communism -Cultural Marxism -The Weimar Republic And Germany was tired of their antics. I mean, I'm sure it's not their fault, like the other 108 times they were kicked out. It's just because of anti-semitism because they are god's chosen people goy.
- Jared Maverick Meek Hello, everyone, I am an outspoken and unabashed national socialist who promotes a white ethnostate. If any of you would like the opportunity to "bash the fash" flick me a PM and I'll give you my whereabouts. Until then, simmer down with your pathetic Nazi punching rhetoric.
- Luca Shadilay They are correct. Holohoax did not happen the way the Jews claim it did and as a group have been responsible for far more devastation than inflicted on them. "Russians" didn't build those fake chambers, bolshevik (communist) Jews did. Also, It's okay to be white - Australia should always remain a white country.
- Jared Maverick Meek Ahh the infamous "Holocoaster of Zyklon" I can't wait until it's finished.
- Luca Shadilay Tilli Franks I think you should look into why that famine even started. Then you can look into the 66mil from Jewish communism of Holodomor.
- Sefir Malthus remember the 66 gorillion Luca! XD Its 11x more than the 6 shekillion, therefore we are more important
• **Tom Sewell** Day 1488, still waiting to be punched by some soylent drinker

• **Jared Maverick Meek** (((Sanderson)))

• **Martina Arrighi** Yes tell them goy, the LOLocaust really super happened! Haven't you seen hollywood movies and photos of people died of typhus? Don't be antisemitic and send more foreign aid to israel!

**United Nationalists Australia**
UNA is a far right group led by Jim Perren of Toowoomba, Queensland. The UNA stated aim is “Unifying groups and parties in Australia for the common purpose of promoting true nationalism”. UNA opposes far Right groups whose primary target is Islam rather than Jews.


• **AUSTRALIA’S MOST ZIONIST GOVERNMENT YET**
  August 28, 2018
  Not that anything was less Zionist about Turnbull’s mob, with Turnbull himself rumoured to have Jewish blood, which has never been substantiated. But team Morrison, with Deputy Prime Minister Josh Frydenberg is the duck’s guts of Zionist support in Australia. Frydenberg is Australia’s very first Jewish deputy leader. But he is also a staunch Zionist. […]

  It is a win-win for Zionists with the Executive Council of Australian Jewry’s (ECAJ) president Anton Black praising the outgoing Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull for being one of Israel’s biggest shills as well. […]

  Australia is here for: it is here to serve the international Western Zionist Cabal, and with Morrison’s ascension and a dinky-di chosen one by his side then as long as they can pull off a miracle and beat the bookies’ odds by about 20-1 to win the next election then they stand a good chance of leading Australia into whatever conflict with Iran Donald Trump is finagled into triggering. Not that Labor is any less Zio […]

**XYZ**
https://www.xyz.net.au/about/
On the Home page: “XYZ is dedicated to free speech and Western restoration.” XYZ posts far right articles by David Hilton, David Hiscox, Ryan Fletcher and others. Many of the comments, and images in comments, are antisemitic. Extracts of some of these articles and/or comments under the articles follow. Only a small proportion of the thirty pages of antisemitic content that was collected on XYZ is reproduced below.

https://www.xyz.net.au/why-i-am-a-civilisationist/
Why I am a civilisationist / By David Hilton January 11, 2018

COMMENTS:
• **Shabbos Shekels** David Hilton • 6 days ago
  Daily reminder that Germany was completely conquered and subjugated by the Jew and regained her independence and freedom within twenty years by the leadership of a determined small group of patriots who refused to cuck to their slave masters. […]
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- **Noachideous** • 3 days ago
  Judaism is working towards the destruction of Christianity, all Races...... although the Rabbi would never admit that ......and the imposition of Noahide Law..... Israel was required to be made Undead in 1948, and WW1 and 2 were fought for that purpose, and only that purpose. [...] 

- **Shabbos Shekels** • 6 days ago
  [...] Nobody was gassed in National-Socialist Germany, so no, they wouldn't have Moshe, nice try though.Nobody said anything about (((Aryan Supremacy))) you hooked nosed Chosenite, the only race who thinks they are the chosen master race of the creator deity of the entire Universe is you assholes, it's one reason among many why you degenerates have never assimilated anywhere, ever, at any time, and think you have the right to exploit and destroy and rule over the goyim. [...] 

- **Shabbos Shekels** • 6 days ago
  There was no "Holocaust" only a collapse caused by (((Allied))) carpet bombing of infrastructure and cities, anybody with half a brain knows the six gorillian is bullshit, stop spreading lies OP! 

- **Shabbos Shekels** • 6 days ago
  This whole article reads like you want to appease the kikes and their communist and Muslim attack dogs, not win a war for the survival of the Aryan Race! The ONLY way we are going to win is by being as organized and utterly ruthless as our enemies and being completely unapologetic about what we stand for, we ARE "Nazis" aka National-Socialists, the sooner you LARPing faggots stop trying to run from what you are to appease the enemy and embrace it, the sooner we can gas the kikes and race war now. [...] 

- **David Hilton** • […] The full-frontal approach you're obsessed with is why ZOG has been winning since World War II. [...] 

- **Shabbos Shekels** • Your job, David, is to galvanize the goyim for what is to come, war is inevitable, it is up to people like you to remind them who, why, and what they are fighting for when that time comes and to prepare for it, nothing else matters at this point, the dye is cast, act accordingly! 

- **Shabbos Shekels** • [...] Shlomo spent 3000yrs building his world oligarchy, he is not just going to let the goyim go free because we asked nicely. 

- **Shabbos Shekels** • The (((Holocaust))) is pure kike propaganda to cover up the crimes of the (((Allies))) and the Holodomor among others. Christian civilization used to be known as Christendom is an idea, not necessary a belief system you JIDF shill motherfucker. (((Contemporary Australia))) is a bullshit social construct of your tribe (see what I did there Herschel) and does not represent what Australia is, Australia is a people, not an idea. You're getting deported to the East again, Moishe, pack your bags the Promised Land awaits you! 

- **Shabbos Shekels** • Anyone who still believes in the six gorillian is either a boomer or a retard, which one are you Shlomo?
The crucifixion of Blair Cottrell / By Richard B Riddick - January 17, 2018

COMMENTS:

- Eden_2018 • Heil Hitler!

- Ryan Fletcher • Sorry (not sorry) but if your blinders of ignorance or Shabbos Goy submission are so ingrained that you can't name and shame the existential threat that is the (((ruthless cosmopolitan elite))) then you might as well as hand your White sons and daughters a seppuku sword already...

- Ryan Fletcher • That's some good shabbos goy shilling right their Eden. Don't question why it is that they've been expelled from over 109 countries or how their continued manipulation of our political system enriches (((them))) while depleting us of our prosperity and cohesive civilisation. No just call any of us pointing this out as "delusional" and keep on greasing shlomo's cock...

- Bernie Sanders = White Racist • Hitler did nothing wrong, the Holocaust didn't happen but it should have.

Food For Thought: When Will Goys Get With The Program
By Ryan Fletcher / September 23, 2018

- “We goys need to realise that trying to pry appreciation from these hyper-ethnocentric, ruthless, globalist, European-style socialist, cosmopolitan, transnational, parasitic, coastal, urbanite, circumcisers is a fool’s errand. You have better odds playing Russian roulette than prostrating yourself before their Talmudic treason.”
5. CHRISTIAN

Christians and Christian institutions have a history over many centuries of promoting antagonism and hatred towards Jews and Judaism. On the positive side, in recent decades most churches have moderated and even negated these positions; some have sought reconciliation with Jews and respect for Judaism, and some are very supportive of the Jewish people and Israel. On the negative side, some churches, or some of their religious leaders, maintain hostility towards Jews and Judaism, whilst others have transformed their supersessionist beliefs about Jews and Judaism into hostility and active opposition to the existence of the Jewish state.

In general, mainstream Christians in Australia have not published overt and vile antisemitic expressions of the kind that have been expressed by some Christian clerical figures in Europe and the Americas. There were no known incidents of overt antisemitic rhetoric or activity from within mainstream Christian communities in Australia during the period in review. However, this chapter provide a snapshot of rhetoric or incidents emanating from or elicited by mainstream Christian clerical figures which in our view meet the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition.

We agree with Rowan Williams, the former Archbishop of Canterbury, head of the Church of England from 2002 to 2012, when he stated (31 October 2017):

- “Sadly anti-Semitism is not a problem of the past. It is a real, urgent, present issue. The way in which anti-Semitism works in our society is that it’s not just another prejudice. There’s something that still makes people think that Jews, as a body, are guilty, dangerous and polluting, and there’s a sort of worldview of Jewish conspiracy and Jewish influence which leads to the kind of mindless stupidity of popular anti-Semitism on the right, but also on the left sometimes.”

**Bishop George Browning**

Bishop George Browning is the former Anglican bishop of Canberra and Goulburn and is President of the Australia Palestine Advocacy Network (APAN). Bishop Browning has written several articles concerning the Israel-Palestinian conflict which have been published in the mainstream media, on his own website, and are linked on the APAN website and Facebook page, and elsewhere. During the year in review, there were several articles written by Bishop Browning which in our view met certain of the criteria in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism.

**George Browning: “ACCUSATIONS OF ANTI-SEMITISM”**


In this article “Accusations of Anti-Semitism” (2 December 2017) George Browning defends his previous statements about “Jewish money” and “Jewish power” (see ECAJ Report on Antisemitism 2017).

- “The ‘Lobby’, call it the Jewish Lobby, the Zionist Lobby, the Israeli Lobby, it does not matter very much, has enormous influence on Australian media and Australian politics. It is very difficult to have published a story which reflects the
facts on the ground in the occupied territories without, as John Lyons points out, the source of that story being made to pay a very high price.”

- “Why does the ‘Lobby’ have so much influence in Australian domestic affairs? I have put that question to a number of politicians. I have suggested it relates to financial donations, but this is denied. Financial donations are usually the reason why inexplicable attention is given to a particular cause. What other reason could there be? Clearly the reason cannot be support for a just cause.”

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective…especially but not exclusively, the myth about…Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.

George Browning: “AHED TAMIMI”

Article “Ahed Tamimi” (16 January 2018):

- “What has become of Israel? Why has a noble Diaspora reconvened to become one of the world’s pariah nations?

“These are really hard, indeed offensive words, but how else does one describe actions such as those contained in the following story.

“Most young Israelis are conscripted, (three years for men, two years for women). During this period all of them will commit or witness atrocities like these. What sort of a nation would form its young this way? What will become of their sense of moral rectitude in the rest of their adult lives?

“It is tough to ask, but why has a people who have suffered so reprehensibly at the hands of a hideously cruel ideology developed characteristics that remind one of that hellish history?

“Israel you might grind Palestine and Palestinians into the dust, off the pages of history, (but you won’t), but in the process what is to become of you as a people?

“He has told you O mortal what is good; And what does the Lord require of you But to do justice, and to love kindness And to walk humbly with your God. (Micah 6:8)”

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following examples from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.
- Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.
- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such.
- Applying double standards by requiring of it a behaviour not expected or demanded of any other democratic nation.
George Browning: “NAKBA, GAZA & JERUSALEM”  

Article “Nakba, Gaza & Jerusalem” (14 May 2018):

- “The US, in its eagerness to meet the expectations of its Republican power base and pay a dividend to its Zionist benefactors, will need to face the legitimate political consequences of its embassy move, or fall to the standard of Israel’s abandonment of democracy and its cavalier application of universal human rights under international law.”

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective…especially but not exclusively, the myth about…Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.

Father Dave Smith

Father Dave Smith is the minister at the Holy Trinity Anglican Church in Dulwich Hill, Sydney. He is politically vocal and active in the anti-Israel movement, and is involved with Islamic groups, especially Shia Muslim groups, and also Left-wing groups. Father Dave Smith has several websites, some of which have links to other websites which feature overtly antisemitic content. He also has several Facebook pages. Although his own statements are not antisemitic, several of his online posts have attracted overtly antisemitic posted comments from others, which in some cases have not been deleted or responded to. Some examples follow.

Rev. David B. Smith · January 11 · 2018

- John Hannah FILTHY GREEDY ISRAELI GENOCIDAL THIEVES !

Rev. David B. Smith · January 28 · 2018

- Yacim Abbass It's business as usual for the Zionist family They really don't care about the Holocaust as they were part of the movement to eradicate as many good Jews as possible so anyone other tribe or nation anywhere in the world is not going to matter to them

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

Rev. David B. Smith · April 2 · 2018

- Amer Ayn-Ghazal The only neo-Nazi regime in the Middle East.
• Michael Healey we must take the moral high ground subtly, like pulling the rug out from their feet... so letting the Holocaust and any associated historical memory burn itself up quickly at their own hands helps our cause, let them waste their currency... soon when the last survivors pass, historical revisionism will contextualize the shoah with the Armenian genocide, the Assyrians genocide, the Ukrainian genocide etc... A better strategy is a comparison with Apartheid - it win's all moral arguments without contest.

• Amer Ayn-Ghazal yes of course we must take the highest moral ground and we must also tell the whole truth.... and needs to include describing Zionism and Zionists using the exact horrible words that fit this code of hate. The Zionists have always been revisionists. Please do not forget how they perverted the whole Nakba story to turn into a war over borders, to deny the very existence of the Palestinians, to claim that they bought the land and many other lies.

• Peter Wotton It beggars belief that Jews of all people would act in this manner

• Michael Healey did you read the gospels

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following examples from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Applying double standards by requiring of [Israel] a behaviour not expected or demanded of any other democratic nation.
- Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

Rev. David B. Smith · April 5 · 2018

• Jonathan Hannah https://www.sott.net/.../318286-Israel-is-the-organ... SOTT.NET Israel is the organ harvesting and human trafficking global ringleader,...

• Ray Johnson Anything evil Israel and America have always got some thing to do with it

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following examples from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.
- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective...especially but not exclusively, the myth about...Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.

Rev. David B. Smith · April 10 · 2018

• John Dickson why are they so like Nazi war criminals ? Why ?
• **Mariam Sle Har** Cant wait for the day they get a taste of their own and hopefully be wiped out once and for all

• **Dianne Andary** Nazi replica.

Note: Rev. Smith did not delete or block these comments, as would have been appropriate in our view, but he responded to them as follows:  
**Rev. David B. Smith** Can’t you see that you are endorsing the same form of blatant racism that fuelled the Holocaust and so many other genocidal crimes against humanity?

**Rev. David B. Smith** . April 13 · 2018

• **Sandra Zalghout** They should wipe Israel off the map

• **Ray Johnson** The sooner Israel is wiped out the sooner there will be peace

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

➢ Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.

**Rev. David B. Smith** . May 2 · 2018

• **Jackline Chahine** I don't believe the holocaust even happened.

• **Dal Ouba** This is why I have a problem with the over focus on the holocaust in the Australian education system too. It highlights one moment of suffering of of group of people while purposely ignoring the suffering of other groups who have been even more oppressed in history. This acts to support political propaganda through humanising the first group while dehumanising the latter.

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

➢ Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II (the Holocaust).

**Rev. David B. Smith** . May 5 · 2018

Remembering Palestine on the anniversary of al Nakba

• **Ignasi Orobitg Gene** thank you for keeping in mind the holocaust in Palestine
Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

**Rev. David B. Smith · May 15 · 2018**

- **John Hannah** It is impossible to accept, but easy to comprehend if you know the record of the Jewish Bolsheviks who are stealing Palestine.: EVERY SINGLE ISRAELI PRIME MINISTER WAS EITHER KHASARIAN OR HAD PARENTS FROM THAT PART OF EASTERN EUROPE, and 5 of them from another world Hotspot UKRAINE !!!!! We can have very little doubt about who is behind the unrest in UKRAINE. [...] 95% of Israelis have no ancestral connection whatsoever with the people of the Middle East, and originate from the Khazar CAUCASUS, and are Caucasian, NOT Semitic. The Israelis are more closely related to the JEWISH BOLSHEVIKS who murdered the Czar, his wife and all of their children, as well as over sixty million Russians according to Nobel Prize winner Alexander Solzhenitsyn. This link to the Jewish Bolsheviks helps us to understand the insatiably greedy, ruthless and cruel behaviour of the Israelis. [...] #DISMANTLEISRAELNOW

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.

**Rev. David B. Smith · May 29 · 2018**

- **Kevin Herbert** The situation in Palestine is totally different to that of Germany post 1918....TOTALLY e.g. the Palestinians did not declare a global economic war on a sovereign State, because that State had taken back control of its financial system from a criminal gang of Palestinian international bankers AND the Palestinians did not declare that in the event of war, that they would fight on the side of the enemy, thereby making them enemy aliens who legally had to be rounded up & put in work camps...just like the US did to its Japanese citizens, who did not declare they would fight on the side of the enemy.......any forensic examination of the available, peer reviewed facts concerning Germany, between 1918 and 1939, completely refute the version of history with which we've all been been brainwashed since 1945.....WOMD, Gulf of Tonkin etc etc anyone?

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following examples from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.
- Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.
Zeyad Rizk

The Zionists are the Nazis. Without those Europeans we would not know what "Nazi" means.

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

Amer Ayn-Ghazal

The Zionists are the Nazis. Without those Europeans we would not know what "Nazi" means.

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following examples from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.
- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.

Rev. David B. Smith. June 12 · 2018

Rev. David B. Smith Rob Suttie do you really think the Israeli government values the lives of Palestinians? This is genocide.
Dianne Andary Chris Van Vuuren and would you after what has occurred? Palestinians gave ground recognised Israel i 80' and torture and persecution by Zionist NWO nazis has continued regardless. You are naive if you think Israel was ever going to consider having n Palestians on this planet let alone sharing land?

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

Rev. David B. Smith • June 21 • 2018

Julie N Gus Amari Trump can’t upset his son in law the Jew

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.

Rev. David B. Smith • June 21 • 2018

Ray Johnson no rockets zero victims look it up your just another brainwashed child killing supporter of today’s equivalent of the nazis

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

Rev. David B. Smith • July 20 • 2018

Clyde Chamberlain S. Africa was vilified for this same thing...And rightly so...These Nazis are No Different...Time for a Total Boycott...

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

Rev. David B. Smith • August 9 • 2018

#BDS

Roshin Varghese Coming very soon
Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.

Rev. David B. Smith · August 21 · 2018

- John Dickson Jewish Nazis

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

Anglican Parish of Gosford
https://www.facebook.com/anggos/

Father Rod Bower, of the Anglican Parish of Gosford, in central NSW, frequently speaks publicly on political and social issues, predominantly in support of both refugees and Muslim Australians. He has not published anti-Jewish rhetoric or engaged in anti-Jewish activity. On the contrary, the Facebook page of the Anglican Parish of Gosford has attracted posted comments, some of them hostile to Fr Bower, of an anti-Jewish nature. Those posted comments have not been removed.

Anglican Parish of Gosford · December 31, 2017
Sunday Reflection: Donald Trump's moving of the American Embassy to Jerusalem is a decision based solely in the need to maintain his political base with white evangelicals. The problems with the evangelical's belief that the Messiah will come when Israel is fully restored is that is based in an entirely flawed theology and understanding of the meta narrative or the great story. Secularists want to get rid of the story altogether which is neither practical or realistic so our only option is to make a commitment to a proper understanding and use of the narrative. We cannot allow the Judeo-Christian narrative to be hijacked by unscrupulous people for the purposes of wealth and power. The Story itself will not allow it. Fr Rod.
• **Paul Walsh** Good on you for calling it out! The old testament is not a book about a god. It is a book about power! It sets down a right to land and a right for the "chosen" to act pretty bloody terribly!! I do not see any god in the OT.

• **Sarka Melen** I am not even sure the Old Testament talks of the same God when it mentions the Jews and their God. It could be misleading the Christians into worshipping their Moloch.

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following examples from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective.

**Anglican Parish of Gosford · May 16 · 2018**

• **Jan Gulliver** I have chosen sides Father Rod, I can no longer support a regime that is insisting on genocide of the Palestinian people. I also believe Trumps decision to place the US embassy in Jerusalem has contributed to that unholy day of massacre. I went to Auschwitz three years ago. Terrible terrible terrible but the world can no longer carry the guilt that Hitler perpetrated on the Jewish population of Europe. It’s time for Israel to accept its own responsibility of genocide.

• **Spiro Fragopoulos** How sad that humans never learn form their own suffering and bestow the same suffering unto others

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

**Anglican Parish of Gosford · May 20 · 2018**

Last night a group of ultra-nationalist neo-Nazis terrorised our congregation. These ‘Christianist’ terrorists used violence and intimidation to try and silence our message of love and inclusion. The Holocaust is what happens when Christians give in to such intimidation. We will not be silenced! The good news of love must be proclaimed for the sake of the world. Fr Rod.

• **Troy Blackstone** So you need imaginary war propaganda in order to speak out against race reality?

• **Troy Blackstone** We need a real 6 gorrillion lampshades just so i can be PC and say with a grin “yep that one definitely happened! Best summer camp EVER!”
- **Troy Blackstone** You are such a good goy! 6 shekels have been deposited into your account

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following examples from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of the Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and accomplices during World War II (the Holocaust).
- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.

**Anglican Parish of Gosford** · May 21 · 2018

Gosford Anglican Church has been invaded by a group of alleged ultra-nationalist neo-Nazis for the second time. […]

- **Daniel Jeffares** Were they Zionazis or Howard/Abbotistas? I'm struggling to keep track of the spread of fascism.

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.
6. MUSLIM

The Muslim communities within Australia are religiously, ethnically, and politically diverse. There are many excellent and successful interfaith programs and forms of dialogue between Muslims and Jews which seek to break down barriers and create better mutual understanding.

However, there are individuals and groups who identify as Muslims and who in the name of Islam express and promote anti-Jewish views, either from a religious or political perspective, or a confused amalgam of both. Some examples of this follow.

**Al Quds - Melbourne**

‘Al Quds - Melbourne’ is a Shiite Muslim group, opposed to the existence of the State of Israel, and organises anti-Israel events, notably the annual Al-Quds Day protest in Melbourne. Its Facebook page contains material that meets the criteria of antisemitism in the IHRA Working Definition.

In 2018, ‘Al Quds - Melbourne’ reposted a series of posts from 2016. One of these posts in particular contained anti-Jewish content. The post is of a ten minute video, with the audio transcript in the post. Of note, ‘Bani Israel’ (Sons of Israel) is the Islamic term for Jews; ‘Momineen’ is the Islamic term for Muslims. The post accuses “the Jews” of being cursed by Allah, of murdering prophets, and of continually conspiring against Islam and Muslims, and concludes that the Jews must be fought and defeated.

- **Al Quds - Melbourne** shared a video. June 5 · 2018
  2/3 'Al-Quds - Continuation of Ahlulbayth's Mission' in which he explores – […]

  What does Holy Quran tells us about 'Bani Israel'?? How they were responsible for the killing of the Prophet's?? Why was it only Imam Ali (as) who was able to challenge and defeat the 'Bani Israel' people?? What was the role of these oppressors in the advent of Islam, Battle of Khaybar, even the Tragedy of Karbala?? Finally, the continuation of their plots and conspiracies today in the form of Iraq Invasions, ISIS in Syria (NOTE: THIS LECTURE WAS GIVEN IN 2011 i.e. before the advent of ISIS)

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following examples from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective.

  **Al Quds - Melbourne** · June 18, 2016 ·
  Al-Quds Melbourne presents 2/3 Part Video […]
  To explore this aspect, we must FIRST refer to the Holy Quran where we will find -

  - ‘Bani Israel’ to be the Only living tribe (people), who are cursed and are enemies of Allah.
- Allah’s warning that every day you will face new conspiracy from them.
- ‘Bani Israel’ are a people whom Allah has declared are without dignity and honour.
- The amount of Hatred ‘Bani Israel’ have against Momineen, are second to no other people.
- For anyone who refers to the Holy Quran cannot help but notice Allah’s consistent and numerous condemnation of Bani Israel.

- Second, if we refer to the life example of Ahlulbayth (as), we will find it was only Imam Ali (as), who harshly fought against them (Jews) in harshest of battles and defeated them.
  - For instance, in Battle of Khaybar, all other people from the Muslim army went but it was only Imam Ali who successfully defeated them.
  - Also, one of the reason why Imam Ali was sent last in the battle was, so Allah can show the world, that if anyone who could confront and defeat Bani Israel, it is only Imam Ali (his progeny and his followers).
  - On the other hand, Jews of Khaybar also knew very well that it was only Imam Ali (as), who could defeat them, hence Marhab on coming to battle, first asked Imam Ali’s name?

- We should not underestimate the Jews (Bani Israel), because Allah repeatedly warns us, they are aware of all information and the things that will should come to pass.
  - In Holy Quran, Allah mentions, they know the Prophets so well as they know their children.
  - They were well aware of the Prophet’s birth in Makkah, his migration to Madina, his battle in Khaybar as well as defeat of them in the hands of Imam Ali.
  - Even if they do not have information from their past scriptures about Imam Mahdi’s defeat of Jews in Al-Quds, there are numerous narrations in our and Sunni books from Masomeen, and they have also read all these narrations.

- Now by analyzing history of past 3000 years –
  - Bani Israel are fighting Allah relentlessly,
  - They bring tyrants like Qarun, Nimrud, Firaun etc.
  - They have been fighting and killing Prophets, riwayat states they have killed 70 Prophets in one day
On the news of the arrival of the final Prophet, under the excuse of helping the Prophet, gathered in Medina - 300 years prior, in order to hatch conspiracy against him, to finish him. Why? To maintain their power and authority in the face of Allah’s system (Ilahi nizam)

They also recognize, the Wali of the Prophet called ‘Haydar’.

On Prophet’s arrival to Medina, they started hatching conspiracies against Islam until Prophet had to expel them from Medina.

On expulsion, through studying riwayat and scriptures, they identified all pathways/locations, the progeny and followers of Imam Ali (as) would take – thereby fortifying their positions from Medina to Al-Quds, by building forts and castles.

After every defeat, they retreated to the next nearest castle - for instance, after Khaybar they went and setup camp in Syria, where they already had an ally (Bani Ummaya).

Finally, with the cover of Bani Ummaya, they started to prosecute followers and progeny of Imam Ali, and after the Tragedy of Karbala, they thought that they have been successful in eliminating the threat.

Although, they realize there is one problem, since the scriptures and riwayat mention that the Progeny of Ahlulbayth will rise and defeat them, then they believe the Imam’s coming to be true as well.

Hence, they are also prepared and placed army’s along the way, and ALLAH is also placing his Hujjat against them.

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective.

Another item reposted in 2018 from 2016 included the claim that Israel plans to take over the whole Middle East, and that the re-establishment of Israel is a plot against Muslims:

- **Al Quds - Melbourne** shared a [note. June 6 · 2018](http://example.com) FROM AN ISLAMIC PERSPECTIVE, WHY SHOULD WE SUPPORT AL-QUDS DAY? AL QUDS - MELBOURNE

---

6. To expand its control from Palestine to the entire Middle East, the racist regime of Israel is on a mission towards ‘a Greater Israel’, the geographical definition of which is ‘from the brook of Egypt to the Euphrates’, comprising all of today’s Palestinian territories, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, U.A.E, Oman, Yemen,
most of Turkey, and all the land east of the Nile river, and hence the map of Israel is constantly expanding!

7. The formation of Israel was only the start of a larger plot against Muslims and their territories. Its success or failure determines the rest of the story. [...] http://www.askthesheikh.com/from-an-islamic-perspective-why-do-we-need-to-support-al-quds-day/

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following examples from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
- Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective.

‘Al Quds - Melbourne’ on many of its posts includes the hashtag ‘Delete Israel’ ie advocating the destruction of the only Jewish state in the world, for example:

- Al Quds - Melbourne updated their cover photo. June 10 · AL-QUDS DAY MELBOURNE 2018 FREE FREE PALESTINE #DeleteIsrael #Resist #Resistance #Zionism #SavePalestine#StopFundingIsrael #BDS #ICC #BoycottIsraelToday #PrayForGaza#boycott #StopZionism

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following examples from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.
- Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavour.

‘Al Quds - Melbourne’ organised the Al Quds Day protest in Melbourne on 9 June 2018. One placard blamed Jewish national self-determination (Zionism) for the problem of terrorism in the world, by stating:

- “END OF ZIONISM = END OF TAKFIRISM = END OF TERRORISM”

https://www.facebook.com/pg/AlQudsMelbourne/photos/?tab=album&album_id=1976917058987969
A comment on ‘Al Quds – Melbourne’ accuses ISIS of being created by Israel:
https://www.facebook.com/AlQudsMelbourne/videos/1996787703667571/

- Al Quds - Melbourne · June 24 ·
  AL-QUDS DAY MELBOURNE 2018
  #DeleteIsrael #Resist #Resistance #Zionism #SavePalestine#StopFundingIsrael #BDS
  #ICC #BoycottIsraelToday #PrayForGaza#boycott #StopZionism

Mohammad Bin Sultan True points about Mossad creation of ISIS, An-Nusra and other
terrorist groups, hope we all realize these plots to ignite infighting among us....

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following example
from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing
  committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.

Australasian Muslim Times

The *Australasian Muslim Times* (AMUST) publishes, in hard copy and online, many articles
and news items of interest to Australian Muslims. As a rule, AMUST does not publish or
encourage antisemitic content. However, some articles contain antisemitic content, including
the three below.

AMUST: The Gaza Massacre: Separating the sheep from the goats
The article “The Gaza Massacre: Separating the sheep from the goats” by Bilal Cleland
(25 May, 2018) had the title “THE GAZA MASSACRE” in large red font and dripping with
blood.

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example
from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews
  killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
The article “From “Shoa” to “Nakba” – Catastrophe is Catastrophe in any language” by Shifa L Mustapha (25 May 2018) used the Holocaust, the Nazi genocide of six million Jews, in an analogy of Israel’s relationship with Palestinian Arabs. Mustapha does not minimise or excuse antisemitism or the Holocaust itself, and shows apparent empathy for Jews, but then uses that as background for drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

The article used two images which create a false analogy – equating Jews on their way to the death camp of Auschwitz in order to be killed with Arabs fleeing war during the Arab-Israel conflict of 1948. The analogy carries the false message either that the Jews were merely fleeing war, or that the Palestinian Arabs were about to be murdered in a planned genocide.

- Caption: On route to Auschwitz.

- Palestinian refugees leaving the Galilee in October–November 1948.

- Religiously Jews in Europe were targeted, just as we see today with the targeting of Islam, Judaism was tarnished by manufactured tales.

- It is important to note that prior to 1948 there had been peace and respect between these children of Abraham, and that is how one would have hoped it to continue. However a new era had come into play.
Palestinian Arabs were tricked, persecuted, massacred or forced to flee their houses and lands.

How could those from the European Catastrophe now reflect the actions of the Reich upon those wishing no harm?

However a breathtaking pattern has emerged in the mirror-image of events which we now see as the Israeli/Palestinian Catastrophe.

Palestinians, just as their Jewish counterparts in earlier years, have been regarded as less than animals.

Death has come to them often, delivered quite nonchalantly.

There are no qualms about killing them as seen this past week—just as it was for the Jews throughout the Shoa, we are now seeing it revisited upon their neighbours.

To me, personally, the great tragedy is that those who understand the suffering of pogroms and death camps, who have been victims or children of victims of the Shoa have now become the perpetrators of the Nakba.

AMUST: Australia cedes its foreign policy in support of a rogue state
The article “Australia cedes its foreign policy in support of a rogue state” by Dr Daud Batchelor (28 May 2018) uses the image of an Australian flag with the stars of the Southern Cross and of Federation replaced with the distinctive Jewish Stars of David Batchelor accuses a prominent Australian Jew and Jewish organisations of having undue influence and control over Australian government policies.
• Carr spoke about the influence of the Zionist lobby on the Gillard government blocking criticism of Israel’s illegal settlements. “It’s an appalling situation if Australia allows a group of [Melbourne] businessmen to veto Middle East policy.”

• A similar situation exists in Australia where chairs changed between the Office of National Assessments (ONA) advising Cabinet on foreign affairs and the Lowy Institute for International Policy (LIIP) of which ASIO, Australian Defence Forces and AFP have membership.

• Allan Gyngell, ONA Director-General in 2009-2013, was also LIIP founding executive director (2003-2009). Frank Lowy is Israel’s major supporter.

• Zionist influence over Australian foreign policy exploded this past decade. Australian citizens are unaware of the extent Zionists influence policies, even where Australian forces are posted.

• It seems a prerequisite to becoming Australian PM to have graduated as an AJJAC-run Rambam Fellow and visit Israel. Turnbull, Abbott and Gillard are alumnis.

• Defending Australia’s sovereignty is being lost more from growing US-Zionist control than with Chinese commercial-political penetration.

• Harnessing the ANZAC spirit not for Australia’s defence but for remote US-Israel-inspired aggressive wars is a gross abuse of sacred trust.

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following examples from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

➢ Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.

➢ Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.

➢ Quotes from the article are in dot points below.

AMUST accused of anti-Semitism for its criticism of Israel
The article “AMUST accused of anti-Semitism for its criticism of Israel” by Mohamed Ainullah (21 June 2018), was written in response to the Australian Jewish News article accusing AMUST of veering “into anti-Semitic territory” for publishing three particular articles. Ainullah falsely claims that “any criticism of Israel” is “quickly dubbed as antisemitism by supporters of Israel”:

• “It is a stark reality that any criticism of Israel in relation to atrocities the state carries out against Palestinians or its policies in the occupied territories, is quickly dubbed as anti-Semitism by supporters of Israel.”

One comment under the article restated this false claim, while another comment accused Israel of “following the Hitler’s ideology”:  

163
Zahid Jamil on June 22, 2018 at 4:56 pm

The whole concept of anti-semitism needs to be reviewed by relevant international bodies. It may have been justified following the holocaust but now Israel is following the Hitler’s ideology in inflicting similar atrocities on Palestinians. That concept should apply to oppressed communities at anytime and not the oppressors who may have themselves faced similar situation in past. Muslims are in a weak position now and therefore AMUST faces such criticism. Let the freedom of expression prevail in Australia.

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.

**Hizb ut-Tahrir**
http://www.hizb-australia.org/
https://www.facebook.com/hizbaust/

Hizb ut-Tahrir (HT) (Party of Liberation) is an organisation which campaigns for the establishment of a caliphate in Australia and throughout the world. A caliphate is a theocracy in which ultimate power rests with Muslim clerics applying their interpretation of shari’a (Muslim religious law) to all facets of public and private life. HT is banned in many countries, both Muslim and non-Muslim. Hizb ut-Tahrir opposes the existence of the State of Israel, on the grounds that it is a Jewish state in what they consider to be exclusively Muslim-owned lands. HT’s hostility to Jews is shown in HT content reproduced below.

**HT: “Talmudic rituals”**
https://www.facebook.com/hizbaust/videos/1253747904758196/

HT posted a video showing Jews singing and dancing. HT opposes the agreement between the Muslim and Jewish religious authorities whereby for ten days a year Muslims and Jews each have exclusive use of the whole Tomb of Machpelah in Hebron, known to Muslims as the Ibrahimi Mosque in Al-Khalil. HT refers to Jews as having “invaded” Machpelah and of “performing their Talmudic rituals”. “Talmudic rituals” is a derogatory and demonising term which is often used by antisemites to describe any Jewish religious prayers and practices.

- **HT Australia** · April 4 · 2018
  Laa hawla wa laa quwwata illa Billaah. Just imagine for a second this was the other way around. Jewish settlers invaded Ibrahimi mosque in occupied Al-Khalil at dawn today, performing their 'Talmudic rituals'. #Palestine

- **Zuleigha Fredericks** Zionist scum 🙏

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
**Q&A: Trump’s Withdrawal from the Nuclear Deal**


- Below is a Question that was sent through to the Ameer of Hizb ut-Tahrir, our eminent scholar Ata Bin Khalil Abu Al-Rashtah 13/5/2018
  
  […] America wants to divert the attention away from the Jewish crimes by the occupation of Palestine and Al-Quds (Jerusalem) […] Trump focused his work to make Iran the enemy instead of the Jewish entity the usurper of Palestine […] It has been noted that America is focusing on Iran as an enemy in the region instead of the Jewish entity.

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination.

**Dirty work of the Jews**

https://www.facebook.com/hizbaust/videos/1264777490321904

- HT Australia · April 22 · 2018
  
  After Hizb ut Tahrir in the blessed land of Palestine announced a march today in Ramallah for the return of the Khilafah, this was the response of the authorities who carry out the dirty work of the Jews.

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.

**opposing the existence of “the Jewish entity”**

- HT Australia · May 11 · 2018
  
  The declaration of the establishment of the Jewish entity on 14th May 1948 was planned long before it happened. The Basel Declaration in 1897 was the first Zionist congress chaired by Theodor Herzl and attended by 197 participants from 17 countries and belonging to all schools of thought in Judaism. The Muslim Ummah will never accept that such an entity continue to exist. The day is not far that the occupation is reversed.

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:

- Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.

**establishing a Jewish state is a crime**

- HT Australia · May 13 · 2018
  
  "It's a Boy!" When the West agreed to issue the Balfour Declaration and support the Jews to establish a home land in Palestine. The Ummah will never accept this crime.

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:
Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.

HT: “the illegal Jewish entity” will be removed
- HT Australia shared a post, May 16 · 2018
  Wassim Doureihi · May 16
  [...] Lastly, as the establishment of the illegal Jewish entity was announced on a single day, so too will be the announcement of its removal. The Jewish occupiers maintain their presence in these lands only because Muslim rulers protect its existence. Remove these rulers and you will remove what lies behind them. That we are most certain.

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:
- Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.

HT: “Jews will be fought”
https://www.facebook.com/hizbaust/videos/1282808011852185/
- HT Australia · May 22 · 2018
  “It’s time to tell the Palestinians, abandon the fantasy that you will conquer Jerusalem”. It looks like the only one fantasizing is you, Netanyahu.

- Ally Bin Ally Jews will be fought and Muslims will have the upper hand inshaAllah. Hadith of Rasulullah (saw).

Note: The quotes immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:
- Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion.

HT: “the illegitimate and criminal Jewish entity”
https://www.facebook.com/hizbaust/posts/1300871163379203
- HT Australia · June 18 · 2018
  Flagged changes to the NSW Anti-Discrimination Act is an attempt to stifle opposition to the illegitimate and criminal Jewish entity.

Note: The quote immediately above should be read in the context of the following example from the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism:
- Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavour.
7. **ANTISEMITISM in the ANTI-ISRAEL MOVEMENT**

All governments are legitimately the subject of criticism for their policies and actions, including the governments of Israel as much as those of Australia or any other country. However, some criticism of Israel crosses the line from political criticism into antisemitic hate speech. Often this is through demonisation, delegitimisation, and double standards used against Israel (as explained in Natan Sharansky’s article below). Other discourse, which is dressed up as ordinary political criticism, is framed within older anti-Jewish motifs, especially the Blood Libel, deicide claims, and conspiracy theories of Jews as a group supposedly controlling or aiming to control the media, economy, government or other societal institutions.

Thus, antisemitism today, especially in the anti-Israel movement, is often expressed using classical anti-Jewish motifs and themes which have been given a modern cloak. For example, where once it was said that the Jews seek to control the world, now it is said that Israel seeks to control the world; where once it was said that Jews lusted after Christian/gentile blood, now it is said that Israel lusts after Arab/gentile blood; where once it was said that Jews/Judaism were Satanic, now it is said that Israelis/Zionists are Satanic.

It is this nexus which can infuse ostensibly ordinary political discourse about Israel or Zionism with an antisemitic subtext, as the negative qualities traditionally attributed by antisemites to the Jewish people collectively are transferred to Israel as the contemporary symbol of Jews as a group.

There are other ways in which antisemitism is sometimes expressed as anti-Zionism. Examples provided in the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism include:

- Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust.
- Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.
- Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor.
- Applying double standards by requiring of it a behavior not expected or demanded of any other democratic nation.
- Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
- Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.
- Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.

More detailed explanations of how some forms of criticism of Israel have merged into antisemitism appear in the articles below.
I offer a simple “3-D” test for differentiating legitimate criticism of Israel from antisemitism. This “3-D” test applies the same criteria to the new antisemitism that for centuries identified different manifestations of classical antisemitism.

The first “D” is the test of demonization — as noted in the State Department report. Jews have been demonized for centuries as the embodiment of evil, whether in the theological form of a collective accusation of deicide or in the generalized depiction of Jews as money-grubbing Shylocks. Today we must take note when the Jewish state or its leaders are being demonized, with their actions being blown out of all rational proportion.

For example, the comparisons of Israelis to Nazis and of the Palestinian refugee camps to Auschwitz — comparisons heard frequently throughout Europe and on North American university campuses — are clearly antisemitic. Those who draw such analogies either are deliberately ignorant regarding Nazi Germany or, more commonly, are deliberately depicting modern-day Israel as the embodiment of evil.

The second “D” is the test of double standards. From discriminatory laws many nations enacted against Jews to the tendency to judge their behavior by a different yardstick, this differential treatment of Jews was always a clear sign of antisemitism. Similarly, today we must ask whether criticism of Israel is being applied selectively. In other words, do similar policies pursued by other governments produce similar criticism?

It is antisemitic discrimination, for instance, when Israel is singled out for condemnation by the United Nations for perceived human rights abuses while proven obliterators of human rights on a massive scale — like China, Iran, Cuba, Saudi Arabia, Sudan and Syria, to name just a few — are not even mentioned. Likewise, it is antisemitism when Israel’s Magen David Adom, alone among the world’s ambulance services, is denied admission to the International Red Cross.

The third “D” is the test of delegitimization. Traditionally, antisemites denied the legitimacy of the Jewish religion, the Jewish people, or both. Today, they attempt to deny the legitimacy of the Jewish state, presenting it as, among other things, the prime remnant of imperialist colonialism.

While criticism of an Israeli policy may not be antisemitic, the denial of Israel’s right to exist is always antisemitic. If other peoples, including 21 Arab Muslim States — and particularly the many states created in the postcolonial period following World War II — have the right to live securely in their homelands, then the Jewish people has that right as well, particularly given the sanction of the United Nations in setting up and recognizing the country at its founding. Questioning that legitimacy is pure antisemitism.

Source: http://forward.com/articles/4184/antisemitism-in--d/
As Thomas Friedman of The New York Times accurately put it, "Criticizing Israel is not anti-Semitic, and saying so is vile. But singling out Israel for opprobrium and international sanction -- out of all proportion to any other party in the Middle East -- is antisemitic, and not saying so is dishonest"

I have set out a list of criteria that distinguish antisemitism from legitimate criticism. Here are my criteria:

A CHECKLIST of factors that tend to indicate antisemitism:

1. Employing stereotypes against Israel that have traditionally been directed against "the Jews." For example, portraying Israel as devouring the blood of children or characterizing Israeli leaders with long hook noses or rapacious looks.

2. Comparing Israel to the Nazis or its leaders to Hitler, the German army, or the Gestapo.

3. Characterizing Israel as “the worst,” when it is clear that this is not an accurate comparative assessment.

4. Invoking anti-Jewish religious symbols or caricaturing Jewish religious symbols.

5. Singling out only Israel for sanctions for policies that are widespread among other nations, or demanding that Jews be better or more moral than others because of their history as victims.

6. Discriminating against individuals only because they are Jewish Israelis, without regard to their individual views or actions.

7. Emphasizing and stereotyping certain characteristics among supporters of Israel that have traditionally been used in antisemitic attacks, for example, “pushy” American Jews, Jews “who control the media,” and Jews “who control financial markets.”

8. Blaming all Jews or “the Jews” for Israel’s policies or imperfections.

9. Physically or verbally attacking Jewish institutions, such as synagogues or cemeteries, as a means of protesting against Israel.

10. Stereotyping all Jews as fitting into a particular political configuration (such as “neo-conservatives,” Zionists, or supporters of Sharon).

11. Accusing Jews and only Jews of having dual loyalty.

12. Blaming Israel for the problems of the world and exaggerating the influence of the Jewish state on world affairs.
13. Denying, minimizing, or trivializing the Holocaust as part of a campaign against Israel.

14. Discriminating against only Israel in its qualification for certain positions or statuses, such as on the Security Council, the International Court of Justice, and the International Red Cross.

15. Blaming the Jews or Israel, rather than the antisemites, for antisemitism or for increases in anti-Jewish attitudes.

16. Taking extreme pleasure from Israeli failures, imperfections, or troubles.

17. Falsely claiming that all legitimate criticism of Israeli policies is immediately and widely condemned by Jewish leaders as antisemitic, despite any evidence to support this accusation.

18. Denying that even core antisemitism—racial stereotypes, Nazi comparisons, desecration of synagogues, Holocaust denial—qualifies as anti-Semitic.

19. Seeking to delegitimate Israel precisely as it moves toward peace.

20. Circulating wild charges against Israel and Jews, such as that they were responsible for the September 11 attacks, the anthrax attacks, and the 2005 tsunami.

A CHECKLIST of factors that tend to indicate legitimate criticism of Israel:

1. The criticism is directed at specific policies of Israel, rather than at the very legitimacy of the state.

2. The degree and level of criticism vary with changes in Israel’s policies.

3. The criticism is comparative and contextual.

4. The criticism is political, military, economic, and so forth, rather than ethnic or religious.

5. The criticism is similar to criticism being raised by mainstream Israeli dissidents.

6. The criticism is leveled by people who have a history of leveling comparable criticisms at other nations with comparable or worse records.

7. The criticism is designed to bring about positive changes in Israeli policies.

8. The criticism is part of a more general and comparative criticism of all other nations.

9. The criticism is based on objective facts rather than name calling or polemics.

10. The critic subjects his favorite nation to comparable criticism for comparable faults.

Source: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/alan-dershowitz/when-legit-criticism-cros_b_3524.html
What is anti-Zionism?
Anti-Zionism is a prejudice against the Jewish movement for self-determination and the right of the Jewish people to a homeland in the State of Israel.

It may be motivated by or result in anti-Semitism, or it may create a climate in which anti-Semitism becomes more acceptable.

Anti-Zionism can include threats to destroy the State of Israel (or otherwise eliminate its Jewish character), unfounded and inaccurate characterizations of Israel’s power in the world, and language or actions that hold Israel to a different standard than other countries.

What is anti-Israel bias?
Anti-Israel bias is extreme and/or illegitimate criticism of Israel. It can take various forms, including false accusations directed against Israel, often with the aim of delegitimizing the country.

Anti-Israel bias does not include legitimate criticism of the Israeli government, its policies, or its politicians.

Is criticism of Israel always anti-Semitic?
No. Anti-Israel activity crosses the line to anti-Semitism when:

- All Jews are held responsible for the actions of Israel.
- Israel is denied the right to exist as a Jewish state and equal member of the global community.
- Traditional anti-Semitic symbols, images or theories are used.

Is the BDS (boycott, divestment, sanctions) campaign against Israel anti-Semitic?
ADL believes that the founding goals of the BDS movement and many of the strategies used by BDS campaigns are anti-Semitic. While there are people who support BDS but are not anti-Semitic, the campaign is founded on a rejection of Israel’s very existence as a Jewish state. It denies the Jewish people the right to self-determination – a right universally afforded to other groups. In ADL’s view, this differs from legitimate criticism of Israel and is anti-Semitic.
Quotes on Antisemitism and Anti-Zionism

- **Jonathan S. Tobin**, journalist (11 Jan. 2018): “the real threat posed by BDS is to Jews in the Diaspora, not those in Israel.”

- **Ben Cohen**, journalist (26 Jan. 2018): “Tobin made the broader point in his column that the material impact of the BDS campaign upon Israel has been gratifyingly minimal. The true danger of this campaign, he continued, lies in its persistent targeting of Jewish communities in the Diaspora.”

- **Dave Rich**, of the UK Community Security Trust (18 July 2018): “This is typical of how anti-Semitism operates in today’s [British] Labour Party. It usually involves language that draws on old racist lies about Jews, but reframes the bigotry in a modern, “anti-Zionist” setting that has nothing to do with what Zionism is, or with how Israel actually behaves.”

- **Melanie Phillips**, journalist (12 July 2018): “But most of the anti-Semitism on the left takes the form of obsessive and paranoid falsehoods, distortion and double standards directed at the behavior of the State of Israel, with much of this onslaught echoing the imagery and tropes of medieval and Nazi anti-Semitism. It thus singles out Israel for precisely the same unique and potentially exterminatory abuse as has been directed at the Jewish people over the millennia.”

- **Dave Rich**, of the UK Community Security Trust (2 Nov. 2017): “What those who claim to be only anti-Zionist but not anti-Semitic don’t realize — or won’t acknowledge — is that obsessive anti-Zionism inevitably generates anti-Semitic outcomes. There is a political culture on the radical left that sees Zionism as inherently racist and is hostile towards anyone who might support it. Jews — unless they are willing to pass a political test by publicly opposing Israel — are often treated as political enemies on the wrong side of every social and political dividing line.”

**Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions (BDS) campaign**

Many Australian anti-Israel groups and their supporters, including many referred to in this chapter, support and promote the BDS campaign. Some supporters openly call for the elimination of Israel as a Jewish state; while others are less open about the final outcome they envisage. Many BDS supporters deny that BDS is antisemitic, claiming to be only anti-Zionist and/or anti-Israel. Prominent anti-Israel organisation, the Australia Palestine Advocacy Network (APAN), which lobbies MPs, was for its first four years equivocal about BDS but it finally came out into the open and endorsed the BDS campaign in 2015. Links to two articles explaining why BDS is antisemitic appear below.


ANTISEMITISM in ANTI-ISRAEL GROUPS

In Australia, each mainland state and capital city has organisations which support the Palestinian cause. Their members are an uneasy alliance of people of mainly western background from far-Left groups such as Socialist Alternative and Socialist Alliance, and those of Arab and/or Muslim background with traditional religious and conservative views. Some have websites, most have Facebook pages. Some universities have a Students for Palestine group, with varying levels of activism. There are also many other individuals with websites and/or Facebook pages which are dedicated to opposition to Israel.

During the period in review, more than 350 pages of documented antisemitic comments and images emanating from social media pages of anti-Israel groups were recorded. What appears below is therefore only a very small fraction of the antisemitic content that was either tolerated by, or engendered within, the anti-Israel camp, on some of their Facebook pages.

Many of the following posts, comments and images on the anti-Israel sites expressed the idea of Jews/Zionists/Israelis as having bloodlust, targeting children, controlling governments and the media, having inordinate power and influence, of being intrinsically evil and satanic, of behaving the same as or worse than the Nazis, of being ‘Christ-killers’, poisoning water, harvesting body organs, presenting a mortal threat to the whole of humanity, causing antisemitism, and many other canards which have been classically applied to Jews collectively but are now applied to Israeli Jews and to diaspora Jews merely for supporting the right of Israel to exist.

Some of the main claims made in anti-Israel discourse during the period in review include:

- Inordinate power of the “Jewish lobby” to influence, bribe, cajole, and intimidate politicians and governments to support Israel and oppose the Palestinians
- Jewish control of the media, thus ensuring only the Israeli narrative is heard
- Jews are Khazars and therefore have no claim to any territory in Israel/Palestine
- Israel as a Nazi state, and Israel as committing genocide against Palestinian Arabs
- Holocaust denial
- Jews learnt nothing from their suffering during the Holocaust
- Jews, both Israeli and in diaspora, are evil
- Israel must be destroyed, for the sake of humanity and for world peace.

Placard at an anti-Israel protest in Sydney – 13 January 2018
APAN - Australia Palestine Advocacy Network  
https://www.facebook.com/AustraliaPalestineAdvocacyNetwork/

APAN was formed in 2011 as a pro-Palestinian lobby group. APAN describes itself as: “a national coalition of organisations and individuals seeking to influence Australia’s public policy in regard to Palestine and Israel.” In 2015, after four years of having no definitive position on BDS, APAN finally declared its support as an organisation for the anti-Israel BDS campaign. Since then, there has been an increasing tolerance of anti-Jewish posted comments on the APAN Facebook page. A selection of these follow.

**October 7 · 2017**  
- **Mike Griffin** The powerful Israel lobby has no difficulty in co opting willing bigots to promote their apartheid regime. Danby should be deselected.

**November · 2017**  
- **Samb Samir** The Palestinians were not invited, is because Australia is ruled by Israel, The Turnbull Government rules Australia by proxy!!
  
- **Janet Lane** He's a Goldmann Sachs spawn say no more.

- **Maria Hanna** He is bloody puppet and he was a banker for Goldman Sachs, which is Zionist.

**November 2 · 2017**  
- **Jawdat Hamad** Israel. . And zionist lobby have no shame. . Even no morals .. even no human feelings. Cause they are supporting a state of thieves .. state of so called Shit israel .

- **Robert Rowlands** I condemn utterly the Australian Government's subservience to the powerfull jooish lobby, the Palestinians' were not included in the celebration's, the whole event was userped by israel to give this illegal criminal entity credence at the death of Australians', New-Zealanders' & Arabs', justice mean's NOTHING when the tribe is running the show !!!

**November 21 · 2017**  
- **Sofian Khan** must be desperate for shekels

- **Micheal Woods** "For a Few Shekels More".

- **Sarah Scott** another tosser who sold his soul for the shekel

**December 15, 2017**  
- **Susan Wahhab** […] The Israelis bought western politicians thru Jewish lobby groups.

**December 22 · 2017**  
- **John Turner** Zionism controls the U.S. and Australia is too piss weak to stand up to them. All praise to the nations that vetoed the U.S.
February 14 · 2018

- **Kostas Antoniadis** [...] the Israeli influence is Australia is very powerful and has dominated the narrative regarding Palestine for decades - fraudulent as it is. [...] 

- **Geoffrey Lawler** Israel will be judged by history just as history has judged Nazi Germany and all other oppressors

February 28 · 2018

- **Stephen Burnett** After all of what happened to them during World War Two at the hands of Nazi Germany you would think they would know better but no they are doing exactly the same to the Palestinian people and the whole world is watching.

- **Katharina Van De Winkel** But the do bad as the say to the germans are do bad to them and let german pay for it till now ..but do the same thing to the palestininien ..so who has not learn from the past ??the zionist or the german ??

- **Bernard Troy** I wish, that said, few have not been bribed bought bullied brainwashed or bedded by Israel ...

March 12 · 2018

- **David Elkins** [...] I shows the depth of penetration by Israel of our politicians. They are either in Israels pocket or they are too gutless to speak out about the Occupation.

March 20 · 2018

- **David La Piana** [...] damning exposure of the grip in which Jewish lobby groups world wide render governments impotent and voiceless in response to blatant contravention of human rights.

March 31 · 2018

- **Leith Aitchison** Australia is in the Zionists pockets. Puppets

April 9 · 2018

- **Nampijinpa Chester** Genocide. They do it slowly so they think no one notices. The Zionists regard the Palestinians in exactly the same way Hitler regarded the Jews. As vermin to be eradicated.

April 10 · 2018

- **Arzu Minu** I agree with you...Aussies are ignorant of the zios in power and only get Illegal Zionist Israel opinions...Wake up Australia...get these zios out of government... libs and labour....

Nasser Mashni is the APAN treasurer and executive member. 
https://twitter.com/iamthenas/status/988007084347219968

- **Nasser Mashni @iamthenas**
  If you had an ounce of humanity or self respect you'd realise that being called a zio is the most derogatory insult imaginable. But then again filthy zios like you have no self respect. PS today Portman tomorrow the world. BDS until BDS!

8:50 PM - 22 Apr 2018
May 19 · 2018

- **Craig James Sulzberger** Australian government are owned by zionist israel agendas !!!
- **Musa Nabiin** What do you expect from a country of racists, mercy? They holocaust their own to this day.
- **Susie Clarke** Shame on our insipid government who is subservient to Zionist countries like the US and Israel! Disgraceful! […]

May 22 · 2018

- **Peter Stopp** Greg Sheriden is such a slag he must be jewish himself .. 😐 Murdering thieving pigs 😐 he's just another freemason pushing the Zionist global NWO of enslavement .. so Australia will become a penal colony again 😐 .. like Palestine has become

May 26 · 2018

- **Mohammed Farooqi** [...] And then these very jews go to the wall and pray and think that one lord of everyone will forgive them ,surely every deed will be brought to book and their destination is hell fire

May 28 · 2018

- **John Walker** So many people are ignorant about this topic due to the Zionist controlled media in Australia and around the world.

May 30 · 2018

- **John Dudley** Any Australian politician willing to stand up for the Palestinian people has my admiration, they risk their political careers by doing so such is the backroom power of the israel lobby in this country.

June 14 · 2018

- **John Turner** [...] The problem is that the U.S. is controlled by wealthy zionists, they have the government by the balls and it's the U.S. that keeps Israel afloat […] but Australia is too piss weak. Maybe they're too scared of offending the Jewish population? Asbestosis Julie must be due for another all expenses paid holiday in Israel by now, for showing her support to their murderous cause.

- **Michael Oakes** [...] Criminal Apartheid Zionist Settler State in Occupied Palestine. It has long been propped up by support from many politicians in the US who have been bought, bribed blackmailed or whatever by the powerful Israel lobby. Our politicians should study news and views of International events via sources other than just the largely Jewish controlled mainstream media. […]

June 16 · 2018

- **Micheal Woods** Australia has been more obedient to the wishes of Zionism than even the USA. Disgusting.

- **Amina Sarfudin** Totally disgusted have they asked Australia people what they want or are the zionist controlling who governs us
June 19 · 2018
- **Sam Eljerban** Zionist’s identified They should be removed from parliament as they align their interests with a foreign nation
- **Joseph Roost** Are those 4 Jews anyone?

June 28 · 2018
- **MN Donnie** Who are the most powerful national and state based Jewish groups? I want to follow them and push back against their lies.

July 2 · 2018
- **Saleh S. Darwish** Zionists, descendants of the Holocaust victims became cold blood children killers!

July 3 · 2018
- **Dale Macfarlane** There’s an election early next year, if they don’t appease the Zionists they don’t get the campaign contributions. Let’s face it, while the have influence the government isn’t going to make decisions based on facts.
- **Rabz Gladior** The Israeli lobby with all its promises and threats!!!!
- **Joe Sour** Zionist Australia. Was only a matter of time with the Turnbull Government.
- **Rabz Gladior** Unfortunately the tentacles of Zionist are far reaching. We need to write to our MP’s in mass to get the message across. We have been silently infiltrated as the US and others for far too long. You just need to look a little deeper into who our parliamentarians motives are..
- **Rabz Gladior** Unfortunately the Zionist tentacles is far reaching. It does not matter who is in power, they will not change unless the people rise together and force change. It disgusting that my/ our government is so hypocritical
- **Rabz Gladior** So true, 80% of Israel’s are the ancestors of the khazarians who only converted to Judaism in the 8th century !!! And now the claim Palestine??
- **Steven James** the Ashkenazi are the Slavs conquered by the Turkic Khazars.
- **Paulo Granadeiro** Not a surprise from a government based on Zionist influence. Another Israeli colony, as the US/UK/Canada/South Africa and Australia not to mention several South American countries !
- **Derek Andrew Hands** Australia has a Jewish community of approx. 100000 and how many of those would be zionist. It just goes to show how easily Western regimes are occupied by persistent 5th column in our corridors of power
- **Paulo Granadeiro** Now take in consideration that in UK officially there are 300.000 for a population of around 70 millions, Australia with just about 20 millions is in a much worse situation (by some other reasons also related to pos WW II).
July 5 · 2018
- Arzu Minu get rid of Evil Zionist in government of Australia...Australians should wake up to these Evil zionist creatures..

July 20 · 2018
- John Turner [...] The depth of Israel's evil is horrific, and they are fed by the world. every nation has zionist support lines feeding Israel. Only a few dare to take action. Why? Zionist globalism has infiltrated the World. [...]

July 21 · 2018
- Adrian Pimlott [...] Israel Still Murders thousands based around Blatant Racism. Or Repeat what Hitler did to the Jews... in 21st Century [...]

July 21 · 2018
- Joe Sour Evil Zionist Scum are anti humanity. The world must reject them all.

August 8 · 2018
- Damian Johnson I don’t understand why the world gasped in horror when Nazi Germany commenced and how apartheid in South Africa continued for so long . This is worse.

September 26 · 2018
- Hilal Asmar They have opened the door for the Zionists to plot against them, start cooking corruption scheme, slander some of them ...etc. [...]

September 27 · 2018
- Terry Dorney Will this Muppet Show of a completely dysfunctional Liberal Party, masquerading as a government move to recognise Palestine? No. Jewish lobby far too influential here. [...]

Australians Against Zionist Israel - https://www.facebook.com/AUAgainstIsrael/
This is a Facebook page run by an individual.

February 28 · 2018
- Fred Kourouche I can’t believe so many Jewish dogs attacking unarmed innocent Palestinian kid. Shame on you animals

March 23 · 2018
- Soroush Sabzi Zionism is truly the greatest thing scum of earths has come up with so far!

March 30 · 2018
- Roberto D'Medici The Jewish Fascist state at work!

- Roberto D'Medici The only thing the Jews learned from the Nazis was how to be like them.
March 31 · 2018
• Eddie Seymour Zionism the new nazi!!

May 15 · 2018
• Pete Malone Israeli flag is the swastika of the 21st century

• Eddie Seymour Absolutely nothing as the Zionist have learnt well from their Nazi masters!!!!!!! Maggots. their day will come!!!

• Sorough Sabzi The difference is nazis didn’t and Israelis do!

May 18 · 2018
• Trevor Wall Sicker than hitler whom they despise

June 3 · 2018
• Ann Carvell Maybe Hitler got it right about the Jews!

June 3 · 2018
• Ann Carvell What utter BASTARDS these Jews are

• Roberto D'Medici Exterminate!

June 21 · 2018
• Eddie Seymour Zionist learnt well from their fellow nazi masters.

July 16 · 2018
• Emrah Babali If anyone would like to understand their mentality more deeply a must read is THE PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION

July 30 · 2018
• Ann Carvell Hitler had genicide for Jews. Now they are doing same to the Palestinians

August 15 · 2018
• Trevor Wall Zionist Control every western world government

August 17 · 2018
• Ann Carvell You would think they would have learned from the Holocaust how not to treat human beings

September 15 · 2018
• John Nugent trump is a lapdog of the jews.

BDS Australia - https://www.facebook.com/BDSinAustralia/
BDS Australia states on its website that it is “a coalition of pro-Palestine associations” naming around a dozen member organisations in Australia, some of which organise protests and forums, including FOPWA and JPB.
April 22 · 2018
- Pádraig Ó Maoilstéighe Boycott the Nazis! BDS!

May 1 · 2018
- Kozmo Khani Poor girl is back from hell! God knows what Israeli rats have done to her! This is why I don't believe in God! These pedophile demons control the world! 🐢

- Dalila Belhalfaoui Zionists#rapists scums == EVILS BORNS ,ONLY GOD DESTROYED U = NAZIS REBORNS AND THE WORLD WATCHIN AND ARABS CONTRIES TOO #BLOODY HAND ,₪₪

May 2 · 2018
- Javaid Siddique And thereby they have control of the USA senate and hence they have the USA "by the Balls" (pardon the expression)...

May 3 · 2018
- Pádraig Ó Maoilstéighe Singing for the Nazis!

May 6 · 2018
- Gail Gray Read the torah and learn about real racism.

May 7 · 2018
- Elisa Auad Camaggi Sionistas

May 8 · 2018
- Frank Romeo Worse than the Nazis

- Ross Downie PIGS OF EVIL. ISRAEL TO MY MIND IS THE MOST DEPLOYABLE EVIL COUNTRY I AM AWARE OF. EVIL BECOMING MORE EVIL

- Anayatullah Durani Zionists - nazi : terrorists

May 9 · 2018
- Anwar Michael Cargill […] Not only does Israel occupy Palestinian land they ideologically occupy the American media and American politicians. These are the 6 media companies that exist today. There used to be 88. These 6 all get their news from Reuters and the Associated Press. Reuters owns the AP and Rothschilds own Reuters. Israel has been committing genocide, illegal expansion, and war crimes nonstop for decades. Most people don’t even know about it.

- Dave Binotto The U.S. Congress is under Israeli occupation.

May 11 · 2018
- Jamal Mohamed Ali Vile Ashkenazi piece of shit...their day will come
• **Gail Gray** "God's chosen people." They can do whatever they please, ask an American Evangelical and they will tell you so.

• **Ben Barker** This is what religion does, it makes people believe they can do as they please because they are chosen. Disgusting behavior.

**May 13** · 2018

• **Therese Taylor** Kick them all out - all zionists

**May 14** · 2018

• **John Dudley** "Those who do not learn the lesson of history"

• **Pádraig Ó Maoilstéighe** Nazis on the march again!

**May 14** · 2018

• **Fidel Rodriguez Arguinzoni** After all if they are the chosen one they have the right to kill others (sarcasm) #IsraelAbomination #EvilTalmud

• **Sue-ellen El Asali** they were the chosen ones at first but when they disobeyed GOD, God dishonored them

• **Fidel Rodriguez Arguinzoni** Oh! It’s ok, let them continue killing people because the Bible says they are the chosen one or you interpreted it or someone told you that. (Sarcasm) #IsraelAbomination #EvilTalmud

**May 17** · 2018

• **Ifty Rehman** It’s ironic that the same people are repeating history only 70 years down the line! It’s disgusting and I wonder why people say that these people are trouble makers!

**June 14** · 2018

• **Issa Janineh** You need to condemns Israel because they criminals war and savages and terrorist they killing innocent people they don’t care about anyone mafia isis Jewish like hetlar

**June 27** · 2018

• **Kevin Herbert** any Congress person who takes on the Jewish lobby is dad meat...eos

**July 4** · 2018

• **Dave Binotto** The Nazionists are brutally doing to the Palestinians what was done to them. What a disgrace.

**July 6** · 2018

• **Dave Binotto** Nazionists.

**July 11** · 2018

• **Razak Ghumran** So they’re officially going to call it Nazi Concentration Camp? But this time the Israelis are the Nazis and the Palestinians are the Jews......
Nikita Verginadis  
Him, like many other Zio maggots, are an absolute disgrace...

Nikita Verginadis  
Just because, that's his these Zio parasites operate...

Pádraig Ó Maoilstéighe  
The Nazis attacking civilians in Gaza. […]

Gail Gray  
because America is populated by people unable to think, they must be told how to think by the jewish controlled media,

Pádraig Ó Maoilstéighe  
They act like Nazis..so? Of all the people in the world..they should know better!

Syd Zahir  
The Nazis in ISRAHELL attacking civilians in Gaza.

Mohamed Zaeem  
Chosen Cowards !

Carlos Walker  
Death to Israel. Genocidal!

Carlos Walker  
[…] Israel fake state must be incinerated, destroyed.

Bilal Cleland  
Isn't that how the Nazis dealt with the Warsaw Ghetto?

Stewart Bird  
What a detestable people the Israeli are! Murders, land thieves and war criminals! Their evil knows no bounds! #israelisawarcriminal #israelisanapartheidregime

Zeus Zah  
No worst, vindictive, manipulative, calculated, immoral and evil people on the planet than Zionists.

Asem Rahman  
All makes clear sense now why trump was selected by the zioscums to be the president of usa. […]

Pádraig Ó Maoilstéighe  
The U.S. played a major role in defeating the Nazis in WW2 and today the the U.S.plays a major role in supporting the modern day Nazis!

John Smith  
If you look at the Evil Actions of the Israelis, There’s Absolutely Nothing Godly about it, Many believe they are The “Synagogue Of Satan”

Ghazala Hill  
Satanic
September 1 · 2018
  • Asem Rahman […] war criminal terrorist evil barbarian land stealing zioscum israel
  • Muamer Nukić Use it against zionscum 🦅

September 8 · 2018
  • Simon Ashworth Wood Educational #Palestine video list starting with: "George Galloway explains how Jews have NO right in #Palestine"

September 11 · 2018
  • Pattie O'Donnell Rump and his regime are dangerous, petty, zionist owned scum.

Boycott Israel 48 - https://www.facebook.com/groups/boycott.israel48/
This Facebook page is called “Australian Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions Campaign for Palestine (BDS)”. It is administered by various individuals active in the anti-Israel campaign.

October 29, 2017
  • Brad Golding Australian Soccer is run by our very own zionazi, (and collaborator with Larry Silverstein in 9/11), the one and only Frank Lowy, mass murderer and fraudster! So I guess that FIFA is also run by the zionazis!

April 9 · 2018
  • Adel Alameddine In the end we are all indigenous to planet earth. Some people understand we are equal and others think they're chosen.

June 6 · 2018
  • Yolanda Garza-Birdwell Yes. I have 15 corporations I will be calling to boycott. Many are owned by Zionists the enemies of humanity.

August 4 · 2018
  • Sylvia Posadas If Corbyn really wanted to root out antisemites from the British Labor Party, he'd be chucking out the zionists who embrace the antisemitic, racist, settler colonial ideology of zionism.

Coalition Against Israeli Apartheid - https://www.facebook.com/ozcaia/
This page is administered by various individuals active in the anti-Israel campaign.

November 3, 2017 ·
  • John Smith First thing I saw was that zionist flag. I guess when your prime minister is jewish and the leader of the opposition is a jewish sympathiser we should expect this insane changing of history.

December 11, 2017 ·
  • Hibe Dennaoui WWI and WW2 results are to be protested. They lost their binding forces due to Israelis and Jews breaching every law that exists

February 3 · 2018
• **Cesar Hermosilla** Israel the devils home ...

**March 30 · 2018**
• **William M Arnold** ZIONISM IS FASCISM !!

FOPWA – *Friends of Palestine WA* - [https://www.facebook.com/FOPWA/](https://www.facebook.com/FOPWA/)
FOPWA is the main anti-Israel group in WA, and organises anti-Israel protests and forums.

**October 2 · 2017**
• **Rabz Gladior** Zionist pigs will get their justice one day

**December 26, 2017 ·**
• **Bate Meucica** He knew, the end is near for Zionist Jews Parasites.

**March 1 · 2018**
• **Rabz Gladior** When will the world rise up and stand against these Talmudic khazarian fake Jews that are destroying the moral fiber of humanity..

**March 26 · 2018**
• **Bate Meucica** After world war 2 the Zionist parasite controlled most western countries.

**April 7 · 2018**
• **Dean Jaey** Under the illegitimate rule of the ZioNazis, the scums of this Earth. #ZioNazi #ZioNazis #ZioNa Zombies

**April 6 · 2018**
• **Mekaeel Faasen** Australia is in Israels pocket

**April 20 · 2018**
• **Rick Red Whilby** A people that refuse to be wrong can never get right. History will indicate all the atrocities committed in that land in the name of so called jews claiming to be the new master race in the name of their god. Soon the Palestinians will reach six million dead many miles from Europe. You gave your self the right Amalek.

**April 28 · 2018**
• **Mark Hardwick** […] Zionist talmudic wraiths are deaf to anyone else...

**May 27 · 2018**
• **Khayyam Shaikh** The arse-licking of Israel is still strong on both sides of the govt. It's truly sickening. To know who rules over you, find out who you are not allowed to criticize.....

• **Linda Mohamad** What are we missing here? The grovelling to Israel makes no sense and suggests s hidden agenda that is being kept from the world.

**June 16 · 2018**
• **Bate Meucica** Zionist Parasites controlled Australian politician but not Its people’s.
• **Gavin Slater** we know whos controlling australian foreign policy...bob carr warned australians years back...

**August 9 · 2018**

• **Bate Meucica** Heartless Zionist parasites.

**September 6 · 2018**

• **Zekerijah Grabic** Nazi practices with the best apartheid on the world. Shame on USA and the world for supporting such a cruel and barbaric regime....

**September 30 · 2018**

• **Dean Jaey** Truly, the new Nazi state #ZioNazi #ZioNazis #ZioNazism

**Justice for Palestine Brisbane** -  https://www.facebook.com/justiceforpalestinebrisbane

JPB is the main anti-Israel group in Qld. It organises anti-Israel protests and forums.

**October 24 · 2017**

• **Claire Louise** Zionists learnt well from the Führer, eh?

**November 6 · 2017**

• **Kyle Webster** Just what you'd expect from Nazis

**November 13 · 2017**

• **Claire Louise** Of course Trump is 100% supportive of the yid agenda. His daughter is a rabid zionist by choice, as is his son in law.

**November 18 · 2017**

• **Adib Mohd Fouzi** Die Israel, Die! Long live Palestine!

**January 17 · 2018**

• **EmJay Plater** Filthy Zionists

**February 2 · 2018**

• **Lawrie Fegan** Well they are the CHOSEN mob ....!!! Chosen by whom......???

**February 11 · 2018**

• **Lawrie Fegan** [...] They have been doing this with impunity for years.....and they will continue to do so. You must remember they are the “chosen people”, and as such are beholden to no body [...] 

**February 23 · 2018**

• **Khaleel Haleem Sidik** I dont see a problem being "Anti Semitic".

**March 7 · 2018**

• **MsRobyn Dudley-Jones** Did those of the holocaust fail to pass on compassion when they told the horrors of their lives under Hitler and his cronies. Where is the justice for the peoples of Palestine.
• **Lawrie Fegan** Zionists need to have an enemy. They do not know how to conduct a normal life; they need to have some one to lash out at all of the time!! 😬😬😬😬😬😬😬

**March 11** · **2018**

• **Rolo Rodolfo Allemand** true but the Jews who do not stand against genocide in Palestine, unfortunately are accomplices of those crimes, when they keep silence and stay blind and deaf to what is happening

**March 24** · **2018**

• **Michael Garvey** Evil Zionist Pigs!

**April 2** · **2018**

• **יהושע סליק** The Nazi state of Israel is the racism capital of the world

**April 3** · **2018**

• **יהושע סליק** The Nazi state of Israel is a criminal entity […] A criminal nation.

**April 4** · **2018**

• **Les Macdonald** Israel will ultimately have to face war crimes and crimes against humanity […] There is no moral difference between what they are doing to Palestinians and what the Nazis did to the Jews.

**April 7** · **2018**

• **יהושע סליק** Punish the Nazi state which commits this genocide

**April 11** · **2018**

• **Frederico Smith** But if the ALP condemned the IDF, wouldn’t they get less money from the Zionists?

**April 29** · **2018**

• **David Albuquerque** True. But what is Labor doing in bed with the Zios and the Libs?

**May 18** · **2018**

• **John Axtell** And the Jews claim that they are the only ones who have suffered?

**May 18** · **2018**

• **Frederico Smith** So what does Penny Wong get from the Australian zionists to buy her silence? How does she get paid or rewarded?

**June 11** · **2018**

• **Lawrie Fegan** Zionist controlled media. Never let the truth smear an “innocent” Israeli action. Strange how Israel is always painted as the innocent victim!!

**June 14** · **2018**

• **William M Arnold** Zionism is inherently Exceptionalist, Racist & Fascist.
June 24 · 2018

- **Les Macdonald** The only Labor leader with the balls and the integrity to stand up to the Zionist propaganda and stand over machine!!!

JFP changed their wording in the following post from “Zionist masters” to “Israel”, after one member objected to the original term having antisemitic connotations.

Original post:

- **Justice for Palestine Brisbane** · June 25 · 2018 ·
  BBC in denial of the obvious. Even its senior journalists dare not expose or criticise their Zionist masters.

Amended post:

- **Justice for Palestine Brisbane** · June 25 · 2018
  BBC in denial of the obvious. Even its senior journalists dare not expose or criticise Israel.

- **Justice for Palestine Brisbane** Thank you to all who contributed to this respectfully articulated discussion. On reflection, it would be prudent to replace 'Zionist masters' with 'Israel'. So overwhelmingly pro-Israel is the main stream media, that a small section of the supporters of Palestine do assume - not out of anti-Semitism but rather out of sheer awe of the juggernaut we face when trying to see the truth spoken and written wrt Palestine - that there is a secret cabal. […]

June 30 · 2018

- **Amanda Whittington** Because they believe they are the chosen people, they believe they are better than the “other” Palestinians... […]

September 10 · 2018

- **Les Macdonald** Sadly for the Jews as a whole the extremist Zionists have managed to eliminate most of the sympathy for the Jewish people generated by the Holocaust.

September 20 · 2018

- **Les Macdonald** This Fascist Israeli Government is doing to the Palestinians what the Nazis did to the Warsaw Jews!!!!

**Palestine Action Group Sydney (PAG)** - [https://www.facebook.com/syd.bmbc](https://www.facebook.com/syd.bmbc)
PAG is one of the main anti-Israel groups in NSW, and organises anti-Israel protests and forums.

December 16 · 2017 (PAG event page)

- **Martin Mayhew** […] Nazis, what's the difference between the Israelis and Nazis, very little, and they both worship symbols

- **Farried M Sungkar** These zionists are worse than animal. May God curse them 👌
April 1 · 2018
- Eugene Molnar Genocide by the Jews. How ironic.

April 1 · 2018
- Martin Sockel They obviously did not learn from their own history.

July 18 · 2018
- Paul Bishara Stephan Now the Jewish lobby will complain. I can see it on his face.

September 5 · 2018
- Shaun Kingston […] Whereas the Zionists who claim to be Semites are all Khazarian Europeans […] The Jews of Israel that live on stolen Palestinian land are antiSemitic!

December 17, 2017
- An antisemitic placard in Sydney at an anti-Israel protest organised by Palestine Action Group Sydney. [Note that Jews, via the Stars of David, are portrayed as pigs and apes, a portrayal derived from the Quran.]
Palestine Israel Ecumenical Network (PIEN)
https://www.facebook.com/PalestineIsraelEcumenicalNetwork
PIEN states it is “a network of Australian Christians” and is “an organisational member of the Australia Palestine Advocacy Network (APAN).” PIEN is also associated with “the National Council of Churches in Australia through its international aid agency, Act for Peace” and the World Council of Churches.

April 25 · 2018
• Les Macdonald Little difference between these soldiers and the Nazis!

June 7 · 2018
• Rich Handley Think Warsaw Ghetto

August 13 · 2018
• Les Macdonald More outright murder from the coward Israeli army who specialise in targeting unarmed Palestinian men, women and children. They are in that sense no different to the German Schutzstaffel who specialised in pretty much the same thing!!!!!!

Robert Martin is closely associated with APAN. He is a presenter on 3CR’s Palestine Remembered radio program, along with Nasser Mashni, executive member of APAN. Often the same postings are made on both of Martin’s two Facebook pages, both of which have high levels of ‘friends’ and traffic. This page has over 102,000 ‘Followers’, and 5000 ‘Friends’ (as at 19 Oct. 2018).

March 2 · 2018
• Cat Watters We need to make sure the Sociopaths DIE,, They want to Suck the Life out of the rest of us to live forever, which they're done a pretty good job of so far,, MUST END. Everything Dies, Goldman Sucks too!

March 3 · 2018
• Nazir Amod That's because zionism is a racist supremacist ideology that is compatible with white supremacist ideology

March 6 · 2018
• Ahmad Hamdan Cancer of the earth at it again.

March 7 · 2018
• Abs-laih Nagi Even that nigga zionist has become a racist dog under isreals policy

• Maznah Kassim That's what I thought .. nigga Zionist. Terrorizing the young students Country. If he set a foot on my country n flex his muscles or do an israel on me .. he can be sure he loose his black head.

March 13 · 2018
• Helen Pridgeon Pure evil. Sick in the head. This is precisely why the world calls the IDF the most immoral army & Nazis.

March 15 · 2018

189
• **Laurie J DiBartolo** [...] FUCK zio nazi ism....

**March 19 · 2018**
• **Russell El Blanquito Hergesheimer** Zionist trash. Will be a great day when these vermin are wiped from the face of the map.

• **Ishfaq Hussain** Scum of the earth

**April 4 · 2018**
• **Dean Traynor** The most moral army in the world. The only democracy in the Middle East. Gods chosen people. Lies! Lies! Lies! Good ol racist apartheid Israel.

**April 7 · 2018**
• **Paulo Maali** Zionism, like nazism, is racism. See how Zionist Israelis and supporters of Zionist justify this atrocity and you will know why some ppl supported Hitler.

• **Abs-laith Nagi** This is sick Zionists are truley evil

• **Marta Ze** targeted by the SS

**April 10 · 2018**
• **Kolin Thumbadoo** "Nazis" is no longer adequate in describing the cowardly and murderous Zionist state and the IDF

**April 18 · 2018**
• **Mohammed Shakil** 🙄🙄🙄 Satans chosen. Hitler would be proud of them

**April 20 · 2018**
• **Mohammed Shakil** The Palestinians be there Jewish Muslim or Christians got on well before the European Zionist turned up with there arrogance which was the reason for antisemitism in Europe in the first place and now it will show its head again

**April 20 · 2018**
• **Handayani Eprot** Finally.. As she was supporting ziorats b4...her heart and soul reject the vile things evidently

**April 28 · 2018**
• **Andrew Rutherford** And no news coverage on the BBC............

• **Valadao Roxana** it is israel spreading hatred against jews

**May 4 · 2018**
• **Yusuf Hajat** Shame on u zio thugs .u are like pigs .
• Treasa Ní Cheannabháin they're not thugs, they're the lowest vermin on earth! 😎😎😎

May 14 · 2018
• Tanveer Akhtar Dirty dirty zionist pigs

May 26 · 2018
• Abs-laith Nagi This is the face of hate. Pigs u wait Hezbollah is coming for you and you will beg for mercy like the pigs you are fuck the Saudi Zionists dogs

May 28 · 2018
• Mohammed Shakil Thus is what they are They pissed the Roman emperor Hadrian off and look what he did to them history will repeat its self

June 10 · 2018
• Ilker Kaya ISIS is created by Israel. They are the real terrorists of the earth.

• Idrish Doodi Its called 'israel law'-The law of occupation, apartheid and non jews are inferior.

• Robert Bonobo remember, "peace" in Hebrew also means death.

• Mohammed Khalid Ali Isis = Israeli secret intelligence services.

June 21 · 2018
• Iman Ghaza Firdaus Israel is not human... !!! #IsraelRealTerrorist

• Debra Kay Good riddance nimrata ziotrash randhawa haley

• Caroline Farran […] Americans are truly owned by Israel

June 21 · 2018
• Dale Crawford Both politicians are Corporate owned plants (chess pieces) put in place to ensure the continuation of Zionist control. The two main choices the Corporate (Rothschild's Israhell) owned Media promoted only 2 choices and both just puppets for the Nazi Zionists who infected the political systems and continue to deceptively hide under flags that don't really represent them

• Dale Crawford […] Nazi Israel (The 'Estate' of Israhell created by the Rothschild Family) […] the Corporate empowered Zionists that have infected your political system will run your ship (and lives) aground before they give up control. […]

July 15 · 2018
• Theforceof Userone ]\[E\}]|[][{-] }][;;]][]$r\^][t]

• Najah Abdel Jabbar It’s like they are in that movie “Hunger Games,” except it’s not survival in this case for the Zionists. It’s a choice to be cruel, to steal, to kill, and to rape a people from existence!
July 16 · 2018
- **Ostos María Silvia** Race of snakes !!!
- **Handayani Eprot** tested.... vile bastards ziorats are....
- **Prue Stothard** Murdering scum
- **Sufheia Akram** Zionists - devils walking the earth
- **Rose Che Tha**

![Image of anti-Israel protest sign]

July 18 · 2018
- **Dave Edmunds** Zionist scum.

July 20 · 2018
- **Mohammed Shakil** Only the Israel Jews could try and defend murder […] Gaza modern day Warsaw ghetto

July 21 · 2018
- **Sabry Wazwaz** Never gonna happen while the Zionists have full control of Western governments and now the U.A.E.

July 21 · 2018
- **Susan M Ruthroff** They call themselves jews. not humans.
- **George Harrak Susan M Ruthroff** Zionist pigs
- **Helen Patterson** Nazis

July 22 · 2018
- **Mohammed Shakil** They killed there own messiah what chance does anyone else have
July 25 · 2018
- Dai Gabriel [...] This study already demonstrates the complete bankruptcy of the traditional (Holocaust) history [...] Commenting on the Holocaust myth [...] 

July 26 · 2018
- Mohammed Shakil The Zionist controlled media say anything bad about a Muslim group and people believe without question [...] 

July 28 · 2018
- Melanie Obaray Berrington And the world awaits her release and that of every other Palestinian being incarcerated by Zionist Hitler. 

July 30 · 2018
- Sam El-Dik A Zionist nazi terrorist. [...] Why is it so taboo to hold a Zionistnazi responsible for his / her actions. For some reason the anti semitism card get thrown at us. 
- Dean Traynor [...] The Deep State puppet masters in Israel will one day soon be neutralized. Their strings along with the black hats in Mossad will be cut and they will lose the criminal influence on the rest of the world. 

July 31 · 2018
- Zohra Malani yes you racist colonizers first you steal the land then kill all the land owners then you build walls while you are allowed to go throughout the world and cause division and make war 
- Nirma Yuliansyah Lucifers!!! 
- Neville Thomas European Nazi monsters 

August 9 · 2018
- John Drier Protest outside their sinagogues. 

August 10 · 2018
- John Drier We must protest outside every sinagogue!!@! 
- John Drier synagogues are their meeting places where Zionism is preached. [...] We must bring their shame to them, and their houses of sin are the best places to start. 
- Siobhán O’Cuinn A large synagogue in my city with an affluent flock holds fundraisers for the IDF. “Stand With Us.” It’s the neighborhood club of “chosen” that foments terrorism against Palestinians. You bet your ass I have and will continue to protest outside their door. 
- Dorothy Allen Because you are termed as Anti Semite if you mention the slaughter of Palestinians and are targeted. So the world just closes its eyes, ears and shuts its mouth. The few that speak up I call “AWAKE” Robert Martin and Denny Cormier are awake. 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏 Bless you both. 😊
- **Nighat Anwar** Why not ask the 5 dancing Israelis when they filmed the collapse of the WTC.

- **Colman Irish** The world watches and does nothing because the MSM is controlled by a handful of Zionists and they brainwash the masses through their LIEvisions. [...] But the same people who say nothing about Gaza are the same ones who will support the next Zionist war wherever it will be. (Maybe Iran). [...] Is it on the Jews news? [...] 

**August 10** · 2018
- **Miina Khan** They control the media in another country, thousands of miles away. Imagine the lies they feed their own people. Truth hurts I guess!

- **Nes Lowe**

**August 12** · 2018
- **Rose Shay** rob, loved the way u got that schlomo [...] 

**August 14** · 2018
- **Bruce Everiss** Often it looks like the UK is run by the Israeli Embassy. They control the Conservative Party.

- **Leoní Codeço** We need people to understand that the Rothschild State if Israel is central to the Rothschilds game plans for the future. It has been and still is stealing US technology and selling it to the Chinese and Russians for a long time now. [...] The world is in real danger.

**August 16** · 2018
- **Paul Woody Whitten** [...] There is something very wrong here and what worries me most is how much the Zionists have control over the media in a lot of countries outside their corrupt little state.. Time for change.

- **Paul Woody Whitten** This is a cult that needs to be stopped before they ruin the world completely.

- **Yasmin Sayyed** Don't worry, the hatred they bear in their hearts.. will let them run into their own extinction very soon.

- **Suhair Imran** This is the zionicrasy that isrhell stand on.

- **Handayani Eprot** Ziorats askenazy kahazarian bastords....

- **Clodian Alfred** Zionist pos filth.

- **Zaheer Mahmood** Zionist scum.

**August 17** · 2018
- **Clodian Alfred** Satanyahu makes Hitler look like a saint!!
August 22 · 2018
  • Matthew Senick The worlds governments are largely controlled by “Israel”.

August 25 · 2018
  • Louisa Livingstone The IDF are truly no better than Nazis, they think they can shoot and kill anyone they want for no reason
  • Zaheer Mahmood Zionist scum

September 5 · 2018
  • Fatima El Marini The cancer of this world. The belingers o the hell

September 14 · 2018
  • Commodore Real […] The use of the ploy "anti Semitic" has been garnered by the PR people of the zionist movement & by their Goebbllian efforts have made the word appear to have a different meaning.
  • Lida Martin 🌵 ZIonism is not a religion! It is an Evil ideology that uses Judaism as a tool to legitimize it’s atrocities!! In fact, Jewish people are victims of this Evil ideology!!
  • Gary Marino Of Course, they are. Zionist Bankers put the Saudi Royals in Business and they also Financed Hitler. The Saudis are Not Real Muslims - They're the Israelis' Zionist Cousins.

September 19 · 2018
  • Karolina Tekla Pure Nazi behaviour.

Robert Martin: Fighting for Human Rights
https://www.facebook.com/Robert-Martin-Fighting-for-Human-Rights-370075813144325/ See Robert Martin above. This page has over 16,000 followers.

October 25, 2017 ·
  • Jimmy Zonneveld Good Grief the Israelis are now the NAZIS of the 1940s

December 11, 2017 ·
  • Shahram Sanai Zionist cockroaches in uniform #BDS
  • Rashid Ahmed Sibiya Zionists zombies pigs murderers khazaris rothschild thieves of the Palestinian land Hamas and hezbollah please help us

December 12, 2017 ·
  • Shahram Sanai The invading and occupying zionist cockroaches abusing Palestinian children #BDS

December 12, 2017
  • Jimmy Zonneveld […] Israelis are the new NAZIs..history repeating itself.
December 13, 2017

- Oh my...when the Ash-khanzeeri (pig) told the Palestinian boy to "husss"... i just wanted to rip his head off and shit down his throat!

- **Tony Bagatur** It doesnt matter what race they live with .. The jews think they are the chosen ones..They are a bunch of arqant dogs...

- **Shahram Sanai** Zionist cockroach scum. God bless the Palestinian people who have been invaded by this filth.#BDS

- **Lama AlTiti** The continuation of the Nazi Zionists

- **Jimmy Zonneveld** The new Jew NAZIs

December 28, 2017

- **Elias George Madbak** They learned well from the Nazis.

January 10 · 2018

- **Musty Elmas** Absolutely no Medias report about her... What a shame! This proofs how Zionistic our Medias are!

- **Jafa Taruna** Very true brother they control not only the media but the world economy and banking system also

January 10 · 2018

- **Nadia Bouhssine** Bomb the jewish pigs and there zionist families 🎯🎯🎯

January 11 · 2018

- **Nadia Darwish Sammour** Cant wait til god gasses them and boils them for eternity!

May 1 · 2018

- **Marek Marecki** JewTube have took down your account with loots of great videos […]

July 31 · 2018

- **Aysel Bilgic** InsaAllah one day what ur scared of is going to bite you back so hard that you will hide behind a rock n that rock will say there is a zionist behind me. Soon InsaAllah

- **Tamoor Azam Khan** True we should have destroyed you when you were small..😢:(

- **M Rosa Baños Gorritz** The most racist, they believe the superior race... learned well from Hitler, now they are the killers

August 10 · 2018

- **Zeyad Zreika** What a disgusting ugly group of humans.

- **Robert Boyd** Sick people Zionist pigs are. The true Axis of Evil.
August 12 · 2018
• Robert Boyd […] Israel is concept that will never truly exist. Free Palestine, and send the Ashkenazi Zionist back to Europe where they’ll be persecuted as they have throughout history.

STUDENTS FOR PALESTINE (Australia) – http://www.facebook.com/groups/58804227177/
SPA page was created in 2009, “to bring students together across campuses to campaign for Palestine’. The page is administered by various individuals active in the anti-Israel campaign.

• Mustafa Omar . December 10, 2017
ZioFascist occupation pigs scared of a flag

• Marcos Cruz Garcia . January 30 · 2018
Nazi Zionists in action...

• Hamza El Alami . January 31 · 2018
US foreign policy in the Middle East is influenced and directed by AIPAC and IsraHell. It is to the detriment of US interests and security to allow IsraHell and its foreign lobbying agents to control and decide on highly critical and secret issues of US foreign policy. […] It is IsraHell that order and manipulate the US.\- and call all the shots.

• Ben Sorlie . February 7 · 2018
[…] the U.N. is nothing more than a Zionist run entity. […] demand that the 1947 U.N. partition plan be implemented not the ’67 plan. The world needs to stop Israel and Zionism before its to late. FROM THE RIVER TO THE SEA, PALESTINE WILL BE FREE! Stay human And FREE PALESTINE!

• Hamza El Alami . February 14 · 2018
What is the difference between Anne Frank and the Palestinian activist Ahed Tamimi? Both are heroes that expressed in their own way how tyrants/occupiers and oppressors act. Anne Frank also hid to escape the Nazis, and Ahed did not hide; she confronted the IsraHell army occupiers, and smacked one thug on his face.

• Marcos Cruz Garcia . April 3 · 2018
Stop the massacre of Palestinians under the hands of the Israeli NAZI Zionists on the occupied territories. Murderers!!

• Marcos Cruz Garcia . April 10 · 2018
NAZI Zionists israelies in action.

• Marcos Cruz Garcia . April 24 · 2018
Nazi zionists Israeli in action.

• Mustafa Omar . May 31 · 2018
Ongoing Zionaziation efforts in Occupied Jerusalem
The image above is from a video composed of a scrolling list of claims:
“The State of Israel, the Proud Sponsor of:
You Support Israel?... You Support its Crimes.”

Sydney Staff for BDS
https://www.facebook.com/sydneystaff4bds
The page states that “Sydney Staff for BDS is a group of University of Sydney staff campaigning for justice for Palestine by supporting the international BDS call.” It also has a website, and conducts regular meetings.

November 15, 2017
- Narendra Mohan Kommalapati Despicable, ethnic cleansing, genocidal Zionists not needed.

April 7, 2018
- Dave Harrison [...] Israel is the new Nazi's. BDS

- Mustafa Nejah [...] Israel will cease to Exist!!

April 12, 2018
- James Buckley I support any and all Palestinian freedom fighters, especially the ones who manage to take out any IDF aka the modern day SS.
• **Robert Graham** Oh! Here comes the victim card!!! Lol... Poor little zionazis everyone picks on us bullshit!!! Murdernig scum make the NAZI'S look like the salvation army!!!

• **Mustapha Darwich** […] Do not think 🕉️ Allah(god) has chosen you he has a bigger plan for the Alleged chosen people it’s hot very very hot 🔥🔥🔥

**April 13 · 2018**

• **Rami Khalaf** Boycott israel, how could anyone support people with a nazist mentality!

• **Wmiqbal Wmzuri** Never again? Yet they are doing the 4th reich on stolen land of palestinian people. Those faces make people vomit for sure

**April 13 · 2018**

• **Narendra Mohan Kommalapati** Israel is the Nazi here. Palestinians are colonised people fighting for their homeland.Israel is the coloniser here.

• **Wmiqbal Wmzuri** […] Delusional cancerous people, like apartheid south african regime, fake jewish nation shall fall

• **Wmiqbal Wmzuri** Yea. Because its having 4th reich over there. Just like its father, the Nazi, they were very strong too during 1940s until they fall.

• **Wmiqbal Wmzuri** Anybody against their delusion,killing & apartheid = antisemitic, terrorist Sorry for calling you hasbara troll, mr stern&irgun khazar terrorist.

• **Wmiqbal Wmzuri** Hamas will never born if there is no terrorist cancerous state called israel

• **Wmiqbal Wmzuri** Lol pussy zionnazi-genocide-symphitizer asking people to stop criticizing them

• **Wmiqbal Wmzuri** Never again? Yet they are the one doing 4th reich to palestinian

• **Wmiqbal Wmzuri** Stop that holocaust card pussy. Not all jews in that 6millions. One more thing, is that the reason for people from foreign land to go to other places and kill,expel the natives? Shit opportunistic cancer!

• **Wmiqbal Wmzuri** after killing him, then the cancers rationalize by calling them poor soul terrorist oh remember Rachel Corrie?

**May 15 · 2018**

• **Kylie Brock** Isreal are the terrorists, they have become the new Nazi's.

• **Kylie Brock** […] Fuck Nazi Israel, BDS now.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graffiti of “Kill the Jews”</td>
<td>Bundaberg</td>
<td>4 June 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Nazis Rule”</td>
<td>Bundaberg</td>
<td>4 June 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Hitler is the man”</td>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>23 Nov. 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Hitler”</td>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>23 Nov. 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Dirty Jew”</td>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td>13 March 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Jew Scum”</td>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td>16 April 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Graffiti of swastikas and “SS”, Melbourne, 25 December 2017

Graffiti of swastikas, Melbourne, 30 Nov. 2017

Graffiti of swastikas and “Skinhead SS”, Melbourne, 30 Nov. 2017

Graffiti of “Hail Satan” above a Star of David, Sydney, 16 Sep. 2018

Graffiti of a swastika, devil drawing, Star of David and the word “Die”, Sydney, 16 Sep. 2018
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Graffiti](Graffiti, Sydney, Sep. 2018)</td>
<td>Graffiti of ‘Gas The Kikes Race War Now’, Sydney, Sep. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Graffiti of &quot;Jews Out&quot;, Melbourne, 1 Feb. 2018" /></td>
<td>Graffiti of &quot;Jews Out&quot;, Melbourne, 1 Feb. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Graffiti of swastikas, Melbourne, 1 Feb. 2018" /></td>
<td>Graffiti of swastikas, Melbourne, 1 Feb. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Graffiti of swastika, Melbourne, 8 Oct. 2017" /></td>
<td>Graffiti of swastika, Melbourne, 8 Oct. 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 90x625 to 279x758</td>
<td>Image 313x625 to 508x758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graffiti of swastikas, “Hitler” and “Nazis”, Sydney, 17 July 2018</td>
<td>Graffiti of “SS 88” and swastika, Sydney, 15 Aug. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 102x356 to 268x578</td>
<td>Image 327x356 to 493x578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graffiti of “1488” and a swastika, University of Sydney, 17 April 2018</td>
<td>Graffiti of the Israeli flag crossed out, and words “ISIS = Israeli Secret Intelligence Service”, University of Sydney, 17 April 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 84x218 to 288x298</td>
<td>Image 333x132 to 488x298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graffiti of “Gas Chamber” and swastika, Melbourne, 2 Jan. 2018</td>
<td>Graffiti of “Jew’s cunt”, Sydney, 19 Feb. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandalism of a swastika carved into a sign, Sydney, 18 Aug. 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandalism of a swastika and the numbers “1488” carved into a tree, Sydney, 17 June 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandalism of swastika carved into a sign, Sydney, 4 Sep. 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandalism of swastikas carved into a golf course, Sydney, 18 April 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandalism of a swastika carved into a tree, Sydney, 24 March 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandalism of swastika carved into a tree, Sydney 14 Sep. 2018.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sticker of “BBC”, Town Hall, Sydney, 12 June 2018

Sticker of “Your Money”, Star of David and Israeli flags, Town Hall, Sydney, 10 June 2018

Banner: “Only the Illuminati, Jewish media…”, Brisbane, 2 Oct. 2017

30 ten-cent pieces (30 pieces of silver) placed on the desk of a Jewish councillor, Melbourne, 15 Nov. 2017

Nazi flag made of felt, Sydney, 20 June 2018

Placard at anti-Israel protest, Jews as pigs and monkeys, Sydney, 17 Dec. 2017
Graffiti of swastikas and “Hitler Hitler”, Ballarat, 10 Nov. 2017

Vandalism of swastikas, Ballarat, 10 Nov. 2017

Vandalism of swastikas, Sydney, 6 Jan. 2018

Vandalism of fence at rabbi’s home near synagogue following threats, Canberra, 16 Jan. 2018

Vandalism of fence at rabbi’s home near synagogue following threats, Canberra, 16 Jan. 2018

Vandalism of fence at rabbi’s home near synagogue following threats, Canberra, 16 Jan. 2018

Vandalism of rock through window of synagogue following threats, Canberra, 28 Oct. 2017. This was one of a spate of incidents affecting the synagogue and the rabbi’s home nearby.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="" /></td>
<td>Graffiti of swastika, Melbourne, 18 Nov. 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="" /></td>
<td>Graffiti of two Stars of David on wall of a Jewish home, Melbourne, 10 Jan. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="" /></td>
<td>Graffiti of swastikas, on wall of a Jewish home, Melbourne, 25 Dec. 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="" /></td>
<td>Graffiti of swastika, Melbourne, 3 April 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="" /></td>
<td>Graffiti of swastika, Melbourne, 7 Jan. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="" /></td>
<td>Graffiti of swastika, Melbourne, 2 Jan. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="" /></td>
<td>Graffiti of a swastika, Sydney, 3 Aug. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image8" alt="" /></td>
<td>Graffiti, Melbourne, 15 Dec. 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9" alt="" /></td>
<td>Graffiti of a swastika and “Achtung”, Sydney, 8 March 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image10" alt="" /></td>
<td>Poster of “Open Borders for Israel”, Sydney, 17 March 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image11" alt="" /></td>
<td>Poster of “Open Borders for Israel”, Sydney, 17 March 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image12" alt="" /></td>
<td>Poster of “Open Borders for Israel”, Sydney, 17 March 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Antipodean Resistance antisemitic posters:

[NOTE: for each poster and sticker, the city and date refer to where and when it was first put up]

**Poster: ‘Stop the Hordes’**
Melbourne, 3 December 2016

**Poster: ‘Reject Jewish Poison’**
Melbourne, 13 February 2017

**Poster: ‘Legalise the Execution of Jews’**
Melbourne, 20 April 2017

**Poster: ‘420 Blaze It’**
Melbourne, 20 April 2017
Poster: ‘Crush the Vermin’
Melbourne, 5 July 2017

Poster: ‘Hitler and Jews’
Sydney, 20 April 2018

Poster: ‘White Christmas’
Melbourne, 9 Dec. 2017

Poster: ‘Resist Jewish Poison’
Adelaide, 15 June 2018
Antipodean Resistance pro-Nazi posters:

- ‘National Socialism’
  Melbourne, 13 Feb. 2017

- ‘420 Raise It’
  Melbourne, 20 April 2017

- ‘Nazi Youth’
  Newcastle, 2 July 2017

- ‘Australia Awake’
  Newcastle, 2 July 2017

- ‘No Tolerance’
  Melbourne, 5 July 2017

- ‘Fanatical Resistance’
  Hobart, 14 Nov. 2017

- ‘Nazi Youth on Campus’
  Sydney, 19 Nov. 2017

- ‘Take Cover’
  Gold Coast, 25 Jan. 2018

- ‘Women’s Alliance’
  Brisbane, 19 Feb. 2018

- “Reclaim Future”
  Brisbane, 22 Feb. 2018

- ‘Uniting Women’
  Brisbane, 27 Feb. 2018

- ‘Celebrating Women’
  Brisbane, 8 March 2018
Antipodean Resistance stickers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sticker: Valentine's Day</th>
<th>Sticker: swastika</th>
<th>Sticker: ‘Revolution’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold Coast, 30 Dec. 2017</td>
<td>Gold Coast, 3 Jan 2018</td>
<td>Melbourne, 21 July 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|------------------------|------------------------|---------------------------|

Antipodean Resistance antisemitic posters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Comfort Chained you”</th>
<th>“Comfort easy Prey”</th>
<th>‘Jewish Question’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

“Comfort Chained you” Brisbane, 15 Jan. 2018. The hand has a Star of David on it, ie the hand is Jewish.

“Comfort easy Prey” Bathurst, 25 Feb. 2018. The hand has a Star of David on it, ie the hand is Jewish.

Antipodean Resistance murals:

AR graffiti of “Ha Ha Happy Holocaust”, NSW, 29 Jan. 2018

AR graffiti of “Ha Ha Happy Holocaust”, NSW, 29 Jan. 2018

AR graffiti of “Ha Ha Happy Holocaust”, NSW, 29 Jan. 2018

AR graffiti of “Ha Ha Happy Holocaust”, NSW, 29 Jan. 2018

AR graffiti of “Revolt!”, NSW, 17 Dec. 2017

AR graffiti mural of “Adolf”, South Australia, 16 June 2018
### Antipodean Resistance banner, graffiti, vandalism:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>AR banner, Melbourne, from 10 Jan. 2018 onwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>AR graffiti, Bathurst, 14 May 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Graffiti stencil of a swastika and the words “Antipodean Resistance”, Brisbane, 5 Feb. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Vandalism of swastika and “AR” (Antipodean Resistance), Melbourne, 30 Oct. 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Graffiti of swastika, Sydney, 12 March 2018 Graffiti “Antipodean Resistance” 26 Aug. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6.jpg" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>AR graffiti, Bathurst, 17 June 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Members of Antipodean Resistance in Queensland. 1 January 2018.

Antipodean Resistance members in South Australia, on 29 June 2018, holding the War Ensign of Nazi Germany 1938-1945
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image 1</th>
<th>Image 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GERMANY, 1944</strong></td>
<td>Students from Charles Sturt University, Wagga, party dress-up, 14 June 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Smith, MP · June 23 · 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMERICA, 2018</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students from Charles Sturt University, Wagga, party dress-up, 14 June 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Senator Fraser Anning · September 27 · 2018.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Darwin's finches and their highly specialized beaks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posted by <strong>Maksim Sharpe</strong></td>
<td>1. Seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Nuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Nectar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Subverting and destroying countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Senator Fraser Anning · September 27 · 2018.</strong></td>
<td><strong>I WAS TRYING TO HELP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posted by <strong>Orion Dauncey</strong></td>
<td><strong>Clive Palmer · May 9 · 2018.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clive Palmer · May 9 · 2018.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Clive Palmer · May 9 · 2018.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posted by <strong>Ryan Beall</strong></td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Clive Palmer · September 14 · 2018
“Protocols of the Globalist World bankers”

posted on Palmy Army Facebook page between 22-27 February 2018
Pro-Nazi businesses

Smerff Electrical – Simon Hickey

“Second Hand Air Conditioners” – Simon Hickey

Smerff Electrical

Since 2011

Smerff Electrical 2016

Front: Simon Hickey
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><strong>Melbourne Arms &amp; Militaria Fair – Zyklon B canisters, April 2018</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><strong>Gumtree - Authentic 1942 Nazi Germany Flag, 28 Aug. 2018</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><strong>Melbourne Arms and Militaria Fair, July 2018</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><strong>Melbourne Arms and Militaria Fair, July 2018</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><strong>Melbourne Arms and Militaria Fair, July 2018</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><strong>Kununurra, April 2018</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan · 20 days · Jan. 2018

Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan · 7 days · 30 Jan 2018

Ryan Fletcher @RyanFletcher1589 · 11 hours ago · 25 July 2018 ['Juden' is German for Jews]

Ryan Fletcher @RyanFletcher1589 · 2 hours ago · 24 July 2018

Kvetch 1788 @kvetch1788 · 16 days ago · 5 Aug. 2018

Kvetch 1788 @kvetch1788 · 3 days ago · 17 Aug. 2018
Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO
3 days 18 May 2018
a day 26 May 2018
a day 2 June 2018

Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO -
3 days 18 May 2018

Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO
3 hours 21 May 2018

Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO
a day 5 June 2018

Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO
a day 5 June 2018

Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO
a day 5 June 2018

Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO
a day 5 June 2018
Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO
7 days 4 June 2018

Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO
a day 5 June 2018

Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO
a day 12 June 2018

Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO
15 hours 6 June 2018

Snow Flake @SATeamSnow PRO
21 hours 6 June 2018

Snow Flake reposted
Kate Ryan @KateRyan
12 days 3 May 2018
Shermon Burgess @Shermon_Burgess · 10 days · 1 June 2018

Socialist Alternative Melbourne University · February 26 · 2018
posted by Steve East · 6h

Chris Roubis aka · Chris Roland · March 23 · 2018

The Australian Traditional Nationalist · November 14 · 2017,
posted by Marty Winterburn

The Australian Traditional Nationalist · November 14 · 2017,
posted by Marty Winterburn
Ryan Fletcher @Racial_Ryan · 3 hours · 12 June 2018
Accept nothing less, than the eradication of the #Jew.
#Shoah the #SheenyCurse! Kill the #Kike! #Nukelsrael #GTKRWN

Clive Palmer · May 9 · 2018. Facebook
Posted by · Marc Stone
### ANTI-ISRAEL MOVEMENT

#### Protest placards:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ![Image](image1) | **Palestine Action Group Sydney** · 17 Dec. 2017  
**The future of resistance!** Sam Reslan | | |
| ![Image](image2) | **Palestine Action Group Sydney** · 7 July 2018 | | |
| ![Image](image3) | **Palestine Action Group Sydney** · 17 Dec. 2017  
posted by · Hawraa Hammoud | | |
| ![Image](image4) | **Justice for Palestine Brisbane**  
December 17, 2017 | | |
| ![Image](image5) | **Palestine Action Group Sydney** · 17 Dec. 2017  
posted by · Zen Zena  
‘Jahanam’ is Arabic for ‘Hell’ | | |
| ![Image](image6) | Sydney anti-Israel protest – 13 January 2018 | | |
## Anti-Jewish religious themes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Text Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Palestine Israel Ecumenical Network - PIEN. April 1 · 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Palestine Action Group Sydney. July 22 · 2018 · posted by Violette Wainkinty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Australians Against a Zionist Israel. December 11, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Australians Against a Zionist Israel. December 25, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Robert Martin. April 8 · 2018. posted by Andrew Rutherford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Robert Martin. August 19 · 2018. posted by Mohammed Imran Hussain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jews as controlling, conspiracy theories

Friends of Palestine WA · May 18 · 2018
posted by · Khadijah Wallace
[Note: 'Arbeit Macht Frei']

Robert Martin · August 23 · 2018
posted by · Colman Irish
[all ‘owners’ are Jews]

Robert Martin · April 30 · 2018
posted by · Mark Ansell-Timmins

Robert Martin · September 3 · 2018 ·
posted by · Theforceof Userone

Justice for Palestine Brisbane · April 2 · 2018. posted by · Fazli Muharem

Australians Against a Zionist Israel · June 14 · 2018
Nazi analogies 1

Students for Palestine (Australia) · posted by Jake Sorlie · January 1 · 2018

Students for Palestine (Australia) · posted by Alec Tredwell · July 21 · 2018

Australians Against a Zionist Israel · May 15 · 2018

Australians Against a Zionist Israel · May 28 · 2018

Australians for Justice and Peace in Palestine · August 9 · 2018

Australians Against a Zionist Israel · May 30 · 2018 · The Palecaust Video
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Justice for Palestine Brisbane · April 8 · 2018 posted by · Al-Majdal Asqalan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Sydney Staff for BDS · May 15 · 2018 posted by · Kylie Brock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Students for Palestine (Australia) · Marcos Cruz Garcia · April 1 · April 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Students for Palestine (Australia) · Sam Jivara · July 23 · 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Robert Martin · April 30 · 2018 posted by · Nader Dakkak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Students for Palestine (Australia) · May 15 · 2018 posted by · Kerrie Lansdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ![Image](image1.png) | **Israel as criminal**

- **ISRAEL HAS NO HISTORY**
  - Boycott 48. [September 7 · 2018.](#)
  - posted by [Brad Golding](#)

- **ONLY A CRIMINAL RECORD**
  - Robert Martin · [May 15 · 2018.](#)
  - posted by [Charlene Weatherley](#)

- **100% CRIMINALS**
  - Campaign to End JCCV Partnerships on Anti Zionist Grounds · [March 8 · March 10 · 2018.](#)
  - posted by [Leith Aitchison](#)

- **Students for Palestine (Australia)**
  - Narendra Mohan Kommalapati · [August 21 · 2018](#)

- **Australians Against a Zionist Israel**
  - [May 19 · 2018](#)

- **This is how Zionists Jews came to Palestine, half naked, without anything. This is how they are going to leave too.**
  - [December 16 · 2017](#)
  - Huss Saleh
Anti-Zionism, Destroy Israel

Robert Martin · May 17 · 2018.
Posted by Jamal Mohamed Ali

Campaign to End JCCV Partnerships on Anti Zionist Grounds · March 8 · March 10 · 2018.
posted by · Leith Aitchison

Students for Palestine (Australia) · posted by
Firas Kaddoura shared a photo.
May 12 at 2:28am

Students for Palestine Victoria
Firas Kaddoura shared a photo.
May 12 at 2:29am

Palestine Action Group Sydney ·
And ALL Who Support Zionism
July 22 · July 23 · 2018.
posted by · Violette Wainkinty

Robert Martin · July 16 · 2018.
Posted by Rose Che Tha

Students for Palestine (Australia)
Narendra Mohan Kommalapati · May 31 · 2018
9. **RESPONSES to ANTISEMITISM**

“Fighting anti-Semitism is a responsibility for the society at large and must not be left to the Jewish community. Anti-Semitism needs to be fought on all levels and by all possible actors.”
- Katharina von Schnurbein, EU Coordinator on Combating Anti-Semitism (10 Feb. 2016)

**Introduction**

Major counters to antisemitism are public condemnations of it by those in positions of leadership within the country, including politicians, academics, clergy, editors and journalists, businesspeople and trade unionists, and other community leaders.

In addition, government policies and legislation to discourage or restrict antisemitism and other forms of racism, and to protect Jews and other targeted groups, play a major role in countering antisemitism. In addition to providing individuals and groups who are the targets of racism with the legal means to defend themselves, legislation plays an educative role by setting a community standard that conveys a strong message that public manifestations of racism are unacceptable.

This section includes a summary of public counters to antisemitism that continue to operate and achieve prominence in Australia during the year in review, including legal and quasi-legal measures, political leadership, and moral leadership in universities. There appeared to be very little in the way of public education or media responses during the period in review.

**LEGAL AND QUASI-LEGAL MEASURES**

- **Australian Human Rights Commission (AHRC)**

Excerpt from AHRC website:

The Commission was established in 1986 by an act of the federal Parliament. It is an independent statutory organisation and reports to the federal Parliament through the Attorney-General.

**Our statutory responsibilities include:**

- education and public awareness
- discrimination and human rights complaints
- human rights compliance
- policy and legislative development.

We do this through:

- resolving complaints of discrimination or breaches of human rights under federal laws
- holding public inquiries into human rights issues of national importance
- developing human rights education programs and resources for schools, workplaces and the community
- providing independent legal advice to assist courts in cases that involve human rights principles
- providing advice and submissions to parliaments and governments to develop laws, policies and programs
- undertaking and coordinating research into human rights and discrimination issues.

AHRC Definitions of Racial Discrimination and Racial Vilification

What is racial discrimination?

Racial discrimination is when a person is treated less favourably than another person in a similar situation because of their race, colour, descent, national or ethnic origin or immigrant status. For example, it would be ‘direct discrimination’ if a real estate agent refuses to rent a house to a person because they are of a particular racial background or skin colour.

It is also racial discrimination when there is a rule or policy that is the same for everyone but has an unfair effect on people of a particular race, colour, descent, national or ethnic origin or immigrant status. This is called ‘indirect discrimination’. For example, it may be indirect racial discrimination if a company says that employees must not wear hats or other headwear at work, as this is likely to have an unfair effect on people from some racial/ethnic backgrounds.

What is racial hatred or racial vilification?

Racial hatred (sometimes referred to as vilification) is doing something in public based on the race, colour, national or ethnic origin of a person or group of people which is likely to offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate. Examples of racial hatred may include:

- racially offensive material on the internet, including eforums, blogs, social networking sites and video sharing sites
- racially offensive comments or images in a newspaper, magazine or other publication such as a leaflet or flyer
- racially offensive speeches at a public rally
- racially abusive comments in a public place, such as a shop, workplace, park, on public transport or at school
- racially abusive comments at sporting events by players, spectators, coaches or officials.

Federal Legislation

The federal Parliament has passed a number of laws which aim to protect people from certain kinds of discrimination in public life and from breaches of their human rights by Commonwealth departments and agencies.

Racial Discrimination Act 1975

The Racial Discrimination Act 1975 gives effect to Australia’s obligations under the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. Its major objectives are to

- promote equality before the law for all persons, regardless of their race, colour or national or ethnic origin, and
- make discrimination against people on the basis of their race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin unlawful.

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975 - SECT 18C

Offensive behaviour because of race, colour or national or ethnic origin

(1) It is unlawful for a person to do an act, otherwise than in private, if:

(a) the act is reasonably likely, in all the circumstances, to offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate another person or a group of people; and

(b) the act is done because of the race, colour or national or ethnic origin of the other person or of some or all of the people in the group.

Note: Subsection (1) makes certain acts unlawful. Section 46P of the Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986 allows people to make complaints to the Australian Human Rights Commission about unlawful acts. However, an unlawful act is not necessarily a criminal offence. Section 26 says that this Act does not make it an offence to do an act that is unlawful because of this Part, unless Part IV expressly says that the act is an offence.

(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), an act is taken not to be done in private if it:

(a) causes words, sounds, images or writing to be communicated to the public; or

(b) is done in a public place; or

(c) is done in the sight or hearing of people who are in a public place.

(3) In this section: "public place" includes any place to which the public have access as of right or by invitation, whether express or implied and whether or not a charge is made for admission to the place.


RACIAL DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975 - SECT 18D

Exemptions
Section 18C does not render unlawful anything said or done reasonably and in good faith:

(a) in the performance, exhibition or distribution of an artistic work; or

(b) in the course of any statement, publication, discussion or debate made or held for any genuine academic, artistic or scientific purpose or any other genuine purpose in the public interest; or

(c) in making or publishing:
   (i) a fair and accurate report of any event or matter of public interest; or
   (ii) a fair comment on any event or matter of public interest if the comment is an expression of a genuine belief held by the person making the comment.

**State anti-racism bodies:**
There are State bodies that deal with anti-racism and human rights in each state. In NSW and Victoria, the two most populous states, these include:

- NSW Anti-Discrimination Board
- Multicultural NSW
- Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission
- Victorian Multicultural Commission

**State anti-racism laws:**
The laws vary from state to state, as to whether they include civil and/or criminal sanctions, and whether the grounds, in addition to race, include religion. The laws of each state include the following.

- NSW: civil sanctions - race;
  criminal sanctions for threats or incitement of violence - race, religion and other grounds
- Vic, ACT & Qld: civil and criminal sanctions - race and religion
- SA: civil and criminal sanctions - race
- WA: criminal sanctions only - race
- Tasmania: civil sanctions only - race and religion

**NSW: Repeal of Section 20D of the Anti-Discrimination Act 1977.**

After the enactment in 1989 of Section 20D of the NSW Anti-Discrimination Act 1977, twelve matters are known to have been referred to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) for possible prosecution under that section, but no prosecutions eventuated. The law proved to be ineffective and unworkable. In 2016, a 31-member coalition mainly of ethnic groups formed the “Keep NSW Safe” coalition, led by Vic Alhadeff, CEO NSW Jewish Board of Deputies, to lobby the NSW government to change the law.

In December 2017, despite promises and plans to reform and strengthen Section 20D of the NSW Anti-Discrimination Act to make it workable and effective, the NSW Attorney-General Mark Speakman announced that the NSW Liberal government had dropped all plans for reform.

In February 2018, Opposition leader, Luke Foley, pledged to address the issue, by removing the offence from the Anti-Discrimination Act and inserting it into the Crimes Act, if elected to government in 2019. Foley stated: “I salute [NSW Jewish Board of Deputies CEO] Vic Alhadeff’s leadership on this over many years, and [Executive Council of Australian Jewry executive director] Peter Wertheim – somebody who has been perhaps the most important adviser to me on the actual weaknesses in the current law and what proposals are best to look at.”
On 27 June 2018, the NSW Parliament, with unanimous support in both houses, voted to remove Section 20D from the Anti-Discrimination Act, and to add Section 93Z to the Crimes Amendment (Publicly Threatening and Inciting Violence) Bill 2018. The new section, 93Z, makes it a criminal offence, punishable by up to 3 years imprisonment and/or a fine, for any person to threaten or incite violence towards another person or a group of persons because of their race, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity or intersex or HIV/AIDS status. The new legislation commenced operation on 13 August 2018. The new law serves as a model for much-needed reform of equivalent Federal laws, namely sections 80.2A and 80.2B of the Criminal Code 1995 (Cth).

**NSW: Crimes Amendment (Publicly Threatening and Inciting Violence) Bill 2018**

(effective from 27 June 2018)

---

**Schedule 1 Amendment of Crimes Act 1900 No 40**
Part 3A, Division 8
Insert after Division 7:
Division 8 Public threats or incitement of violence on grounds of race, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity or intersex or HIV/AIDS status

93Z Offence of publicly threatening or inciting violence on grounds of race, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity or intersex or HIV/AIDS status
(1) A person who, by a public act, intentionally or recklessly threatens or incites violence towards another person or a group of persons on any of the following grounds is guilty of an offence:
   (a) the race of the other person or one or more of the members of the group,
   (b) that the other person has, or one or more of the members of the group have, a specific religious belief or affiliation,
   (c) the sexual orientation of the other person or one or more of the members of the group,
   (d) the gender identity of the other person or one or more of the members of the group,
   (e) that the other person is, or one or more of the members of the group are, of intersex status,
   (f) that the other person has, or one or more of the members of the group have, HIV or AIDS.

Maximum penalty:
(a) in the case of an individual—100 penalty units or imprisonment for 3 years (or both), or
(b) in the case of a corporation—500 penalty units.

(2) In determining whether an alleged offender has committed an offence against this section, it is irrelevant whether the alleged offender’s assumptions or beliefs about an attribute of another person or a member of a group of persons referred to in subsection (1) (a)–(f) were correct or incorrect at the time that the offence is alleged to have been committed.

(3) In determining whether an alleged offender has committed an offence against this section of intentionally or recklessly inciting violence, it is irrelevant whether or not, in response to the alleged offender’s public act, any person formed a state of mind or carried out any act of violence.
(4) A prosecution for an offence against this section is not to be commenced without the approval of the Director of Public Prosecutions.

(5) In this section:

gender identity means the gender related identity, appearance or mannerisms or other gender related characteristics of a person (whether by way of medical intervention or not), with or without regard to the person’s designated sex at birth.

intersex status means the status of having physical, hormonal or genetic features that are:
(a) neither wholly female nor wholly male, or
(b) a combination of female and male, or
(c) neither female nor male.

**public act** includes:
(a) any form of communication (including speaking, writing, displaying notices, playing of recorded material, broadcasting and communicating through social media and other electronic methods) to the public, and
(b) any conduct (including actions and gestures and the wearing or display of clothing, signs, flags, emblems and insignia) observable by the public, and
(c) the distribution or dissemination of any matter to the public. For the avoidance of doubt, an act may be a public act even if it occurs on private land.

race includes colour, nationality, descent and ethnic, ethno-religious or national origin.

religious belief or affiliation means holding or not holding a religious belief or view.

sexual orientation means a person’s sexual orientation towards:
(a) persons of the same sex, or
(b) persons of a different sex, or
(c) persons of the same sex and persons of a different sex.

violence includes violent conduct and violence towards a person or a group of persons includes violence towards property of the person or a member of the group, respectively.

Source:


**Crimes Amendment (Publicly Threatening and Inciting Violence) Act 2018 No 32**
Current version for 27 June 2018 to date

Schedule 2
**Schedule 2 Amendment of Anti-Discrimination Act 1977 No 48**
[1] Section 20D Offence of serious racial vilification
Omit the section.
[…]

Victoria: Racial And Religious Tolerance Act 2001 – SECT 7, 8, 24, 25

This Act has four relevant sections – Sections 7 and 8 are ‘Racial vilification unlawful’ and ‘Religious vilification unlawful’, respectively; and Sections 24 and 25 are ‘Offence of serious racial vilification’ and ‘Offence of serious religious vilification’, respectively. The wording between the racial and religious Sections are identical apart from reference to race or religion.

**VICTORIA - RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE ACT 2001 - SECT 7**

Racial vilification unlawful

(1) A person must not, on the ground of the race of another person or class of persons, engage in conduct that incites hatred against, serious contempt for, or revulsion or severe ridicule of, that other person or class of persons.

(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), conduct—
   (a) may be constituted by a single occasion or by a number of occasions over a period of time; and
   (b) may occur in or outside Victoria.

Note "Engage in conduct" includes use of the internet or e-mail to publish or transmit statements or other material.


**RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE ACT 2001 - SECT 8**

Religious vilification unlawful


**RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE ACT 2001 - SECT 24**

Offence of serious racial vilification

(1) A person (the offender) must not, on the ground of the race of another person or class of persons, intentionally engage in conduct that the offender knows is likely—
   (a) to incite hatred against that other person or class of persons; and
   (b) to threaten, or incite others to threaten, physical harm towards that other person or class of persons or the property of that other person or class of persons.


**RACIAL AND RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE ACT 2001 - SECT 25**

Offence of serious religious vilification

GOVERNMENTAL and related RESPONSES

- Parliamentary Inquiry into Freedom of Religion

The federal government, under the auspices of the Joint Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, held an “Inquiry into the status of the human right to freedom of religion or belief.” Peter Wertheim, Co-CEO of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, addressed the Committee in Sydney on 2 May 2018.

PARLIAMENT OF AUSTRALIA
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE
ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS, DEFENCE AND TRADE
Inquiry into the status of the human right to freedom of religion or belief
Committee’s hearing in Sydney on Wednesday, 2 May 2018.

Mr Wertheim: The legal position in the common law countries, as I understand it—unless there has been some recent case law that I am not across—is that only the Jewish and Sikh communities are recognised as both national and faith communities because of their historical antecedents. I don’t believe Muslims per se are recognised as ethno-religious. I think that is still the case. It certainly has been for many years. So that has given rise to certain issues about their protections under the Racial Discrimination Act.

There is another point that I really would like to raise with this committee because I do think it is an area of urgent need for reform and that is the current laws that cover incitement of violence—not incitement of hatred but incitement of violence—on the basis of race and religion.

I am referring specifically to sections 80.2A and 80.2B of the Criminal Code. I raised it specifically in the context of the remarks I made earlier about the rise of this new Nazi group in Australia. It is a small group at present but they are very open about their advocacy of mass killing of Jews and gays, among others. There seems to be no possibility of prosecuting members of this group for their activities, for inciting violence on the basis of race and religion, because the elements of the offences as they are currently defined in sections 80.2A a and 80.2B impose an impossibly high evidentiary bar on a prosecutor.

Specifically, these sections require proof of two elements of mens rea, which is almost unheard of in the criminal law. One is the intention to do the inciting but the other is an intention that violence will occur, which is a very difficult thing to prove because the threats and the incitement are often implicit, not provable beyond reasonable doubt. Added to that is the further complication that the current law—which, by the way, was introduced in 2010—has available to it a defence in section 80.3 which is based on, essentially, a good faith type defence, a free speech type defence. I’m just asking members of the committee to pause and reflect for a minute on a situation where somebody has been proven, beyond reasonable doubt, to have intended to incite violence on the basis of race or religion—has been proven to have intended that violence will occur—and yet did so reasonably and in good faith.

**Tim Soutphommasane: Counteracting the Return of Race Politics in Australia**

Outgoing Race Commissioner with the Australian Human Rights Commission, Tim Soutphommasane - extract of his farewell address, reproduced as an article (8 August 2018):

“We must remain vigilant because race politics is back. I take no pleasure in saying this but, right now, it feels like there has never been a more exciting time to be a dog-whistling politician or race-baiting commentator in Australia. [...]”

Public debates help to set the tone for society. What happens in our politics can shape what we experience in our daily lives. At the moment, some groups in our society stand more vulnerable than ever to racism. [...]”

This is how racism works. It creates doubts and divisions, and it drives its targets into retreat. Where the seeds of racism are planted in political speech, they will bear bitter fruit in society. [...]”

There must be no relativism, however, when it concerns racism. We must hold the line. We must maintain our standards. It is the *Racial Discrimination Act* that has set those standards for more than four decades. [...] And for most of the 43 years of the *Racial Discrimination Act*'s existence, the Act has done its job. It has been, in effect, the legislative expression of Australian multiculturalism. It has given Australians, of all backgrounds, a means of holding racial discrimination to account. [...] The vast majority of Australians recognise that the *Racial Discrimination Act* exists as an expression of our society's values and aspirations. They understand that one person's freedom shouldn't come at the expense of another person's freedom. They understand that free speech shouldn't be an excuse to vent racial hatred or hostility. [...]”

We reject racism because it is an assault on our values and our fellow citizens. We reject racism because it diminishes our nation. That is why we fight racism. It's because we think so highly of our nation in the first place. It's because we want to see our country do better. It's because we are committed to equality. And it's because we have a responsibility to uphold our values.”


**Emeritus Professor Rosalind Croucher, President of the AHRC: extract of paper on antisemitism**

This paper is not available online. It was given at the Australasian Law Teachers Association (ALTA) Conference. An extract from pages 10-11 appears below.

‘Shylock and antisemitism—reflections on the 70th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights’
ALTA Conference 2018, Curtin University, Perth
Emeritus Professor Rosalind Croucher AM,
President, Australian Human Rights Commission
5 July 2018
The protection of race and religion under the conventions and in Australian law

The protection of race was the foundation stone in many ways of the Australian Human Rights Commission. Australia supported the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD) of 1965 and gave effect to it in domestic law through the first of the anti-discrimination laws at the Commonwealth level, the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) (RDA) and the establishment of the position of Community Relations Commissioner. The conception of ‘race’ in ICERD is ‘race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin.’ This is the concept used in the RDA: in section 18C(1)(b). Race, in this sense, is described as a ‘protected attribute’. The protection is against discrimination on the basis of race […]

Where does anti-semitism sit in this mix of laws? In the case of Jews, the issues of race and religion have become intertwined. With respect to Jews in Australia, they are regarded as a group of people with an ‘ethnic origin’ for the purposes of the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth). […] Anti-semitism is essentially ‘racial’. While the expression of it may appear anti-religious, as vandalism of Jewish schools, synagogues, graves, this is not so much anti-Judaism, but anti-Jew.

41 The position was replaced by the Race Discrimination Commissioner with the passage of the Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986 (Cth).

http://www.alta.edu.au/2018-Conference-Call-for-Papers

POLITICAL LEADERSHIP

- Malcolm Turnbull, Prime Minister, in a speech to Parliament, (15 August 2018): “The reference in Senator Anning's speech to the ‘final solution’ is a shocking, shocking insult to the memory of over 6 million Jews who died in the Holocaust. Can I say here in Australia and particularly in my city of Sydney and the honorable member opposite in his city of Melbourne, we have the largest number of Holocaust survivors outside of Israel. The reference to the ‘final solution’ in that speech was appalling. We condemn that and the insult it offered to the memory of those Jewish martyrs, just as we condemn the racism, a shocking rejection of the Australian values that have made us the successful multicultural nation that we are today.”

- Scott Morrison, Prime Minister (since 24 Aug. 2018), (26-27 Sep. 2018): “One of the most upsetting things I saw as a young fellow was when you drive up past Temple Emmanuel [Jewish synagogue] up there in Woollahra and there’d be security guards outside. When I go to church on a Sunday, I don't need security guards outside my church … [but] that’s the reality for Jewish Australians and I just think that's appalling. […] I’m used to seeing security guards outside synagogues. As a person of faith, the idea that you have to have security guards outside your places of worship, that really grieves me, but I understand why it’s necessary.”

- Bill Shorten, Federal Leader of the Opposition, (15 August 2018): “Mr Speaker, As for the Senator's use of the term ‘final solution’. A phrase torn from the darkest pages of human history. Two words which speak for the brutalisation and murder of millions. Two words that evoke fear and grief and trauma and loss in diasporic families all over
the world, and many others. The Senator ridicules his critics by saying these words need to be seen in their context. Well, that is exactly the problem. This wasn’t a piece of Twitter stupidity composed in haste. It was a first speech nine months in the making. The context of these words is prejudice, it is a speech filled with prejudice. And this, like everything else, deserves nothing but condemnation.”

  “Antipodean Resistance have put up thousands of stickers and posters, especially at universities in Sydney, Newcastle and Melbourne – some are directed against Jews, others are directed against Asians, dark-skinned people and homosexuals – and some of those posters express support for violence and for murder. Should the government, the parliament and the state turn a blind eye to that? Of course not.”

- **ALP NSW State Conference 2018 motion**
  29. SDA NORTHERN BRANCH/LABOUR ISRAEL ACTION COMMITTEE
  Conference notes that throughout the ages the vicious caricature of and enmity towards the Jewish people is an evil which decent, progressive people condemn, refuse to stay silent about, and fight against. Conference commends the words of NSW ALP Leader **Luke Foley** who said in the NSW Parliament [in Nov. 2011]:

  “The old stereotypes still fester among a few. Boycotting Jewish commerce is, of course, Europe’s oldest political appeal. The international campaign to impose trade and cultural boycotts serves the purpose of delegitimising the State of Israel and in doing so feeds the eliminationist narrative of Hezbollah, Hamas, Iran and all those who want Israel wiped off the map, aligning itself with the putrid racism of those groups—their Holocaust denial, their promotion of anti-Semitic stereotypes and their raw sewage Nazi ideology. Boycott, divestment and sanctions activists regularly demonise Israel as an apartheid State, even though the analogy between Israel, where Arabs exercise full citizenship rights, and apartheid South Africa is specious.” Recommendation: Support

  In response to a Greens supporter placing “30 pieces of silver” (thirty 10cent coins) on the desk of Jewish councillor in Port Phillip Council, in Melbourne
  “These kind of blood-libels have been used throughout history to vilify Jewish people and are deeply hurtful to the community. I personally condemn in the strongest possible terms this kind of hateful action.”

- **Richard Di Natale**, Greens Senator, (5 Dec. 2017) stated:
  “In light of the recent report by the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, which found a 9.5% increase in total anti-Semitic incidents in Australia, I have a clear message: The Greens will not stand for discrimination or hatred. Harmful stereotyping of races and whole communities has no place in Australia. The findings of this report indicate there is a small group in our society who are focused on manipulating fear and hatred for either political gain or because of outright racism. The language we use matters. Our words count. For centuries, the Jewish people have been the target of grotesque caricatures that are at the root of anti-Semitism. The Greens are determined to see an end to anti-Semitism at any level, be that an anti-Semitic barb while in conversation with family, friends or colleagues, or the inflammatory, derogatory material circulated by the far-right. […] So I have a clear message for anyone who engages in anti-Semitic speech, and racism more generally. Your words are damaging. Your actions are vile. And you are not the majority.”

244
Port Phillip Council – motion on antisemitism - 13 December 2017

In response to an antisemitic incident at Port Phillip Council in Melbourne, on 15 November 2017, where a person placed “30 pieces of silver” ie thirty ten-cent coins, on the desk of a Jewish councillor, Council unanimously passed the following motion:

That Council:

1. Notes the Executive Council of Australia Jewry’s recent report into anti-Semitism in Australia.

2. Reaffirms the City of Port Phillip’s commitment to multicultural and multifaith inclusion and abhors any form of racism or anti-Semitic sentiments in the community which would pose a threat not only to the Jewish community but to our common values of democracy, freedom and human rights.

3. Unequivocally and publicly condemns all forms of anti-Semitism which include, but are not limited to:
   - Using falsehoods, stereotypes and allegations such as a Jewish conspiracy to dominate and control the media, economy and government, or that Jewish citizens are more loyal to Israel than to their own nation
   - Employing blood libels, images and symbols associated with age-old antisemitism that have provided justification for harm to Jews for thousands of years
   - Calling for the destruction of the Jewish people
   - Denying Israel’s right to exist

4. Acknowledges that elected leaders in Australia need to be vigilant in speaking out against racism, including any anti-Semitic sentiments or actions.

5. Reaffirms Council’s 2013 and 2015 endorsement of the Australian Human Rights Commission’s anti-racism campaign, ‘Racism, It Stops with Me’ to:
   - Create awareness of racism and how it affects individuals and the broader community
   - Identify, promote and build on good practice initiatives to prevent and reduce racism
   - Empower communities and individuals to take action to prevent and reduce racism and to seek redress when it occurs
   - Refer the topic of Anti-Semitism to the next City of Port Phillip Multi-faith Network to consider appropriate actions that can be achieved within existing Council resources.

UNIVERSITY LEADERSHIP

There were several condemnations of antisemitism by university student bodies, notably the National Union of Students (NUS) and the Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS).

- National Union of Students motion – 14 December 2017:
The following NUS motion against antisemitism passed, on 14 December 2017. However, it is to be noted that Socialist Alternative abstained from voting against antisemitism after it failed to have amended the globally accepted International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance definition on antisemitism.

We Must Act Against Anti-Semitism

Preamble:
Antisemitism is often dismissed as a phenomenon of the past in public debate and academic discourse. Too often, people mistakenly assume that anti-Semitism is merely historical.

Shockingly, the opposite is true. 2017 saw a 9.5% rise* in recorded anti-Semitic incidents and a huge increase in anti-Semitic activity occurring on campus.


The systematic Holocaust Denial campaign which saw the distribution of leaflets across nearly every campus in Australia is but one example. In 2017, Jewish students were attacked for simply wearing religious clothing, campuses were vandalised with swastikas and horrific statements and accusations were made against Jewish students participating in campus elections.

In an increasingly hostile campus environment, it is hard for Jewish students to feel safe and protected. Therefore, it is vital that the National Union of Students, the peak representative body of Australia’s tertiary students, acknowledges and takes action to prevent rising anti-Semitism, both on a campus and within its own institution, similar to NUS UK.

Motion:
1. NUS condemns anti-Semitism in all its forms as defined by the globally recognised International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition. This is the working definition used by the Australian and many international Jewish Community bodies. It states that:

   “Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities”.

2. NUS commits to working with the Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS), as the peak representative body for Australasian Jewish students, to ensure NUS activist spaces, events, protests and ethno-cultural spaces are inclusive and welcoming of Jewish voices and
perspectives, without any pre-qualifications necessary for Jewish students to attend and/or feel included.

**Action:**
1. NUS will endeavour to provide Kosher food as an option at all NUS functions/events.

2. NUS will assist AUJS in making representations to universities for special consideration and exam requirements due to Jewish holidays and Sabbath services, and ensure appropriate prayer room and religious centre facilities are available to those in need.

3. The NUS National EthnoCultural Officer will work with AUJS to run a campaign/survey, focusing on the effects of anti-Semitism on Australian campuses. This was run with tremendous success by the UK NUS in 2016-2017 and revealed some horrifying statistics.
   a. [https://antisemitism.uk/nus-surveys-almost-500-jewish-students-finds-that-less-than-half-would-feel-comfortable-at-nus-events/](https://antisemitism.uk/nus-surveys-almost-500-jewish-students-finds-that-less-than-half-would-feel-comfortable-at-nus-events/)
   b. [https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/articles/jewish-students-have-told-us-about-their-experiences-now-we-must-act](https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/articles/jewish-students-have-told-us-about-their-experiences-now-we-must-act)
   c. [https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/The-experience-of-Jewish-students-in-2016-17](https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/The-experience-of-Jewish-students-in-2016-17)

4. NUS will formally recognise and publicise January 27, as designated by the United Nations General Assembly, as International Holocaust Remembrance Day; and work with AUJS in either partnering or sharing material designed to educate and commemorate the horrors of the Holocaust.

**Motion Carried**

- **AUJS Media Release on NUS motion:**

  **NUS Passes Historic Motion to Act Against Anti-Semitism**
  *By Ariel Zohar / December 14, 2017*

  Moments ago, AUJS successfully passed resolution ‘We Must Act Against Anti-Semitism’ at the National Union of Students’ (NUS) National Conference. This historic resolution requires the NUS to take active steps to ensure that Jewish students feel safe and accepted both on campus and within the national student body.

  Collaboration and positive engagement with the NUS has never been more important. 2017 saw a 9.5% increase in recorded anti-Semitic incidents in Australia. On the campus front, this included a wave of Holocaust Denial across nearly every major university in Australia, Neo-Nazi vandalism and abuse of individual Jewish students simply because of their ethnic, cultural or religious identity.

  A recent survey indicated that 50% of UK Jewish students felt uncomfortable at their NUS (UK). In this light, AUJS is delighted that the Australian NUS has now voted in favour of this resolution. As per the motion’s title, we are encouraged by NUS’ support for much-needed action.
AUJS looks forward to collaborating with NUS in 2018 to tackle these issues and ensure universities are welcoming environments for all students.


- NUS and AUJS joint statement - 5 March 2018

First Week Of University Tainted By Antisemitism And Discrimination
AUJS· Monday, March 5, 2018

The National Union of Students (NUS) and the Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS) is deeply concerned by reports of antisemitism across campuses. This is especially worrying as it is the third consecutive year of antisemitic activity on university campuses during the first week of classes.

Faced with an increasingly hostile and antisemitic campus environment, AUJS and NUS are committed to the fight against all forms of discrimination. We call on all other student unions and educational institutions to join us.

Below is the joint statement released by NUS and AUJS.

FIRST WEEK OF UNIVERSITY TAINTED BY ANTISEMITISM AND DISCRIMINATION
By Gareth Milner / March 05, 2018

The National Union of Students (NUS) and the Australasian Union of Jewish Students (AUJS) are deeply concerned by reports of antisemitism and discrimination at the University of Melbourne’s Parkville campus and La Trobe University’s Bendigo campus. This is especially alarming as it is the third consecutive year of antisemitic activity on university campuses during the first week of classes.

Farrago, a student newspaper, reported that on 26 February 2018, two men were handing out leaflets stating “it’s okay to be white,” at the University of Melbourne. The men allegedly called one student a “faggot” and spat in front of another student who identified herself as Jewish after being questioned about her ethnicity by the assailant. On the same day, the Bendigo Advertiser reported that signs from the neo-Nazi group ‘Antipodean Resistance’ were plastered across La Trobe University’s Bendigo campus. AUJS and NUS understand that the University quickly removed the signs as soon as they were alerted. Antipodean Resistance posters were also recently found at Victoria University’s Footscray Park campus and Bendigo South East College.

Unfortunately, these events are examples of the systemic rise of antisemitic incidents across Australian university campuses. In 2017, the Executive Council of Australian Jewry found
that reported incidents of antisemitism had increased by 9.5%, creating an increasingly hostile campus environment, in which it is hard for Jewish students to feel safe and protected.

Antisemitism is not a phenomenon of the past. Discriminatory and antisemitic individuals are becoming more emboldened and increasing their activities on campus. Therefore, as student representative organisations, it is vital that we at AUJS and NUS adopt a unified and strong stance against discrimination.

Consistent with the “We Must Act Against AntiSemitism” resolution that was successfully passed by AUJS at the NUS National Conference in December 2017, AUJS and NUS is united in condemning and combating antisemitism, as defined by the internationally recognised International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA). Additionally, in 2018, AUJS and NUS are committed to directly engaging with universities’ administration and student unions to ensure that our higher-education institutions are tolerant and safe for Jews and all minorities.

Faced with an increasingly hostile and antisemitic campus environment, AUJS and NUS are committed to the fight against all forms of discrimination. We call on all other student unions and educational institutions to join us.

Mark Pace
National President - NUS
president@nus.asn.au

Saul Burston
National Chairperson - AUJS
saulb@aujs.com.au

Jacob Cripps
National General Secretary - NUS
gensec@nus.asn.au

Noa Bloch
National Political Affairs Director - AUJS
noab@aujs.com.au


https://www.facebook.com/NationalUnionofStudentsAU/posts/1655398174498981


- University of Queensland (UQ): Tackling anti-Semitism

Tackling anti-Semitism by building community links

30 July 2018

UQ’s Multi-Faith Chaplaincy is attempting to dispel myths and misconceptions that could contribute to people being targeted for being Jewish.

Pastoral care worker David Hale said an open workshop on anti-Semitism would be held next month as part of its focus on social justice.
“Anti-Semitism is still real in society today, it’s still having an impact on people’s lives, their livelihood, and there’s a need to tackle that discrimination because everyone has a right to live a life where they’re not experiencing that,” he said.

“We thought that this would be one small way that we could do something about it.” Mr Hale said the idea was to give people practical ways of confronting and dealing with any discrimination. “We will we go through the different ways that people can help. “It’s not just responding to it if you see it, but there are also charities that you can support.

“It will also allow people to understand the long-standing history of anti-Semitism, the stereotypes surrounding Jewish people and the responses from religious leaders.”

The workshop will be open to UQ staff and students, and the public.

“It’s an open space and a safe place for people to talk about these issues,” Mr Hale said. “We want a more universal view of things, so we would just love people to come – no matter who they are or where they’re from.

“We need to tackle anti-Semitism wherever it is and so the more people we have from different backgrounds, workplaces and communities to take what they learn back with them, the better.”

The workshop will be held on Thursday 16 August at the Multi-Faith Chaplaincy.


INTERNATIONAL RESPONSES

- **Global Forum for Combating Antisemitism 2018**
  This forum, held in Jerusalem, Israel, in March 2018, was organised by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Israel, with the assistance of the Ministry of Diaspora Affairs. The GFCA is attended by more than a thousand political leaders, public officials, diplomats, clergy, experts and activists to advance efforts to combat antisemitism across the globe.

  Australians who attended were Julie Nathan, Research Officer for ECAJ and author of the annual ECAJ Report on Antisemitism, and Jeremy Jones, former ECAJ President, Life Member of ECAJ, and Director of International & Community Affairs at the Australia/Israel and Jewish Affairs Council.

- **The Coordination Forum for Countering Antisemitism**
  The CFCA maintains an up-to-date database on antisemitic incidents around the world at https://antisemitism.org.il/?cat=1546
  https://antisemitism.org.il/category/antisemitic-incidents
10. **ARTICLES on ANTISEMITISM**

The ECAJ has been active in exposing antisemitism. It has produced articles which have been published in the Australian media during the period in review. Some of the articles by the ECAJ, and by others, are reproduced here in chronological order of publication.

**Anti-Semitic attacks on the Jewish community can’t be ignored**

Rita Panahi 21 January 2018


We live in bizarre times when bigotry, intimidation and violence are all but ignored while imaginary fears and faked crimes are amplified. The shocking rise of anti-Semitism in Europe, and increasingly in North America, should be ringing alarm bells around the world.

In the past decade, we have seen an unprecedented number of Jews leaving France and a worrying percentage departing Belgium and Italy. The Jewish population is also decreasing in other parts of the continent tarnished by the horrors of the Holocaust.

One in 10 Jews in France has suffered a physical assault, according to a 2016 Ipsos survey, and a 2013 EU poll revealed three in four are so fearful of attacks they no longer publicly display signs of their religion such as wearing the Star of David.

In Sweden, threats, harassment and attacks against Jews have become commonplace and yet we rarely hear about such incidents. The same commentariat who obsessively write, talk and tweet about racism and supposed Islamophobia rarely mention the fact that Jews are the biggest victims of religiously motivated attacks in much of Europe as well as in the US and Canada.

Two recent incidents involving “hate crimes” perpetrated against vulnerable schoolgirls perfectly illustrate the perversity of fanning faux fears while ignoring real attacks. In the northern Paris suburb of Sarcelles, a Jewish girl’s face was slashed with a utility knife in what many, including French politician François Pupponi, are calling “a heinous anti-Semitic attack”.

The 15-year-old victim was wearing the uniform of a local Jewish school when attacked, and the knifing followed several other anti-Semitic incidents, including this month’s torching of two kosher shops. The crime barely received any coverage.

A few days later, we heard about the ordeal of a Muslim girl in Canada who, on the way to school, was approached by a man with scissors who cut the end of her hijab. Within an hour, the media were in overdrive, reporting this horrifying example of Islamophobia. Khawlah Noman, 11, fronted a press conference and said: “I felt confused, scared, terrified.”

Political leaders including Toronto mayor John Tory, Ontario premier Kathleen Wynne and Prime Minister Justin Trudeau condemned the attack.

Mr Trudeau said: “My heart goes out to Khawlah Noman following this morning’s cowardly attack on her in Toronto. Canada is an open and welcoming country and incidents like this cannot be tolerated.”
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The story was front-page news and inspired a multitude of outraged comment pieces seizing on the crime as an example of the virulent Islamophobia in the West.

The only problem is, it never happened. Three days later, Toronto police confirmed the attack had been faked. The girl’s family, who were by her side at the press conference, apologised. No one will face any charges.

But even after the hoax was revealed, there were multiple pained feelpieces warning of an Islamophobic backlash in response to the faked Islamophobic backlash.

Put to one side that the attack on the Canadian girl didn’t happen, and ask: why did one of these attacks receive saturation coverage from mainstream and social media?

WHY was a Jewish girl with a cut face not as compelling a story as a Muslim girl with a cut hijab? One reason is that crimes against Jews in the West are increasingly perpetrated by Muslim migrants, and that doesn’t fit the narrative pushed by activists in the media class.

Of course, those with an agenda to push are not interested in facts, figures or fairness but what has been truly disappointing is the way the Jewish community has been let down by political leaders.

British Labour’s issues with anti-Semitism have been well documented. Last year, more than 100 Labour MPs denounced their own party for its failure to expel Ken Livingstone after the former London mayor made some absurd remarks about Hitler and Zionism.

Last month, Israel’s public security minister Gilad Erdan spoke of his concern at the toxic anti-Semitism infecting Labour.

“We recognise and we see that there are anti-Semitic views in many of the leadership of the current Labour Party,” he said. “We hope it will be changed.”

And increasingly, Jewish leaders in the UK say that they have been abandoned by authorities, including the police. There was a 14.9 per cent increase in anti-Semitic crimes in the country in 2016, but fewer than 20 were prosecuted.

“The failure of police forces and the Crown Prosecution Service to protect British Jews is a betrayal,” said Gideon Falter, chairman of the Campaign Against Antisemitism.

“The result is that British Jews continue to endure intolerable levels of hate crime.”

In Sweden, the number of anti-Semitic attacks has also skyrocketed in the past decade. Swedes are having to confront the uncomfortable truth that they have imported old hatreds and the type of diversity not associated with tolerance. Attacks against Jews, Jewish businesses and properties have soared.

The statistics provide a stark reality check for the deliberately blind who don’t want to acknowledge the cause of the violence.
Just over half of all anti-Semitic attacks in Sweden are committed by Islamists, about a quarter by Left-wing extremists, and 5 per cent by neo-Nazis or Right-wing extremists.

Australia is not immune to the rise in anti-Semitic sentiment: you only have to look at the security measures necessary at Jewish centres or schools to understand the community’s safety concerns.

But thankfully we are not seeing the same levels of hatred and violence.

*Rita Panahi is a Herald Sun columnist.*

---

**Do the Jews control the World?**

Alan Dershowitz  
24 January 2018  

Our secret is out. The Jews control the world! We own the media. Politicians do our bidding. Wall Street is a Jewish shtetl. Hollywood moguls make secret deals in Yiddish. Jewish professors propagandise their students to support Israel. Jewish puppet masters pull the strings and their compliant puppets simply follow.

If you troll the internet these are the absurd allegations that you will find repeated over and over again. It reminds me of the old joke about the two Jews in a Vienna café in the 1930s. One of them is reading the Yiddish newspaper, while the other one peruses the Der Stürmer, the Nazi propaganda organ. The Jew reading the Yiddish newspapers asks accusingly “Why are you reading that Nazi rag?” The other Jew responds: “I used to read the Yiddish newspaper, and all it talked about was how Jews are suffering, being fired from their jobs, being subject to pogroms, and starving. Now I read in the Nazi newspaper that we control the world. I prefer the good news!”

Since the publication of the 19th century Czarist forgery, The Protocols of the Elders of Zion, the primary tropes of anti-Semitism have been the dual canards that Jews control the world and that all the problems of the world are attributed to the Jews. There is an old Polish proverb that says, “If there is a problem, the Jews must be behind it.”

The reality, of course, is quite different. Jews are subject to anti-Semitism in many parts of the world, and increasingly on university campuses. Israel is condemned at the UN more than all the other nations of the world combined. There is poverty among many Jews, particularly the elderly. Holocaust denial is rampant on the internet. The percentage of Jews in the world, already infinitesimal, is shrinking, while intermarriage and assimilation among Jews is increasing.

Whatever successes Jews have achieved have been as a result of their hard work, creativity and determination. Consider Israel, a nation which until recently had few natural resources or inherent wealth. Yet it has risen to the top of the high-tech world through its inventions and innovations. No country in history has contributed more to the world in proportion to its population and its time as a nation than the State of the Jewish People. Should Jews be blamed for Israel’s success?
It is true that Jews are represented in large numbers in various professionals such as academic, finance and the media. That is not because they are given preferential treatment. It is because they have proved to be successful at these enterprises. Should they be blamed for that?

The essence of anti-Semitism, is to believe that everything positive about Jews should be interpreted negatively. Consider the hard left’s absurd accusation against Israel of “pinkwashing.” Those who accuse Israel of pinkwashing acknowledge that Israel has among the best records in the world of supporting the rights of gay, lesbian, and transgender people. Certainly they have the best record in the Middle East. Yet the anti-Semites who accuse Israel of pinkwashing claim that the only reason Israel supports the rights of sexual minorities is to cover up – to whitewash, or in this case pinkwash – how badly they treat the Palestinians. This perverse accusation fails to consider the reality that Israel supports these rights because it is the right thing to do. Indeed, within Israeli society those who support gay rights are more likely to support Palestinians than those who oppose these rights. But these facts are irrelevant to the anti-Semites who believe that the Nation State of the Jewish People can do nothing good, except for bad reasons.

The other lie that follows from “The Jews control the World” is that individual Jews who happen to have succeeded and are in positions of authority, always work together on behalf of Jewish control of the world. The reality is quite different. Consider, for example, the alleged Jewish control of the media. It is true that Jewish families have ownership interests in the New York Times and other newspapers. But those newspapers don’t promote Jewish “control” of the world. Indeed, they are often at odds with Jewish public opinion. The same is true of Wall Street, Hollywood and academia, where individual Jews hold diverse opinions on issues of Jewish concern. But to the anti-Semite, all Jews are the same and their goal – to control the world – is identical.

So, no – Jews do not control the world. Many contribute to the world through their individual accomplishments, but that is true of members of every religion, ethnic and racial group. The world would be a poorer place – intellectually, artistically, charitably and in many other ways – if there were no Jews. Many European countries that were complicit in ridding themselves of their Jewish populations have come to regret their actions. So let’s make sure that Europe’s remaining Jews remain safe from the anti-Semites who spread the lie of Jewish control of the world.

Alan M. Dershowitz is a Professor of Law Emeritus at Harvard Law School

The Rise of Australia’s Activist Far Right: How Far Will It Go?
Julie Nathan 31 January 2018
http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2018/01/31/4796789.htm
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/the-rise-of-australias-activist-far-right/

Not long ago, the activist far right comprised a motley assortment of anti-Islam groups and individuals rallying in cities across Australia railing against Islamist terrorism, Muslim immigration and the Islamisation of Australia.

Today, the activist far right scene has been sharpened and galvanised into something much bolder, more militant and potentially threatening to Australian society.
Within Australia, the far right contains a wide diversity of views, and is composed of a multitude of groups of varying sizes and aims. Many tend to be active predominantly online or within-house, rather than publicly on the streets.

Out of this melange, three main political streams of thought have emerged in the contemporary activist far right in Australia. These streams may be described as civic "patriots," nationalists and racialists.

These streams define themselves according to their own idiosyncratic ideas about identity, about who "qualifies" as an Australian and what constitutes the ideal demographic make-up of Australian society. Notions of race and culture, multiculturalism and integration, are pivotal in these streams.

There is some overlap in their beliefs, some membership exchange, and at times a great deal of hostility between them. A brief summary of the underlying ideas and modus operandi of the groups in each stream follows.

**Civic Patriotism**

This stream is closest to mainstream Australian views, except that it is overtly and implacably anti-Islam. Civic patriotism emphasises allegiance to the secular state, state institutions and civic values, with the overriding belief that citizenship is the primary determinant of group identity rather than race, ethnicity or religion.

Adherents of this stream believe that non-Europeans and non-Christians may immigrate to Australia on the proviso that they assimilate into "Australian" culture. In short, civic patriots believe in culture over race, in the secular state over religion, and in citizenship. However, they consider that observant Muslims are unable to assimilate, and that they act as a fifth column (with collusion from the political left) and aim to Islamise Australia. This is the basis of the opposition by these far-right groups to Islam and Muslims.

Civic patriots hold other related views which are likely shared by a much broader amorphous group of Australians who nevertheless do not subscribe to the civic patriots' policies of banning Muslim immigration or overtly polemicizing against Islam, or who are repelled by the neo-Nazis who have been known to have promoted and attended rallies and other events organised by groups in this stream.

These related views include a conception of Islam as a supremacist, totalitarian and imperialist ideology, oppressive of non-Muslims, which aims at world domination, comparable to pre-modern Christianity. A corollary of this view is sympathy for Jews, who are seen as a favoured target of Islamist terrorists, and for Israel, based on the belief that Israel, a tiny non-Muslim enclave in the Islamic dominated Middle East, is at the front line of freedom for Western civilisation. The belief is that if Israel falls to the Muslims, then domino-style, Europe too will be swept up in the Muslim avalanche and lost to indigenous Europeans.

Civic patriots are also not alone in focusing on what they perceive as the oppressive nature of Islam towards women, homosexuals and non-Muslims, and on Islamist terrorism, female genital mutilation, child brides, alleged higher crime rates and other negative characterisations of Muslims as a group, but they do so more publicly and stridently than others.
Examples of groups and parties falling within the civic patriotism model are Party For Freedom (led by Nick Folkes), the Rise Up Australia Party (led by Pastor Danny Nalliah) and Reclaim Australia. Not all of the supporters of this stream have European backgrounds - for example, Nalliah is a Sri Lankan migrant to Australia, Folkes is married to an Asian woman, and some supporters are ethnic Chinese.

Nationalists

The second stream on the far right defines itself primarily - at least, publicly - as anti-Islam, but holds Jews also to be responsible for Muslim immigration and considers Jews to be a major threat to Western society. Muslims are the immediate target; Jews are marked for targeting at a later time. Nationalists prioritise race and ethnicity over citizenship as the prime determinant of identity. This view subordinates the state to the service of the nation (which is to say, the majority racial or ethnic group), and prioritises the continued existence and self-identification of a particular race. As expressed by the group Nationalist Alternative, "Our struggle is not to safeguard the state, but to safeguard the nation."

Nationalists, like Civic Patriots, are actively anti-Islam/Muslim. Both groups, for example, engage in protests against development applications for mosques. Although the Nationalist focus is primarily against Muslims, Nationalist groups also oppose other minority groups, although this is less publicly visible.

The Nationalist model is exemplified by the United Patriots Front (UPF) and its leader Blair Cottrell. In a Facebook message discussion between Blair Cottrell and another Nationalist, Neil Erikson, in February 2016 on the future direction of the UPF, Erikson advised: "My personal opinion is stick to the Muslim shit and Cultural Marxism for max support do Jews later you don't need to show your full hand." Cottrell responded: "Yeah good advice and that's my current attitude as well. It will take years to prepare people for the Jewish problem. If any of us came out with it now we would be slaughtered by public opinion."

Racialists

For the third stream, race, not culture or religion or even nationality, is seen as the primary determinant of identity. The long-discredited pseudo-science of social Darwinism is relied on to rank races (itself an ill-defined concept) in a hierarchy according to their supposed physical, moral and intellectual fitness. Racialists are hostile to all people they consider to be non-Europeans, but Jews are seen as the primary enemy.

Yet, in contrast to followers of the other two streams, racialists are not necessarily anti-Islam or anti-Muslim. This might seem paradoxical but it reflects the World War II alliance between Nazi Germany and certain Muslim leaders, most notably the Palestinian Arab leader Haj Amin al-Husseini.

The racialist stream is on the outermost fringes of the political spectrum, and consists primarily of neo-Nazis, and others driven by ideas of white supremacy and antisemitism. Their racialism is typically accompanied by belief in antisemitic conspiracy theories. Jews as a group are portrayed as somehow controlling the mechanisms of power in the world - banking, government, media - to the utter detriment of the European races. Part of this mindset is the
conviction that "the Jews," along with other non-whites and leftists, are plotting "White Genocide" through mass immigration of non-whites into white majority countries.

**Antipodean Resistance**, a neo-Nazi group, typifies this third model. Unashamedly neo-Nazi, with its antisemitic, anti-homosexual and anti-non-white immigration stance, it is a small but highly active group. It models itself on National Action in the UK (a proscribed terrorist organisation) and the Nordic Resistance Movement in Scandinavia, some of whose members have been convicted of carrying out bombing attacks. There are quite a few other established racist groups in Australia but these have not generally been so publicly active over the last few years.

In contrast, a plethora of civic patriot and nationalist groups have been active over the last several years. This activism is often in the form of public protests, such as the anti-Muslim Reclaim Australia protests throughout the major cities in 2015, anti-mosque protests in Bendigo and elsewhere, and other anti-Muslim events. Many of the protests in Melbourne were violent, with scuffles between supporters of the far right and far left. In Sydney, the nationalists and socialists were kept far apart by police, and hence there was virtually no violence.

Of note is the hard-left response to the far right. Antifa (short for "anti-fascist") is a collective term for streetwise anarchists and socialists who engage in "direct action." Many of them look for inspiration to iconic anti-fascist historical events, such as the Battle of Cable Street (1936) in London and the Spanish Civil War (1936-39).

In a reversal of roles, it is now Antifa activists who promote violence through such memes as "Punch a Nazi," and who encourage physical violence against anyone they deem to be a fascist or Nazi, whether they are or not. The Antifa socialists see themselves as mounting the barricades in glorious defence of Islam and Muslims, mosque and burqa, and against the far-right bogans and bigots. Both groups typically spoil for a physical fight with each other.

**Emboldening the Far Right**

Events overseas, especially the election of Donald Trump to the U.S. presidency in November 2016, have given the far right a sense that things are turning in their direction. They are becoming increasingly emboldened, as was seen in the United States in the August 2017 "Unite the Right" rally in Charlottesville, where a conglomeration of far right groups across the United States converged, marched and rallied. The far right marched to chants of "Jews will not replace us" and held placards with the words "the Jewish media is going down" and "Jews are Satan's children." Armed far right militia men stood threateningly outside the Charlottesville synagogue as the praying Jews inside held their regular Sabbath morning service. And a far-right activist drove his vehicle into a group of left wing protesters, killing one and injuring many others.

In Australia, these events coincided with the rise of an extreme hard-core activist group, Antipodean Resistance, heralding a new stage in far-right activity in Australia. Antipodean Resistance promotes and incites hatred and violence, as seen through some of its anti-Jewish and anti-homosexual posters, with graphic images of shooting Jews and homosexuals in the head. One poster called to "Legalise the execution of Jews." Other posters urged homosexuals to commit suicide; one of these was during the same sex marriage debate.
Meanwhile, three leaders from the nationalist camp (Blair Cottrell, Christopher Shortis and Neil Erikson) were convicted and fined in September 2017 for inciting serious vilification of Muslims through their stunt of beheading a mannequin with a toy sword outside the Bendigo Council offices in 2015. The civic patriots and nationalists have somewhat quietened, for now, perhaps as they regroup or splinter further.

It remains to be seen where the far right, especially the racialists, will go in 2018. Will the racialists eclipse the patriots and nationalists, forcing them to move further to the right to maintain a public profile, street credibility and political dynamism, or will the reverse happen with the racialists being seen as too extreme, and being marginalised and rejected within the far right? Time will tell.

An emboldened and activist far right threatens Australia's successful multicultural society. The targeting of Jews, homosexuals, Muslims and non-white immigrants, starts with vilification and demonisation, propaganda and lies. If the aspirations and plans of groups like Antipodean Resistance come to fruition, there will be blood in the streets across Australian cities.

It is time that Australian leaders in politics, media, law enforcement, and elsewhere, address the social dislocation and the ideologies that are often a spur to extremism, whether on the political right or left, or within religious communities. The time to act is now.

*Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry*

**Assessing the Assessment**
Jeremy Jones 1 February 2018

Anti-Jewish posters plastered across a popular tourist destination, cars parked near synagogues vandalised with swastikas, racist stereotypes alleging people who were untrustworthy or miserly are likely to be Jewish, not just spoken but published online.

Anti-Jewish bigotry enmeshed with arguably political, but undisputedly misleading, critiques of Israel, unashamedly articulated by self-identifying left-wingers; Christmas providing yet another pretext for Christian antisemitism to be voiced and encouraged.

All of the above, and more, occurred in the last weeks of 2017 and the first weeks of 2018 in Australia.

Taken in isolation, out of the context of a social ethos overwhelmingly opposed to antisemitism or disregarding the lived experiences of the overwhelming majority of Jewish Australians, a grim picture would emerge. That is why research and informed analysis are so important for intelligent discussion of antisemitism in Australia.

It can hardly be said too often that Australia has, historically, been one of the few countries which has allowed Jewish citizens and residents to live free of harassment and discrimination. That said, Australia is also a home to individuals, and even organisations and social movements, which are intolerant towards, suspicious of and even existentially opposed to Jews and to Judaism.
The Report on Antisemitism, published annually by the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, is an important documentation of activity from this quarter.

The 2017 Report received some media coverage, particularly for the assessment of a ten percent rise in reported incidents of anti-Jewish harassment, intimidation, violence and vandalism, between 2016 and 2017, following a similar percentage increase from 2015 to 2016. It goes without saying that even one incident is one too many.

However, few would argue that although there are serious concerns with understanding of, and tolerance for, some forms of antisemitism in public discourse, there is no indication that violence, vandalism and harassment of Jews in Australia is ever thought of as acceptable or able to be justified. It is also important to assess data over periods beyond one or two years, when such data is consistent and available.

In 2017, the total number of reports of attacks (as opposed to harassment) were at a lower rate than in any of the previous 11 years.

Incidents in the most serious category, assaults and vandalism, were logged at 56% of the average of the previous 27 years (ie, since the national database came into operation) and the lowest rate in 13 years.

Face-to-face harassment was recorded at the lowest rate since 2006, and telephone threats at the lowest rate since 2012, with hate mail at only 10% of the previous average.

Graffiti, on the other hand, was recorded at its highest rate since 2006 and incidents of leafletting, posters and other miscellaneous actions at their highest rate since 2002.

It should be noted that the most frequent encounter with anti-Jewish abuse and bigotry for many Jewish Australians was online, sometimes through email but mainly on social media. Comments which were only communicated in private two decades ago, and limited to particular social demographics a decade ago, are now out in the open for all to see.

With the megaphone of social media, the number of actual individuals who spew hate and malice does not need to grow for the number of those impacted to increase significantly - in fact the number of perpetrators could dramatically decrease while the volume of experiences of hate could grow.

Simultaneously, the globalisation of media, and particularly social media, is exposing Jewish Australians to hostility from many quarters, including those where anti-Jewish sentiments are more mainstream than not - remember Iran, for example, promotes antisemitism which has specifically been determined to be illegal under Australian law.

When seen through the lens of history, measurable antisemitism in Australia is not high, even by this country's standards. But it is a growing global problem - and must be combatted locally and internationally.

Jeremy Jones is the Director of International & Community Affairs at the Australia/Israel and Jewish Affairs Council
A criminal act to be punished
Editorial / The Australian / March 16, 2018

In the defence of free speech, The Australian supports the repeal, or at the very least wholesale reform, of section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act. The section sets the bar so low that ordinary people engaged in necessary debates can be branded racists when nothing is further from the truth. The section was used to persecute three former Queensland University of Technology students over Facebook posts and against our late cartoonist Bill Leak over his take on the irresponsible parenting of some Indigenous men.

Inciting violence against individuals or groups is an entirely different matter. It has been overlooked for too long and warrants the attention of politicians. In a recent Weekend Australian column, Janet Albrechtsen highlighted the problem of fringe groups such as the neo-Nazi Antipodean Resistance inciting violence towards Jews, gay people and others. The group is responsible for posters depicting a Nazi holding a gun to the head of a man on his knees wearing a Star of David. “Legalise the execution of Jews,” the caption says. “Join your local Nazis.” The poster appeared outside schools in Melbourne and the Sunshine Coast. Another poster featured a gun pointed at a man with a bullet in his head. He was wearing a “gay and proud” T-shirt. “Get the sodomite filth off our streets,” it blared. A poster featuring a swastika and proclaiming “REJECT JEWISH POISON” was glued to the window of federal Labor MP Mike Kelly’s office in the seat of Eden-Monaro in NSW. Mr Kelly’s wife is Jewish.

Inciting violence is not limited to the Antipodean Resistance. In Sydney in 2012 a boy was photographed wearing a T-shirt that said: “Behead all those who insult the Prophet.” Insulting the prophet is a free-speech issue. But telling people to behead those who insult him is a violence issue.

Those behind such incitements to violence, unfortunately, have not been prosecuted, at federal or state level. A law on the NSW statute books since 1989 that prohibits the incitement to violence has not produced a single conviction or prosecution. The Commonwealth Criminal Code Act 1995 has been similarly ineffective, despite prescribing seven years’ imprisonment for a person who “intentionally urges another person, or a group, to use force or violence against a group” with the intention that violence will occur and the targeted group is distinguished by race, religion, nationality, national or ethnic origin or political opinion.

NSW Jewish Board of Deputies chief executive Vic Alhadeff is rightly concerned about ineffective state and commonwealth laws. In November, unfortunately, the NSW cabinet knocked back an attempt by Attorney-General Mark Speakman to bring in a more effective incitement law. The opposition, as Albrechtsen identified, came from conservative NSW ministers including Treasurer Dominic Perrottet, Counter-Terrorism Minister David Elliott, and Planning and Housing Minister and Special Minister of State Anthony Roberts. After the section 18C furore, ministers feared that an effective law to prevent incitement to violence would be regarded as yet another concession to political correctness. That would be patently false. Preventing incitements to violence is not about limiting free speech or preventing offensive insults or hurt feelings. It is about public safety. It is where federal and state attorneys-general need to draw a thick black line.
Jeremy Corbyn’s Labour Party allows anti-Semitism to thrive
Greg Sheridan 12 April 2018

[extract] [...] It goes without saying that criticism of Israel, provided it is not distorted by hatred for or prejudice towards Jews, is not anti-Semitism. In all the cases mentioned above, what I am talking about is classical, racist anti-Jew hatred and prejudice. This is often conflated with a hatred of Israel but the sources of anti-Semitism, especially on the left, go far beyond modern Israel.

Anti-Semitism is a foul mistake of parts of the Western tradition. There are three significant strains of anti-Semitism today and the only one that sits inside the Western mainstream is the anti-Semitism of the left.

Arab and Islamist anti-Semitism is the most murderous version. It is in a minor way fuelled by the Western left — Noam Chomsky and the like — but it has its own roots and character. It is why Jews are disproportionately targeted in Islamist terrorism carried out in the West, such as the octogenarian French Holocaust survivor killed in her home recently by an Islamist neighbour shouting “Allahu akbar”.

Right-wing anti-Semitism is now a very minor force but it is still there. It was massively discredited by World War II and all over the West the mainstream right is now strongly supportive of Israel, so it is a very difficult position to sustain. But it certainly still has a presence. The same types of nut cases who worship Vladimir Putin tend often to believe loony conspiracy theories about Jews.

But the anti-Semitic tradition with the most grip and influence in the Western mainstream is that on the left. We have tended to see left-wing anti-Semitism as a modern aberration, brought about as much as anything by the far left’s characteristic hatred of America and the close association of Israel with the US.

In truth, left-wing anti-Semitism is a much more venerable tradition and much more closely associated with central left-wing views than anyone on the left should find comfortable. For a start, much of the old left-wing hostility to capitalism went far beyond capitalism’s failings and embraced a conspiracy theory of capitalism. In this the finance power of Jewish bankers, combined with dark alleged Jewish control of the media, was at the service of the capitalist class to keep workers in misery. Varieties of this old conspiracy theory of finance and capitalism remain alive and well in the far left.

In a brilliant column in London’s The Sunday Telegraph a Conservative member of the European Parliament, Daniel Hannan, recalled some of the highlights of the left’s wretched and hateful obsession with Jews. Karl Marx wrote of Judaism: “What is the worldly religion of the Jew? Huckstering. What is his worldly God? Money. The chimerical nationality of the Jew is the nationality of the merchant, of the man of money in general.”

Similarly, it is easy to forget Adolf Hitler was a socialist and Nazism — National Socialism — was a socialist movement. Hitler himself asked: “How can you be a socialist and not be an anti-Semite?” As Hannan points out, the term socialist was popularised in the 19th century by
Frenchman Pierre Leroux, who wrote: “When we speak of the Jews, we mean the Jewish spirit, the spirit of profit, of lucre, of gain, of speculation; in a word, the banker’s spirit.”

Of course the Christian tradition has a lot to apologise for in the history of anti-Semitism. But the Christians have done exactly that. They have apologised for this dreadful mistake a minority of them made. So, by and large, has the right. Tragically, a crude anti-Semitism thrives in the Arab world. It also thrives in the sectarian left and in the orbit of the weirdest and most disturbing mainstream leader the Western world has seen in a long, long time.

Greg Sheridan is the Foreign Editor at The Australian

**Antipodean Resistance: Australia’s new Nazis**

Julie Nathan 18 April 2018


http://www.abc.net.au/religion/articles/2018/04/20/4833287.htm 20 April 2018

Seventy years after the crushing defeat of Nazi Germany, Nazi ideas and groups are re-emerging throughout the West. Although Nazism remains on the political fringes, adherents are increasingly active and emboldened in propagating the antisemitism, white supremacy, racist hate, and homophobia that are intrinsic to Nazi ideology.

In Australia, a new neo-Nazi group, Antipodean Resistance, emerged publicly in October 2016 with their vile propaganda. Antipodean Resistance promotes and incites hatred and violence, as seen through some of its anti-Jewish and anti-homosexual posters, with graphic images of shooting Jews and homosexuals in the head. One poster called to “Legalise the execution of Jews.” In addition, Antipodean Resistance has connections to groups overseas who have committed terrorist acts and/or are proscribed terrorist organisations. The group also espouses support for literature that calls for guerrilla warfare and terrorism. Antipodean Resistance is a small but highly active group.*

**Origin**

Antipodean Resistance (AR) had its incubation on the Iron March website, composed of forums for neo-Nazi hate groups, in February 2016 with a handful of people. The group was initially without a name or logo, but was aimed at “younger NatSocs, 14-25” to be “a new group. One that will take the fight to the enemy” for example “a synagogue and intimidate the scum and let them know your (sic) serious” as recorded by Iron March members ‘Chud’ and ‘Kehlsteinhaus’ (on 29 February 2016).

By 10 October 2016, Antipodean Resistance had a name and logo, and its own sub-forum on Iron March. One of its other members, ‘Xav’, whose profile marked his “Interests” as “Gassing kikes”, posted the group’s catchphrase “We’re the Hitlers you’ve been waiting for”.

---

1 The term “antipodean” (familiar to Australians) derives from the term "the Antipodes", which in the northern hemisphere usually refers to Australia and New Zealand, and thus their inhabitants were called "Antipodeans".
Ideology and Symbology

Antipodean Resistance is a neo-Nazi group. It is antisemitic, white supremacist, anti-homosexual, and against non-white immigration. The group expresses veneration for Adolf Hitler and espouses National Socialism (Nazism) as an ideology. It is hostile to all people they consider to be non-Europeans, but Jews are seen as the primary and ultimate enemy. Nazi ideology espouses belief in antisemitic conspiracy theories. Jews as a group are portrayed as controlling the mechanisms of power in the world – banking, government, and media – to the utter detriment of the European races. This old conspiracy theory has been updated to include the more contemporary conviction that “the Jews” are plotting “White Genocide” through mass immigration of non-whites into white majority countries.

In the Nazi racial hierarchy, Jews are at the bottom of humanity (and indeed are considered sub-human), underneath all other races, ethnicities and nationalities. This racial hierarchy is based on the Nazi idea of the eternal battle between “the Aryan race” and “the Jewish race” as the protagonists in a cosmic battle between good and evil, and other peoples are mere background scenery in Nazi apocalyptic visions.

Antipodean Resistance ideology is expressed through their symbols, several of which are directly from Nazi Germany. The Antipodean Resistance flag is blue and white with a black swastika. Members are photographed wearing the skull mask of the Totenkopf (Death’s Head), which was used as the symbol of Hitler’s SS units, and a white Akubra-style hat. This is reflected in the logo most commonly used, that of the Totenkopf mask and Akubra-style hat perched above a swastika, with the background being the Black Sun (‘Schwarze Sonne’ in German) symbol, also known as the Sun Wheel (‘sonnenrad’ in German), surrounded by a wreath.

Aims

Antipodean Resistance has expressed some of its aims and plans on its website:

- “We National Socialists here, as well as our brothers abroad, are going to take our nations back.” (28-12-2016)

- “We are not a mass movement. We do not want the masses. We want the fanatics, the people who care and who will fight, both during activism and during their day to day lives to bring about the beauty that is National Socialism. We want quality people who mean what they say and will not back down. We are striving for nothing less than the national rebirth of our people. And we will get there only with those fanatic enough to do something about it.” (23-4-2017)

In an interview on ‘Daily Stormer’ (21 February 2017), a US-based Nazi website, a member of Antipodean Resistance stated that:

- “Our immediate goals are to gather all fanatical National Socialist young Australians into one youth movement, and not only be politically active, but also embody our worldview as National Socialists.[…] We’ll continue doing what we’re doing now, which is mainly posterering, stickering, and physical activities, but will move on to rallies and demonstrations in the future.
Banners dropped from bridges over highways by Antipodean Resistance from January 2018 onwards express another aim: “White Revolution is the only Solution”.

**Inspirations and International Connections**

Through online activity and engagement on the Iron March web-forum, Antipodean Resistance members became inspired by and linked with other neo-Nazi groups, such as National Action (NA) in Britain, Nordic Resistance Movement (NRM) in Norway, Sweden and Finland, Atomwaffen Division (AWD) in the USA, and others.

The inspiration for Antipodean Resistance is stated on its website:

- “We’re inspired by three main groups, the greatest of all being National Action in the UK, but the Nordic Resistance Movement and of course the National Socialist German Worker’s Party are major inspirations. National Action is the best model for a new group of young men to use in this day and age […] The Nordic Resistance Movement would have to be the premier current National Socialist organisation in the world, and their style is what we would hope to transition towards into the future.” (21-2-2017)

The beliefs and actions of the National Socialist German Worker’s Party (namely, Hitler’s Nazi Party) are a matter of public record, in history books and court cases. However, the other groups and literature that heavily inspires Antipodean Resistance are less well known. A concise description of these formative influences and models for Antipodean Resistance is provided below, showing a glimpse into their beliefs and violence.

**Iron March**

Iron March is the neo-Nazi web-forum where Antipodean Resistance was incubated. But Iron March was also the incubator of several other groups, who became associated with each other and with Antipodean Resistance. An investigative article by James Poulter makes the links between various groups on Iron March.

Iron March has as its logo: “GAS THE KIKES, RACE WAR NOW, 1488 BOOTS ON THE GROUND!” The term ‘Kikes’ is a pejorative and intensely derogatory term for Jews; ‘1488’ refers to the 14 words of white supremacy (coined by David Lane: “We must secure the existence of our people and a future for white children”) and the numbers 88 corresponds to the letters HH, ie Heil Hitler.

Antipodean Resistance members maintain connections with Iron March, especially through propaganda material. For example, the term used on Antipodean Resistance banners: “White Revolution is the only Solution”, was also used on Iron March posters in Toronto, Canada, in November 2017; also on the poster was the logo “Join your local Nazis” and the image of the SS Death’s Head and hat, which are also used by Antipodean Resistance.

**National Action**

Antipodean Resistance is inspired by National Action (NA) in the UK, which was proscribed as a terrorist organisation in December 2016. However, National Action continues to operate under various guises and underground. In September 2017, five members of National Action were arrested for preparation for terrorist acts, and in January 2018, another six members were arrested for preparation for terrorist acts.
National Action members voiced support for the murder of British MP Jo Cox, in June 2016. The convicted murderer, Thomas Mair, was a supporter of extremist right-wing groups, including National Action. The group has also held demonstrations with banners declaring that “Hitler was right.”

National Action “has been filmed telling a small group of supporters about “the disease of international Jewry” and that “when the time comes they’ll be in the chambers”. It has also been filmed training supporters in hand-to-hand combat.”

**Nordic Resistance Movement**

Antipodean Resistance is also inspired by the Nordic Resistance Movement (NRM) which has affiliates in Norway, Sweden, and Finland, and was formed in 2016. Members of the Swedish affiliate were convicted of carrying out three bombing attacks in November 2016 and January 2017. The NRM was banned in Finland in November 2017.

The Nordic Resistance Movement manifesto, ‘Our Path’ (September 2016), in its 52 pages states: “In order to overcome global Zionism and save our planet in the long run, it is not enough for those of us in the Nordic region, to fight this alone. […] Our efforts will therefore include allying ourselves with other nations and governments willing to break free from modern global enslavement.” – (on pages 7 and 17 respectively). The NRM seeks alliances with others opposed to the so-called ‘Zionist world order’.

Antipodean Resistance connections with the NRM include AR member ‘Xav’ being interviewed on NRM radio, on the Finnish branch’s Studio 204, in February 2018.

**AtomWaffen Division**

Antipodean Resistance, although not naming AtomWaffen Division (AWD) as a group they are inspired by, has remarkable similarities to various aspects of AWD. This similarity occurs in the images and text in propaganda posters, wording of membership requirements, masks, slogans, martial training and hiking, and other aspects. For example, both groups share the motto: “Join your local Nazis!”

Members of AtomWaffen Division were accused of five murders in 2017 (court cases pending), and a member was convicted in January 2018 of plotting bombing attacks against places including synagogues and a nuclear power plant in Miami.

AtomWaffen Division states on its website that “The failure of democracy and capitalism has given way to the Jewish oligarchies and the globalist bankers resulting in the cultural and racial displacement of the white race” and that “As an ideological band of comrades, we perform both activism and militant training (hand to hand, arms training, and etc.).”

Antipodean Resistance connections with the AWD include support from AWD members, for example one tweeted “Heil Hitler, and good luck+best wishes from the Atomwaffen Division!” (October 2017), and other online communications between members from the two groups.
Graffiti by Antipodean Resistance on 25 September 2017 in NSW provides further evidence of the aspirations of the group. The graffiti was composed of “WLP” (for William Luther Pierce, neo-Nazi leader of the National Alliance in the USA, and author of ‘The Turner Diaries’), a Y-shaped cross (the ‘Algiz’ letter of the runic alphabet, adopted by neo-Nazi and white supremacist groups, including Pierce’s National Alliance), and “The Jews are our misfortune” (the translation of the motto “Die Juden sind unser Unglück!” coined by Heinrich von Treitschke in the 1880s. This motto always appeared at the bottom of the title page of Der Stürmer, the Nazi newspaper published by Julius Streicher, from 1923 to 1945, and has been adopted by many neo-Nazis.)

‘The Turner Diaries’ was first published in 1978 and was written by William Luther Pierce under the pen-name ‘Andrew Macdonald’. It is a novel composed of the diary of Earl Turner, set in 1991-1993. The diary covers the revolution by ‘The Organization’, a neo-Nazi and white supremacist group, who wage military war against ‘The System’, ie the US government. The book discusses military actions, including weaponry and bombings, killing and murder, targets, organisation, communication systems, as well as some analysis of American society, and the anti-Jewish and anti-black basis of the ideology. When the victorious neo-Nazis, ‘The Organisation’, establishes its first state in part of California, the Jews are rounded up and killed, the blacks and other non-whites are expelled, and the so-called “race-traitors” are hung in the streets in an event known as the ‘Day of the Rope’ (a term still used today, including by Australian far right activists like Blair Cottrell). The FBI claimed that the book was an inspiration and the blueprint for the bombing of the FBI headquarters in Oklahoma City by Timothy McVeigh, a far-right activist, in 1995, in which 168 people, including 15 children, were killed.

‘The Turner Diaries’ provides inspiration and encouragement for taking up arms and waging terror against Jewish targets, state facilities, and the government, in order to bring about a National Socialist state devoid of Jews, and other non-European ethnicities.

James Mason – Siege

Antipodean Resistance, on 16 December 2017, posted on their Twitter account “Read SIEGE by James Mason!” The Tweet included a photo of the book, which was signed by Mason, who wrote on the inside cover: “To the Antipodean Resistance 88! J Mason 11-19-17”. It was later revealed that members of Antipodean Resistance had met with Mason.

James Mason is an American neo-Nazi. Between 1980 and 1986, Mason wrote a series of newsletters which were eventually compiled into a 400-plus page book titled ‘Siege’. The book was available in both hard copy and online as a PDF.

According to the Southern Poverty Law Centre (SPLC): “Mason and his writings preach the praxis of leaderless, cell-structured terrorism and white revolution. […] Mason began reconfiguring his own sustained belief in the need for neo-Nazi terror cells willing to strike at American culture under the control of Jewish influences, which he dubs “the System.” […] Behind Mason is an entire canon of terrorist doctrine.”

According to ProPublica: “For Mason, the way forward was obvious: He no longer wanted to convince the masses of the rightness of Nazism. They would never get it. Now was the time
for true believers to go underground and launch a clandestine guerrilla war aimed at bringing down “The System.” “Siege” is essentially a long string of essays celebrating murder and chaos in the name of white supremacy.”

Followers of Mason and ‘Siege’ are inspired to adopt the tactic of guerrilla warfare and terrorism by cells of highly motivated neo-Nazis in order to attack their enemies, such as Jews, homosexuals, non-white immigrants, left-wing groups, state facilities, and to bring down the power structures and the government.

**Membership and geographic spread**

Antipodean Resistance began in 2016 with a handful of members. In January 2018, the group claimed to have 300 members around Australia. Members are aged in their late teens and twenties. Members are secretive about their identities, concealing both names and faces. In photos and videos, members’ heads are covered with the Death’s Head SS mask and an Akubra hat. Any identifying marks, such as tattoos, are either non-existent or concealed. Indications are that members, at least the earlier members, are more likely to be private school educated ie from privileged families rather than of working class background.

Two of the several requirements for membership include: “Race: You must be White to join our organisation. No Blacks, Asians, Jews or mixed abominations” and “No Poofers: We don’t allow homosexuals or other sexual deviants in our organisation.”

Antipodean Resistance began in Melbourne but has chapters (as they are referred to) in other states. Cities where Antipodean Resistance is active include: Adelaide, Ballarat, Bathurst, Bega, Bendigo, Brisbane, Devonport, Gold Coast, Hobart, Launceston, Melbourne, Newcastle, Perth, Sunshine Coast, Sydney, Toowoomba, Townsville, and elsewhere.

In February 2018, Antipodean Resistance formed a women’s branch, Antipodean Resistance Women’s Alliance (ARWA).

**Group Activity**

Antipodean Resistance members are involved in hiking and camping trips into mountain areas in several states for “bonding”, martial arts training, and planning activities. Their favoured mountains and national parks include the Grampians and Wilsons Promontory in Victoria, Brisbane Forest Park, Mount Glorious, Mount Beerburrum, and Gold Coast hinterland, in Queensland, Mount Warning in northern NSW, and elsewhere. In these remote mountain-tops, Antipodean Resistance members also fly the swastika flags of their own group and that of Nazi Germany, and burn left wing posters they have ripped down and taken.

The Antipodean Resistance website, on the homepage, states: “While we engage in other activities not mentioned on the website and elsewhere, the main part of what we do is currently posterising, stickering, hiking/camping, martial training, and creating murals.”

**Street Activity**

To date, public activity by Antipodean Resistance is predominantly putting up posters and stickers in public areas, and painting some murals and graffiti in undisclosed venues, and more recently, banners calling for “White Revolution”.
The group’s propaganda and recruiting activity is mostly via posters calling for the execution of Jews, demonising Jews as poisoning Australian society, blaming Jews for non-white immigration, vilifying homosexuals, inciting the killing of homosexuals and urging homosexuals to commit suicide. Some posters use revamped Nazi and Hitler images.

Often, dozens of posters are put up in any given night, and sometimes it has been in the hundreds. Universities have been the most favoured venue for posters by Antipodean Resistance. Many of the posterings are aimed not only at advertising the group’s existence and propagating its beliefs, but also at recruiting young Australians to the Nazi cause and to the group.

Antipodean Resistance posters fall into three basic categories: anti-Jewish, anti-homosexual, and pro-Nazi. In addition, there have been one-off posters each targeting Aborigines (in colonial-style chains to celebrate Australia Day in 2018 with the text “Happy Invasion Day”), Chinese students (in Mandarin saying they must report to the university office or be deported from Australia), and Turnbull and Shorten (for allowing non-white immigrants into Australia, after an Afghan ran over people in his car). Another poster ‘dreamt’ of a “White Christmas” with images of a Jew, African and Chinese crossed out.

The first propaganda action by Antipodean Resistance members occurred on 9 October 2016 in Melbourne with posters showing the shooting of a gay man, and the text “Get the Sodomite filth off our streets”. This was incitement to violence. It was soon followed by the first racist poster “Stop the Hordes” on 3 December 2016 in Melbourne, against non-white immigration using the racist terms “duneskins, shitskins, niggers, chinks”, and at the top of the poster was the hand that was behind non-white immigration and that hand was identified as “the Jew” by the Star of David. On 13 February 2017, the group was armed with two new posters “Reject Jewish Poison”, with Der Sturmer style image of a stereotypical Jew, and “National Socialism or Nothing”.

To celebrate Hitler’s birthday on 20 April (often designated as ‘420’ by neo-Nazis) in 2017, the group went all out. Two new antisemitic posters “Legalise the Execution of Jews” and “420 Blaze It” (referring to the crematorium that burnt the bodies of murdered Jews in the Nazi death camps), and a new pro-Nazi poster “420 Raise It”, ie raise the Nazi salute. The ‘Execute Jews’ poster was composed of a photo taken at Vinnitsa, Ukraine, in July 1941, of a Jew about to be shot by a Nazi. Antipodean Resistance had super-imposed its SS Death’s Head mask and Akubra hat onto the Nazi in the photo, and a cartoon-style image of a stereotypical Jewish head onto the Jew.

Antipodean Resistance has also put up thousands of stickers around the four eastern states and in South Australia. There are five forms of stickers, three with swastikas. Stickers are the easiest propaganda material to put up, and can be done quickly without being noticed, hence stickers being a favoured means of propaganda.

Murals have been produced which are predominantly composed of text, for example, with the words “Adolf Hitler”, “Antipodean Resistance”, “AR”, and “Revolt!” One mural created for International Holocaust Remembrance Day in 2018 was composed of the words “Ha Ha Happy Holocaust” with painted images of Jewish gravestones.
Graffiti is much less utilised. However, graffiti in Sydney in 2017 was composed of the symbol of the algiz rune, the initials “WLP” (for William Luther Pierce) and the motto “The Jews are our misfortune” (see William Pierce above). Two other pieces of graffiti were simply of the name of the group. There is also a stencil graffiti of a swastika and the group’s name. In addition, Antipodean Resistance vandalised a tree when members carved a large swastika and the letters “AR” into a tree trunk.

**Online Activity**

Antipodean Resistance members had a presence and then a sub-forum on the Iron March web-forum from February 2016 until Iron March became defunct in November 2017. It was here where Antipodean Resistance members met online with other neo-Nazis based overseas. An example of Antipodean Resistance activity on the Iron March forum, which shows its members’ antisemitism and desire to commit murder, is the posting (on 8 June 2017) of an altered image of a photo taken on 19 April 1945, after the liberation of Bergen-Belsen concentration camp, of a British soldier using a bulldozer to push the bodies of the dead into a mass grave. In the photo, Antipodean Resistance replaced the soldier’s head with the iconic Antipodean Resistance SS Death’s Head mask and hat, and wrote the words “Antipodean Resistance” with an arrow pointing to the soldier, and wrote the words “Australian Jewry” with an arrow pointing to the dead prisoners. The altered image shows that Antipodean Resistance aspire to murdering Australian Jews on a massive scale.

Antipodean Resistance established its website in November 2016. This is used predominantly as the public face of the group, and to post and publicise their monthly Action Reports and other articles. An image posted on the website in the August 2017 Action Report is a photo of Antipodean Resistance members in the mountains with the added text “It’s not about the Jews you gas, but the friends you make on the way”.

A Twitter account was set up in February 2017 but was closed by Twitter in a crackdown on hate sites in December 2017. Aware of the probability of the ban, Antipodean Resistance set up an account on Gab, a Twitter-like medium, in November 2017. The Twitter and Gab accounts were/are used to parade their posterings and stickerings, and to link to new items on the website and to Youtube videos.

Antipodean Resistance members have made several short videos, mostly of their hiking trips into the mountains, but also of some posterings in Brisbane and Ballarat. They have their own Youtube channel, set up in August 2017, but most of their videos are posted elsewhere on Youtube, bitchute, and vidme.

To obtain donations to support its activities, Antipodean Resistance set up an account with Hatreon in November 2017, but when that site became non-functioning, Antipodean Resistance switched to MakerSupport and set up an account in March 2018.

**Responses to Antipodean Resistance**

The Jewish community, notably through the Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ), the peak national body representing the Jewish community in Australia, has closely monitored Antipodean Resistance since October 2016. The annual ECAJ Report on Antisemitism in Australia in 2017 prominently featured Antipodean Resistance in the report’s chapter on organisations.
The mainstream media has shown some interest in Antipodean Resistance activities, especially the homophobic posters, initially and then during the same sex marriage debate in 2017. The one anti-Chinese student poster received high levels of publicity. Mainstream media coverage of antisemitic propaganda, including the poster demanding to legalise the execution of Jews, has been noticeably minimal. However, in 2018 the antisemitic and homophobic posters were given prominence in several articles and radio interviews, notably in relation to the campaign led by the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies to make Section 20D (incitement to violence) of the NSW Anti-Discrimination Act work effectively.

Governments, federal and state, although not supportive of any aspect of Antipodean Resistance, have been slow in condemning the group and its activities, and slow in recognising the dangers the group poses.

Australia’s intelligence and law enforcement agencies are also monitoring Antipodean Resistance very closely, according to media reports.

Some left wing and anarchist groups have also been monitoring Antipodean Resistance activities. Andy Fleming, of Slackbastard, has been particularly vigilant in gathering information to expose the members of the group.

**Threat level**

At this stage, Antipodean Resistance is a serious concern rather than a solid threat to the safety and security of Jews, homosexuals, and non-white immigrants. However, it remains to be seen what direction Antipodean Resistance will take in their future activities.

As the membership base and geographic spread of the group has been steadily growing since the group was formed in Melbourne in October 2016, increasing amounts of posterings and stickerings can be expected.

However, the real danger of Antipodean Resistance is not in its vile and genocidal propaganda, especially against Jews and homosexuals, or its targeting of innocent Australian youth as recruits.

The real danger is in its propensity for violence as seen in its propaganda, its connections overseas to proscribed terrorist groups, and in the publications it promotes. All of these espouse violence, including murder and terrorism.

It is imperative that those within Antipodean Resistance who incite violence, murder and genocide be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. If existing legislation is inadequate to sustain such prosecutions, then the law urgently needs to be strengthened.

If Antipodean Resistance is allowed to flourish and act, it will not only be Jews, homosexuals and non-white immigrants, who are adversely affected. Hatred and violence against targeted groups cannot be neatly isolated or quarantined. All Australians would eventually suffer when our country becomes fractured, bruised and bloody.

*Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry and the author of the annual ECAJ Report on Antisemitism in Australia*
Seventy years after the Holocaust, Jews around the world are again facing increasing levels of racist attacks. Many Jewish communities outside Australia are effectively living under siege. Synagogues and Jewish schools need to operate under armed guard, either by private agencies or heavily armed police. In many places Jews are having to hide their Jewish identity by not wearing or by disguising Jewish garb when out in public to avoid physical attack. With propaganda calling for the killing of Jews, with synagogues being torched, and with Jews being murdered, the situation needs to be tackled head-on.

A major prerequisite for countering antisemitism is to identify the perpetrators of antisemitic incidents. With all these attacks, there is much debate over who poses the greatest threat to Jews in the 21st century. Some point to the far Right, others to the Islamists, and some to the far Left. Often, it is ideological or political considerations that determine where the finger is pointed, rather than an objective analysis of the reliable reports and statistics.

A major difficulty in identifying the sources of antisemitic incidents is that most of the relevant reports or data do not include a reference to the ethnicity, gender, or age, of the perpetrators, or their motivation – whether political or religious.

In some instances, when arrests are made, or in cases of physical assault and verbal abuse, aspects of the identity and motivation of the perpetrators are often identifiable due to the close proximity of perpetrators and victims. The motivation for some other types of incidents can also be identified, such as when graffiti or a leaflet bears the name of a group.

Despite widely held assumptions, the nature of the antisemitic act itself cannot provide conclusive evidence of who the perpetrator is. For example, use of the Nazi term “Heil Hitler” is not confined to neo-Nazis or the far right, as Dave Rich of the Community Security Trust noted in 2014, finding that “Those British Muslims who verbally abuse British Jews on the street are more likely to shout ‘Heil Hitler’ than ‘Allahu Akbar’ when they do so.” Another example is when a Chanukah menorah, a Jewish religious symbol, was twisted into a Nazi swastika on the front lawn of a Jewish home in Arizona in December 2016 the assumption was that it was done by white supremacists or neo-Nazis. As it turned out, an African-American and his three unidentified accomplices were responsible for the antisemitic act.

Given these limitations, any study of the sources of antisemitic incidents can only provide an overview to indicate what the available studies show. The following, therefore, will only tell a partial story, and must be seen in that light, and read with that caution. The four countries with the highest numbers of Jews, outside of Israel, are the USA, France, Canada, and Britain.

So, who is murdering, physically assaulting and verbally abusing Jews, vandalising synagogues, spraying hate graffiti, making the streets unsafe for Jews, and threatening Jews in many other ways? What is their political or religious motivation, and their ethnicity, age and gender?

A study on “Antisemitic Violence in Europe” conducted by Oslo University in 2005-2015, and published in 2017, looked at seven European countries – Denmark, France, Germany, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and the UK. In the two countries with the largest Jewish populations (France
and Britain), the victims of antisemitic incidents perceived Muslims to be the most frequent perpetrators, followed by the far left, then the far right. In Russia, however, most perpetrators were perceived to be from the far right.

In France, Jews comprise only 1% of the French population, yet over 50% of racist attacks in France are against Jews. Since 2003, thirteen Jews have been murdered, including three young children at a Jewish school and an elderly Holocaust survivor in her home. All these murders were motivated by antisemitic hatred, and all were committed by Muslims. A report by the Institute for the Study of Global Antisemitism and Policy (ISGAP) by Günther Jikeli in May 2015 found that: “About 30 percent of the perpetrators in all antisemitic incidents in France in recent years have been identified as Muslim/Arab. […] Muslims make up 6 to 8 percent of the total population of France.” Conversely, this indicates that the majority of perpetrators, 70%, are indigenous French and other non-Muslims.

In Britain, two studies can be cited. The Community Security Trust (CST), a Jewish community organisation, documents and analyses antisemitic incidents in the UK. According to the statistics in its Antisemitic Incidents Report 2017, albeit referring only to 30% of incidents (ie those where the ethnicity of the perpetrator was identified), the ethnic appearance breakdown of perpetrators was 57% of European background, 18% Black, and 25% composed of those of South Asian (predominantly Pakistani, Bangladeshi, and Indian), Arab or North African background.

The ISGAP report by Jikeli in May 2015 put “the percentage of Muslim perpetrators of antisemitic acts in Great Britain at between 20 and 30 percent, while the percentage of Muslims in the general population stands at 5 percent.” Statistically, those of European background are responsible for over twice as many incidents as those of a Muslim background (namely, South Asian, Arab or North African backgrounds). However, Muslims are disproportionally over-represented as perpetrators – five times their proportion of the British population.

In the United States, the FBI collects and analyses hate crime statistics across the nation. For the seventeen years from 2000 to 2016 (the last year available), anti-Jewish hate crimes constituted between 55% and 74% of all hate crimes in the U.S. in the “Religion” category. In this category, Jews consistently are the foremost victims of hate crime. However, for all hate crimes combined, regardless of category, Jews are the second most targeted group, after Blacks. Jews comprise only 2% of the American population.

A comprehensive study in 2017 by Johanna Markind comprised an investigation into the perpetrators of antisemitic hate crimes in the USA. Markind noted that the FBI data does not provide, or does not know, the race or ethnicity of over 75% of the perpetrators of anti-Jewish hate crime. Markind concludes, from her study of FBI data, that: “Circumstantial evidence suggests the main perpetrators of anti-Semitic crimes come from two separate sources: right-wing groups such as white supremacists and neo-Nazis, and Muslims and/or Arabs.”

According to Statistics Canada, a government body, in reference to their ‘Police-reported hate crimes by motivation and region, 2016’ (Table 2), the most targeted group for hate crimes in Canada were Jews, followed by Blacks, then Muslims, then LGBTI people. Of note, Jews make up only about 1% of the population of Canada, yet are the most targeted group. On the perpetrators, Statistics Canada found that “Persons accused of crimes targeting Jewish populations tended to be young compared to those accused of other types of hate crimes, with 40% being under the age of 17. Moreover, accused persons were almost always male (89%).”
In Australia, two different analyses of statistical data were compiled using the annual Executive Council of Australian Jewry’s Report on Antisemitism in Australia – in 2016 on the ethnicity of perpetrators of physical assault and verbal abuse (although only 47% of such incidents identified the ethnicity of the perpetrators), and in 2017 on the percentage of incidents perpetrated by the far right. In 2016, people of Caucasian and Middle Eastern backgrounds were predominantly responsible in near equal proportions, at 47% and 43% respectively, for physical assault and verbal abuse. In 2017, the extreme far right (ie neo-Nazis/white supremacists, understood to be composed of Caucasians) were disproportionally responsible for 22% (comprised predominantly of posters and stickers) of all incidents.

In Western countries, from the data and reports available (as above and elsewhere), the majority of perpetrators of antisemitic incidents come from two sources – the far right (Caucasians) and Muslims. However, it should be noted that Caucasian and Muslim are not mutually exclusive. Given that Muslims comprise only 2-8% of the population of the countries noted above, but comprise between 20-30% of perpetrators, this disproportional over-representation of Muslims as perpetrators is of serious concern.

In the 21st century, when it comes to murdering Jews, the ultimate act of Jew-hatred, Islamists have been and continue to be the most frequent culprits. However, given the rapid rise in extreme right-wing violent activity over the last decade, with neo-Nazis openly calling for the murder of Jews, it remains to be seen whether this continues to be the case.

Part of the fight against antisemitic incidents involves identifying the sources of the incidents, ensuring full legal sanction against perpetrators and their enablers, and public condemnations and effective action against those who spread, encourage or incite demonisation of Jews and violence against Jews and Jewish institutions. As history has taught, antisemitism does not only affect Jews, it infects and cripples whole societies.

Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry

Antisemitism: The Racism of the Right and Left
Julie Nathan 28 August 2018

Antisemitism is a form of racism that is directed against Jews. However, antisemitism has its own anomalous and contradictory aspect. While racists commonly conceptualise the groups against whom they are prejudiced to be inferior forms of humanity, Jews are depicted as both "inferior" and "superior."

On the one hand, racists liken Jews to rats, cockroaches, vermin and parasites. On the other hand, racists also portray Jews as highly adaptable, chameleon-like, manipulative and smart enough (the loaded word "cunning" is often used) to control the mechanisms of power in the world. No other "race" of people is accused of having such power.

For antisemites, Jews are seen as both innately evil and absolutely powerful. These attributes have been part of both Christian and Islamic theologies - Jews have been collectively portrayed as Christ-killers and prophet-killers, respectively. The result has been centuries of false
accusations, including deicide, "Blood Libels" (the myth that Jews kill gentile children in order to drink their blood), host desecration ("torturing" the Eucharist wafer), poisoning wells, falsifying sacred scriptures and more.

These crusty old legends have seeped into the subconscious minds of many Christians and Muslims. Bizarre conspiracy theories about Jewish power and evil have been popularised and spread by "evidence" such as the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, a proven forgery that was entirely fabricated by the Czarist secret police in the early 1900s.

While most targets of racism are portrayed as dirty or lazy, barbaric or uncultured, backward, lacking intelligence or animal-like, Jews are portrayed as a malevolent force, often with supernatural "mystical powers," as controlling international finance, media and politics, aiming to subjugate the non-Jewish population of the world in a quest for world domination, and therefore as representing an existential threat to non-Jews. Other forms of racism have escalated into mass murder in order to serve a more basic purpose, such as the conquest of territory or the acquisition of resources. With antisemitism, genocide is an end in itself.

Far-right racists still propagate conspiracy mythologies about Jews being inordinately powerful and manipulating and controlling institutions and events. Nazi ideology goes further, and considers Jews to be at the bottom of the human racial hierarchy (and, indeed, as sub-human) - less than all other races, ethnicities and nationalities. Nazi racial theory posits an eternal battle between "the Aryan race" and "the Jewish race" as the protagonists in a cosmic battle between good and evil. In general, far-right antisemitism is overt, and hence easier to recognise and identify.

Those on the far left claim to oppose all forms of racism, including antisemitism. They therefore have a problem in recognising and identifying antisemitism when it does not come from the right, or when it comes from those they perceive to be allies of the left, or from within their own ranks. Many of them cannot conceive of any racism on the left at all.

The modern far left has been blinded to antisemitism by two factors. First, it sees racism through a particular ideological lens of a binary world composed of mutually exclusive opposites - rich and poor, powerful and powerless, racist and anti-racist, oppressor and oppressed. There is nothing in between and no overlap; it is an either/or worldview.

Second, far-left ideology views racism as a function of the power structure within the capitalist system. This means that racism can only be perpetrated by those with power against those without power. It is a one-way street; racism is downward; and the reverse, upward racism, is excluded from being categorised as racism. Only those with power, or deemed so, can commit racism; while those without power, or so deemed, cannot.

Racism, from a far-left perspective, is seen as "punching down" the power ladder, not "punching up." Therefore, only "whites" can be racist, whereas non-whites, or people of colour, cannot be racist. In this ideological far-left lens, racism is not based on the number or type of incidents or discrimination against a targeted group, but is based on a highly contrived conceptualisation of who the perpetrators are.

In the same vein, because those on the far left place Jews collectively in the category of a powerful class, this precludes them from categorising Jews as targets of racism. Not only are more subtle forms of antisemitism often denied, ignored or minimised, but antisemitism by so-
called "powerless" non-Jews is often excused, or in some cases encouraged as "punching up" against the "powerful." The far left thus becomes an enabler of antisemitism.

In summary, antisemitism is often seen and treated differently to other forms of racism. Those on both the far right and far left view Jews as a powerful force. For the far right, this view feeds into its conspiracy theories that Jews are an evil and existential danger to gentiles. For the far left, this view feeds into its racism theories and often leads it to deny that antisemitism exists (unless perpetrated by the far right), and in many cases to excuse it when it comes from others on the left or its allies. In both cases, this occurs because the images that the far right and far left have of Jews is false and mythological. Jews are placed in the uncomfortable and dangerous position of being targeted by the far right and betrayed by the far left.

Racism is racism, regardless of the identity of the perpetrator or the identity of the victim. All racism and bigotry is wrong, not just some forms. If racism is allowed to occur and fester against even one targeted group, then the whole of society is diminished.

_Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry_

---

_Lurking Dangers of the Racist Right_
Julie Nathan 30 August 2018

On the fringes of society, beyond the gaze of mainstream politics, there is a network of people propagating and planning an insidious and totalitarian goal - ethnic cleansing and genocide, under the rubric of their catch-cry ‘Race War Now’. This is not only occurring in Australia, but is part of an international racialist movement, and one that is gaining ground.

This racialist camp is composed of ultra-nationalists, white supremacists and neo-Nazis. The term ‘racialists’ is used rather than ‘racists’ to indicate that an ideology is the base of their racist views rather than sheer bigotry. In short, racialists are hostile to all people they consider to be non-Europeans, but Jews are seen as the primary enemy.

The ideas behind the push for a ‘Race War Now’ can be traced back to _The Protocols of the Elders of Zion_, a completely fabricated document concocted by the Czarist secret police in the early 1900s which antisemites claim ‘proves’ that ‘the Jews’ are plotting to control the world. The updated and modernised version of this racialist conspiracy theory has become concretised around the twin ideas of ‘Cultural Marxism’ and ‘White Genocide’.

The ‘Cultural Marxism’ thesis is a conspiracy theory concerning an alleged plot supposedly conceived for the most part by Jewish academics of the Frankfurt School of social theory and philosophy who seek to undermine and destroy European Western culture. This plot is said to be achieved through the promotion of equality, human rights, civil rights, feminism, homosexual rights, abortion, multiculturalism, secularism and internationalism. In this way, ‘Cultural Marxism’ is portrayed as the ideological weapon by which ‘traditional’ Western societal values are being undermined, and the resilience of ‘white people’ to stand up for their own traditional culture is being diminished.
In similar fashion, the related concept of ‘White Genocide’ is an allegation of a Jewish plot to ‘destroy’ the European races. The mythology is that ‘the Jews,’ along with their ‘lackeys’ of other non-whites and leftists, are plotting ‘White Genocide’ through mass immigration of people of non-European background (‘non-whites’) into ‘white majority’ countries. Those who subscribe to the theory of ‘White Genocide’ believe that in this way, people of ethnic European background will become a minority group, outnumbered and dominated in the countries of Europe, North America and Australasia where once they were a majority of the population. This is the kind of feared ‘replacement’ that the marchers at the Charlottesville “Unite the Right” rally in the US in August 2017 were referring to when they chanted “Jews will not replace us”.

A crude expression of this idea takes the form of a poster produced by the Australian neo-Nazi group, Antipodean Resistance. Its slogan is ‘Stop the Hordes’, with the “hordes” being identified in grossly racist terms as immigrants of Arab, Indian, African and Chinese background, and it is “the Jews”, symbolised by the Jewish Star of David, who are portrayed as the hidden hand behind non-white immigration into Australia, and other countries with ethnic European majorities. The response to ‘White Genocide’, as espoused by many neo-Nazi and white supremacist groups, is ‘White Revolution’.

Those racialists and white supremacists who subscribe to the ideas of an international Jewish conspiracy to control the world, including the ideas of ‘Cultural Marxism’ and ‘White Genocide’, have formulated their response – “GTKRWN” – the acronym standing for “Gas The Kikes, Race War Now”. ‘Kike’ is a grossly derogatory term for ‘Jew’. The term “GTKRWN” is increasingly being used on countless websites, social media pages, memes, images and hashtags.

Disturbingly, there is a plethora of calls online urging people to kill Jews, and of images of Jews being hung, stabbed and shot, posted as joyful and inspirational expressions of what individuals and groups desire. The provocative and murderous propaganda posters by the Australian neo-Nazi group, Antipodean Resistance, calling to “Legalise the Execution of Jews” provides a chilling example of the genocidal mindset of racialists and their willingness to publicly display and promote their views.

This is what the ‘Race War Now’ narrative espouses. But what do its adherents actually plan to do?

In general, these racialists have a three step plan: stop all non-white immigration, deport all non-whites (people of African, Asian, Arab, and other non-European background), and kill all Jews. Some include Muslims in the deportation plan, others do not. Once the Jews are ‘taken care of’ then any problem with ‘the Muslims’ will be considered either controllable or at an end, as these racialists see ‘the Muslim problem’ as being one contrived and orchestrated by ‘the Jews’ as part of the ‘Jewish plot’ to destroy the West. How such a plan would actually be implemented is not readily known, although there is an abundance of literature from which the racialists draw their inspiration.

mayhem and murder, and embraces an anti-Jewish and anti-black ideology. When the victorious neo-Nazis establish their first state in a part of California, the Jews are rounded up and killed, the blacks and other non-whites are expelled, and the so-called “race-traitors” are hanged from lamp-posts in the streets in an event known as the ‘Day of the Rope’.

Another increasingly popular inspiration is Siege by James Mason. Siege is a series of short essays written in the 1980s compiled into a 457 page book. According to the Southern Poverty Law Centre: “Mason and his writings preach the praxis of leaderless, cell-structured terrorism and white revolution.” According to ProPublica, Siege commands that: “Now was the time for true believers to go underground and launch a clandestine guerrilla war aimed at bringing down “The System.””

Clearly, these ‘Race War Now’ individuals and groups have no illusions that they could win power by means of a popular vote in a democratic election. Their only chance at power is through violence, murder, terrorism and guerrilla warfare. But first, they need to lay the groundwork and plant the seeds for ‘White Revolution’ and ‘Race War’. The unfolding of this plan is in its early stages in Australia, but it is occurring, albeit on the fringes of society. Racialists are crawling out from their dark crevices and openly seeking a pathway towards ethnic cleansing and genocide.

The ‘Race War Now’ ideology and its adherents are not on the conventional political radar. However, given their existence and the murderous threat they pose to people and to freedom and democracy, they should not be ignored. They need to be exposed to the clear light of day, and the full force of the law should be brought to bear upon them whenever they incite or carry out acts of violence.

Julie Nathan is the Research Officer for the Executive Council of Australian Jewry
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